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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs, Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or
at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its
sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the
deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of
both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both
sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be
in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammereddown to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or
at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from
the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the
exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their
appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described as
having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

First Session
Friday, September 8, 2017, at 10:00 A.M.
Lots 1-553
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

United States
General Collections
1

U.S., Incredibly Powerful Specialized Collection, 1847-1935. Mounted on Lighthouse pages, with 44
certificates of better issues, with various shades and interesting old cancels collected in the old time style, with better
items that include used: 9X1, 1 (4), 2, 1c 1851 (6 singles), 8A with Doporto certificate, 10/11 (4), 12, 13, 14 (2), 15, 17 (5
singles, 1 pair), 20, 21 removed pen cancel, Weiss certificate, 22 removed pen cancel from plate 11 or 12, 23, 24 Type
Va, 27 (2), 28 (4, 1 with Crowe certificate), 29 (2), 30 (2), 30A (2, 1 with PSAG certificate), 32, 33, 34 removed cancel,
Crowe certificate, 36 (4), 37, 38 (2), 62B with Crowe certificate, 67 (2), 68 (3), 70/78 (6 shades), 70b, 70d with Crowe
certificate, 72 (5), 75 (4), 76 (2), 83 with Weiss certificate, 84 with Crowe certificate, 84 (2, each with PSE certificate), 85
(2), 85B (2, both with Crowe certificate), 85E (3, each with Crowe certificates), 87, 89, 90, 92 (2), 95 (5), 96, 97, 98 (2), 99
(2, both with Crowe certificates), 100 (5), 118, 120 (2), 122 (2), 123, 137, 138 (3), 141 (2), 141A with PF certificate, 143
with Crowe certificate, 151, 153, 155, 166 (2), 191, 242, 262 (3), 278, 292, 312 (2), 491 with Weiss certificate, 518b with
Crowe certificate, 523, J1-7, J15-20, J28, O2, O9, O11-12, O25-31, O31, O33, O35-45, O43, O47-55, O64, O66,
O72-81, O102, O113, O120, Confederate States 2, 5, 5 on piece with PSAG graded 70 certificate and mint: 2 (2), 4, 1c
1851 issues (5 singles), 11, 15 no gum with Crowe certificate, 17 (2), 22, 26, 30, 30A, 32 o.g. with Crowe certificate, 36B
(2), 37 (2), 38, 40 with PF certificate, 63 (6), 65 (4), 68 (3), 69, 70, 71 o.g. Crowe certificate, 72, 73 pair, 73, 75 (2, 1 with
Crowe certificate), 76 (3), 77 (2), 78, 88 (2, 1 with Crowe certificate), 93, 94, 96 (2), 97, 111 Crowe certificate, 112 (4, 1
with APS certificate), 113, 115, 117, 118 with Crowe certificate, 119, 120 with APS certificate, 121, 124 (2), 133 (3), 137,
145-48, 153, 154, 159, 161, 182-90, 187-89, 190 (3), 191, 205-11, 212-18, 217P5 pair, 220a, 223-25, 227-28, 230-45,
241 block of four, 243, 253, 258, 259, 262, 263, 265, 268-73, 275, 276 (2), 276A (2), 277, 278, 279-84, 285-93, 294-99,
300-12, 300-10, 323-27, 327 (2), 328-30, 330 with PSE certificate, 330 (2), 355 line pair with PSAG certificate, 335-42,
336-40, 358, 363 with Crowe “Decline Opinion” certificate, 367-73, 369, 374-81, 399-400A, 401-4, 405-7, 407 (2, one
with PF certificate), 414-21, 424-30, 432-39, 458 pair, 458 line strip of 4, 469, 477, 479-80, 486-97 pairs and/or line pairs
(missing 491), 500, 506-18, 518 with offset on reverse with PF certificate, 518b with Crowe certificate, 524 (3), 533 pair,
534A pair, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 599A pair, 630, 634A, 658-79, 692-701, C1, C3 (5), C4, C5 (2), C6, C13-14, C13-15,
E1, E3 (2), E6 (2), E7 (2), E8, E9 (2), E10, J4-5, J18, J19, J21, J22-27, J44, J61-68, Q1-12, K1-5, K7-10 (x2), K12 (2),
K13-15, K17-18, O1, O3, O6, O10, O12-14, O22, O23, O39 (3), O40, O42, O45, O58, O60, O62, O64-67, O80, O82,
O91, O92, O100, O120 strip of 3, PR2-3, PR15 (2), PR16 (4), PR20, PR57-64, PR72, PR73, PR76, PR86-87, LO6,
65P5 pair with PF and Crowe certificates, 66TC6 APS certificate, 212SK-191SK, 212SL-191SL, Confederate States 1,
4 pair, 8 pair. Some of the early mint classical issues have been regummed or have removed cancels, and you will find
typical mixed condition and centering among the earlier issues and the later issues appear mostly sound, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, there is so much meat to this collection, it is not unreasonable to say that these pages are packed
with value, there are so many key values, this collection could fill in the difficult issues missing from most collections or
dealer stocks. There is a tremendous profit potential. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $60,000 - 80,000
H/m
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UNITED STATES: General Collections
2

H/m

3

HH/H
U.S., Stupendous Mint Collection, 1851-1985. Proudly presented in two Scott albums, includes 10X2, 7, 9,
10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 20, 24, 26, 29, 30A, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 63-65, 68-72, 73, 75-78, 86-88, 90, 92-95, 97-98, 112-119,
123, 133, 134-137, 145-154, 156-166, 178-179, 182-191, 205, 206-211, 212-214, 215218, Small Bank Notes
complete, Columbian Expo complete, Small Bureaus complete, Trans Mississippi Expo complete, Pan American Expo
complete, 1902 Issue complete, Louisiana Purchase Expo complete, 369, excellent Washington Franklins, Pan Pacific
Expo complete, 1922 Issue complete, White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, C1-C6, C13,
C18, E1-E11, Q1-Q12, JQ1-JQ5, QE1-QE4, J1-J4, J20, J21-J26, K1-K18, O2-O9, O10-O14, O15-O24, O25-O30,
O33-O34, O35-O45, O47-O56, O57-O65, O67, O72-O82, O83-O85, O87-O93, Newspapers, Ducks 1934-2001, and
fairly complete to 1985, this lot can easily be broken up into hundreds of single lots, a collection even the most fastidious
dealer would love, F.-V.F.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

4

HH/H

5

H/m

2

U.S., Exceptionally Powerful Collection, 1847-1944. Carefully mounted and mostly correctly identified by
Scott numbers in Davo album with a high level of completion and over 100 certificates. Contained inside, you will find the
following better stamps, used: 1a with P.F. graded VF-XF 85 certificate, 1b with blue Philadelphia 5 cts town postmark
with P.F. certificate, 2, 7, 8A, 9, 13, 14 (3), 15 (2), 16, 17, 18, 19b, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 25A, 27, 28 (2), 29 (2), 30, 30A, 31
with Weiss certificate, 32, 33, 36 (2), 36b, 37, 38, 39 with questionable cancel, 62B, 64b, 67, 68, 69 (2), 70, 70a (3), 70b,
71, 72 (2), 76, 76a, 77 (2), 78, 78a (2), 78b (2), 79, 83, 83 with A.P.S. certificate, 84, 85 with P.S.E. certificate, 85, 85B
(2), 85C, 85E (2), 86-91, 86, 89, 91, 92-101 (100 has double grill, one split), 92-99, 101, 112 (2), 112 double grill, 115-17,
119 (2), 120-22, 123, 133, 134, 137, 138, 138A, 139, 140, 141, 143, 144, 145-55, 156-63, 165-66, 166, 182-91, 212-18,
219-29, 239-40, 242, 261-61A, 277-78, 264-78, 291, 300-13, 369, 331-42, 392-96, 401-4, 421-23, 441-47, 448-58, 467,
499/505 combination pair, 500, 523, C13-15, E1-6, J1-6, O13, O25-34, O42, O52-56, O57, O63, O73-82, Q1-12 and
mint: 1, 3, 4 with A.P.S. certificate, 113, 124, 135, 143, 145-55 (153 with Pinchot certificate), 156-66, 182-91, 178-79,
205-11, 212-18, 219-29, 232-36, 238, 241, 243-45, 246-59, 261, 263, 264-78 (277 with P.S.E. certificate), 275, 276A,
277, 279-84, 287, 289, 292-93, 294-97, 299, 300-13 (312 with P.S.A.G. certificate), 315 P.S.E. graded XF-Sup 95
certificate, 325, 327, 330, 331-42, 342, 374-82, 397-400, 405-7, 414-21 (419 with P.S.E. certificate), 422-23, 424-40,
572, 581-91, 595, 630, 658-79, multiples of Farley souvenir sheets, 803-34, C1-6, C18, E11-13, O1-9, O10-12, O14,
O35-37, O39-41, O43-45, O50-51, O58-62, O64-66, O72, O87, O88, O93 and 17 Newspaper Facsimiles. This
collection really focused on filling in every number, so occasionally condition was sacrificed and although there are over
100 certificates (most of which were issued by Alan Miller), some of the classical issues may have removed cancels or
regums, but the collection was also collected in the old time spirit with various interesting cancels and little varieties and
some sets in both mint and used condition. This collector truly loved and obsessed over his collection, carefully updating
and accounting for each stamp with an inventory list on each page, which should make figuring this collection easier.
We recommend viewing to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000

U.S., Mint Collection, 1857-1959. Mounted in Scott National album, consisting of mint: 24, 40, 63, 117, 157,
158, 183-85, 189, 205, 211, 214-16, 219D, 224-28, 251-52, 254, 256-58, 260, 263, 268-69, 271, 273-76, 282, 283,
288-91, 299, 300-12, 326-27, 328-30, 334-39, 341-42, 378-79, 381-82, 343-47, 358, 362, 395, 397-400A, 402, 405-7,
414, 417-18, 420-21, 423, 445-47 pairs, 426-29, 431-35, 438-39, 460, 467 5¢ error in 2¢ block of 12, 470-76, 477,
479-80, 486-97 pairs (missing 491), 505 5¢ error in 2¢ block of 12, 523, 524, 528A, 528B, 532, 540a pair, 547, 567-68,
570-73, 581-91, 599A single and pair, 630, 692-701, 658-79, 803-34 and 1030-53. Overall condition is better than
normal with only a few regums or tiny faults among the early 19th and early 20th century issues and generally sound
among the 20th century issues, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice collection of quality
stamps. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

U.S., Exquisite Mint and Used Regular Issue Collection, 1845-1920. Mounted on Scott National pages,
collected in the old time style, carefully hand picking every cancel variation, shade and variety and studying each stamp
for the slightest change, so there will be some duplication, but the duplicates are really minute varieties, with each
addition enhancing the collection into this study. Some notable better items include used: 9X1, 1 (3), 2, 7, 9 (2), 12, 13,
14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27, 32, 64, 70/78 (6, various shades), 67 (3), 68 (8), 69 (2), 71 (3, a couple with color cancels),
72, 73 (2), 75, 76 with Star of David cancel, 76a, 77 (3), 78 (2), 83, 84, 85, 85B (2), 85C, 85E, 86, 88 with red cancel, 89
(2), 90 (2), 91, 92-100, 92 (2), 93 (2), 97 pair with red cancel, 98 with red cancel, 119 (3 with various color cancels), 134
split grill, 134 end roller grill, 136 end roller grill, 138 split grill, 134-37, 141, 145-55, 156-63, 165-66 Continental bank
notes with various shades and interesting cancels, 217 with red cancel and mint: 5P3, a couple 10’s, 11 (9), 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 22, 23, 24 (3), 26 gash on shoulder, 26 (7), 26a, 29 (2), 30 with P.F. certificate, 30, 30A, 35 (3), 36, 40, 56
(65-E15h) with PF certificate, 63 (8 in various shades), 65 (4), 68 (2), 68 double transfer in TAG (2), 69, 73, 76 (4), 86,
87, 88 with P.F. certificate, 89, 91, 92, 94 pair with split grill, 94 (2), 95, 97, 98, 94, 100, 101, 112 (3), 113 (4), 114, 115,
116, 117, 119, 123, 126, 138, 153, 156E and 158E with 8 hole Douglass eight hole patent punch cancel, 157 photocopy
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of PF certificate, 157 and 158 double paper, 158 block double paper, 212, 214, 217, 218, 220a, 231 broken hat, 232 (3),
233 (2), 234 (2), 235 (2), 236 (3), 237 (2), 238, 239 (2), 240 (2), 242, 261, 285-91, 294-99, 300-12 (with some duplication
of various shade varieties), 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 331-41, 343-47 pairs, 357-58, 367-73, 374-82, 390-96, 395-96
pairs, 397-400A, 401-403, 405-7, 414-21 with various shades, 422-23, 424-39 with various shades, 446-47 pairs, 453
pair, 452-55 pairs, 457 line pair, 458 pair, 460, 462-66, 468-76, 479-80, 498-518 (missing 505) with various shades,
501b and 502b booklet panes, 524 (2), 525 and 529 blocks of four with double impression, 532-534A, 538a block of
four, 540a block of four and 547 (3). As with most old time collections, condition will be mixed as some times condition
was sacrificed for variety, but also you can expect to find some interesting varieties that are missing from many modern
collections. Some of the early 19th century stamps have had cancels removed or have gum issues, but the vast majority
are mint with high Scott values, generally F.-V.F. appearance, We recommend a careful inspection to properly
evaluate.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
6

H/m

7

H/m

8

U.S., Collection of Better 19th Century Issues, 1845-1902. Neatly laid out on Vis-O-Grip pages, consisting
of mint: 112, 117, 145, 147, 148 (2) and 208 (2), and used 9X1, 1 (3), 2, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 28, 30A, 32, 36, 37, 38,
67-69, 70/78 (3), 71, 72 (2), 75 (2), 76 (2), 77, 90, 97, 98 (2), 112-22 (2 sets), 115, 116, 117, 134 (2), 135 (2), 137 (2), 138,
139, 140 with P.F. certificate, 144, 145-55, 149, 152, 153 (2), 155 (2), 156-63, 162, 165-66, 165, 182-91, mixed
Banknotes on several stock pages, 208 (3), 217 (2), 218 (3), 219-29, 264-76; condition and gum are a little mixed,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection with various shades, cancels and overall attractive looking stamps.
Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

9

H/m

10

H/m

U.S., Regular Issue Collection, 1847-1980. Mounted in Scott National 3-ring album, with highlights that
include: used: 9X1, 1 (3), 2 manuscript cancel, 7 (2), 9 (2), 12, 14, 15, 17, 25, 27, 28, 30A, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 70-72, 72,
75-78, 83, 86-87, 90-91, 92-101, 115-17, 115-16, 118-22, 134, 135A, 138, 149, 151, 153 (2), 160, 162, 163, 165 (2),
166, 191, 218, 276-76A, 278 and mint: 20, 22, 26, 30, 35, 73, 165, 182-90, 205, 209, 211, 212-17, 219-29, 230-45, 250,
252, 254-56, 259, 264-72, 274, 277 (2), 279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-8, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 331-42, 374-79,
381-82, 343-47, 394-96 pairs, 397-400A, 401-4, 405-7, 414-20, 422, 447 pair, 424-35, 457-58 pair, 462-66, 468,
470-74, 499/505 combination pair, 551-73, 581-91, 630, 634A, 692-701, 658-79, 803-34 and 1030-53. Some regums
and removed cancels among the early classical issues, usual mixed condition among 19th and early 20th century
issues, mostly sound among 20th century issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, A useful collection with many key
stamps that every one seems to need to fill in their collection.Viewing recommended to properly evaluate. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1930. Hinged on home made quadrille pages in two old time binders,
with the following highlights - used: 14, 17, 33, 68-69. 70-72, 76-78, 95-98, 151, 153, 154, 162, 165-66, 191, and mint:
24, 26, 36, 38, 73, 112-14, 116-17, 120-22, 134, 135, 145-46, 152, 157, 182-85, 187, 189, 211, 215, various American
Specimens, India and Card proofs, 219D, 222, 226-29, 219-22 blocks of four, 224-29 blocks of four, 230-39, 241,
230-32 blocks of four, 234 block of four, 236 block of four, 240-41 blocks of four, 246-51, 254-58, 260, 264-71, 273-74,
279-84, 285S-91S, 293S, 648 plate block of sixteen, C1-3 sets of singles and top arrow blocks of four, C3 centerline
block of four, C4-6 sets of singles and blocks of four, E7 block of four and E7 plate block of nine, E11-E13 blocks of four,
Q1-Q2 blocks of 45, Q3 plate block with numeral “FOUR” block of eight, Q4 block of twenty, Q5 block of six with “FIVE”
and plate number, Q5 block of sixteen, Q6 block of eight, Q7 block of six and JQ5 block of four. Condition is a little mixed.
Great collection with many useful and sound stamps throughout, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
m

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1972. Mounted on Lighthouse hingeless pages, includes mint 24, 26,
145-146, 149, 153, 211-214, 217-218, 230-234, 236, 238-239, 241-245, 285-291, 294-299, 310-312, 327, 369,
399-400A, Kansas overprint complete, used 30A, 37, 38, 70, 72, 78, 97, 100, 112-115, 119-121, 154-155, 292, plenty of
choice sale able material, an inexpensive opportunity to gather inventory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1847-1950. Neatly mounted in early Hagner hingeless album produced for
Collectors Marketing Corp., with highlights that include used: 1, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 25, 32, 36, 68-69, 71-72, 76-77,
112-17, 119 red cancel, 119, 122, 145-55, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 217-18, 276, 292 and mint: 73, 156-58, 179, 182-84,
205-11, 212-15, 219-29, 230-43, 231 broken hat, 246-51, 257-58, 264-65, 268-70, 273, 277, 279-82C, 285-91, 294-99,
323-27, 300-10, 328-30, 367-73, 397-400A, 401-404, 331-42, 343-47, 374-82, 405-7, 414-21, 422, 392-96, 424-40,
443-47, 462-66, 468-74, 476, 478-79, 498//518 (missing 500, 505), 524, 532, 533, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 599A, 630,
692-701, 658-79, 803-34, C1-6 and C13-15. Condition is a little mixed in the early issues and generally sound starting
with Washington/Franklins, lots of lovely fresh appearing better singles that would surely be of interest, generally
F.-V.F., if you are looking for a quality collection with some decent meat to it, we recommend you view this lot (photo on
web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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U.S., 19th Century Collection, 1847-98. On old time pages, consisting of: 1, 2, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20,
22, 27, 29 (2), 30A, 32 (3), 33, 36B, 37, 38, 39, 68-72, 70c? 75-78, 83 (2), 85, 86, 87 (2), 89-91, 90, 92, 95-101, 112-17,
119 (2), 120-22, 138, 149, 151, 152 (2), 153 (3), 154, 155, 160, 162, 165, 166, 182-91, 190, 191, 238-45 and 286-93.
Some mixed condition (some faults), generally F.-V.F. appearance, we recommend viewing to properly value. Scott
$52,321 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

13

H/m
U.S., Premium Mint & Used Selection, 1847-1940. 39 better mint & used stamps, used includes four
margin #1 with red cancel, four margin #1 with red grid cancel, VF 93 with red cancel, 245, mint includes 121, 233 NH,
234 NH (2), 242, 244, 286 plate number single NH, 369, 550 NH, C5, K7, K10, O2, with many premium items, this lot will
bring a hefty price, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

14

H
U.S., Collection of Better Commemoratives, 1893-1933. Neatly mounted on Vis-O-Grip pages, consisting
of 230-45, 285-93, 294-99 (2 sets), 323-27, 1909 commemoratives, 397-400A, C1-6, C13-15 and C18. Condition and
gum are a little mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance, plenty of popular sets and singles. Viewing recommended to
properly evaluate.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

15

H/m

16

H/m

17

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1950. Mounted in an album, on pages and display cards, with unused
150, 178-179, 230 NH, 232 (2), 233 (4), 334 NH, 469 XF NH, pairs of 486, 488, 489, 490, 492-497, 573, White Plains
sheet, Prexies complete (2), 805b pair, used includes 28 with red cancel, 71 with leaf cancel, 119, 445 pair with 2003 PF
certificate, many stamps selected for centering, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $21,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

18

H/m

4

U.S., Collection, 1847-1983. Mounted in Scott National album, consisting of used: 1, 76, E1-11, J7, J15-20,
J28 and mint: 26, 212 with copy of P.F. certificate, 214, 223, 230-37 (6c with P.F. certificate), 256, 272 with P.F.
certificate, 285-87, 294-99, 300-4, 306, 308, 309 with PSE graded 85 certificate, 323-27, 328-30 (5c with P.F.
certificate), 331-40 (8c with P.F. certificate and 10c with PSE graded 80 certificate), 343-47, 348 NH pair with P.F.
graded 85 certificate, 367-73, 374-78 (several with certificates), 394 pair, 397-400A (400A with P.F. certificate),
401-404 (5c and 10c with PSE certificates), 405-7, 414-417, 420, 424-28, 429 with PSE graded 85 certificate, 433-35,
465-66, 467 5c and 2c combination pair, 470 pair, 472-73, 486-97 pairs (missing 491), 498-518 with 505 5¢ error in 2¢
block of 6, 524 with PSE graded 90 certificate, 547, 529a block, 530a block, 532, 533 with copy of P.F. certificate, 534A,
547 with P.F. certificate, 551-73 (20c with PSE graded 90 certificate, $5 with PSE graded 85 certificate, 581-91, 595 NH
P.F. certificate, 599A single and pair, 630, 634A, 658-79 (662 with PSE graded 85 certificate, 673 with PSE graded 90
certificate, and 678 with PSE graded 90 certificate), 692-701, 803-34, 921 KORPA error in sheet of 50, 1030-53, 1363c,
1383C, 1551a, 1557b with PSE certificate, 1729 imperf pair, 2026a, 2399a, 3138 Bugs Bunny missing die cut, C1-6,
C13-15, C18, K3, K4 and K10. Condition overall appears better than normal with usual small faults among the early 19th
and early 20th century issues and mostly sound among the 20th century issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, viewing
recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S., Collection, 1847-1925. In Scott National album, 1926 edition, with the following highlights used #1-2,
7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 25A, 32, 33, 36, 68-72, 76, 78, 87, 92, 96, 97, 99, 112-17, 119-20, 151, 153, 154, 160, 162, 165-66, 208,
214, 218, 223-29, 275, 276, 278, 312, 523, E1-4, J7, J22-27, J36 and mint 212, 215, 217, 220-22, 230-39, 241, 253,
254, 256, 257, 264-73, 279-84, 285-92, 294-99, 300-8, 310, 325, 327, 328-30, 331-41, 343-47, 374-82, 400A, 401-3,
414-20, 428-440, 462-66, 468-76, 500, 506-17, 532, C1-3, C4-6, O90, K1-17 and PR3-4. Condition is a little mixed, with
some usual faults among the Classic issues, lovely overall with many attractive and well centered and very fine stamps,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, we recommended viewing to properly evaluate. Scott $41,640 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Outstanding Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1960. Residing in an All American Stamp Album, with
mint 117, Kansas Nebraska complete, White Plains sheet, used includes 17, 36 (2), 37 with red cancel, 71, 76 (2), 77
(2), 97, 98, 112 (3), 118, 119, 139, 186, extensive Washington Franklins, C1-C6, C18 mint & used, nice back of the book
including CSA, with dozens more that catalog $100.00 or more, enormous break up value, mixed condition, a most
enjoyable collection to view, F.-V.F. Scott $53,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

H/m

U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1861-1969. In two Lighthouse hingeless albums. Highlights include used: 62B,
67, 70-72, 75-76, 68-69, 77, 78, 83, 86, 87, 89-90, 95-98, 112-22, 134, 135, 137, 145-55, 160, 162, 165-66, 182-91,
212-18, 238, 264-76, 285-91, C18 on cover, E1-10, J1-7, J22-28, mint: 228, 298, 555-62, 581-91, 658-79, C2, C6, J20,
Q8-9, RW1-26, RW28 and RW33-34. Condition varies, with some faults among the classic era, generally F.-V.F., a
lovely collection with some useful better items.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-1958. With strong classics and decent back of the book on loose Scott National
pages, with better stamps that include - used: 12, 18 (2), 20/22 (3), 23, 25, 27 (2), 29, 30A, 31, 33, 36B, 37, 114-21,
230-39, E1-9, J28, O32, O82, U6, R98a, R101a, R126 cut cancel and mint: 30 no gum, 230-41, 285-89, 294-99, 323-27,
328-30, 557-69, 571-73, 583a, 581-91, 599A single and pair, 630, 634 (CF2) postal forgery, 634A, 658-79, 692-701,
720b, 803-34, 832b, C1-6, C10a, K1-18, Q7, Q9, Q11, J5 no gum, JQ5, O5, O9, O12, O22-24 no gum, O35, O41, O53,
O55, O61, O76, O81 no gum, O90, O101, PR57-62, PR83, PR117-25 and Puerto Rico 215 plate block. Condition is
mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice collection with many better singles.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

22

H

23

H/m

U.S., High Quality Collection, 1851-2001. In three albums of beautiful pristine stamps, most of which have
certificates and were each hand picked for beautiful color and centering. Highlights include used: 15 with PF certificate,
17 with PSE cert, 25 on cover with APS cert, 33 with PSE cert, 35 with PSE cert, 70a with APS cert, 72 with PF cert, 76,
78 with PF cert, 112 well centered with APS cert, 114 XF with PSE cert, 116 with PSE cert, 119 with APS cert, 190 with
PSE graded VF 80 cert, 240, 291, 358 with PF cert, 391-92 both with APS certs, 533 Schermack on cover with APS cert,
C13 used on post card, J50 with APS cert, mint: 24 with o.g. PSE certificate, 38, 65, 224 NH with PF cert, 230-32,
234-36, 248 NH with PSE cert, 285-87 NH with certs, 289 o.g. with PSE cert, 294-99 4c-10c with certs, 300-2, 304 with
PF graded 80 cert, 308, 325 NH with PSE cert, 328 NH with PSE graded 80 cert, 337 with o.g. PSE cert, 369 o.g. with
APS cert, 407 NH PF cert, 414 o.g. with PF cert, 417 NH with PF cert, 434 NH with PSE cert, 438 o.g. with APS cert, 455
pair NH with PSE graded XF 90 cert, 457 o.g. pair with APS cert, 493 NH pair with PSE graded 90 cert, 495 NH pair with
PSAG graded 85 certificate, 508 NH with PSE cert, 511 NH with PSE graded 85 cert, 516 NH with PF graded 85 cert,
518 NH with PF graded 85 cert, 524, 559 NH with PF graded 85 cert, 558-62, 562-73 (many with certs), 583 with PF
graded 90 cert, 662 with PSE cert, 664 NH with PSE graded 85 cert, 666 NH with PSE cert, 667 NH with PSE graded 85
cert, 668 NH with PSE graded 80 cert, 675 NH with PSE cert, 679 NH with PSE cert, 803-34, 834 plate block C4-6, E1-3,
E5, E7, J15 NH with PF cert, J40 o.g. with APS cert, J74 o.g. with PF cert, K1-5, K7, K11 NH with PSE cert, K12, K18 NH
with PSE cert, an early 1917 1c Washington used on post card with Shanghai cancel, O35 o.g. with PF cert, O36, O40,
Q6 NH with PSE cert, Q1-9, Q12 o.g. with PSE cert, RVB1-2, PS2b, PS10 NH with PSE cert, PS15, WS7b, WS11, plus
a book of duplicates with mint C1 (2), RW26, RW37, good modern ducks with souvenir sheets, 573, $100’s worth of
postage and an album of Wine, Cigar and Tobacco stamps from the Smithsonian. Here you will find some beautiful
single stamps selected for quality. The vast majority are sound with certificates to back it up, F.-V.F. and better.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Mint Better Quality Balance Collection, 1879-1941. Mounted on H.E. Harris pages with 39
certificates with many well centered and premium sound stamps, including the following highlights: 183 with P.F.
certificate, 210 with P.F. certificate, 213 with photocopy of P.F. certificate, 223 with PF certificate, 230 with P.F.
certificate, 231, 232, 235 with P.F. certificate, 268, 269, 273 with P.S.E. certificate, 280 LH, 281, 287 LH with P.F.
certificate, 295 with P.F. certificate, 297 with P.F. certificate, 325, 328, 331-40 (4c, 8c, 10c have P.F. certificates),
343-47, 352 P.F. certificate, 374-77, 379, 396, 401, 410-13, 415, 418 with P.F. certificate, 424-28, 429 with P.F.
certificate, 432 with P.F. certificate, 434-35, 454 with P.F. certificate, 468 with P.F. certificate, 471 with P.F. certificate,
472 with dist. o.g., P.F. certificate, 473, 474, 489 pair with graded 90 P.S.E. certificate, 493 with graded 95 P.S.E.
certificate, 496 pair with graded 90 P.F. certificate, 506 with graded 90 P.S.E. certificate, 507-8, 509 with graded 90
P.S.E. certificate, 510-17, 526 with graded 90J P.S.E. certificate, 533 with P.F. certificate, 551-73 (1c, 1 1/2c, 2c, 3c, 5c,
11c, 14c, 20c, $5 have P.S.E. or P.F. certificates), 579 with P.S.E. certificate, 581-91, 600 pair with graded 90 P.S.E.
certificate, C1, C3, C4-6, C10a and C18. A lovely mostly sound collection with plenty of premium stamps, the vast
majority of the stamps are o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Old-Time Mint Collection, 1917-61. In old spring back album on quadrille pages, full of exceptional
quality stamps, consisting of 506-18, 551-71, 581-91, E12, E13, J1-7, J19-21, J22-27, a wonderful page of mixed perf
12 BEP issues to 50c, J56, J57, J66, J67, War Dept. Officials set, PR114-20, PR124 and an amazingly fresh collection
of 92 uncancelled (or very light cancels) early revenues including R41c, R50c, R72c, R79c (very light blue cancel),
R83c, R87c (light manuscript cancel), R113, R114, R148 (very light handstamp cancel), R149 light herringbone cancel,
RB5a light cancel and RB6b. Condition appears mostly sound with the occasional fresh appearing premium single,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1920’s. Hinged on home made quadrille pages in old time binder,
with the following highlights - used: 29, 37-38, 68-72, 76-77, 90, 92, 95, 96, 112-13, 115-17, 119-22, 149, 151-55, 160,
162-63, 165-66, 189-91, 212-18, and mint: 214, 233-40, 230-32 plate number strip of four, 234 plate number strip of
four, 236 plate number strip of four, 287-90, 300-5, 307-8, 343-47 horizontal pairs, 357-58, 369 pair, 394 line pair,
397-99, 424-38, 445 pair, 456 pair, 538a, 540a, 551-70, 581-91, 591 block of four, 614-21 blocks of four, C1-C6, C4-6
pairs, E4, E7, E12-13 blocks of four, QE1-4 blocks of four and Q1-Q11. Great collection with many attractive and sound
stamps throughout, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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U.S., Collection, 1851-90. On loose Scott pages, containing the following better used stamps: 7, 8A, 9, 12,
14, 15, 17, 20 (2), 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30A, 32, 36, 37, 38, 137, 141, 143, 149, 151, 153-55, 156-63, 165-66,
182-91, 208, 212-18, 219-29 and mint: 9, 24, 35, 37, 38P4, 40P4 and 150P3. Condition is mixed (some faults), generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $31,192+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

26

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-93. On loose Scott pages, containing the following better used stamps: 9 (2) and mint:
7, 9 (5), 11 pair, 24 (4), 36B, 63 (5), 65 (9), 73 (5), 76, 77, 87, 93 (2 singles and pair), 94 (single, pair and strip of 4), 112
(4), 113 (6), 114 (13), 115 (4), 116 (2), 117 (4), 133 (3), 145 (2), 146 (2), 157, 147, 158 (2), 161, 178, 183 (4), 190, 205,
206 (3), 207, 211, 235, 238, 239, 240, mint blocks of four: 26 (2), 63, 65, 183, 210, 234 and 285. Mostly unused, some
with removed cancels or regummed, condition is mixed (some faults), generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $50,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

27

H

28

H/m

29

HH/H

30

m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1987. Mounted in Scott National album, consisting of 1-2, 9 (2), 17, 20, 25, 36, 68, 70,
71, 76-78, 86, 87, 89, 90, 96-98, 112-16, 119, 122, 149, 151, 153-55, 160, 162, 165, 190, 208, 219-29, 230-40, 244, 276,
278, 285-91, 294-99, 300-11, 393-96, 414-21, 424-40, 468-80, 666, 669-78, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, plenty of key and better stamps. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

31

HH/H
U.S., Prexie & Liberty Issue Plate # Singles Collection, 1938-54. An impossible to duplicate collection of
most every plate # single that was available for both issues, missing only the rarest of the rare, neatly housed in a
stockbook, includes (26) #834s plus two first day covers, and two 1053, total of over 900 Prexies and 800 Liberty issues,
it would take a lifetime to find another, don’t pass it by, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

32

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1873-1925. A small but valuable collection, with Kansas Nebraska Overprint
complete, 459 mint NH, 519 NH pair (2), 546, 547, 573 NH, C5, JQ2-JQ5, K1, K3, K7, K10, K12, K17, O16, O77, O90,
careful inspection is required because of the many NH items, not to be missed, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

33

H/m

6

U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1939. In old time springback Scott National album, with the following
highlights - used: 7, 9, 18, 30A, 37, 67, 70-72, 76-78, 87, 89, 92-95, 97-98, 117, 119, 151, 154-55, 165-66, 182-91, 312
and mint: 36, 73, 112-14, 149, 189, 205, 216, 221, 224, 230-37, 239-40, 246-60, 264-70, 275-76, 280-82, 283-84,
285-91, 297-99, 300-10, 331-40, 342, 343-47, 357-58, 374-82, 390-96, 397-99, 410-13, 414-21, 424-35, 438, 448-58,
460, 468-76, 498//518 (missing 500, 502, 505), 551-71, 573, 581-91, 614-21, 658-79, 692-701 and 803-34. Nice
collection with many sound and useful stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Collection including Confederate States, 1861-1938. Mounted in hingeless Lighthouse album, with
the following mint highlights: 18, 24, 35, 65, 69, 70, 73, 76, 112, 114, 120, 159, 189, 205, 208, 209, 211, 219DP5 block of
four, 220a, 221, 223-25, 230-38, 231 broken hat variety, 248, 253, 255, 256, 274, 275, 294-98, 300-8, 323-27, 368 pair,
371 pair, 343-47, 357-58, 379-80, 382, 397-400, 401-3, 405-7, 414, 416-17, 424-28, 431-32, 434, 457 pair, 466,
471-72, 497 pair, 498//518 (missing 500, 502, 505, 516), 547, 526-28B, 532 pair, 533, 614-21, 591, 692-701, 803-34,
C1-C6 and Q9. Nice collection with many sound and useful stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1960. On Thorp and Martin Co. pages, with the following highlights used: 36, 71, 76, 112, 117-19, 121, 151, 160, 165, 208 and mint: 68, 208, 214, 217-18, 222, 224-226, 228, 232-36,
239-40, 255, 264-70, 272-74, 289-91, 279-82, 284, 302-10, 325, 330, 335-40, 343-47, 374-81, 405-7, 414-20, 427-35,
465-66, 468-71, 473-75, 551-69, 571-72, 591, 614-21, 658-79, 834 and F1. Useful collection with plenty of value
throughout, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Collection, 1857-1929. Mounted on Hagner sheets, with the following highlights: 190, 205, 206, 209,
212, 214, 215, 221, 224, 225, 228, 229, 232, 235-37, 240, 254, 255, 260, 271, 274, 275, 283, 284, 285-87, 289, 298,
302-7, 309, 310, 330, 339, 343-47, 360, 397-99, 518, 551-73, 658-79 and C1-C6. Nice base of a collection with many
sound and useful stamps, o.g., mostly hinged, some never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1938. Hinged on White Ace pages in black binder, with the following
highlights - used: 30A, 36-38, 68-72, 76, 112-14, 116-17, 119-22, 149, 151, 152, 165, 166, 276, 276A and mint: 210-18,
219-29 (missing 220), 269-72, 308, 337-40, 524, mostly complete 1922 Bureau set 551//73, 658-79, 803-34, Q1-Q8,
Q10-Q12, E3 and E7. Nice collection with many sound and useful stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Old Time Collection, 1851-1960. Mounted in three black albums, with highlights that include used: 9,
36, 68-69, 71, 76, 78, 84, 85B (appears unused), 99, 112-17, 151, 160, 165 and mint: 214, 232-36, 238, 240, 268,
288-90, 297-99, 305-6, 331-41, 374-78, 396, 397-99, 416-17, 437, 439, 457 pair, 473, 538a, 540a, 551-71, 581-91,
614-21 blocks of four, 630, 658-79, 692-701 set of blocks, 720b, C1, C6, C18 single and block of four, Q1-12, E3 and E8.
Solid collection filled with plenty of lovely singles that will have substantial value if properly broken down.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

35

HH/H/m U.S., Massive and Thorough Collection, 1851-2000. In 9 luxe Lindner albums, each well filled; Classics
are nicely represented, as is Back-of-the-Book material including Revenues, Ducks and Parcel Post; there is also a
great deal of n.h. face value material, definitely worth a look.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

36

H/m

37

H/m

38

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1980. Presiding in fourteen volumes in two large boxes, loading with
mint 1930-1950 material including souvenir sheets, Farleys, Prexies, plate block collection with Prexies to th $2.00,
Famous Americans, a few collections of mint 1930-1945, and a stockbook of used back of the book, mixed condition,
one volume alone catalogues $7,000.00, a very useful lot that will reward inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

39

HH

40

HH/H

41

HH/H

42

H/m

U.S., Old Time Balance. On old manila stock pages in two old Scott International Stamp Album hingeless
binders, with highlights that include mint: 221, 230 block of 8, 236, 266 block of 4, 285-87 blocks of four, 285-88, 295-97
blocks of four, 296-99, 303, 304 (2), 331-37, 339 (2), 340 (2), 374-80, 381 (3), 400, 405-7, 494 NH strip of 3, 495 NH pair
and NH line strip of 4, 497 NH pair and NH strip of 5, 501b (5), 566 NH block of 4, 567-70 NH blocks of four, 572-73,
581-91 blocks of four and extra 591 block of four, 658-79, C1 (2), C3 (2), C5 (3), C6 (3), E11-E13 blocks of four, E12 (5),
K1-5, K1-K13, K15 and used: 76, 115, 135, 160, 291 (2), a glassine of Mint Newspaper stamps and a few better used
stamps including 312. Condition is a little mixed, but the majority of the stamps are sound with many useful singles to be
harvested, generally F.-V.F., viewing recommended to properly evaluate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection on Old-Time Pages, 1857-98. Neatly mounted, with better items that include used: 20, 22,
25, 85B, 86, 89, 91, 92, 95, 96, 98, 112, 115-21, 134A, 135, 137A, 149, 151-53, 162, 163, 165, 166, 190-91, 217 and
mint: 114, 136, 185, 186 no gum, 212-14, 230-37, 257, 259, 264-70, 272-76, 279-84 and 287-91. Condition is mixed
among the early issues, with some better issues that have great retail potential if broken down properly, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mint NH Singles & Blocks Collection, 1919-32. Lot of blocks and singles, includes block of (8) #438a,
block of (9) #538, block of (10) #538 (8) singles #556, block of (6) C6, single C6, block of (12) #675, block of (8) #675,
block of (6) #675, with PSE certificates and all NH, F.-V.F. Scott $4,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection, 1879-1945. Carefully organized in large green stockbook, with many lovely and beautiful
stamps each carefully hand selected and purchased from some prominent U.S. dealers with careful notes about
purchase information, with some better stamps that include: 219 NH VF, 220a NH, 221 NH, 222, 223, 230 NH, 233-35,
237 (2), 238, 237, 249, 257, 268, 269 NH, 270, 281 NH, 285-86 NH, 287, 289 (2), 291, 296 (2), 298 (2), 299 (1 NH, 1
o.g.), 309 NH, 323 (2 NH), 324 NH, 325 (2 NH), 326 NH, 327, 328-30 NH, 334 NH, 339 NH, 340 (2), 341, 347 NH, 369,
377 NH, 399 (2 NH), 400 (2 o.g.), 414 NH, 416-18, 420, 422, 514 NH, 528A NH, 570 NH, 571 NH, 573, 581-90, C1 (2
NH), C4 (2 NH), C5 NH, C6, E2 disturbed o.g., E3 (1 with no gum, 1 regummed), E7 NH, E11-13 NH, RW60 and
RW62-RW63 each NH and signed by designer in plate number selvage. A few gum issues, but overall condition
appears good with many great lightly hinged and never hinged stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection, 1912-2000. 67 items in a stock book, includes miscut 1510c
(4), miscut 2527a, 807 plate block, imperf 2133b strip of six, 1789 imperf pair, 1281 precancel imperf pairs (8), 2136a
imperf strip of six (2), 2005a imperf strips of four, plus gutter blocks of four, gutter snipes, imperf between, overprint
shifts, Prexies & Washington Franklins, be sure to check this one out, tremendous break up value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1934. In two Scott Platinum hingeless albums, with better items that include used: 69,
112 (2, 1 with P.F. certificate), 117, 149, 151, 153, 155, 163, 165-66, 182-91, 212-18, 219-28, 238, 276, 285-90, 294-99,
300-11, 323-27, 373 pair, 335-42, 395-96, 400 (2), 400A (3), 401-4, 414-21, 446, 447 pair, 458 pair, 658-79, C1-2, C4-6,
E1-2, E3 (4), E5-11, Q1-9, Q11, K2-5, J1-7, J26, O1, O3-6, O8, O15-24, O25-27, O30-31, O35-44, O47-53, O55-56,
O60-62, O64-65, O72-81, O83-93, O95, O110-11, PR5, PR8, PR20, PR105, PR118-20, PR122-23, PR125, R160,
Confederate States 1-2, 4-5, and unused: O1S, O10S, O11S, O25S, O35S, O36S, O48S, O57S, O69P3 and PR73.
Some mixed condition, with some lovely high catalog value singles that can be easily broken down., generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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HH

44

H

45

H/m
U.S., 19th Century Collection, 1847-69. In large black Scott stock book, containing used #1, 7 (3), 9 (2), 15,
17, 11 (24, a couple appear to be #10), several pages of 26’s, 36B, 63 (16), several pages of 65, 68 (3), 70/78 (5), 71 (2),
73 (60), 76 (2), 87 (4), 89, 90 (2), 93 (11), 98 (2), 112 (4), 113 (16), 114 (92) and mint 24 (2), 26 (3), 73P4. Usual mixed
condition, generally F.-V.F., we recommended viewing to properly evaluate. Scott $18,478 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

46

HH/H

47

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-1902. On loose Harris pages, containing the following better used stamps: 7, 9, 14,
15, 17, 25, 29, 30A, 33, 36, 37, 67 (cancel removed), 68, 69, 70 with PF certificate, 72, 76, 78, 112-17, 120-21, 160, 162,
190, 217, 218, 300-11 and mint: 213-16, 224, 225, 256 and 302 with PSE certificate. Condition is mixed (some faults),
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $11,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

48

HH/H

49

HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1960. Includes seven volume collection of better mint & used singles
and plate blocks, also five plate files of plate blocks, study of #11, used & revenues in envelopes, all sorts of surprises
throughout, some mixed condition, inspection please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

50

H/m

51

HH

52

HH/H/m

53

HH/H/m

54

H/m
U.S., Collection including Confederate States, 1857-1964. Hinged in old time blue Scott Simplified Album,
with the following highlights - Used: 151, 152, 208, Confederate States 1, 4, R88c strip of 3 and R96c on revenue
document, 6 Confederate Covers including #1, and Mint: 65, 73, 216, 219, 219D, 221, 223-27, 230-35, 230-38, 237,
240, 285-90, 297-98, 325, 327, 328-30, 402, 614-21, E1-3, J7 and O60. Nice collection with many sound and useful
stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

8

U.S., Quality Mint Collection, 1922-65. 1922 Issue 551-573 NH, 617-619, 620-621 blocks of four, 630
White Plains sheet, 692-701, Kansas Nebraska overprint complete NH, Prexies complete, 832b, Liberty Issue
complete, with a few first day covers, fresh collection, a quick inspection will only endear it to you more, what was
inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection, 1898-1934. In Scott National album, containing #285-89, 293, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73,
397-400, 538a, 540a, 547, 551-73 (a few values are rotary), 591, 666, 679, 692-701, C1-6, Q1-12, E2-8 and E10-13.
Condition appears better than usual, generally F.-V.F., we recommended viewing to properly evaluate. Scott $10,500
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Early 20th Century Collection, 1898-1909. On loose Scott National pages, consisting of: 285-91,
294-99, 300-11, 315, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-47, some perf 12 Washington coils, 357-58 and 367-73. Condition
appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Mint Quality Collection, 1909-54. Housed on stock pages, with mint Prexies complete, mint blocks of
four of 632-642, 692-700, 704-715, Prexie blocks of four with duplication, eye popping colors, please evaluate, F.-V.F.
Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Classics Collection of Mostly Civil War Issues. On quadrille pages, with 1861 issues, 1867 grilled
issues and postage currency, with better items that include - used: 70/78 shades (4), 71 (2), 76 (5), 85E, 89, 90 (3),
96-98 and mint: 211 and postage currency PC5-7. Condition is mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance, we recommend
viewing to properly evaluate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Plate Number Coil Strip Collection, 1981-2003. Mounted in two Scott albums, 1891 has strips of
three 1-5,7, strips of five 2, 4-5, 7, 1895 strips of three 1-6, 8-14, strips of five 2-3, 5-6, 9-14 and so forth, appears
complete except for the rarities, tremendous face & catalog values, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-2003. Includes used 19th century material, mint & used 548-550,
551-573 less 560, 693-701, mint 654-656, 704-715, Famous Americans, Prominent Americans, Americana issue,
appears complete for period, mint Duck RW36-RW73, high face value, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1950. Mounted on Scott pages, mint includes 230-240, 285-290,
294-299, 300-304, 323-327, 328-330, 331-340, Prexies complete, C2, C4-C6, C18, QE1-QE4, E7, lot of fresh,
desirable sale able material, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $5,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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H/m
U.S., Lincoln Collection. On quadrille pages, some better items include: 77, 98, 208 mint, 254 mint, 368
mint, block of four, 77TC3, 77P4, 116-E1k (3 pairs in different shades), 132TC4i, 208P3, Officials each of the 6c stamps
and proofs, some Lincoln - Internal Revenue unlisted essays (3 shades). Some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, An interesting specialized collection of this popular U.S. President.Viewing recommended to properly
evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

56

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1992. Mounted in five Davo hingeless albums, with better used 36-38,
71-72, 77, 96-100, 112-119, 121, 230-240, 285-292, 323-327, 327-330, 397-404, Kansas Nebraska complete, C1-C6,
Officials, with some face in the 18¢ to 32¢ range, the albums alone are worth a bid, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

57

HH/H

58

HH/H

59

m
U.S., Used Collection, 1863-1975. Mounted in a Scott album, a few better include 73, 97, card proof of 236,
Kansas Nebraska complete less 666, excellent starter collection, examine, F.-V.F. Scott $6,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

60

m/)

61

H/m

62

HH/H

63

(H)
U.S., Farley Specialized Collection, 1934. Presented in two stockbooks, includes gutter pair, blocks and
cross gutter blocks, arrow side blocks, center line blocks, full souvenir sheets, fresh collection for the discriminating
collector, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

64

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-1980. In two Scott National albums, plus some loose stamps, consisting of mint:
230-36, 238, 285-87, 298, 324-25, 327, 329-30, 397-400, 630 and used: 239-40, 291, 404, 650 with Prairie Dog flaw,
some decent first to third issue revenues including R86c, R87c, 25 mixed Cigar and Tobacco related stamps and some
other interesting back of the book, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

65

HH/H/m

66

HH/H/m

U.S., Mint Collection, 1918-60. Presented in a Lighthouse stockbook, with plate blocks 617-619, 643, 644,
645, 651, 702 block of 14, C7-C9, C10, C11, C12, C16-C17, C20-C22, C24, C25-C31 (2), C1 arrow block, plus mint
duck singles that include RW1-RW19, check it out, you’ll be glad you did, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mint 20th Century Quality Collection, 1926-76. Residing in two Lighthouse hingeless albums with
slip cases, includes mint 630 gem sheet, 578-579, 581-590, Famous Americans compete, Prexies complete, Liberty
Issue complete, Prominent Americans complete, E7, plus about $100.00 in postage, an exceptional lot, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,485.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Schermack Private Vending Coil Collection, 1909-15. 16 Schermack Type III with control number
perfin stamps, all with different control numbers consisting of 343 (45689, 1245 and 13579), 344 (45, 56, 236, 5689,
13579, 24568, 25789, 45689), 384 (36, 45, 56 and 24568) and 409 (48) and one Farwell Company perf group 4 (four
and four) on cover. Schermack perfins are exceptionally under valued in Scott and scarce control numbers regularly sell
for much more, F.-V.F., it is very rare to find this many Schermack perfins in one collection. If you are a specialist, you
shouldn’t pass this one up. Scott $853.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Mint & Used Specialized Collection of the 1¢ Perf 12½, 1919 (536). 20 mostly mint stamps/blocks
that includes bottom plate block of twenty, nine plate blocks of six, two blocks of four and a block of six, and two used
blocks of four, used pair and single, valuable & scarce, a must for viewing and worth a look, F.-V.F. Scott $3,550.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Modern Collection, 1947-93. Mostly definitive, Priority and Express mail issues, neatly presented in
three large stock books with various varieties including large plate blocks, gum and tagging varieties and various plate
numbers of plate number coils adding up to huge cumulative face value. A great lot for the modern U.S. specialist, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Mint & Used Collection 1898-1999. A little bit of everything, includes mint 591, White Plains sheet,
mint sheet file with full sheets of 551, 733, 1331-1332, volume of plate blocks and strips, from 6¢ to 50¢, and a set of
Celebrate the Century sheets, plenty of face with a few kickers, examination suggested, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1945. Mounted in a Scott American Album and a Scott Simplified
Album, better mint with 230-234, 286-289, better used with 1 (damaged), 2 (damaged), 70, 112-116, 120, 230-240, a
nice collection to break down for stock, mixed condition, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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H/m
U.S., Old Time Collection, 1851-1917. Mostly 19th century hinged in old time bound album, with highlights
that include used: 14, 68-71, 76, 117, 119, 153, 190, 191, 218, 238-39 and mint: 225, 268-73, 230-37, 240 and 288.
Condition is a little mixed, plenty of better singles adding up to decent overall value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

68

H/m/)

69

H/m

70

HH/H/m

71

HH

72

HH/H

73

HH/H

74

HH/H

75

HH/H

76

HH/H

77

HH/H

10

U.S., Farley and Byrd Autographed Souvenir Sheets. 730-31 souvenir sheets each signed by James
Farley - Postmaster General, 733 (4) Byrd plate blocks of each, with different plate number and each signed by Byrd,
735 with James Farley souvenir sheet, 735 James Farley signature on souvenir sheet, 735 cover with James Farley
signature on cover and souvenir sheet, 735 unsigned souvenir sheet pair and single, 754 block of four with James
Farley signature, 769a pair on cover signed by James Farley, 776 first day cover on Postmaster General Official
Business embossed letterhead and signed by James Farley, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Gutter Snipe Collection, 1922-40. 42 items on stock pages, includes singles, pairs & blocks of four,
with 1922 Issues, Washington Bicentennials, Prexies, commemoratives, perfect for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Block, Plate Number Strip and Plate Block Collection. On black stock pages, containing: 408
matched arrow and centerline blocks, 630 (2), Recalled Legends of the West pane, O1P4-O93P4, plate number strips
of 3: 230, 269, 300-2, 304, plate blocks: 484, 509, 511, 559, 635-42, 704-15 (2), 740-49, 756-65, 785-93, 803-34,
859-93, C25-31, blocks of four: 207, 208, 270, 283, 285-87, 296, 298, 300, 302, 304, 306, 308, 328, 330 (block of six),
323-26, 343-47, 368, 397-400, 509, 536, 541, 555, 614-16, 620-21, 658-79, C1, C3, C6 and C18. Condition appears
mostly sound, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $36,394 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Premium Plate Block Collection, 1926-55. Choice and valuable plate blocks, with 564, 655, 658, 662
(3), 668, 674 (4), 713, 715 (2), 834 (3) plus centerline block, C7-C9, C10 (2), C17 (3), C22 (2), C24, C31 (5), E11,
QE1a(2), QE2a, QE3a, QE4, J61, J64 (2), a gorgeous lot perfect for internet or retail sales, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Block, Plate Block and Multiple Collection. Mostly on Vario stock pages, with some better items that
include: 319g (3), 327 plate block of 4, 331, 332 (2), 374, 554 side five point star plate block of eight, 554 side five point
star used, block of four, 528c block of four, 551-70 blocks of four, 581-91 blocks of four, 630, mostly complete Overrun
countries sheets including 921 KORPA error sheet, plate number strips of 3: 267 (3), 300, 301, plate blocks: 267, 319,
502, 528B, 622 (2), 859-93, Presidential plate blocks to $2. Condition is a little mixed, with some gum flaws among the
earlier issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely collection with plenty of better pieces that could easily be broken
down for retail sale.Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint Sheets & Blocks, 1938-54. In two sheet files you will discover full sheets of 709, 823, some
Overrun Counties, large blocks of Prexies up to the 16¢, #715, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Block and Plate Block Collection, Early 20th Century. On Scott Specialty pages, with better plate
blocks including: 219 plate block of 8, 279B, 300, 397, 525, 534, 536, 566, 568-569, 535, 617-18, some 2c reds, 704-15
(missing 3c and 9c), 803-32, 859-93 and C25-31. Condition appears mostly sound, o.g., some stamps never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Famous American Plate Block Collection. Containing 8 sets of plate blocks plus duplicates of many
values, condition appears generally fresh and sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mint Sheet & Plate Block Collection, 1920-90. Filling a box, with plate blocks & full sheets, includes
sheets of J88 (2), E16, E18, plate blocks include 834, J88, airmails, loads of face, you can’t go wrong with this one,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Valuable Mint Plate Block Collection, 1938-54. Including 645, 700, 701, 704-715, 718-719, 734,
740-749, 771, 855, Famous Americans complete, Overrun Countries complete, some nice stock for the retail or internet
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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HH/H

79

H
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1938-2000. Residing in eight albums, mostly face material but with a few
better lurking within like airmails C7, C46, CE1-CE2, high face with many high denominations, check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

80

m

81

m

82

m

83

U.S., Fancy Cancel Reference Collection. Over 200 stamps with various pictorial cancels, many cancels
are fakes and forgeries, condition is a little mixed, some better stamps include various shades of 7, 69 pair, 70/78 (6),
71, 76, 77, 113, 115, 116, 120, 149, 152 (2), 153 and 208, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

84

m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels, #114 Collection. With a diverse selection 47 stamps with color cancels, neatly
arranged by cancel color shades, 8 stamps with interesting fancy cancels, a cover with 114 pair and #77 on Kansas
Pacific Railway Co., Saint Louis large registered cover, 114 tied to cover with fancy Louisville, KY. leaf cancel, 116 tied
to cover with blue Cleveland, O. cancel, with red New York and Hamburg transit markings, 114 with interesting pre print
paper fold on cover with small Boston, Mass cancel and unusual 114 block and single on reduced large cover. Usual
mixed condition. A fabulous collection for the Pictorial, Cancel or Classic specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

85

m
U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1851-81. Includes (76) #11, and over (2100) 3¢ green Washingtons, with
letters, numbers, ellipses, Maltese crosses, various stars, leaves, Paids, “US”, colored, geometrics, a great lot at a great
price, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

86

m
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 6¢ Bank Notes. 130+ stamps with fancy cancels, includes stars, colors,
geometrics, letters (with several Negative letters), shield, NYFM, faults as to be expected, examination required to fully
appreciate and value, an ideal basis for a more advanced collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

U.S., Plate Block Autographed Collection, 1940-53. Housed in a stock book, plate blocks signed by the
designer, the engraver and the letterer, plate blocks include 1004-1013, 1016-1020, 1023-1028, 1063, 1067,
1069-1074, 1076-1078, 1081, 1083, 1085, 1087, and a full sheet of 1094, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1851-1920’s. 1950+ stamps in two large stockbooks filled with various
fancy or unusual cancels, some of the more difficult pieces with certificates, containing various geometrics, stars, San
Francisco cogwheels, Star’s of David, Paids, various color cancels, numerals and letters, with better highlights that
include 9 (2), 10 (6, including one stamp with Weiss cert), 11 (26 stamps, 8 with Star of David cancels), 17 with blue
cancel, 24 (2 stamps with imprint captures, 1 with red star, 2 with red grid cancels), 25, 26 (1 with green cancel and P.F.
certificate, a red Star of David cancel, fancy bird caring letter), 35 (8, 3 stamps with PF or PSE certificates), 63 (25), 64b
(several copies, four with P.F. or Weiss certificates), 65 (over 100), 68 (15), 69 (7), 71 (22), 73 (72 stamps, 1 with extra
rows of perfs), 76 (10), 77 (3), 70/78 (22), 86, over 100 various 2c and 3c 1861 grills, 92 with PSE certificate, 97, 98 (3),
112 (5), 113 (30), 114 (75), 115 (7), 116 (8), 117 (11), 119, 121, 134 with PF certificate, 134A, 135 (7), 136 (23), 145 (10),
148 (19, 1 with P.F. certificate), 151 (3), 152 (4), 153 (13, 1 with Cole NYFM -55 NY), 154, 155 (2), 157 (5), 159 (44), 160
(4), 161 (8), 162 (3), 163 (4), 166, 189 (6), 191, group of Bureau issues with three 2c 1895 issues with fancy Mask
cancels, various starts and geometrics on 1920 Bureau issues and several Canadian stamps. Stamps were chosen for
their lovely cancels rather than condition, so expect the usual small faults. A lovely and diverse collection with many
better and unusual cancels you normally don’t see in collections of this type., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Fancy Cancels, 6¢ Bank Note Collection. 171 stamps with various cancels from several different
bank note companies, with better cancels such as some fancy NYFM cancels, shields, color cancels, crossroads,
letters, mask, stars, leaves, Steam Ship, Paid All, Paids, ornate “U.S.” and other interesting cancels, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, Worth inspecting, plenty of interesting cancels from the span of the bank note period. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Fancy Cancels on Pictorial Issues. Approximately 150 stamps and one cover with fancy cancels,
includes hearts, stars, colors, elaborate geometrics, crossroads, shield, leaves, includes 112 (5), 115 (7), 116 (10), and
117 (2), faults as to be expected, examination required to fully appreciate and value, and a great lot to break up or build
upon, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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m/)

88

m

89

HH/H
U.S., Airmail and Back of the Book, Block, Plate Block and Multiple Collection. Mostly on Vario stock
pages, with some better items that include: C1-6, C1 block of four, C10 plate block, C10a (2), C25-31 plate block set,
plus much face value postage. Condition appears mostly sound, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, Viewing recommended to properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

90

HH/H

91

H/m

92

H/m

93

H/m

94

m

95

U.S., Locals Specialized Reference Collection. Over 800 genuine and imitation Locals, only a little
duplication with a good variety to form the basis of a good study, mostly unused with many genuine issues and a good
selection of various Locals including Government City Dispatch, Brown & McGill’s, Boston Mass. Penny Post, U.S.P.O.
Despatch, American Letter Mail Co. reprint sheets of 20 in six shades, Blood’s Despatch, Brooklyn City Express,
Hussey’s Post 87L7 full sheet (Scott $350), 87L22 full sheet, 87L43 pane of 28, G.A. Mills’ Despatch Post, Hale and Co.,
Honour’s City Post, Kidder’s City Express Post, Moody’s Penny Post, Once Cent Despatch, Prince’s City Express, New
York, N.Y., Overton & Co. Express, Souier & Co. City Letter Dispatch, Staten Island Express Post, Steinmeyer’s City
Post, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

96

H/m

97

H/m
U.S., Express Co. Labels Collection. 70+ scarce express labels, only a little duplication with a good variety
to form the basis of a good study, mostly unused and many genuine, with a good selection of various Scott unlisted

12

U.S., Fancy Cancels, Waterbury, CT Collection. 9 stamps, 5 cut squares and 8 covers with the Famous
Waterbury, Ct. fancy cancels, some usual condition issues, plenty of interesting and useful stamps, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Fancy Cancels, 2¢ and 5¢ Bank Notes. 54 negative letters and numbers 2¢ bank notes, 51 205’s and
20 216’s with duplex numeral cancels, fancy geometrics, stars, “Ship”, and a few color cancels and some various other
bank notes with interesting cancels, worth investigating, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Air Post Special Delivery Collection, 1934-35 (771, CE1-CE2). 18 plate blocks, 8 blocks of four and 5
singles, all mint except for 2 singles, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection. On Scott National pages, with better items that include mint F1, J1-3,
J15 plate number strip of 5, J22-28, Q1-11, PR1-3, PR4 strip of 4, PR18-19, PR37, PR39, PR57-59, PR61, PR65,
PR84, PR114-25 (2 sets), 1LB6, Confederate States 5, 8 (3), 12 plate number strip of 6, 13 (3 singles and a pair), Canal
Zone 2, 4-7, 49-51, 58, 60-66, 70-80 mixed mint and used set, 84-95 mixed mint and used, 120-35, C15-20, CO1-7, E1,
Guam 10, and used: J6-7, J19-21, J50, J54, 6LB11, 7LB12, several Blood’s, plus 30+ locals (some reprints),
Confederate States 1 (2), 2, 4 (2), 13, Canal Zone 59, CO8, CO10-12 and Guam 6, 10-11. Some mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely collection with the potential for great retail when broken down.Viewing
recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection. On Scott National pages, with better items that include mint C1-6, C3,
C13-15, O1-3, O5-6, O8-9, O11, O15, O24, O34, O35, O43-45, O51, O52, O54, O57, O59, O60, O64, O72, O81, O82,
O88, O90, O93, O102, O107, K3-K7, K9-K12, K17-18, E1-4, E6-7 and E11-13 and used O4, O39, O58, O61, O63, O80
and K14. Some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely collection with plenty of Scott value.Viewing
recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1879-2006. Mounted in Scott National album, consisting of mint: C1-6,
C13-15, C18, E1, E5-7, E10, Q11 and used: C1-6, E1-11 and a few cut squares and revenues, airmails are generally
sound, later issues with some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, viewing recommended to properly
evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Precancels on Postage Dues, 1930-59. Many hundreds or thousands of precancels on various
postage dues, with many blocks of four or larger, a terrific lot for the precancel specialist, includes a catalog of precancel
cities, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Blood’s Despatch Specialized Study Collection. Approximately 150 genuine and imitation stamps,
with minor duplication, mostly unused with a good selection of genuine and forgery issues sorted by issue with large
blown up photo’s of forgeries to aid in identification, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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labels including Dutch Flat, Langton’s Pioneer Express, New Jersey Express, Pacific Express, Pacific Mail Express
Co., Pacific Stage & Express Co. and Piercy’s Express, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600
98

H/m

99

U.S., Locals and Carriers, Collection of Fakes. Approximately 145 mostly different fake local stamps to
form the basis of a good study, each hand written “FAKE J.D.” in ink on face, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400

100

H
U.S., Wells Fargo Singles Collection. Neatly organized by issue on black stock card, consisting of: 143L1
(3), 143L2 (2), 143L3 (17), 143L4 (8), 143L5 (2), 143L7 (21 and 1 block of four), 143L8 (4), 143L9 (19 and 1 pair). Some
of the stamps are reprints and some faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

101

H

102

S

103

H/m
U.S., Officials Collection, 1873-2009. Mounted on Lighthouse hingeless pages. Highlights include mint:
O1, O2, O4-9, O12, O13, O19-24, O25, O51-55, O57-60, O62, O64-67, O74, O82, O87, O90-91, O100-2, O106-7,
O120, used: O10, O14, O26-34, O35-39, O41-45, O63 and O109-13. Some mixed condition, o.g. or without gum,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $12,863.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

104

m
U.S., Officials Collection. On quadrille pages, mostly complete consisting of mint: O1-9, O10-14, O15-19,
O22, O24, O25, O29, O31, O33, O35-38, O41, O47-50, O52-53, O58-59, O61-62, O64-65, O72-82, O84-93, O96-102,
O106, O108, O109-12, O114-20, O122-26, used: O1-9, O12-14, O15-24, O25-31, O33, O35-38, O40-45, O47-56,
O57-64, O66, O72-82, O83-93, O97-102, O106, O107, O114-20 and O121-26, a few condition issues, the vast majority
of the stamps correctly identified, high catalog value, plenty of lovely, useful stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

105

H/m
U.S., Officials Collection, 1873-79. On loose black dealer cards and on old time pages, with highlights that
include mint: O13 hinged with PSE certificate, O15, O25 (2), O26 (2), O28 (2), O34, O43, O44, O45 (2), O57, O60, O67
(2), O88, O90, O91, O94, O95 and used: O4, O7, O29, O42, O43, O58 and O65. Condition is mixed, with some gum
issues, but overall decent group adding up to decent Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

106

H

U.S., Boyd’s Local Study / Accumulation. Approximately 240 Boyd’s stamps, some duplication with a
good variety to form the basis of a good study, mostly unused and mostly genuine, with a good selection of Boyd’s City
Dispatch, Boyd’s Dispatch and Cut Squares with a good selection of various issues, usual mixed condition, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Officials Mint Collection, 1873. Complete classic officials on Vario pages with minor duplication of
some issues, consisting of: O1, O2, O3 (3), O4 (2), O5, O6 (2), O7 (2), O8 (2), O9, O10-14, O14, O15 (2, 1 with sound
NH PF cert), O16, O17, O18 (2), O19, O20, O21, O22 (2), O23 with sound PSE certificate, O24, O25-28, O29 (2),
O30-33, O34 (2), O35 (2), O36-39, O40 (2), O41, O42 (2), O43, O44 (2), O45, O47-49, O50 (2), O51 (2), O52, O53, O54
(2), O55, O56 (2), O57-59, O60 (2), O61, O62 (2), O63, O64 (2), O65-67, O68 with sound PSE certificate, O69 (used),
O70 with PF certificate, O71, O72-74, O75 (2), O76-78, O79 (2), O80-82, O83-84, O85 (2), O86 (2), O87 (2), O88-92,
O93 (2), O94 with PF certificate, O95, O96-99, O100 (3), O101, O102 (2), O103, O106 (2), O107 (2), O108 (2), O109,
O110 (2), O111 (2), O112 (used), O113 (1 mint and 1 used), O114 (4), O115 (3 singles and 1 block of four), O116 single
and block of four, O117 block of four, O118 (2), O119 (3) and O120. Some mixed condition, with minor gum issues with
the occasional no gum or part original gum, but the overall condition is decent with many attractive and elusive stamps
to be found, generally F.-V.F. appearance, Viewing recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Official Specimens Collection. Mostly different stamps with a much larger quantity than usually seen
in one collection. Several different scarce values including some with quantities below 100 of each issued, consisting of:
O5S, O7S, O8S, O9S, O10xS, O16S, O30S, O35xS, O39S, O47S-O56S, O57S-O67S, O76S and O82S. Some usual
mixed condition, without gum as issued, generally F.-V.F. A very rare hoard of these scarce and popular specimens.
Scott $23,910.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Officials Collection, 1873. Neatly laid out on Vis O Grip pages, consisting of mostly mint including:
O10, O18 (2), O19, O25, O29, O35, O38, O41, O57, O60, O63, O64 (3), O86, O92 (2), O118 and O119. Condition and
gum are a little mixed, with a few no gum stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance, viewing recommended to properly
evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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107

H/m
U.S., Official Collection, 1873-1981. Mounted in a binder, includes O3, O10, O24, O35-O41, O61, O64,
O72-O82, O121-O126, with some better cancels, also proofs with Agriculture complete, Post Office complete, also a
partial strike of the Townsend Washington “Kicking Mule” cancel, official envelopes, well worth our low estimate, some
mixed condition, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

108

H/(H)
U.S., Officials Collection. On Vario stock page and loose album pages, containing: O87, O88, O90, O91,
O93, O108 block of 4, O118 NH with P.F. certificate, O119, O120, O126 block of four, a good selection of modern
officials and 8 different Official Specimens. Mostly mint, with many sound stamps and some decent items with good
retail potential, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

109

H/m/)

110

H

111

H/(H)
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H/m
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114
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115
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14

U.S., Post Office Seals, Exquisite Collection, 1877-1948. Mounted on gilt edged pages, with better OX3
(3), OX4 (9) plus imprint & plate # block of eight, OX7 horizontal pair imperf between, OX6 three imperf vertical pairs
(shades), OX10 drastically misperfed, OX10 block of twenty red brown shade, OX10 imperf horizontally & vertically
pairs, imperf block of six and three blocks of four, covers, OX13 printer’s waste pairs and blocks of four, OX14 pane of
twenty, OX15 two panes of twenty, OX16 block of twenty imperf horizontally, a seldom encountered collection that will
bring out the bidders, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 1,800
U.S., Newspaper Stamps Collection, 1865-95. A scarce lot of mint newspaper stamps, includes as
mounted # PR1-PR4, PR5-PR7, PR8, PR9-PR15, PR17-PR24, PR57-PR64, PR66-PR67, PR69, PR71-PR79,
PR81-PR92, PR94-PR95, PR102-PR107, PR109-PR125, extensive & valuable, viewing will prove this to be a very
satisfying and worthwhile opportunity not to be passed by, an excellent opportunity to start this alluring area which is
seldom offered as intact with such a high degree of completion, a pleasure! generally, F.-V.F. Scott $45,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Newspaper Stamp Collection, 1875-95. Including PR11, PR61, PR63-64, PR83-84, PR88-89 and
PR114-25, some mixed condition, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,975.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Newspaper Stamps Collection. 55 stamps consisting of 31 Large Newspaper stamps (some
forgeries), 7 Large Newspaper proofs (mostly card), 17 Statue Newspaper stamps (with some better denominations),
condition is a little mixed, there are sure to be better stamps if you have the knowledge to properly identify these popular
issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Booklet Pane with Plate Number Collection (319g, 319Fq). Mostly different with some scarce
numbers, consisting of 319 partial booklet panes (3 blocks of four and 3 singles), 319g (16 o.g. panes with some stamps
never hinged, 5 panes with disturbed original gum, 3 panes without gum), 319Fq (top stamps hinged, bottom four
stamps never hinged). Condition is mostly sound, with only the occasional small fault, o.g. (some stamps in the booklet
panes are never hinged) or without gum, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,534.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Early Booklet Collection. In large Safe album, with many better booklets including: BK42, BK43,
BK55, BK56, BK57, BK58, BK63, BK84, BKC1 and QI1, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,092 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Revenues, Powerful Collection. Mounted in Scott National 3-ring album, from first issue revenues to
Saving stamps, with highlights that include: R11b, R18b, R47b, R49b, R56a, R56b, R58b, R62a, R64a, R64b, R71a,
R76a, R79a, R81a, R82a, R85a, R88a, R90a, R91a, R93a, R94a, R95a, R98a, perforated issues nearly complete (only
missing R31c, R99c, R102c), R103, R113, R119, R121 cut cancel, R122, R126, R128, R136, R138, R143, R146,
R159, R160, R189 cut cancel, R190-94, R224-27, R334, R358 cut cancel, R708, R710, RB5a, RB5b, RB6b, RB7a,
RB13c, RB16a, RB16b, RB19b, RB32-41, RB43, RB44-64, RD60, RD85, RD135, RD260, RD283, RD284, RD286,
RD310-12, RD338, RD364, RE31, RE56-59, RE79, RF10a, RF18, RF29, RG1-12 mint, RB13-14, RG16-18, RG68,
RG83-92, RG108-119, RI1-13, RK1-2, RK4-7, RK8-10, RK12-13, RK15-21, RK23-25, RK27-31, RK32-38, RK40,
RVB1-2, RX25 and RY3. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a useful collection that could use a
knowledgeable dealer with a little revenue experience to properly identify. If you have the time and a little expertise, this
collection would be great for consideration. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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HH
U.S., Duck Stamps, 2006, $15 Ross’s Goose, Souvenir Sheet Accumulation (RW73b). 50 duck stamp
souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

121

HH/H

122

HH

123

HH/H

124

HH/H
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection. Overall very well centered and high quality collection, 14 stamps with P.F. or
P.S.E. certificates, many graded between VF-XF 85 and XF 90, Scott value is $2,572 without premium for the better
stamps with graded certificates, o.g., mostly never hinged (some earlier stamps are hinged, the later stamps are never
hinged), generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,572.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

125

m
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1934-96. 169 used Federal Duck stamps, with mild duplication (no more than
four of any issue), plus three stamps on License (not counted), generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,915.
Estimate $500 - 750

126

HH/H
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1935-93. Useful collection of mint duck stamps, with RW2, RW5,
RW8-RW17, RW20-RW27, light to modest duplication, a great lot to fill out your inventory, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

127

HH

128

HH

U.S., Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, 1862-73. 32 items on documents & checks, includes RN-A1 on
receipt, embossed revenue paper RM240 on promissary note, embossed revenue stamped paper RM260c on receipt,
RN-HE on check, RN-J4 on check, RN-L5, RN-P5 on bond, RN-U1 on stock certificate, RN-E4 on a check, beautifully
mounted, uncommon material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Helmbold Essay and Ephemera Small Collection. From the Joyce collection, on original Joyce
pages, containing two sets of the five different color essays 6c Helmbold Private Die essays (RS109E) as listed in
Turner, only 50 sets issued, Scott #146 on Helmbold’s stationary cover and a printers entry from the left side of Butler
and Carpenter order book for the 6¢ proprietary stamp, an amazing unique specialized collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Tobacco, Cigar & Snuff Tax Paid Collection, 1863-1920. Over 180 tax paids mounted on pages, also
revenues on documents, with some illustrated checks and receipts, and a few special taxes, nice lot to break up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Cigarette Tax Paid Stamp Collection, 1879-1959. A specialized collection of the Dewitt Clinton
cigarette stamps, with different years and surcharges, with over 160 different and some duplicates, with ephemera and
correspondence, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Artist Signed Duck Stamp Collection, 1935-93. Brilliant collection of signed mint duck stamps, with
RW12 signed by O.J. Gromme, RW19 plate number single signed by John N. Jiltz, a total of 30 stamps, enormous retail
value, good luck in your bidding, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Duck Plate Block Collection, 1968-95. A beautiful collection of plate blocks, includes RW35-RW62,
with useful duplication, face value is in excess of $2,000.00, an easy viewing and a delight to win, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Duck Stamps Collection, 1934-2016 (RW1-RW83, JDS14-JDS24). Housed in a slip-cased
Lighthouse binder on “Federal Duck Stamp Album” pages by Deaton through 2002 and in stockpages thereafter; a
lovely collection of fowl, in overall sound and fresh condition; earlies are a mix of hinged/never hinged, with n.h. from
RW22 onward (RW32 was slipped in behind its mount, and stuck to the page); self-adhesives included for all issues
since 1998, with Junior Ducks running 2006-2016; no souvenir sheets (signed or otherwise), but 15 U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service Certificates of Appreciation are included; the 2016 Trumpeter Swans—here both gummed and self-adhesive,
is trading at a high premium above its $25 face, generally F.-V.F. with many better, a delightful collection; viewing
recommended (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., State Duck Stamp Collection, 1973-2002. Housed in two Scott albums, with hundreds of state duck
stamps, includes California 26a, Connecticut 1993 1a, Hawaii 1b, New Jersey 21b, Rhode Island 5a, enormous catalog
value, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Michigan Duck Stamp Sheets, 1976-2000. 23 different, including #2 ($2,750), 4 and 25, five panes
are artist signed, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,195 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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H
U.S., Sanitary Fair Collection. 22 genuine and imitation Sanitary Fair stamps, uncancelled, only a little
duplication with a good variety to form the basis of a good study, with a good selection of Albany, Army Relief Bazaar
color imitations, New York Metropolitan Fair issues, six Philadelphia, PA Great Central Fair issues, genuine and
imitations of Springfield Mass Soldiers’ Fair stamps, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

130

H/)

131

H/)

132

m

133

H

134

S

U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-78. With WX1-WX2, WX3, WX4, WX7-WX8; imperf block and
progressive color proofs of WX55, WX61, WX64, WX68, WX72, WX76, WX80, WX88, WX92, WX96, WX100, WX101,
WX108, WX112, WX118, WX124; full sheets of WX24, WX25, WX31, WX32, WX35, WX38, WX39, WX44, WX49,
WX55; two stockbooks of mint singles and blocks of four; and a couple binders with outstanding early usage covers,
F.-V.F., Rudolf never had it so good, examination is suggested.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-70. Seals galore, with small stockbook of die proofs of CS29, CS30,
CS31, CS32, CS37, CS47, CS54, CS59, progressive color proofs for CS52; small stockbook of worldwide Christmas
seals; mint sheet files with complete sheets of 1909, 1917, 1933 and 1935-68 with duplication; also includes many part
sheets, full sheets of Louisiana & New Orleans seals, covers & postcards with Christmas seals, F.-V.F., a jolly collection
for the Santa enthusiast.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Souvenir Pages, Group of Better Items, 1980-2000. 15 different, with several key issues present,
includes SP300, SP303-SP306, SP308 (folded), SP552a, SP674a, SP795-SP799, SP1079A & SP1152, Very Fine.
Scott $1,360 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Numismatic Souvenir Cards, Collection of Better Items, 1969-90. Includes NSC1, NSC2 (x6),
NSC3 (x4), NSC4 (x9), plus 1966 Sipex Miner vignette by U.S. Bank Note (x31), an extraordinary opportunity at a small
price, you have to see this to believe it!!! Very Fine. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Specimen Collection, 1863-1904. 80 “Specimen”s on display cards, better includes 73SB (2), 205SL,
208S-212S, 216S, 214S, 238S, 264SE-275SE, 294SE, 295SE, 285SE-291SE, 311SE, J15SD-J21SD, along with
many other Bank Notes & Officials, a scarce collection, be sure and check this out, seldom encountered in lot form,
F.-V.F. Scott $9,600.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., Valuable Hoard of Better Issues. On dealer cards and stock cards, thrown haphazardly into a small
box with many valuable and rare stamps. The cards are roughly identified and most of the cards are correctly identified,
As we browse these cards we noticed some very interesting stamps that include used: 1 on folded letter, 7, 9 (2), 9 strip
of 3, 12, 14, 15, 23 on cover, 28, 30 (2), 30A, 32 (2), 33 (2), 38, 67, 71 (2), 72 (3), 75 with red cancel, 83, 85B, 85E, 86, 87
(2), 89 (2), 90, 91, 92, 93 VF, 98 (3), 99 (3), 112, 112 on cover, 115 (11), 115 with illustrated Carter Oak Life Inc. Co. ad
cover, 116 (2), 117 (2), 119 (7), 120 (2), 121 (2), 145-54, 149, 151, 217, 191 (3), 237-41, 239, 240, 263, C2 with
Shanghai postal agency strike on piece with PF certificate, J28 (2), J43 pair, J54, K10, O68, PR17, Confederate States
1, 2, 4 and mint: 73, 75, 77, 117, 146, 165, 186, 215-17, 230P4-245P4, 230-37, 234-35, 237-41, 238, 239 (2), 240, 253
plate number strip of 3, 258, 259, 283, 292, 294-99, 298, 299, 302 (3), 303 (2), 304 (3), 305 (3), 306 (3), 307 (3), 308 (4),
309 (2), 310, 323-27, 328-30, 336-40, 381, 397-400A, 399-400A, 401-3, 407, 418, 419 (2), 403, 420, 429, 429 well
centered NH block with PSAG certificate, 430, 435 plate number strip of 4, 480, group of perf 11 blocks (501, 512, 514,
514-16, 516, 528B), 501b, 502b, 506 plate block, 501 plate block, 518 (4), 518a with PF certificate, 518b (2 stamps, both
with Crowe certificates), 527 plate block, 533 side plate block, 533 block of four, 534 block of four, 555 block of four, 560
block of four, 570, 570-73, 572-73 blocks of four, 579 plate block of six, 583a, 619 plate block, 630, 650 plate block,
658-79, 731 (25), 663 (20 blocks of four), 830 PSE graded 98 certificate, 832 plate block signed by designer and
engraver, 1311 souvenir sheet with foldover to capture plate number, 1470b black and red omitted with Crowe
certificate, 1470c with Crowe certificate, 1596d plate block, 2217J, 2016 USA Flag Forever missing die cut and imperf at
bottom, C18 block of four, E12 (3), J2, J20, J25, J27, K15, PR81 block of four, Q6 plate block, Q6-9, Q8, 143L5 no gum
with P.F. certificate, U98, U188, UO49, RW2, RW7 block of four with plate number, RW33, RW33 plate block, RW37
plate block, 9X1E2, 205E2, WX11 (imperf x10), Confederate States 13 (15) and a couple interesting pieces: a Stereo
card of Hawaiian School Children and a post card of Mt. Kilauea eruption in Hawaii. Condition and centering will of
course be mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a valuable amalgam of stamps with many better Scott value pieces and
some great reference pieces.Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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HH/H/m U.S., Small Bureau Selection, 1894-1901. On display cards, includes #246-263 less 261A, #264-278,
#300-313 complete, and an imprint & plate # strip of three of #279Bc, mostly o.g., a few with certificates, a lovely
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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139

H/m/)

140

HH

141

H/m

142

m

143

HH/H

U.S., Valuable Hoard of Better Issues. On dealer cards and stock cards, thrown haphazardly into a small
box with many valuable and rare stamps. The cards are roughly identified and most of the cards are correctly identified,
As we browse these cards we noticed some very interesting stamps that include used: 31, 72, 76 slight misperf, 76 pair
on cover, 77 cover, 90 slight misperf, 96 slight misperf, 97, 99 fault, 115, 119 cover, 121, 217, 232 on 1893 cover to
Basel, Switzerland, RB18c, mint: 30, 66 with o.g. Crowe certificate, 107 with Crowe graded 80 certificate, 141 small
faults, Crowe certificate, 230-39, 230-34, 233-34, 234, 240, 241, 242, 255, 257, 258, 276 no gum, 290, 291 (2), 296-97,
298 block, 299 (2), 367 plate block, 377 plate block, 397-400, 579 plate block of 6, 584 plate block, 614-16 set of plate
blocks, 620-21 plate blocks of 8, 809 PSE encapsulated graded 98, E6, J1 and J3 blocks of four, O22, PR125 plate
block (some perf separations), RW2, RW3, RW3 block of 4 with plate number, RW4 (2 blocks of 4 with plate numbers),
RW5 and RW6 blocks of four with plate numbers, 255P5 pair, PR6P4, PR7P4, RN-X7 group of four Turner listed essays
on blue or green wallpaper, a group of used classical issues with some high values and high Scott value, a group of mint
Newspapers. Condition and centering will of course be mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a valuable amalgam of
stamps with many better Scott value pieces and some great reference pieces.Viewing recommended to properly
evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

U.S., Mostly Mint “Goodies” Selection, 1895-1950. In a stockbook we have mint 292, C18 plate block of
six, imprint & plate # strips of three 279 (4), 611 strip of six, 834 plate block of four, used 292, with plenty more mint NH
material, sure to be a pleaser as viewing is sure to prove, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Balance of Large Holding. In a good selection of various auction unsolds, random album pages and
various miscellaneous stamps on dealer stock cards with all sort of interesting items that should be viewed to properly
evaluate, containing some notable items that include: 19 with perforations trimmed off on all sides, PSE certificate, 36
on New Orleans, LA Judicial District Court, Justice’s Fees cover, 319g, 534A block of four, 654 Edison’s Lamp essay,
634 long ear recut variety in block of 9, 756-65 set of centerline blocks, C3, several stock cards of mint $1-$5 (J77-78),
over $100 worth of express mail postage, several EFO’s and several fake perf 12 coils with PSE certificates for
reference. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Two Dealer Sales Books. 268, 287, 288, 296-99, 302, 305, 308, 325, 327, 328-30, 335, 336, 338-40,
399, 400, 402, 414, 429, 433, 458 pair, 492 line pair, 493 line pair, 495 line pair, 541 plus $2,003 of mint coils from
348//447 which may or may not be legitimate. Condition appears better than usual with many sound stamps, o.g., never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great lot for dealer break down into smaller units for bourse or eBay sales. Scott
$10,049 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Mint & Used Smorgasbord, 1861-2000. A few hundred on stock pages, includes J18 imprint & plate
number strip of five, 302 block of four NH, 1053 block of four (2) and six singles, 537 plate block of six, also mint NH
Washington Franklins, 2¢ Reds, and 294-295 in quantities, revenues, mint & used Ducks, Canal Zone, Philippines
including E6 imprint & plate number block of ten, some nice used items, a feast for your stock and your wallet, mixed
condition on the used, be sure and scope it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Better Assortment of 1851 Issues on Auction Lot Cards. 17 high quality singles on Auction lot cards
from over 30 years ago, consisting of: 9 position 84R1L, Recut once at top, twice at bottom, 9 position 70RlL, recut at top
and bottom, black numeral 5 cancel and red postmarks, 9 position 46R, 9 position 31R1L, recut at top and bottom, 10
with small boston paid cancel, 10 with light red cancel, 17 with red grid cancel, 15 with red and black postmarks, 15
position 85L1, curl in hair, 15 position 83L, railroad cancel, 14 position 33R, 14 position 33L, 14 position 37L with portion
of position 38, 13, 14 (2) and 15. A few small faults, but overall condition is better than usual, centering better than
usually encountered with several four margin or nearly four margin copies, generally F.-V.F., A great group for the
specialist. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Large Blocks of 20th Century Issues. Consisting of: 331 (irregular block of 39), 333 (block of 28, block
of 18, 17 singles), 377 (block of 72), 406 (block of 56 and block of 12), 529 (block of 21, 22 singles), 530 (block of 36,
block of 18) and 555 (29 irregular block, 13 singles), o.g., the vast majority is never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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144

HH/H
U.S., Group of Multiples. Pairs, blocks, plate blocks, of mostly plate blocks, several of which have adjoining
stamps on all sides, sorted and identified by issue, consisting of better items: 532 pair, 631 huge cross gutter block each
side with portions of adjoining stamps, 2¢ rare printer’s waste never hinged block of 4, 408 Kansas City roulette block
signed WCM, 409 Kansas City roulette plate block with C.A.S. backstamp, 576 matched set of plate blocks, 481 three
matched sets of normal plate blocks, a matched set of plate blocks each with letter “A” plus centerline block and three
arrow blocks, 482 matched set of plate blocks, 343 set of arrow blocks, 409 set of matched plate blocks with portions of
adjoining stamps on each side, 343 matched plate block set, 279 group of plate number strips of 3, group of plate blocks:
501, 536, 534 (2), 343 (2), 320, 368 and 484. Condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. A strong scattering of
quality well centered stamps (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

145

H/m
U.S., Selection of Mint & Used, 1926-60. In three albums, a stockbook and a plastic tub, with mint blocks of
four Washington Bicentennial, 692-701, 233 block of four, Prexies complete (2), Liberty Issue complete, E1-E7,
material in tub has some moisture issues, otherwise F.-V.F. a nice lot to key in on, examination a must.
Estimate $600 - 800

146

HH/H

147

H/m

148

H/m/)

149

H/m

U.S., Early 20th Century Commemoratives. On black stock card, consisting of: 294-99, 323-27, 328-30,
397-400A, 401-3 and 548-50. Condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Assortment, 1863-1930. On black stock sheet, includes mint PR114-PR125,
RC14 (x3), used RC17, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Interesting Balance. Consisting of two Blood’s Penny Post covers, a 20L15 complete sheet (some
faults), a small group of Wells Fargo items with four line pairs and two covers (one cover with “COLLECT” handstamp),
Group of Washington Franklin fake coils: 349-50 fake line pairs, 352-55 fake line pair, 356 fake single, 351 fake line pair.
A neat lot for a reference collection or for research, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Mint and Used Group on Original Old Time Dealer and Auction Pages. With highlights that include:
used: 14, 119 (6), 239-40, mint: 234, 285 NH plate number pair, 288, 289, 328 XF, 367 NH XF, C1 and C18. Condition
appears mostly sound with several well centered and fresh singles, a great lot for the quality conscious philatelist, Very
Fine overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations
150

H/m
U.S., Large Accumulation of Better 19th Century Singles. Neatly organized by issue on large black stock
cards, consisting of used: 9X1 (2 with faded signatures), 9X1a, 89, 119 (8), 120, mint (many with removed cancels and
regummed): 10X1, 1c 1851 issues (9 singles and three pairs), 10/11 (10 singles), 24 (65 singles), 26/26A (57 singles),
63 (25), 65 (50), 68 (6), 73 (89), 77, 93 (7), 112 (8), 113 (29), 114 (26), 115 (6), 119 (3), 148, 159 (2), 186, 189, Bank
Notes: 1c (110), 2c (41), 2c orange (66), 3c (140), 5c blue (5), 10c (20), 205 (24), 206 (52), 210 (38), 211 (13), 213 (58),
214 (34), 215 (26), 216 (50), 230-37 and 240. Several faults, condition and centering will of course be mixed, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, high cumulative Scott value. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

151

H

152

H/m

18

U.S., 10¢ Banknote Specialized Accumulation. Hundreds (probably thousands) of stamps in two old time
stock book, formed approximately 50 years ago with fascinating multiples (ie blocks and pairs), plate varieties, shades,
double transfers, color cancels including some bright magenta, blue, red, fancy cancels including stars, Maltese
crosses, grids, steamship, NYFM, etcetera, almost impossible to duplicate, generally F.-V.F., A perfect horde for the
specialist. We recommend viewing to properly evaluate. Scott $100,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Mint & Used Old Time Accumulation, 1869-1955. Ten original lot envelopes from the Charles Russ
Stock, unprocessed and completely intact as purchased in an estate type sale, includes items such as 288, 289, 834
plate block & two blocks of four, 1053 (5), C1 (24), C2 (7), C3 (19), C4 (25), C5 (38), C6 (23), C13, C18 (13), E1, E3, with
hundreds more, this is a voluminous lot that inspection will help appreciate it, tremendous breath and depth, gigantic
retail value, viewing will unlock the huge potential that this lot presents to the internet trader, F.-V.F. Scott $110,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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H/(H)

154

HH/H

155

HH

156

H

157

H/m
U.S., Mint and Used Mixed Accumulation. In a box filled with thousands of stamps, full of stock books and
smaller boxes containing used 19th century and mint and used early 20th century with unsorted Washington / Franklins
with some potential (including a 1¢ partial coil roll), as well as early officials, banknote with various cancels and a small
book of covers. There is a significant amount of stamps in the $10-$50 Scott value range. Condition is mixed as usual.
Decent break up value if you have the time to properly break this down into smaller lots, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

158

H/m

159

H

U.S., Old Time “Big Value” Classic Accumulation. Neatly laid on stock pages or mounted quadrille pages,
containing the following mint issues: 63 (7), 65 (6), 67 (2), 68 (2), 69, 70/78 (3), 71, 72, 73, 75, 76 (2), 112 (3), 113, 114,
123, 133 (3), 134 (2), 135, 136 (3), 137, 141, 145 (6), 146 (10), 147 (5), 148 (17), 149 (2), 150 (5), 153 (2), 155, 156 (4),
157 (7), 158 (8), 159 (4), 160, 161 (7), 162 (3), 163 (3), 165, 166, 178 (5), 179 (6), 182 (11), 183 (6), 184 (4), 185 (6), 186
(3), 187 (5), 188 (3), 189 (3), 190, 191, 205 (11), 206 (9), 207 (6), 208 (7), 209 (15 with various shades including possible
black brown), 210 (15 in various shades), 211 (2), 212 (5), 213 (2), 214, 215 (2), 216 (4) and 217 (2). Condition is mixed,
with some gum issues, most stamps were checked and the majority appear cancel free, but a small minority have
removed cancels, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Catalog value will be huge, with tremendous
upside potential.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Large Accumulation of 19th and Early 20th Century Multiples. Neatly organized by issue on large
black stock cards, consisting of: 11 (block of 6, stamps reduced at right and irregular block of four), 26 (4 blocks of four,
pair, strip of three and strip of four), 65 (2 pairs and block of four), some lower value bank notes, 206 block of four, 210
(block of four and block of eight), 212 (3 blocks of four and strip of 3), 219, 220, 222 and 225 blocks of four, 230 (2 blocks
of four, 1 block of 8, 2 strips of four, 2 pairs), 231 (5 blocks of four), 232 (2 blocks of four), 233 (block of four and plate
number strip of 3), 234 (block of four, plate number strip of four and 2 singles), 235 (block of four and block of eight), 236
block of four, 237 (single and block of four), 239 pair, 1894/1895 issues 1c plate number strip of 3, 2c (2 plate blocks, 15
plate number strips of 3, 1 block of four), 3c (plate number strip of 3 and two blocks of four), 4c (plate number strip of 3
and a pair), 5c (3 plate number strips of 3, block of four), 280 & 281 plate number strips of 3, 285 (5 blocks of four, 6
blocks of four with plate numbers, 4 plate number pairs, block of 16, block of 15), 286 (2 blocks of four, 1 block of six with
plate number, 17 plate number pairs), 287 (block of four and plate number pair), 294 (5 blocks of four, 1 block of six, 1
plate number strip of four, 1 block of six with plate numbers, plate block of six, block of 16, 6 singles), 295 (2 plate
number strips of 3, 5 plate number strips of 4, 5 blocks of four, 1 block of 6, some loose and irregular pieces, plate block
of 6, plate block of 8, irregular block of 28), 296-8 blocks of four, 300 (2 blocks of four), 301 block of four, 302 (2 blocks of
four), 304 (2 blocks of four), 305 block of four, 306 block of four, 307 block of four, 308 block of four, 319 block of four, 323
(plate block of six, plate block of four, block of four), 324 (top plate and corner block of 10, plate block of four, plate
number strip of three and plate number pair), 325 (2 blocks of four), 327 (2 blocks of four), 328 (8 blocks of four, 1 block
of 6), 329 (12 blocks of four, 2 plate blocks of 6), 330 (2 blocks of four), 368 block of four, 371 block of four, 397 (5 blocks
of four, 1 block of six, 1 plate block of six), 398 (5 blocks of four, 1 block of six), 399 (3 blocks of four) and 401 block of
four. Condition and centering will of course be mixed, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance, high
cumulative Scott value. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site). Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., 1¢ Pan-American Wholesale Group (294). 577 stamps, some well centered, o.g., never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $24,523 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Duck Stamp Accumulation, 1934-45. On black stock pages, mostly mint (and the occasional used
stamp), many with plate numbers, consisting of: RW1 (4, 1 is used, cancelled in selvage), RW2 (7), RW3 (11, 1 is used),
RW4 (13, 1 is used), RW5 (15), RW6 (13, 1 is used), RW7 (14), RW8 (7), RW9 (5, 3 are used), RW10 (4, 1 is used),
RW11 (12), RW12 (22), RW13 (16), RW14 (12), RW15 (10), RW16 (5), RW17 (5), RW18 (5), RW19 (2). A few minor
gum issues otherwise, condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. appearance, We recommend viewing to
properly value. Scott $22,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Accumulation. Hundreds of stamps, includes a postage due stock book from
banknote issues to later B.E.P. issues with Scott value of over $4,000, a group of genuine and reprint locals, a small
revenue collection and a decent group of first issue revenues on stock pages, some revenues on document, some mint
Tobacco strip stamps, ducks, some Confederates, a few large Newspapers. Usual mixed condition. Good potential for
decent return, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 2¢ Trans-Miss. Wholesale Group (286). 8 sheets, 3 of which have the top 10 stamps (top plate blocks)
separated from sheets, each stuck to glassine paper, generally F.-V.F., Scott value as plate blocks, arrow blocks and
singles. Scott $14,960 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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160

HH/H

161

HH/H

162

H

163

H
U.S., 1¢ to 2¢ 1895 Issue Wholesale Hoard. 250 plate number strip of 3, 252 plate number strip of 3, 264 (10
blocks of four, 36 plate number strips of 3), 265 (4 plate number singles, a pair and corner margin single), 266 (9 singles,
1 block of four, 2 plate number strips of 3), 266/267 combination pairs (10), 267 (25 blocks of four, 1 block of 20, 24 plate
number strips of 3, 80 plate number singles and 279B (2 blocks of four, 3 plate number strips of 3). Condition appears
mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,188 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

164

HH/H

165

H/m

166

m
U.S., 10¢ Green Special Delivery Accumulation, 1908 (E7). 226 singles, with various cancels and shades,
some of the cancels are attributed and some are quite scarce, condition is a little mixed, overall decent specialist
collection with plenty of variety for another specialist to continue to study, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

167

U.S., Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, 1933-34. Includes #730 (42), #731 (31), 735 (79), #750 (32), #751
(83), few if any condition issues, please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, or no gum as issued, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

168

m

169

HH

170

HH

171

HH/H

172

HH/H

20

U.S., Commemorative Wholesale Accumulation. 230 (35), 231 (45), 232 (2), 233 (4), 234 (2), 235 (2), 236
(2), 237 (2), 238-41, 286 (94), 294 (66), 295 (171), 323 (22), 330, 367 (15) and 372 (44). Some faults, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,675+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Old Time Accumulation, Mostly from the 1930s. Many sheets and large blocks including #692-701
plate blocks, C18 block, 611 partially reconstructed sheet (including centerline block), 373 plate block, some British
sets mixed in, intact as received from old-time upstate New York estate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint Multiple Accumulation. In small box with better items that include: 264 plate block, 279 plate
block, 370 large block, 565 plate block, 630 (3) and more, appears mostly sound, high catalog group, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Large Kans. Nebr. Wholesale Accumulation. In large and irregular blocks and singles, 658 (298),
661 (102), 661 (49), 674 (33), 677 (66), very fresh and attractive, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Brilliant Mint & Used Accumulation, 1861-1970. Filling two large cartons, the value is in the mint NH
blocks that include 397 block of ten, 549 block of fifty, 614 plate block of thirty seven, 615 plate block of thirty, 616 block
of six teen, 619 plate block of nineteen, 621 block of twelve, E14 plate block of twenty, QE1 plate block of twenty, QE2,
mint plate blocks 832 (4), 833 (2), 834, plus Prexie coils, C10a complete booklet, full sheets of U.N. 1-6, 9-11, C1-C4,
Canal Zone O1-O8, plus much more to discover, a business in two boxes, a few mixed conditions, but generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

HH

U.S., Used Plate Block & Block of Four Accumulation. Hundreds of blocks in glassines and identified by
Scott number, better includes 628, Prexies to the $5 plate block, plate blocks of Famous Americans, name blocks of
Overrun Countries, 1053, 1295, and much more, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Early 20th Century Wholesale Group. 614-16 (10), 617-19 (10), 632-42 (16 sets, without 634A),
704-15 (12) and assorted imperfs from 383//611, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,908 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., PNC Lot, 1970-2000. 508 better PNC’s, all NH, includes (25) strips of 8 to 11 and 4 unlisted values of
computer vended coils, all are strips of five or larger, F.-V.F. Scott $3,432 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., 10¢ Green Special Delivery Accumulation, 1908 (E7). 36 singles, 31 with mostly different plate
numbers, 5 with imprints, condition appears mostly sound, o.g., hinged, some are never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Prexy Error, Freak and Oddity Hoard. In sheet file folder containing hundreds of stamps with various
Presidential inking errors, mill splices, some miscut and color shifts, includes 16¢ Lincoln Presidential complete sheet
with total ink smear all over sheet and a small quantity of non-Presidential errors, o.g., many never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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173

H/m

174

HH/H
U.S., 10¢ Green Special Delivery Accumulation, 1908 (E7). 31 singles, 1 pair with inverted watermark, 1
stamp with a dot variety, several with various slight color varieties, condition appears mostly sound, o.g., hinged, some
are never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

175

HH/H

176

HH/Ha

177

(H)
U.S., 10¢ Airmail Special Delivery Imperf Holding, 1935 (771). 12 centerline blocks, 10 sets of arrow
blocks and 24 blocks of four, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Scott $1,694 (Owner’s).
Estimate $250 - 350

178

HH/H

179

H/m

180

HH/H

181

HH
U.S., 1992 Arkansas Wild Turkey Sheet Accumulation. 994 sheets of ten of the Wild Turkey Stamp, with a
face value totaling $49,700; priced on eBay at $9 a stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., the perfect opportunity for the
hawkish dealer or internet seller—swoop in and gobble up this issue (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Washington-Franklin Accumulation. On a double sided stock page, mostly mint, starting with some
early perf 12, perf 8.5 and perf 10 coils, 407 (2), 415, 416 (2), 417 (2), 418 (2), 419 (2), 420 and some perf 10 issues and
imperfs, most stamps appear to be correctly identified, but the coils should be carefully evaluated to determine
authenticity, owners Scott value is between $3,500 and $4,500, condition appears mostly sound with some decent
value of these popular issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., 234 and Q3 NH Hoard. 234 block of 22 and 3 singles, Q3 right plate block of 12, top plate block of 10,
corner margin irregular block of 17 and 4 singles, vast majority of the stamps are sound, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Famous American Wholesale Group (859-893), blocks from broken sheets. 32 complete sets, plus
some extra values including 893 (40), o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,253 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Wholesale Lot of the 2¢ Yorktown, 1931 (703). Consisting of 131 plate blocks of 10, 11 plate blocks of
8, 7 plate blocks of 6, 154 plate blocks of 4, with both layouts, plenty of well centered stamps and shade varieties, so be
sure to allow to some time to view and you might find the dark lake shade, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine, if you assume everything is hinged (which it is not), the catalog value is over $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1870-2000. In a box you will find a yearbook collection with 1973-1977,
1980-1989, 1990, 1992-2000 yearbooks, stockbook of used cut squares, and a mint sheet file with values up to 34 &
39¢, plenty of face so go get it!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Wholesale Lot of the 2¢ Yorktown, 1931 (703). Group of 17 sheets and 4 large blocks without
selvage, 14 sheets are layout #1, 3 sheets are layout #2, some sheets with small adhesion faults (only affecting a couple
stamps per sheet), but overall mostly sound, great for the specialist or person hunting that elusive well centered graded
single, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Dealers Stocks
182

HH/H

183

H/m

U.S., Commemorative Stock. Thousands and thousands of stamps in two shoe boxes packed with stamps
mostly from 1930’s - 1960’s with a few early issues including some Columbians 230 pair and 231 block of 5, some
Washington / Franklins, Bureau issues and 2¢ reds, plus a box containing a few hundred FDC’s and some loose
stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $15,864 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1851-1975. Several hundred stamps in display cards, better mint includes
133a, 211B, 233, 285, 294 block of four, 295 block of four, 296 block of four, 297, 298 pair, 299 pair, 395, 396, 534A,
557, 558, 560, 570, C3 (3), C18 plate # single, booklets BKC1, used 12, 72, 101, 119, a plethora of choice material,
please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $50,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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184

H/m

185

H/m

186

H
U.S., Small Bureau Mint Stock, 1890-97. Carefully organized by issue on Vario stock pages, consisting of:
219 (4), 219D (4), 220 (8), 220a, 221 (3), 222 (4), 223 (6), 224 (5), 225 (5), 226 (4), 227 (2), 228 (3), 229 (2), 246 (4), 247
(4), 248 (2), 249, 250 (3), 252, 253, 254 (4), 255 (6), 256 (4), 257 (3), 258 (2), 259 (2), 261A, 268 (3), 269 (2), 270 (3), 271
(5), 272 (7), 273 (3), 274 (2), 275 (3), 276 (2), 277, 280 (9), 281 (2), 282 (7), 282C (2), 283 (4) and 284 (3). Usual mixed
condition, generally F.-V.F., a lovely group with several better attractive very fine singles. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

187

H/m

188

H/m

189

HH/H
U.S., Mint Stock, 1883-1932. In small dealer book of dealer tear sheets, sorted and identified by issue,
containing: 210 block of 4, 212 (2), 227, 230 (2 NH, 2 LH), 232 block of 4, 238, 285 block of 4, 291, 294 (5), 296 block of
four, 297 (2), 298 (2), 299, 302 (2), 303 (2 NH, 2 LH), 304 (1 NH, 2 hinged), 305 block of four, 306 pair, 307 block of four,
308 NH strip of 3, 320 block of four, 323 NH plate number pair, 324 block of four, 325, 326 (3), 328 (12 NH, 3 hinged), 328
NH plate number block of 4, 329 (9 NH, 1 LH), 329 NH block of four, 330 NH, 330 block of four, 333 block of four, 334
block of four with plate number, 335 block of four, 340 (1 NH, 1 hinged), 336 block of four, 339, 343-47 pairs or blocks of
four, 371 top arrow block of four, 377 (2), 378 (4), 397 (7 NH), 398 NH, 399 (2), 401 (4), 402 (1 NH, 3 hinged), 414 (2 NH,
2 LH), 416 (2), 417 (2 NH, 2 LH), 431 block of four, 432 (2 NH), 433 (1 NH, 1 hinged), 434 block of four, 435 NH, 471 (2
NH, 1 LH), 472 NH, 501 block of four, 507 NH, 516 (3), 517 (2), 548-50 (5 sets), 560 (3), 569 (2 NH, 6 LH), 589 (1 NH, 3
hinged), 591 NH, 614-16 (2 NH sets), 617-19 (15 NH sets), 620-21 (14 NH sets, 4 hinged sets), 623 2 NH blocks of 4,
647-48 (3 NH sets), 700 (2 NH blocks and 2 LH blocks), 701 (6 NH, 4 LH), C20-22 (10 sets), E7 (2), E8 (4) and F1 (3).
Condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F., plenty of decent value singles. Scott approximately $13,700
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

190
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U.S., High Scott Value Stock. In small box of glassines, containing used: 7 pair, 9 (2), 17 (3), 18, 23 (2), 25,
30A, 34 (2), 36 (3), 63 (6), 68 (15), 69 (8), 70 (5), 71 (11), 72 (6), 75, 76 (18), 77 (9), 78 (11), 85B, 87 (3), 89 (2), 92 (3), 93
(4), 95 (2), 96 (7), 97 (4), 98 (6), 113, 114 (26), 115 (3), 117 (2), 119, 138 (2), 123 no gum, 149 (8), 151 (5), 152 (2), 153
(11), 160 (3), 161 (2), 162 (14), 165 (10), 189 (21), 190 (14), 208 (2), 214 (7), 217 (4), 229, 238, \240 (2), 288 (5), 289 (2),
290 (5), 292 (4), 311 (8), C3 (2) and mint: 238, 239, 269 (3), 271, 272, 273, 282C, 286 (3), 287, 288, 289, 291, 307 (8),
309, C1-3, C6, E3 and Q11. Some faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance, High Scott value at very low start price. Please
view. Scott $65,153 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1851-1970. Meaty dealer stock, with used 67, 68, 72, 91, 97 (2), 112 (3),
116 (2), 117 (2), 119 (4), 120, 137, 138, 151, 276, mint 291, 297 NH (2), 298, 299, E2 (4), E7 (2), E8 (4), a few better
cancels, with many other valuable stamps, some useful duplication, each stamp is identified and in a glassine,
inspection suggested, F.-V.F. Scott $30,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Newspaper Stock. On black stock pages on dealer tear pages, containing mint (some o.g.): PR2, PR3,
PR5, PR9-17, PR19, PR23, PR24, PR25, PR28, PR32, PR58, PR60, PR85 and used: PR17, PR18, PR20, PR21 (2),
PR112, PR121 (2), PR122, PR123 (2), PR124 (2) and PR125, scattered flaws, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$21,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Newspaper Stock. On black stock pages on dealer tear pages, containing mint (some o.g.): PR3, PR9
(9), PR10 (11), PR11 (5), PR12 (2), PR13, PR14 (3), PR14 with PSE certificate, PR15 (4), PR33, PR35, PR57 (7), PR57
with PF certificate, PR58 (5), PR58 with PF certificate, PR59 (3), PR59 with PF certificate, PR60 with PF certificate,
PR60, PR61 (2), PR62 (5), PR64, PR65 with PF certificate, PR70 with PF certificate, PR72S, PR78, PR81 (21), PR81
with PF certificate, PR82 (2, both with PF certificates), PR83 (2, both with PF certificates), PR85 with PF certificate,
PR86, PR86 with PF certificate, PR90 (3), PR91 (4), PR91 with PF certificate, PR92, PR95 with PSE certificate, PR102
(3), PR103 (2), PR104 (2), PR105 with PF certificate and used: PR11 (3), PR12, PR14, PR16, PR59, PR62, PR83 with
PF certificate, PR120 punch cancel with PF certificate, scattered flaws, generally F.-V.F. appearance, We recommend
you view to properly evaluate. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Mint NH Dealer Stock, 1926-60. Three plastic tubs with thousands of mint NH U.S., in singles & blocks
of four, includes 628 (17), assorted Kansas Nebraska issues, 2¢ Reds, Washington Bicentennials, loads of Farleys,
Prexies to the 30¢, Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, all identified and in glassines, a great stock enhancer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Block Dealer Stock, blocks of 4. Two binders of blocks, with some better items that include: 555 (2),
612 (3), 664, 675, 719 (10), 832 center line blocks (4), 833, 834 center line block, C7 (5), C8 (6), C9 (5), C10 (2), C11 (5),
C20-22 (4), C24 (3), C31 (5) and C46 (7). Condition appears generally sound, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,021
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Used Stock, 1851-1956. In small stock book, sorted and identified by issue, containing used: 17, 20, 68
(2), 71, 73 (5), 76, 77, 89, 90, 117 (2), 119, 138 (2), 149 (2), 151, 152 (3), 162, 163, 190, 191, 208 (6), 217 (2), 218, 228
(3), 229, 243, 276, 679, E1, J28, Q1-12 and unused: 113. Some minor faults, Fine appearance, plenty of decent value
singles. Scott approximately $7,400 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

195

HH
U.S., Mint Stock, 1890-1940. In small stock book, sorted and identified by issue, containing: 231 (6), 232,
233 (2), 235, 236 (2), 237, 269, 296, 488 (5 line pairs), 489 (5 pairs), 517 (3), 518, 567 (3), 569 (2), 570, 571 (2), 591,
614-16 (3 sets), 617-19 (6 sets), 620-21 (3 sets), C1 and C5 (2). Condition appears mostly sound, o.g., never hinged,
Fine appearance, plenty of decent value singles. Scott approximately $5,400 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book Stock, 1861-1905. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in a red box, with Officials,
postage dues, special handling, revenues with R84c, R85c, R114, R148, cut squares, automobile, and state ducks, an
easy viewing and a nice group for resale, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

198

HH/H

U.S., Unfolded Booklet Pane Stock. 938 booklet panes with some better, face value is $1,945, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,081 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint Stock, 1861-1940. In small stock book, sorted and identified by issue, containing: 72, 137, 156,
186, 207, 215, 221 (2), 223, 224, 226, 227, 232, 233 (2), 234, 235 (3), 236, 237 (3), 238 (2), 239, 240, 253, 259, 270,
274, 280, 281 (2), 287, 288, 294-96, 298, 325 (4), 326, 330 (2), 371 (3), 373 (3), 379, 380 (3), 399, 400, 402, 418, 427,
434, 517, 617-19 (4 sets), 619 (3), 648 (6), 679, C1, C6, E3 (2), E10, J24, Q7 and Q11. Some minor faults, mostly o.g.,
hinged (a few regummed stamps among the early issues), Fine appearance, Plenty of decent value singles. Scott
approximately $9,600 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Coil Pair and Line Pair Stock. $1,935 of better airmail coils and line pairs, $1,449 of Prexie coils and
line pairs and $1,440 of 721, 722, 723 and 656 coils and line pairs, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,824.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Small Mint Stock of 20th Century Issues. Sorted carefully in glassines, each labeled and identified for
easy break down, with the following issues: 285 (2 LH), 286 (2 LH), 287 o.g., 295 (2 o.g., 1 NH), 297 NH, 303 (2 LH), 319
(3 NH), 320 (block and pair LH), 345 NH block of 4, 367 (4 NH), 372 (2 NH), 373 NH, 404 (32 used), 455 (2 NH pairs),
458 NH pair, 483 LH pair and block of four, 495 (9 NH pairs), 516 LH, 532 o.g. block of four, 534 (2 NH pairs, 7 o.g.
singles), 534A (4 NH, 2 hinged), 535 (2 NH, 9 o.g.) and 541 LH. Condition is mostly sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Face Value Lots
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U.S., Massive Airmail Plate Block Hoard. Thousands of blocks and plate blocks grouped by issue in
glassines (mostly by the hundred), each identified and roughly in order by Scott number, with face value adding up to
$10,178, with many useful later denominations from 10¢ to 25¢, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., Massive Airmail Plate Block Hoard. Thousands of mostly plate blocks grouped by issue in glassines
(mostly by the hundred), each identified and roughly in order by Scott number, with face value adding up to $10,053,
with many useful later denominations from 10¢ to 25¢, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Massive Airmail Plate Block Hoard. Thousands of mostly plate blocks grouped by issue in glassines
(mostly by the hundred), each identified and roughly in order by Scott number, with face value adding up to $10,736.54,
with many useful later denominations from 10¢ to 25¢, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Massive Airmail Plate Block Hoard. Thousands of zip and plate blocks grouped by issue in glassines
(mostly by the hundred), each identified and roughly in order by Scott number, with face value adding up to $10,038.51,
with many useful later denominations from 10¢ to 25¢, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2010. With blocks, booklets, singles and strips, vast majority of denominations
from 20¢ to $16.50, all sorted by denomination, total face $2,900.00, relax, who needs to waste time at the post office,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

206

H/)
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U.S., Face Value Lot of Full Sheets, 1960-2000. Housed in thirteen sheet files, mostly full sheets in
denominations from 4¢ to $1.00, total face approximately $1,500.00, with many self adhesives, please investigate,
what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Mint Face Value Plus Holding. Large assortment of most values, as the collector acquired them as
new issues mostly, but does include some premiums, singles, plate blocks, sheets, panes, booklets, press sheets, this
one has it all including a large amount of better values for savings on larger shipments, estimated conservatively, we
suggest your placing a few bids on this one, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Booklet Face Value Hoard, 1981-99. In four large Safe album, with face value adding up to $2,861.24,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mostly Mint Face, 1945-2000. Consists of four Scott albums, two binders and a small box, mostly filled
with mint NH face, with many self adhesives and Forever stamps, the small box has a few first day covers and used
U.S., but generally mint with some issues in quantity, a sure way to stock up inexpensively, check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Premium Face Value Sheet Accumulation. In large sheet file folder, with many better denominations
(20¢ and up), plus a sheet of $8.75 Express sheet of 20, $2.9 Priority sheet of 20, and two $4.80 sheets of 20. Total face
value is $1,417.49, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2000. Consisting of better modern booklets, panes and singles, includes (6)
3461c (Scott catalog $600.00), total face value $1290.00, keeps you out of the post office for a bit, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,400 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1990-2000. Approximately 990 PNC strips of five, mostly 29¢ to 32¢, total face
$998.00, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Accumulation. In six large albums or stock books, containing over $800 worth of face
value postage, with some better premium items including 909-21 sheets, Bugs Bunny missing die cut pane and
Recalled Legends of the West pane, be sure to bring your calculator to count so you can properly evaluate, o.g., mostly
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Postal History Collections
212

H/m
U.S., Postal Stationery, Large Cut Square Collection / Stock. In six albums, plus a stock book, with
moderate duplication of some cut squares or entires. A few of the mint highlights include: U17, U40 entire (2), U41 entire
(2), U42-45, W55, U62, U67a with APS certificate, U69, U71, U72, U93, U96, U99 (2), U102, U107, U183, U210, U211,
U270, U307, U342, U346, U347, U489, U501, UC27 and UO47. Condition appears mostly sound (with a few minor
faults among the early issues) with a good diversity of issues that could really help fill in your collection, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, This is one of the largest collections of this type we have seen in a while, so if you are a specialist, this
collection might be for you. Scott approximately $16,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

213
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U.S., Airmail Postal Stationery Accumulation, 1970-2000. A fresh clean lot of several hundred mostly
airmail stationery, heavy duplication on some, plus #1909 space covers (9), happy hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Postal Stationery, Large Collection, 1861-1965. Residing in six binders, well over 400 items,
includes censored, registered, UPC overprint, fancy cancels, uprated, illustrated advertising, #112 uprating U19, with
destinations such as Singapore, China, India, San Juan to France, forwarded to New South Wales, Ecuador, Chile,
Denmark, South Africa, a few mint, loads of sale able material, mixed condition, overall a striking collection sure to
please the most discerning of tastes, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Postal Stationery, Used Group, 1870-1925. Over 125 covers, many uprated, includes 231 & 235
uprating U250 to Germany, 230-232 uprating U324, 397 (6) and 398, 425 uprating U416, 287 & 279B uprating U324 to
Canada, and 394 (2), 302 (3) on U324 to Holland with postage due, with a few foreign destinations, duplication, a
delightful grouping, a fine addition to any postal history stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Postal Stationery, Exceptional Quality Mint Cut Square Collection, 1854-1953. 280 plus cut
squares in old spring back album on quadrille pages, full of exceptional quality cut squares full corners from early U9 to
more modern issues, each carefully identified by Scott number. Each cut square is a premium piece, but there are not
many “high catalog” singles, however you will find many cut squares in the $10-$50 range that should sell for very high
percentages of Scott value., Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint Postal Cards and Entires Collection, 1873-2000. A sharp collection of mint
postal cards and entires, better include UX1, UX3, UX5-UX16, UX18-UX30, fresh clean lot with very few issues, a quick
inspection will draw you in, Very Fine. Scott $3,600 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint Stamped Envelopes, 1915-70. Hundreds, includes items such as U436g,
U441, U544c, and many others, fresh clean lot, please examine, Very Fine. Scott $4,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Postal Stationery, Used Wrapper Collection, 1868-1925. 34 wrappers housed in a binder, with many
uprated, some destinations include Denmark, German States, Uruguay, France, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint & Unused Stamped Envelopes, 1907-32. Mostly mint lot of hundreds with a
few unused, includes U406a (2), U409a, U411f (5), U411g (3), U413f (2), U420a, U421a, some premium items present,
please examine carefully, F.-V.F. Scott $3,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal Stationery, War Department Cut Squares and Entires Fancy Cancel Collection. 17 cut
squares and 5 entires with stars, letters, a Masonic, Skull and Bones, U.S. Monogram and Pinwheels, condition is a little
mixed with a good variety of these difficult cancels on official mail cut squares and entires, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Postal Stationery, Columbian & Washington Bicentennial, 1893-1932. Mostly mint material,
Columbians include eight 1¢, 21 2¢ including two Wells Fargo imprints, four 5¢, and a decent array of the Bicentennials,
excellent material at an excellent price, Very Fine. Scott $470 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

U.S., Postal Stationery, Cut Square Collection, 1853-1971. In Scott specialty album, with better items that
include: U36, U38, U39, U62, U64, U99, W112, U129, U174, U186, U188, U206, U337, U338,W427, W435 and U493.
Condition appears generally sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $5,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint & Used Collection, 1873-1935. Approximately 550 covers, with fancy
cancels, registered, uprated, officials, possessions, a few better includes U277 with Grisbys Bluff TX large solid star
(S® 6), U349 with Warm Springs VA large star with hole, U335 uprated with 294 & two 295, and a 2¢ 267 bisect on a
U335, mixed condition, mint & posted, a wonderful selection to plow through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Postal Stationery, Collection of Used Wrappers. 17 wrappers, includes #24 with clipped perfs from
Columbus OH to Philadelphia PA, #24 on wrapper from Ware MA to Watertown NY, 1¢ wrapper to Switzerland, uprated
1¢ wrapper with 219 to Paris Frace, uprated 1¢ wrapper with 206 to Germany, 1¢ wrapper to Holland, 1¢ wrapper to
Turkey and a homemade wrapper with 212 to NJ, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Postal Stationery, War Dept., 1875, 2¢ red on orange (UO49). Approximately 80 entires, UPSS WD
die 11, size 10, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000. UPSS WD63.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal Cards, Collection, 1873-2010. Residing in four Scott albums, with used UX1, mint UX3 (2),
UX5 (2), UX6 (2), UX7 (2), UX8 (2), UX10 (2), UX12 (2), UX13, UX15 (2), UX19-UX20 (2), UX21, UX32 (2), UX47, UY1,
UY3, UY4, UY5, with lots of mint face, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Miscellaneous Autograph Collection, 1860-2000. 39 autographs that includes Secretary of State
Elihu B. Washburne, Secretary of War Alexander Ramsey, Secretary of Treasury William Windom, Supreme Court
Justice David Davis, Albert Gallitan, Lincoln Vice President Hannibal Hamlin, explorer Robert Byrd, financier Jay
Cooke, President Millard Fillmore, and editor Horace Greely, with plenty of other luminaries, please examine carefully.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

231

U.S., Miscellaneous Autographed Items, 1860-1980. Presented in two albums, over 80 autographed and
non autographed items, better includes autographed photo of Wrong Way Corrigan, six Mutoscope cards of Big Band
leaders, a rare WWII Allied newsletter dropped over Holland, autograph of J.C. Spinner, autographed photo of Ann
Richards, Sanitary Fair envelope, Fremont campaign envelope, Civil War letter with war content, 1861 Cincinnati
newspaper with much war content, a wonderful stew of sale able material.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Postmaster General Autograph Collection. Presented in four albums, one album entirely James
Farley, with over 180 autographs and ephemera and over 150 Farley signed letters, there are also cut signatures, free
franked covers, letters, also includes official Post Office notices, covers and bulletins, a wondrously comprehensive
collection, mixed condition, review is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

233

)
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U.S., The Motherlode of Congressional & Gubernatorial Autographs. An amazing collection of
autographs from the 1990s, includes 270+ autographed photos, mostly addressed to “Jim”, approximately 50
autopenned, over 100 transmittal letters, plus some miscellaneous signatures on business cards etc., gathered by a
retired congressional staffer, a one of a kind lot not easily duplicated, we will leave it to the viewers to determine the lots
true value, a political junkies’ dream.
Estimate $500 - 750

235

U.S., Attorney General Autograph Collection. 36 autographs on various documents, includes George H.
Williams, Caleb Cushing, William Rogers, Benjamin Brewster, John Crittenden, William Mitchell, Benjamin Butler, a
fresh collection with most identified, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Cartoonists Autograph Collection. 30 autographs on various mediums, includes Reg Smith (Andy
Capp), Tom Cheney, Mort Walker (Beetle Bailey), Jim Meddick (Robotman), Jerry Scott (Nancy), Cathy Guiswite
(Cathy), Walter Lantz (Woody Woodpecker), Bill Hoest (The Lockhorns) and Bill Keamer (The Family Circus, also
included is a set of 40 cartoons, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

237

U.S., NASA Astronauts Autographs & Photos. An enthralling collection of these ever popular items, with
fourteen autographs and fifty photos, autographs include Walter Cunningham Apollo 7, Guin Bluford, Gerald Carr,
Henry Hartsfield, Paul Weitz, Anna Fisher, Joe Engle & Richard Truly Skylab, Fred Halse & Gordon Fullerton, Dale
Gardner, Michael Coats, Joseph Allen, Dave Scott, photos are 8X10 colored and includes Edward White III, Donn
Eisele, Eugene Cernan, Gordon Cooper, Dick Gordon, Elliot See, Don Slayton, Thomas Stafford, Walter Cunningham,
John Young, Frank Borman, Charles Conrad, James McDivitt, Scott Carpenter, plus many more, a tremendous lot to
build upon or break up for retail sales, a few condition issues, inspection encouraged.
Estimate $300 - 400

238

)
U.S., Stampless Covers With Manuscript Town Cancels. 31 covers, includes Bridgeport, Barnet,
Brookline, Burlington, Charlotte, Clarendon, St Albans, Hartford, Rutland, McIndoes Falls, Bridgewater, Hyde Park,

26

U.S., Postal Cards, Better Usages Collection. Over one hundred twenty postal cards or envelopes, better
includes illustrated ad cover for hats, illustrated ad cover for Mosler, Bahmann & Co safes, allover ad for Putnam
Machine Co Fitchburg MA, postal cards include illustrated ad card for Seibert Visible Feed Bearing Cup, 1886 illustrated
ad card for coins, illustrated card for Mosler Safe Co., group of five cards with Brazil, Canada, South Africa, Chile &
Mexico as destinations, UX3 with nail & screw marks, group of twenty three cards with better cancels, three UX3 with
watermark varieties and group of UX1 cards postmarked May 1873, first month of usage, with many unusual items
present, a careful inspection will yield significant rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Postal Cards, Mint Lot, 1879-1920. With UX6, UX9-UX11, UX14, UX16, UX18, UX22-UX24,
UX26-UX28, UX33, UX38, and a group of 20 UY29, fresh, clean and attractive, Very Fine. Scott $448 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

U.S., First Lady Free Franks, 1880-1945. 14 covers that include includes Grace Coolidge (2), Frances
Cleveland on a mourning cover, Lucretia Garfield, Eleanor Roosevelt, Edith Roosevelt, and Edith Wilson, with useful
duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Swanton Centre, Cabot, Factory Point, Montpelier, Bolton, Leicester, Addison, Sheldon, Norwich, Charleton, Danby,
Cavendish, Hancock and Ferrisburgh, a few duplicates, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
239
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U.S., Exposition Card & Cover Collection, 1893-1916. Over 90 cover or postcards in a binder, with stamps
with exposition postmarks and 9 tickets for the Columbian exposition, includes cards & covers for 13 Columbian
Exposition, 5 Pan American Exposition, 8 Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 27 Jamestown Exposition, 24 Hudson Fulton
Exposition, plus various other expositions, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

243

)
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U.S., Ephemera - 19th Century U.S., Silk Ribbons. Eight ribbons in a pristine, lovely album,
commemorating the U.S. Centenary in 1876 (6, picturing George Washington with various patriotic slogans or
quotations), the 400th Anniversary of Columbus’ Discovery of America (using the design of the 2¢ Columbian issue,
Scott #231) and the Salvation Army; slight bump to the album’s top corner, which in no way affects the ribbons; plenty of
space for adding to the collection, an interesting and difficult lot of fragile ephemera.
Estimate $500 - 750

245
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U.S., CE2 Cover Collection. Over 235 covers franked with CE2, with zeppelin flights, registered, Prexies,
airmails, first flights, censored, forwarded, Canadian postage dues, other foreign destinations, mixed condition, review
urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Sea Post Service Covers, 1895-1940. 75 covers, postal cards and picture postcards mounted on
annotated display pages, a few better includes U.S.-German Sea Post #1 on cover with pair of 255, U.S.-German Sea
Post 4 on cover with strip of five 264, U.S.-German Sea Post 12 on picture postcard of Kaiserin Maria Theresa with 281,
the only reported provisional U.S. Sea Post #1 on cover with 234, U.S.-British Sea Post #8 on picture postcard,
U.S.-French Sea Post #21 on picture postcard of S.S. Niagara, a magnificent collection with many different examples of
these postmarks, inspection is mandatory, a few condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Gun Cover Collection. Housed in a binder, 43 covers gun or gun related, better includes blind
embossed cover for Allen & Wheelock Fire Arms Worcester MA, 1898 The Winchester Repeating Take Down Shotgun
with illustrations on front & back, 1900 Laflin & Rand Smokeless Powder with multicolored illustration of a Rough Rider,
Winchester Repeating Rifles, Shot Guns with multicolored illustration of western mountain man, two Remington Guns &
Rifles, one with multicolored women hunting and the second with a multicolored man & his dog hunting, mixed
condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Advertising Cover Selection, 1869-1905. 25 advertising covers, better illustrated includes Louisville
KY Elbel & Co spurs, Pawnee OK Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, Trenton NJ Greenwood Pottery, New Haven CT Yale
Bicentennial, and Spartanburg SC F Cantrell & Co buggies, scarce subjects present, mixed condition, be sure to
inspect them, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Small Collection of Valentines & Covers, 1850-1905. 14 embossed covers, includes stampless from
Belleville OH to city, 3¢ Bank Note with valentine, 1884 with 210 from Worcester to West Boylston MA, 1884 with pair 2¢
183 from New York City to Richfield Springs NY, very mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., C11 Cover Collection, 1928-50. Approximately 150 covers housed in two binders, includes first flights,
zeppelin flights, rocket mail, airmails, catapults, 1930 Santa Claus cancel from Santa Claus IN, first flight from Cristobal
to Chile, with destinations like Greece, Finland, Uruguay, mixed frankings like Mexico, France, Canada & Cuba, an
exciting collection of this popular stamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., First Air Post Special Delivery (CE1-CE2) Cover Collection. Approximately 125 covers in a binder,
includes first flights, zeppelin flights, rocket mail, naval covers, forwarded, FAMs, books of four, a great collection for
little money, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Douglas DC2 & DC3 Collection, 1935-80. Over 400 covers, picture postcards, photos, airmail
etiquettes and stamp showing the DC2 & DC3, with covers from Czechoslovakia, Romania, Netherlands, U.S.,
Sweden, Switzerland, Gibraltar, Germany, Argentina, Israel, France, Ecuador, South Africa, Egypt, wit a few signed by
the pilot, neatly mounted and annotated on quadrille pages, a superior collection for every aerophile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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)
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)

251

)

252

)

253

)

254

)

255

)

256

)

257

)

258

)

259

)

260

)
U.S., Telegram & Telegraph Lot, 1868-1995. Over 450 items packed in two albums, with material like
telegrams, covers, whole books of telegraph blanks, labels, stickers, a tremendous amount of items present, some
mixed condition, intact as received, please visit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

261

U.S., Christmas Seals Tied to Cards or Covers, 1909-40. Starts with a photo and write up of Emily Bissell,
designer of the first Christmas seal, then two Wisconsin seals tied to picture postcards, then over 40 picture postcards

28

U.S., Crash Cover Collection, 1925-45. 11 covers, includes 1929 “Damaged in Plane Crash Park City UT”,
1947 “Damage Due to Air Mail Interruption near Chicago IL, 1928 ”Damaged In Mail Plane/Accident At Huron Ohio,
1941 “Delay Due to Air Plane Interruption Near Lakeland FL, and 1929 ”Damaged in Plane cash Atlanta GA", valuable
and historic, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Collection of The Gray Goose Airways Ephemera. An intriguing collection of photos, research
material and relating to the air line, with 1930 illustrated cover, two stock certificates and loads of research material,
photos appear to be copies, a great little lot for the specialist, please inspect for maximum pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., The Ultimate Special Delivery Cover Collection. Approximately 790 covers in eight volumes,
including E1 (45), E2 (32), E3 (23), E4 (33), E5 (170), E6 (265), E7 (5), E8 (169), E9 (20), E10 (27), with illustrated ad
covers, picture postcards and postal cards, mixed franking from England & Mexico, postage dues, well worth many
times our low estimate, mixed condition, inspection is always advised but this lot should not disappoint, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., E11 Cover Collection, 1917-22. Over 230 covers, with picture postcards and postal cards, mixed
frankings, postage dues, official seals, forwarded, censored, illustrated advertising, a treasure trove of material, mixed
condition but a useful lot, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Special Delivery Cover Collection, 1888-2000. Over 100 covers, with postal cards, picture postcards,
illustrated advertising, postage dues, Western Union Telegraph Co cover, CE1 on rocket mail, Prexies, registered, first
flights, plenty of sale able covers, mixed condition, careful inspection will be well worth the time spent, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Special Delivery Postal History Collection 1925-1951. Approximately 140 covers with E13-E19,
includes Prexies, airmails, forwarded, first day cover, mixed condition, examination is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,003
U.S., Special Delivery Covers, 1892-1925. 17 covers, includes E11 with C1 on corner ad cover addressed
to Atlantic City NJ, E15 with 623 tied by fancy star cancels to Winchester VA, E15 with 773 tied on a Ocean Letter
addressed to Rochester NY, E14 with 560 & 562 strip of three on tag for chickens, and E15 & C10 on cover to NYC with
violet straight line “Not In Room” and “Tubes”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Special Delivery Collection, 1887-2000. Presented n two volumes, the first album has 62 covers,
better includes stampless from Groton MA to North Chelsea MA with manuscript “P.M. in great haste”, a 1921 cover with
C1, and a 1914 cover with three Q4, the second volume has all sorts of Special Delivery cards & notification, an 1885
Lists of Post Offices of the Immediate Delivery System, Special Delivery Parcel Post tags and more, mixed condition,
inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Special Delivery to Foreign Destination Cover Collection, 1922-51. 12 cover with Special Delivery
stamps to foreign destinations, includes E14 forwarded to Germany, E14 to Italy, E14 to Czechoslovakia, E14 to
Argentina, and E15 to Hawaii forwarded to Australia, a useful collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Official Seals on Covers, 1896-1972. 12 covers, with two seals on cover with CE1, seal onC23
forwarded, E15 on McKinley memorial cover, and OX10 on Italy cover to NYC, better markings and frankings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Parcel Post & Parcel Post Due Cover Collection. Over 50 covers in a binder, Q1 (17), Q2 (11), Q3
(4), Q4, Q5 (6), Q6, Q8, Q9, JQ1 (7), JQ3, JQ4, on various covers, huge catalog value, mixed condition, a collection not
soon duplicated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
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or covers with tied Christmas seals, includes WX3 (8), WX6 (2), WX7 (3), WX (4), F.-V.F., a terrific lot with plenty of
upside, thoroughly recommended for a careful viewing.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
262

)

263

)

264

)

265

)
U.S., 1847 Issue Cover Collection (1-2). A total of seven covers (4 #1’s and 1 #2), consisting of 5¢ on
stained cover with brown circular grid and matching brown Newton, N.J. postmark with P.F. certificate, 5c on cover with
red square grid cancel and New York postmark, 5c on folded letter with manuscript cancel, 5c tied to cover with red town
postmark, 5c tied to illustrated folded letter (dateline 1847), top part is torn off, but still included, with red grid cancel and
matching 14 Jul New York postmark (only two weeks after first day of issue), 5c pair on folded letter with red square grid
cancels and New York postmark, 5c on cover with black circular grid cancel and red Boston postmark, 10c cancelled
with manuscript cancel on cover with blue Dayton, O. postmark, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,050.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

266

)
U.S., President James A. Garfield Collection. An intriguing collection of our 20th president, besides the
cover and stamps Garfield adorned there are numerous ephemera related to his term and assassination, includes large
memorial card, an actual custom tobacco tag for his cigars, stereoview of Garfield & Lincoln, signature to Charles
Guiteau, telegram from Garfield, engravings, cabinet of Mrs. Garfield, mourning card, and a campaign cover, be sure to
put this on your “To see” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

267

)

268

)
U.S., Automobile Related Cover Collection, 1901-45. Presented in two albums, over 160 covers and
picture postcards from 1901-1920, with many illustrated, a couple of foreign, a few better early illustrated covers
includes 1903 Orient Buckboard, 1902 Remington Automobile, 1915 Haynes, 1911 Hupp Yeats Electric, 1907 Stevens
Duryea, 1909 Oldsmobile, along with dozens of magazine ads, correspondence, stock certificate and more, if you
collect cars or are interested in expanding your stock, this is your lot, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

269

)

270

)
U.S., #113 Cover Collection. 72 covers on Vario pages, in white binder, with several fancy cancels including
an interesting Masonic, an early precancel, unsealed circulars, some early advertising corner cards, a Military Official
Business cover, a few foreign destinations, etc. A collection for the specialist with some interesting usages and
attractive advertising covers, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1870-2000. An amazing amalgamation of philatelic stuff, filling a large
box with things like college stamp, stage tickets, postal business forms, illegal usage R154 block of four, volume of
Express Mail covers and envelopes, binder of first flight covers, binder of mint & used postal cards, binder of Lincoln
stamps, binder of 20th century local post covers, album of Long Island NY town cancel covers, binder of presidential
related ephemera, binder of WWI covers, and several manila folders of various late 20th century postal history, break up
value would be a killer, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., First Issue Covers Collection, 1847. Incredible collector’s hoard of #1 and #2 on cover: 17 with #1
Franklin (including a cover with pair) and 3 with #2 Washington; shades, cancel types and colors, postage due,
redirected…a fantastic lot that’s unpicked and unchecked, definitely worth a look.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Washington Franklin Postal History Collection, 1909-22. Over 150 cards/covers in three binders,
includes forwarded with France postage dues and Switzerland stamps, Great Britain & US mixed franking, Italy postage
due, WX6 Christmas Seal tied, uprated postal card to China, Germany & US flight cover with mixed franking, #515 block
of four to Russia, straight line “Held For Postage”, and this barely scratches the surface, suffice to say this a clean
valuable lot, perfect to break up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Prexies on Cover Collection, 1938-58. 30 covers all with Prexie franking, includes 5¢ (810) tied to
1942 cover with manuscript “Prisoner of War” with violet straight line “Returned To Sender/Service Suspended”, 1942
cover with 50¢ (831) with 20¢ (C9) with censor tape to Palestine, 1946 cover with 20¢ (825) and 30¢ (C30) on Special
Delivery Air Mail to Paris forwarded to Haute Savoi, 1953 cover with 24¢ (828), 17¢ (822) & 10¢ (C34) to Chile, an
astounding grouping of choice material, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Postal History Avalanche, 1815-1910. Approximately 100 covers, plus post office ephemera,
includes fancy cancels, Wells Fargo, exposition, advertising, stampless, forwarded, better include allover ad for steam
boilers, 1922 2¢ bisect on picture postcard, 115 on cover to England, two Sanitary Commission covers, well worth our
low estimate, mixed condition, check this one out carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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271

)

272

)

273

)

274

)
U.S., John F. Kennedy Collection. Residing in seven volumes, includes ticket to Rededication of New York
International Airport to JFK International Airport, album of 89 JFK covers, two albums of 168 memorial JFK covers, two
volumes of 112 foreign memorial covers, and finally a binder of JFK related autographed material, with signatures like
Dean Acheson, Jamet Lee Auchincloss, Melvin Belli, John B Connally, Dwight D Eisenhower, Clinton Hill, and Lyndon
Johnson, excellent value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

275

)
U.S., Premium Postal History Collection, 1847-1925. 14 classic covers that includes #1 three margined
single tied by red c.d.s. and pen cancelled to Zaneville OH, #1 single cancelled with black circular grid with Jamestown
NY c.d.s. to Ellicottville NY, O74 tied by New York duplex on cover to City with PF certificate, U443 with QE2 & 647-648
from Honolulu to MA, a ducky selection of premium material, the philatelic maven will recognize that there many hard to
come by covers present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

276

)
U.S., Cover Collection, 1850-1975. Housed in a binder, includes Scott #656 first day cover, V-Mail, first
flights, Hartford fancy star on #65, postal stationery errors, #65 (3) on cover to Hawaii, 1936 New York rocket mail (4),
#368 block of 6 on cover from Eugene Klein, stampless, and U420 and U494 mint, an exciting selection, easy on the
eyes and the wallet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

277

)

278

U.S., FDR Inaugural Covers, 1937-45. Includes 1937 (26), 1941 (28), and 1945 (18), with duplication of
cachets and frankings, F.-V.F. Brookman $14,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

279

)

280

)

281

)
U.S., 1¢ Perf 12½ #536 Postal History Collection, 1919 (536). A collection of 13 covers/cards franked with
this scarce stamp, includes 1¢ tied to U379, block of four tied to cover, three pairs tied to three different covers, and eight
singles tied to eight different picture postcards, terrific catalog value, careful review should reward the ardent viewer,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,455.
Estimate $500 - 750

282

U.S., Political Memorabilia Collection. 18 items, includes Clay / Frelinghuysen illustrated lettersheet, Zach
Taylor illustrated lettersheet, 1949 Harry S. Truman Inaugural Gala booklet, Mr Porter’s Eulogy on Washington, Mr
Gano’s Sermon on the Death of General Washington, and a Blaine/Logan and a Tilden/Hendricks ballot, interesting &
historic lot, mixed condition, there is much more here than described and this collection should really be viewed to be
fully appreciated.
Estimate $500 - 750

30

U.S., Cover & Postal Stationery Collection, 1869-1990. Thousands of U.S. first day covers, mint & used
postal stationery, first flights, all stored in plastic tubs, with some 19th century items, a solid way to add to your inventory,
please examine, few if any condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Auxiliary Markings Collection, 1880-2000. Well over 100 covers, with various auxiliary marking
residing in a binder, includes dozens of “Pointing Hands”, also “Deficiency in Address”, “Postage Appears/to Have Been
Paid”, “Returned For Better Address”, “Unclaimed”, Not For Carrier No.", lots of scarce material here, mixed condition,
viewing is recommended for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Seapost & Paquetboat Postal History Collection, 1890-1930. 18 covers/cards with sea post
cancels, includes Cristobal C.Z. Paquetbot, United States Seapost, United States Sea P.O., U.S. Seapost Canal Zone,
U.S. Ger. Sea Post S.S. Bremen, a sweet little lot that is sure to please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Postal History & First Day Cover Collection, 1893-1960. #230, 232 & 236 on U348 to Germany, pair
297 on cover to Syracuse NY, 397 & two 298 on cover to Japan, pairs of 548-550 on cover to New Zealand, 614-616 first
day cover, 617-619 to Nickles Washington DC, 620-621 blocks of four on first day cover, Washington Bicentennial on
one first day cover, 855 baseball cacheted, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)

U.S., Collection of Modern Officials on Cover. Includes 29 covers, 32 stamps, 21 blocks and 20 strips,
fascinating collection, be sure to check this one out, huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Modern Postal History Collection, 1970-2000. 17 covers, includes block of four #1066 on cover to
Swaziland, uprated airletter with E23 to Kenya, registered cover with #2193 (8), 1853 (3) & 2169 (2), 1958 Diplomatic
Mail Pouch to United Nations, and a Priority Rate Special Delivery cover with #1294 (5), 1291 (2) & 1584 (3), an exciting
lot of overlooked material, a very useful collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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)
U.S., Mostly 1861 Issue, Boston, Mass Cover Collection. 60+ covers (mostly 3c 1861 issue #65) with
various geometric and paid cancels from Boston, Mass, some interesting corner cards with some nice embossed
corner cards, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

284

)

285

)

286

)

287

)

288

)

289

)

290

)

291

)

292

)

293

)

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1850-1975. Hundreds of covers/cards in five binders in a large box,
besides censored, metered, POW, picture postcards, advertising, special delivery, and registered covers the lot
includes 20L4 tied to cover with Apex certificate, all over advertising cover for Saturday Globe Utica, J52a tied to a
picture postcard with PF certificate, Susanville CA Coca Cola ad cover, Mack Truck ad cover, should be easy pickings,
some condition issues, but overwhelmingly, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Lot, 1870-1970. Hundreds of covers and cards in a box, with postal stationery, Prexies,
censored, Canal Zone, picture postcards, space related lot, First Days, registered, first flights, naval covers, cacheted
event covers and some ephemera, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Postal History Group, 1840-80. Group of five covers, includes 1847 printed Post Office memo with
straight line “Post Office Department/Official Business”, an Oregon Territorial c.d.s. in a pair of 3¢ (10A), 12¢ (36B) tied
by circular grid with red New Orleans LA c.d.s. on folded letter sheet, pair of 10¢ (116) cancelled, with red New York
postal marking addressed to Germany, and a fancy cancel “B” tying 1¢ (145) to cover addressed to Toms River NJ with
2016 PF certificate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mostly FDCs and Flight Covers, 20th Century. 24 boxes comprising what has to 7,500 to 10,000
covers, there’s UN and other items but actually several boxes of UN flight covers which are actually not encountered
very often, the rest is US and useful, some higher values and cacheted as far as we could tell, cheap in any case and
worth a bid, quick to review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Aviation Anniversary Covers, 1934-94. 125 covers commemorating all aspects of aviation history,
some marvelous cachets, must be inspected, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Rural Free Delivery Covers, 1899-1980s. Collection of about 60 covers or cards, 50 of which are no
later than 1914 including an 1897 New York “Collection & Distribution Wagon No. 1”, a 1899 “Detroit & Algonac Rural
Free Delivery Steamboat” cover (reduced), two cutouts from the Shriver experimental period in Carroll County, Md. and
a 1901 Marshall, Wis. “R.F.D.” cancel on a wrapper to England; these are followed by a wide variety of “R.F.D.” cancels;
the later covers feature auxiliary markings, mainly “Not for Route…”, etc.; also included are a few collateral pieces, such
as two different R.F.D. Carrier’s Christmas greeting cards and two illustrated advertising covers, one picturing an
R.F.D. Horse, Wagon and Postman, the other and ad for a “Rural Delivery Mails Box”. A truly fascinating lot that could
easily form the basis of an award-winning exhibit and is certainly worth more than the sum of its parts; accompanied by
several relevant clippings and articles (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Jamestown Exposition Issue Postal History Collection, 1907. 43 cards / covers in a binder,
includes 328 (29), 329 (10) & 330 (3), many on exposition picture postcards, an attractive grouping, mixed condition,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Arctic & Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-62. 24 covers posted during the exploration on
the Arctic & Antarctic regions, includes Operation Deep Freeze Antarctica cover to US, cover from USS Eldorado during
its task force signed by Captain Hogan, cover from U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Spar during Arctic Operation, a valuable lot
with many highlights, close examination is warranted to truly appreciate the value represented, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Private Vending Coils on Cover, 1909-15. 15 covers franked with private perfs, nine are Schermacks
and six are Mailometer, inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
U.S., Transportation Cover Collection. Stuffed into a large carton, includes album with seventy two
1960-2000 submarine covers, an album with 132 1920s to 1960s first flight covers, album of trans Atlantic ship covers,
mostly 1950s-1980s, 300+ train covers, and an album of miscellaneous material, as sure a winner as you’ll find, bid
early-bid often, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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)
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)

297

)
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)
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)
U.S., Bank Note Covers, 1870-88. Over 115 covers franked with 2¢ & 3¢ Bank Notes, some corner ads,
some interesting cancels including RPOs, mixed condition, be sure and have a look see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

300

)

301

)
U.S., Famous Americans Cover Collection. 40 covers/cards in a binder, with picture postcards, air mail,
first day covers, special delivery, postage dues, with plenty of 10¢’s, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

302

)

303

)
U.S., Fancy Cancel Cover Collection. 14 covers with various fancy cancels, with letters, geometric and
color cancels, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

304

)
U.S., Cover Balance. A total of 60 covers and post cards, consisting of 25 post cards (Tuck and Sons) from
Washington to Theodore Roosevelt, and a group of 35 miscellaneous covers with several stampless covers, a few 3c
1857 issues, Scott 113, 548-50 on three covers, 16 of the covers are a last name mini-topical family name collection to
or from Bagby, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

305

)

306

)

307

)

32

U.S., Consular Mail from U.S., & Foreign Countries, 1880-1940. Group of over fifty American Consular
Service covers and cards from U.S. and from stations abroad, mostly legal size from a range of origins including: Italy,
Cuba, Siam, Algeria, Hong Kong, Singapore, Straits Settlements, Trinidad, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Australia, Russia,
Samoa, Egypt, Greece, also U.S. from the 1880s to 1920s, with some very interesting contents, a one of a kind
collection, mixed condition, be sure to set aside sufficient time to review this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1861-88. 100 covers, with eight Black Jacks, nine #114 on cover, four
mourning covers, two Columbian Issue covers, eight stampless and a bunch of 3¢ Washington and Bank Note covers,
some better cancels, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Cover Collection, 1851-1905. 30 #11s with a few #10s, and 64 advertising covers, advertising
includes blind embossed, allovers, illustrated, mostly Bank Notes, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Stampless Covers, 1840-70. Over 60 covers, with better 1824 red “Farmers Bank Paid”, blue
Lancaster PA with matching “5" rate & ”Paid", manuscript Milton MA, decent strikes throughout, mixed condition, review
please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 3¢ 1851 Cover Collection. 12 covers, with #10s & 11s, seven with contents, and an advertising ad
cover for a commission merchant in New York City, cute little group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Antarctic Related Cover Selection, 1934-88. About 40-50 covers and cards housed in a cover album,
better includes Shackleton lecture ad card, Operation Highjump cacheted cover, Snow Cruiser reaches the South Pole
cacheted cover, excellent value, great potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Change of Rate Cover Collection, 1925-76. Made up of 15 covers, includes 1932 first day 3¢ rate with
#635, 1932 last day 5¢ airmail rate with C16, 1927 first day 10¢ airmail rate with C10, 1946 last day of 8¢ rate with C25
and first day 5¢ rate C32 on same cover, a nice clean collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Army Post Offices (APO), Assortment of Covers, 1946-53. Approximately 300 covers sent to the
United States by American soldiers serving in Japan after the end of WWII. Excellent lot for the internet dealer or
specialized collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
U.S., Cover Accumulation 19th and Early 20th Century. A few hundred loose covers in a small box, with
3¢ 1851 and 1857 issues, some Washington / Franklins, some post cards. Who knows what interesting cover you might
find here? A nice variety, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
U.S., Classic First Day Cover Collection, 1926-39. Over 325 first day covers in three cover albums, with
better #627 first Hebert Griffin cachet, #627 first Baxter cachet, #628 Ericsson cachet, 635-642, 642 plate block, 644
first Hunt cachet, 643 & 644 first Gerow cachet, 647-648 plate blocks on one cover, 647-648 A. E. Gorham cachet, 651
first Ioor cachet, 655 first Klotzbach cachet, 656 line pairs, 834 centerline block of four, some uncommon material
present, light duplication, come on down, grab a chair and set a spell, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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308

)

309

)

310

)
U.S., First Day Covers, 1922-93. Hundreds of covers in 22 albums, with better FDCs that include #614-16,
617-19, 620-21, a few Kans.-Nebr., 2c reds and various Farley issues from the Silver period, 555 with Hodgenville, KY
postmark, 556-62, 584-91, 600, 602, 603, 622 with North Bend, Ohio, 632-37, 639-42, 698, 700-701, 740-49, 756-65,
3c purples, 785-93 (2 sets with different cachet makers), 803-33, 859-93 each signed by postmaster, 909-21, 1053 and
C18., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

311

)

312

)

313

)

314

)

315

)
U.S., Airmail First Day Covers, 1923-35. 40 covers that includes C4 block of four on first flight cover, C6
block of four on 2nd day cover, C7 FDC (2), C8 FDC (4 including 2 blocks of four), C9 FDC (single & block of four), C11,
C20 (single, pair and strip of three), C22 (two singles and block of four), C24 (single & block of four), great catalog value,
inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

316

)

317

)
U.S., First Day Cover Collection of 1932 3¢ Purple Washington Regular & Booklet Pane (720, 720b). 11
covers, includes three #720 block of four pre first day cover (6/15/32), and eight 720b first day cover, small but potent
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

318

)

U.S., Early First Day Cover Collection, 1923-31. Over 80 classic first day covers, better includes 552, 553,
555, 556, 564, 576, 585, 586, 587, 588, 589, 590, 591, 600, 602, 603, 617-619, 619 block of four, 620-621, with useful
duplication, a few condition issues, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Special Handling & Special Delivery First Day Cover Collection. Housed in a binder, QE1 (15)
singles (5) blocks of four and a plate block of six, QE2 (16) singles (3) blocks of four, QE3 (16) singles (3) blocks of four,
and QE4 (3), QE4 & E13 first day cover (2), and QE1-3 (2), plus a few special delivery first day covers, enormous retail
value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Premium Classic Period First Day Cover Collection. Approximately 150 first day covers mostly from
the classical period including some better cachet makers; Crosby, Roessler, Shockley, Gundel, Linprint, Grandy,
Knapp, etcetera, with notable covers that include: 645-5, 703-18 Gundel, 716-26 Gundel, 717-49 Gundel, 724-27
Gundel, 725-18 Gundel, 772-42a-42f, 772a15a-d15a, 782-95 Thomas Hardy, 785-94 #113 Rice, 795-59 first
Warneford, 796-70 Ken Hecht, 799-66 - 802-66 Roessler, 857-92 first New York Employing Printers Association,
858-82a Fred Chambers, 899-901 Dr. G.H. Stephens hand drawn cachets, 929-24 Reuss, 930a-933d first Fluegel, 940
on wooden postcard, 975-79 first Kolor Kover (2 covers), USA 1157 / Mexico 910 duel issue covers (2 covers), 1355-19
first Marceline Lions Club (2 covers), USA 2620-3, Italy 1877-80 Artmaster Duel Issue cover, C21-17A Max Sage,
C21-41a Crosby, C23-70c A.E. Owen, C25-31 (no C26), C31-15 Ioor, CE2-46 Gundel hand painted wood cut. A great
selection of these early issues, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., First Day Cover Dealer Stock, 1929-2000. Thousands of first day covers arranged by Scott number,
includes 855 (2), C31 (6), E17 (9), mostly cacheted, a terrific value, unpicked and ready for resale, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1932-99. Over 200 first day covers, plus 122 Julear & Spectrum, and 85
NFB hand painted cachets, in six cover albums, many in the $10.00 to $20.00 range, light duplication, some nice
Farleys, inspection please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Parks to Famous Americans First Day Covers, 1934-40. Parks: 735a top three stamps of souvenir
sheet, 740-9 Roessler set, 752-71 Imperforate Farley’s Planty no. 24 - one of the very few first day’s to contain all 20
stamps on one cover, 756-65 Dyer, 756-65 #24 Beverly Hills, 750, 750a-18 Ed Kee, 751 Planty nos. 7 (2 covers of
unknown cachet maker, one with full souvenir sheet and one with partial block of 4), 8 Beverly Hills, 11, 13 Fairway, 17
block of 4 on first Omaha Philatelic Society, 27 (souvenir sheet reduced at top), 60 Rice, Famous American sets: 859-93
Planty nos. 11B Gundel, 13 Ross Eng., 17 Cachet Craft, 93 Holland. A lovely selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1925-45. Small box of approximately 400 early first day covers, with 653
block of four (2), 670, 671 (20), 648 block of four, 649-650 (4), QE1 (5), QE2 (10), QE3 (7), with many in the $25 to $50
range, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Colorano Silk First Day Cover Collection, 1974-97. Over 400 First Day Covers, mostly unaddressed;
includes booklet panes and coils, Very Fine, terrific lot for the internet dealer, please examine. Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. and Foreign Collections - CSA - Hawaii

U.S. and Foreign Collections
319

m
U.S. & Canada, Attractive Collection, 1857-1970. Housed in an Yvert album; exceptionally clean
throughout with impressive Classics; U.S. (catalogue $6500) includes many popular sets from the 1869 Pictorial (not
quite complete) through the Prexies and Liberty Series; Canada (catalogue $5000) has pictorial/commemorative sets
complete through the $1 values, small and large Queens, a nice Bluenose and Britannia, worth a look-see; a very nice
selection of material (later issues not included in calculations) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

320

H

321

H/)

322

H/m/)
U.S. and Possessions, Mint, Used & Postal History Collection, 1861-1960. Housed in a Scott albums,
some better includes mint Q1-Q12, used E1-E7, mint & used Ducks, mint & used Officials, mint & used CSA, Hawaii
with mint 13, 20, 33-34, 48, O1-O6, postal history, Canal Zone with mint 4-8, 70-81, 85-95, 120-135, postal history, a fun
lot to dig through, some mixed condition, this collection should not be overlooked, F.-V.F. Scott $23,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

323

HH/H
U.S. and Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1998. Housed in seven volumes, with many mint
singles and sets, also includes U.S. Territories in the Pacific, great for a starter collection, mixed condition, review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Foreign, Solid Dealer’s Stock. Organized on dealer stockcards; note U.S., Hawaii, Canada
(including a nice Bluenose) and Provinces, St. Pierre & Miquelon (including early French overprints), Mexico, etc., ideal
for the bourse or eBay dealer. Scott $6,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S. & United Nations, Collection, 1926-60. In three sheet files, with U.S. full sheets 644, 650, 719, 855,
Overrun Countries with “Korpa” error, C19, and a file of United Nations with full sheets and an album of first day covers,
and inscription blocks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Confederate States
324

H/m

325

H/m

326

H/m/)

Confederate States, Hoard. On large black stock card, sorted by issue, consisting of: 5c Memphis Tenn
Paid - 56X2? (3), 62X1 (8), 62X2 (5), 62X3 used, 62X4 (2), 62X4 (4 singles, 1 block of 5, 1 used single), 1 block of four, 1
(11 singles, 1 used single), 3, 4 pair, 5 and 11/12 (3 blocks of various shades), some faults, high Scott value, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Confederate States, Large Accumulation. Singles and multiples on Vario page, with a lovely variety of
shades, consisting of: 1, 6/7 (4 singles), 11/12 (26 singles, a pair, 2 strips of 3 and a block of four) in various shades and
the occasional used stamp, 13 (3 singles and 1 strip of 3), owner reports Scott value to be between $1,500 and $2,000,
usual mixed condition, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
Confederate States, Small Hoard. U.S. #65 on “Protect the Union” patriotic cover, Confederate States 6
pair tied to cover with Columbia, SC., Confederate States stamps: a complete facsimile set, 6/7 singles, 6 corner margin
pair, 11/12 singles (shades), 12 block of four and 13, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
327

34

H/m
Hawaii, Mint and Used Collection, 1863-99. Mounted on Scott National pages, starting with Numerals,
each carefully plated and correctly identified, Kamehameha IV issues, complete mint and used banknote issues, nearly
complete Provisional issues (only missing the two difficult overprints and officials. Highlights include mint: 10-11, 15, 19,
23-24, 25-26, 28A, 29, 31-34, 44, 46-48, 51, 52C, 63, 64, 65, 69, 72, 73, O2-6 and used: 8, 9, 16, 22, 27, 49 and 50.
Condition is a little mixed, but overall better than usual with a good selection of genuine plated numerals that can be so
difficult to find, a great lot with enough difficult issues to satisfy both the specialist and the beginner. Scott $9,571.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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328

H/m

329

)

330

HH

331

H

332

H/m/)

333

HH

334

H/)
Ryukyus, Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1948-72. Mounted in three White Ace albums, includes
complete mint collection less #17, Tuberculosis Prevention Seal sheets 1953-1968 with all imperf sheets, an album of
complete sheets 1957-1972, and an album of first day covers, choice condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

335

HH/H

336

H)
Ryukyus, Mint Official Stamps Election Postal Card Collection, 1952-72. Specialized collection
mounted on quadrille pages that include UZE1, UZE3 (listed but unpriced in Scott), UZE5, UZE9, UZE10, UZE10a,
UZE11, UZE12, UZE13, UZE13B, UZE14, UZE15, UZE17A, UZE18, UZE19, UZE12, UZE24, used includes UZE26,
UZE27, UZE28, UZE29, UZE30, UZE30A, UZE31, UZE32, UZE33, some rare material present, be sure and check it
out, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

337

H/m

338

)

339

HH/H

340

HH/H

Hawaii, Collection. On Scott National pages, some better items include: a couple early Missionary
forgeries, a few Kamehameha III issues on various papers, 13 numerals, several of which are forgeries, used: 48, 49
with purple Maltese cross cancel, mint: 40, 46, 53-61, 62-64, 65-66, 67-73, O1-6, UX5-7. Condition is mixed, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, an interesting collection with some great reference pieces.Viewing recommended to properly
evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Hawaii, Postal Stationery Entire Collection. Mounted on Scott National pages, consisting of U3, UE1,
UX1-3, UX5, UX6 (used), UX7, UX8, UX9 (used), UY1-UY4, F.-V.F. Scott $2,506.
Estimate $600 - 800
Philippines, Mint Sheet & Block Collection, 1935-45. Sheet and blocks of Philippines stamps, some better
includes 414, 415, 419, 421, 431, 432, 490, 491, 493, excellent stock, please examine, what we inspected was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Ryukyus, Amazing Stationery Collection, 1948-72. Phenomenal collection in five albums with many key
items, includes U1a (rare Scott 1,500.00), UX1, UX2, UX2a, UX4b, UX4c, UY2, UY4 h, I, j, k, UY4w error (listed but
unpriced in Scott), UY5, UY5a, UY5 f, g, h, I, UY5d used (rare), UY6 (4), b, specialized UX7 collection with paper types,
Naha/Tokyo die types, shades, first day cover, miscut pd/reply, surcharges, variety bar of “½” omitted, thick/thin
characters, shifts, and a specialized collection of the Toy Horse issue, a lot for the ages, careful inspection will yield a
true understanding of the rarity of this collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Ryukyus, End of Consignment Treasure Chest, 1948-72. Mounted on pages and loose in a small box,
includes 1958 Currency Issue paper varieties, imprint block of four C16 with overprint major upwards shift, revenues
single & on documents, bulk mailing receipts, #16 position varieties, provisional stationery, 44b & 49a horizontal imperf
pairs, military currency, IRC coupons, first day covers & first flight covers, various labels, a boon for any dealer or
collector of this popular country, a never to be duplicated selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Ryukyus, Mint Sheet Collection, 1948-72. Fantastic collection of full sheets, with better 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 6a,
26, 30, 35-38, a “Must Have” if you deal or collect Ryukyus, please investigate, what was checked was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ryukyus, Mint Imprint Single Collection, 1948-72. Mint collection mounted in a binder, each stamp has an
imprint attached, includes 1-7, 1a-7a, 8-13, 14, 18, 19-26, 28, 29, C4-C8, C9-C13, E1, and basically complete to 1972, a
truly one in a million collection, viewing is a snap, don’t miss out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ryukyus, Cancel & Seal Collection, 1948-72. An extremely interesting collection, consists of three
volumes of commemorative cancels, three volumes first day leaflet collection complete, one volume Post Office
cancels with post office photos, one volume scenic cancels, and a volume of TB seals, fresh & clean, great collateral
material, review is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Ryukyus, First & Last Day Cover Collection, 1948-72. Approximately 225 first & last day covers, excellent
earlies, airs, special delivery, most in albums, can’t go wrong with this price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Ryukyus, Mint Collection, 1948-72. Mint complete collection mounted in a binder, only missing #17 for
completion, with airmails and special delivery, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ryukyus, Mint Collection, 1948-72. Mounted in a binder, only missing #17 for completion, with airmails and
special delivery, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Possessions - United Nations - British Commonwealth
341

m

342

HH
U.S. Possessions in the Pacific, Collections, 1978-2010. Marshall Islands, Micronesia & Palau,
presented in three Lighthouse stock books, includes a good mix of early and modern issues, with singles, blocks of four,
sheetlets, booklets & souvenir sheets, some useful duplication, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

343

HH

344

United Nations, Signed Lithograph Collection. Over 50 signed and numbered drawings, includes
cartoonist G.B. Trudeau, Al Hirshfeld, Carol Christian, Joan Luby, Thomas Van Steenbergh, painter Hall Groat,
Benjamin Levy, B. Zupan, Mohammad Ali, duplication, an impressive lot for the UN specialist or art collector, please
have a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

345

HH

Ryukyus, Used Collection, 1948-72. Mounted in a binder, only missing #17 for completion, with airmails
and special delivery, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

U.S. Possessions in the Pacific & Aruba, Collections, 1984-99. Residing in five Lindner hingeless
albums, with Marshall Islands, Micronesia & Palau, includes mint singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, tremendous face
value, a great collection for topical dealers or collectors, also includes an Aruba collection, complete to 1998 except for a
few stray omissions, check this one out, a sure fire winner at our low estimate, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

United Nations, Designer Signed Blocks, 1958-65. 44 blocks in a Lighthouse stockbook, with items such
as 45-46, 47-48, 51-52 & 55-56, excellent collateral material for your United Nations collection, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

British Commonwealth
346

H/m

347

H
Antigua, Collection, 1863-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 2, 2-3, 4 with P.F. certificate, 2c, 5-6, 8, 10, 11, 12-17, 18-19, 20 (6 shades), 21-30,
31-38, 41, 42-57, 67-76 and 84-95. Condition is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound
issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise
to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with
many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $5,574.
Estimate $250 - 350

348

H

349

H
Ascension, Collection, 1922-49. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 10-21, 23-32 and 40-49; 1938 George VI with various perf varieties. Condition is much
better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector
really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we
could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if
you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,149.
Estimate $250 - 350

350

H
Australian States Collection, 1854-1912. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: Queensland; 27a, 62, 76, 78, South Australia: 7 with A.P.S. certificate, 12 with
B.P.A. certificate, 51, 113B, Tasmania: 11 (3), 11a with APS certificate, 11d, 16 with APS certificate, 32 (2), 86-93,
102-10, Victoria: 118, 193-205, 218-31, AR38, B1-2, J15-24, Western Australia: 3, 49-52, 72, 76a, 85, 86 and 88.
Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally
F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so

36

Antigua, Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1953. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages (all spaces filled, but a few early misidentifications); mixed mint & used throughout with several $100-and-up
stamps including mint #6 (no gum), 10 (small thin), 15 (album remnant), 30, 38, 64 and used 1 (creases) and 17; 19th
century condition is mixed, but otherwise everything is generally F-VF. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ascension, Mint Collection, 1922-53. Complete (face different) for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues
for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $9,453.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
351

H/m

352

H

353

H/m/)

354

H/m
Australian States: Western Australia, Specialized Mostly Used Collection, 1854-1912. Mounted on
old-time album pages with a wealth of shades and postmarks, better noted (used unless denoted) include1860 (14 x2),
1861 (23-24), 1865 (29 x7, 30 x8, 31 x17, 32 x17, 33 x8, 33b x8 & 34 x9), 1884 (55 x7 mint), 1902-05 (77, block of four &
80 x2, former mint, latter mint & used), 1902-05 (84 x5 & 86 x2), 1910-12 (90, three blocks of four & block of 14), plus
many other stamps that deserve your attention. Viewing suggested as there is much interesting material for the
specialist. An unrepeatable lot, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

355

HH/H/m Australia, Sound Collection, 1913-86. In 2 Schaubek albums, including nice selection of ‘Roos, a 1928
Kookaburra souvenir sheet (Scott #95a), many imprint blocks, FDCs, etc., come view Down Under and come out on
top.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

356

H

357

HH/H/m

358

HH/)

Australian States, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock. In a three-ring binder with some duplication, including
many desirable or saleable stamps (mint unless otherwise noted) such as New South Wales 1899 (103, 105 & 106C),
plus a useful group of officials; Queensland 1876-78 (46), 1890-92 (96), 1907 (128), 1907-09 (134, block of four &
single); South Australia 1865 (25, used), 1890-93 (78a & 79), 1901 (118a), 1904 (135-36) & 1906-12 (148 x3);
Tasmania 1891 (75 block of four & pair), 1899-1900 (86-93); Victoria 1880-84 (142), 1886-87 (162-63 x2), 1890 (173 &
176 x2), 1901 (185-86 & 190), 1904 (204), 1905-10 (222a x2) & 1890 (J5-6 & J10), plus some postal-fiscal stamps;
Western Australia 1902-05 (81 block of four), 1905-12 (93 block of four, 95 x3, 96 & 97 x2) & 1906-07 (100 x2). An
extremely useful lot for the dealer or internet marketer. Definitely worth a spirited bid at our estimate, F.-V.F. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australian States: New South Wales, Collection, 1854-1906. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty
pages, containing: 26 with APS certificate, 32A, 35, 36, 37b, 38, 40, Gibbons 186 with APS certificate, 48, 51, 53, 60,
62a, 64b with APS certificate, 67a, 72 with APS certificate, 77-82 (with a few perforation varieties), 87b with APS
certificate, 88c with APS certificate, 101b, 105, 107, 121-30 and 128a. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $7,125.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Australian States: Western Australia, Collection of Mint & Used, 1854-1912. In Scott pages with many
better stamps such (used unless otherwise noted) as 1860 (16), 1861 (24, 24B-D & 25), 1861 (26 mint & 28 used),
1865-79 (32 mint), 1872-78 (37, mint), 1871 (40, mint), 1884 (55-56, plus some surcharge varieties), 1885-89 (58-61,
mint), 1890-93 (62-68), 1893 (70, mint), 1902-05 (80 & 82-85, mint), 1905 (94 & 96, mint) & 1906-07 (99-100, mint). We
also noted a 1895 cover franked with AR3 pair, and addressed to New Zealand., F.-V.F. Scott $5,700 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Australia, Collection, 1914-52. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 31, 31a, 76, 95a, 96-99, 142-44, 142a-44a, 166-79, 218-21, OB32, OB47a, J64-70 and
O1-14. Condition is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F.
and better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will
find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to
fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,656.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Australia & Dependencies, Collection, 1913-2004. Mint Australia 1-10, 18, 60-63, 66-75, 96-100, 141,
142-144, 147-149, 150-151, 152-154, 166-179, 218-221, C1-C8, CO1, nice postage dues, M1-M7, Officials and States,
Australia Antarctic Territory mint complete to 2002, Christmas Island, Cocoa Islands, Norfolk Island with 1-12, 13-18,
29-40, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Australian & British Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1957-99. Housed in a Lindner hingeless album,
with Australia Antarctic Territory L1-L5, L8-L18, then appears complete to 1999, British Antarctic Territory 1-15, 16-19,
24, 25-38, 39-42, 45a-59a, 64-67, 153-167, 202-213, then fairly complete to 1999, also includes a few first day covers,
please peruse to your heart’s content, what we examined was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $400 - 600
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Bahamas - Bechuanaland
359

H
Bahamas, Collection, 1862-1948. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 8, 11-14, 11 shades (8 stamps of various shades), 11a, 11b, 13a, 13b, 14a, 14c, 16, 19,
20 with APS certificate, 22, 23, 24-25, 26b, 27-32, 33-36, 37-42, 44-47, 49-56, 58-62 (plus an extra set of shades),
70-84, 85-89, 100-13, 115 complete sheet of 60, 132-47b and MR1-14. Condition is much better than average with
many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector really prized clean and well
centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this
down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer)
break down for individual sale. Scott $9,388.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

360

Bahamas, Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1953. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; Queen Victoria issues include used #3, 4, 6, 8-10, 26 (faults), and mint 12, 14 (2) & 31; later issues are almost all
mint including #33-44 (with an extra £1 #43) and 58-96.; 19th century condition is slightly mixed, but virtually everything
else is F-VF. Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

361

HH/H/m

362

H

363

H/m

364

H

365

HH/H/m

366

H
Bechuanaland and Bechuanaland Protectorate, Collection, 1886-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of
Scott Specialty pages from classical issues through George VI, containing: 1, 3, 5-8, 11-19, 21, 26, 30, 33-37, 51, 52a,
61, 66, 68, 69-74, 76-79, 79a, 83-91, 92-93, 94, 96-104, 124-36 and J1-3. Condition is much better than average with
many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector really prized clean and well
centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this
down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer)
break down for individual sale. Scott $4,841.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

367

H/m

38

H/m

Bahamas, Sunny and Bright Collection, 1860-1973. All mounted on Scott country pages, missing less
than a dozen stamps for completion; beginning with the Chalon heads of 1860 (Scott #2, to be exact, with a light blue,
non-face cancel), this runs through Christmas 1973, with regulars, Semi-Officials, Airs, Special Delivery and War Tax
included; most earlies not surprisingly used, with some surprisingly early mints; mentionable are (mint unless otherwise
noted) Scott #7 (used) 10 (used), 12-14, 20-21 (used), 27-32, 37-42, 44-47, 56 (poss. 84), 58-62, 70-84, 100-13, 116-29
(n.h.), with mint/n.h. mix running through the rest of the collection; one or two faults among the early stamps, generally
F.-V.F. or better, a truly lovely collection; worth viewing. Scott $5,000 + for Classics only (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Bahrain, Collection, 1933-52. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1-12, 20-37 used, 38-51, 52-61A and 72-79. Condition is much better than average with
many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector really prized clean and well
centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this
down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer)
break down for individual sale. Scott $973.
Estimate $200 - 300
Barbados, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1950. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages—only 7 blank spaces! Mainly used through the 1870s and primarily mint from there onward; condition is a little
mixed early and there are a few misidentifications, but overall quality is generally F-VF with a few George VI sets being
never hinged. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Barbados, Collection, 1852-1952. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 2-4, 3a pair, 5-6, 15-16, 21, 24, 27, 44, 49 with P.F. certificate, 50, 52-53a, 55 with B.P.A.
certificate, 60-63, 65-68, 70-80, 81-89, 90-101, 102-8, 110-12, 116-26, 127-39, 140-50, 152-64, 216-27. Condition is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $7,305.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Barbados, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1960. Mounted in a Schaubek album, mint includes 69a block of
four, 85, 87, 89, 97, 100, 109, 139, 212-215, with a few varieties, excellent condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Bechuanaland, Excellent Mint Collection, 1886-1958. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; includes #1-20, 26, 28, 54, 63, 65, 67-74 (2d & 4d used), 94-165, AR1 and J1-6; few small faults, but
generally clean and F-VF. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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H
Bermuda, Collection, 1865-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1, 1a, 2, 2a, 3 (2, both with APS certificates), 6, 7, 14-15 with APS certificates, 18-25,
40-48, 51, 55-60, 67-69, 71-79, 81-93, 94, 94a, 105-14, 118-28 with various shades and perforation varieties of key
plates and 127b. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound
issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to
just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $7,108.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

369

)

370

H

371

H

372

H

373

H
British Guiana, Collection, 1860-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 17, 19, 23, 24, 36 used, 29, 33A (2), 33E, 25 (2), 26 (2, one with APS certificate),
27 (2, one with APS certificate), 29, 30, 31, 44A, 44B, 46, 47, 48, 50 (2), 51, 52, 64a, 64c, 65, 66a, 68, 72-80, 82, 83, 85,
89, 92a used, 92-95, 96, 97, 99, 101, 103-6 Specimen, 107-11, 112-24, 129, 151a, 130-47, 152-56, 178-89, 210-22 and
230-41. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues,
generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill
holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $15,437.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

374

British Guiana, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1948. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; mixed mint & used throughout with lots of $100-and-up stamps including mint #60 (no gum), 61, 90, 171
and used 84-86; 19th century condition is a bit mixed, but otherwise everything is generally F-VF including all noted
numbers. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

375

H
British Honduras, Collection, 1866-1951. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from
classical issues through George VI, containing: 1 (5, shades), 4-5, 8, 8b, 9, 11-12, 13-16, 14b, 18, 20-21, 23-25, 26, 26
and 26c combination pair used on piece, 22a used on piece with APS certificate, 28a used on piece, 28 and 28a used on
piece with APS certificate, 28-32, 37a, 38-46, 50 and 50a combination pair, 52-56 and 115-26. Condition is mostly mint
and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $6,377.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

376

H/m
British Honduras, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1949. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages including (mint unless noted) #4-5 (no gum), 16-17, 20-21 (regummed/ no gum), 20 (used), 32 (used), 46,
51 (2) and 75-84; condition is generally F-VF throughout. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,001

377

HH

Bermuda, Postal History, 1890-1960. Over 120 covers and cards, includes cover with #16 (block of 20) to
Bermuda, cover with 3 blocks of 4 #26 to Hamilton, First Flight Cover from Hamilton Bermuda to New Jersey on Worden
cachet, First Flight Cover from Hamilton Bermuda to Washington DC with #111 (5), a tremendous array of frankings and
markings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Bermuda, Mainly Mint Collection, 1865-1951. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages including (mint unless noted) #1, 6-7 (no gum), 13-14 (regummed), 15 (used) and 40-97; mixed condition prior to
1883, but virtually all F-VF thereafter. Scott $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
British Central Africa & Nyasaland Protectorate, Mainly Mint Collection, 1891-1953. Excellent
collection on Scott Specialty album pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) British Central Africa #1-10, 12, 19, 28,
38 (used), 43-51, 53, 56 Specimen, 58 (used), 60-66, and Nyasaland Protectorate 12-22, 23 (used), and 26-36;
condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,400.
Estimate $600 - 800
British East Africa, Solid Mint Collection, 1890-98. An excellent starter collection on Scott Specialty album
pages; highlights include #14-30, 36-39, 42, 53, 54-71 less the 2½d surcharge and the 2r), 72-87 (less the 1r) 88-92,
102, 104, and 107 with Specimen overprint; condition is generally F-VF throughout, a few earlies without gum. Scott
$3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

British Indian Ocean Territory & Tristan da Cunha, Collection, 1954-2000. Mounted in a Lindner
hingeless stock book, includes British Indian Ocean Territory 1-15, 16-33, 39-42, 63-77, 94-105, 106-107, 108-109,
207-216, Tristan da Cunha 14-27, 28-41, 42-54, with dozens of complete sets and souvenir sheets, fresh & clean, a real
eye opener, what was inspected was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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378

H

379

H
British Offices in Africa & M.E.F., Mint Collection, 1942-51. Fairly complete collection on Scott Specialty
album pages; includes M.E.F. complete, Eritrea 1-26 & J1-10, Somalia complete and Tripolitania complete; all F-VF
and lightly hinged. Scott $1,000 if NH (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

380

H/m

381

HH/H/m

382

H
Brunei, Collection, 1906-52. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1-8, 13-34, 37-38, 14b-37a, 43-58, 62-75 and 83-96. Condition is mostly mint and is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,416.
Estimate $300 - 400

383

HH/H/m

384

H
Burma, Collection, 1938-47. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 18A-33, 51-65, 70-84, O15-27, O28-42 and O42-55. Condition is mostly mint and is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $828.
Estimate $200 - 300

385

H/m
Canadian Provinces, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1947. High catalog collection on Scott Specialty
album pages; highlights include (“*”=mint/unused, “º”=used) British Columbia & Vancouver Island #8*, New
Brunswick 2º, 3º (2), Nova Scotia used 1 (pen cancel), 2-3, 5 (pen cancel) & 7; Prince Edward Island mint 1-3 (2d &
6d without gum); and finally Newfoundland 2º, 4º (pen cancel), 8*, 11* & º, 25º, 26*, 30*, 33-34*, then all mint unless
noted 75-76 pair (small thin 75), 77º, 78-97, then complete from the 1911 Royal Family set onward (3¢ Royal Family and
3¢ on 15¢ type II used); Airmails include C2-3 & C7-17; early condition is mixed, later just about all F-VF. A very useful
lot. Scott $50,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

386

H/m

40

British Offices Abroad, Collection, 1885-1951. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from
classical issues through George VI, containing: East African Forces 1-13, 14-26, 27-34, J1-5, J6-10, Eritrea 1-13,
14-26, 27-33, J1-5, J6-10, Morocco 1-8, 20-26, 34-45, 49-57, 201-8, 209-17, 218-19, 220-25, 235-43, 246-62, 263-69,
Tangier 531-45, 550-58, Turkish Empire 1, 8-14, 15-24, 26-31 and 55-64. Condition is mostly mint and is much better
than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector really
prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could
have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you
are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,592.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Offices in Morocco, Primarily Mint Collection, 1898-1955. Outstanding collection on pages;
highlights include mint #1-8, 34-45, 12-19, 20-31, 34-45, 49-57, 201-225, 235-243, 246-280, and 401-558. Scott $2,300
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Brunei, Princely Collection, 1895-2001. Album contains some older material, with the bulk of the collection
running from about 1980 through 2001; modern material not often seen—including even some covers, please view.
Estimate $600 - 800

Burma, Mint & Used Collection, 1937-2000. A couple hundred stamps housed in a Lighthouse stockbook;
better used includes Scott #32, while among the mint are 65, O11, O12, O26, Japan Occupations, then issues of the
Republic, F.-V.F., please review.
Estimate $350 - 500

Canadian Provinces, Collection, 1860-1947. In Lighthouse hingeless albums, filled with better items with
the difficult varieties; papers, perforations, shades, printings, etcetera. Highlights include British Columbia and
Vancouver Island 2, 5, 6, 7, 7a, 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, New Brunswick 1, 6-11, 9a bisect tied to cover, Newfoundland
11-15, 15A-23, 24-31, 32-36, 37-40, 41-55, 56-59, 61-74 (only high value is used), 78-85, 87-97, 98-103, 104-14,
115-26, 128-30, 131-44, 145-59, 160 block of 25, 163-71, 172-82, 183-99, 212-25 plus perf 14 vanities, C3, C6-11, C12,
C13-17, C18, J1-7, OX1, Nova Scotia 1, 2-3, 4, 8-13 white and yellowish paper, Prince Edward Island 1, 3, 4-8, 10 and
11-16. Condition is mixed with some usual faults among the classics, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a true specialized
collection with many of the difficult varieties you usually don’t see carefully assembled in the Lighthouse format.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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387

H
Canadian Provinces, Collection, 1857-1944. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages,
containing British Columbia and Vancouver Island: 2, 6, 7, 8 (2), 11, New Brunswick: 1, 6-11, Newfoundland: 1, 3, 5, 7,
8, 11, 11A, 12A, 15A, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 32A, 34, 37-40, 41-51, 54-55, 56-59, 61-74, 75-77, 78-85,
87-97, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 127-30, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71, 172-82, 183-99, 212-25, C3, C6-8, C9-11, C13-17,
Prince Edward Island 4-8 and 11-16. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh
appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered
issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further,
this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for
individual sale. Scott $26,595.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

388

H/m

389

H

390

H/m

391

H/m
Canada, High Catalog, Mainly Mint Collection, 1852-1952. Solid collection on Scott Specialty album
pages; used highlights include #4, 4d, 5 (3+ large margins), 7 (3 margins, lightened cancel), 11 & 13 (lightened
cancels), 17-19, 25a (short perfs); better mint includes #8 (o.g., 3 huge margins, small thin), 40 (no gum), 46, 50-62,
66-72, 74-88, then complete to 1952 minus only #123-124, including Airmails, Registration, Postage Dues, Officials
and most War Tax; 19th century condition is somewhat mixed, but 20th is just about all F-VF (hinged), an excellent lot.
Scott $42,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

392

H/m

393

H/m

394

HH
Canada, Face Value Lot, 1950-2000. Lovely lot with souvenir sheets, singles, blocks of four, with postal
stationery, ducks, used & back-of-the-book not counted, total face $3,000.00, a lot with many sale able items, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Collection, 1860-1947. Neatly laid out on Vis-O-Grip pages,
includes used 27, 28a, 59 and mint 1, 1 strip of 3, 5, 11A, 12A, 18-23, 29, 30, 32, 36, 37-40, 42-45, 46, 51, 59, 61-74,
78-85, 87-97, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 145-59, 183-99, 212-25, 233-43, 233a-43c, C2, C3, C12, C13-16 and C18.
Condition is a little mixed among the early issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, lots of attractive singles and complete
sets. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Collection, 1857-1939. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty
pages from classical issues through George VI, containing: 1, 19, 24, 30, 31, 32, 37, 38 (2), 43, 51, 57, 59, 61-71, 74,
78-85, 87-91 and a partial Caribou set. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh
appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered
issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further,
this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for
individual sale. Scott $3,662.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canada, Specialized Collection, 1851-1971. In Lighthouse hingeless album, filled with better items with the
difficult varieties; papers, perforations, shades, printings, etcetera. Highlights include used: 1, 2 with Greene
Foundation certificate, 4d, 5 with Greene certificate, 8 with Greene certificate, 9 with Greene certificate, 10 with Greene
certificate, 13 with Greene certificate, 13 on cover with P.F. certificate, 14-19; 16 with Greene certificate, 20, 21-30,
34-40, 41-47, 62-65, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 103, 159, O9, mint: 50-52, 54-56, 58-61, 85-86, 96-102, 158, 522ii and 525ii,
both NH with Greene certificates, J1-4, F1b, F3, O10, O16-25, O26-27, MR6, War Tax overprint set. a very seldom
minor fault, but overall condition is much better than usual and the early issues with certificates and sound, many are
Very Fine including the rarer items, viewing a must as this has great potential, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a true
specialized collection with many of the difficult varieties you usually don’t see carefully assembled in the Lighthouse
format.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Canada, Centenarian Collection, 1852-1951. Neatly laid out on Vis O Grip pages, consisting of used: 4(2),
18, 20, 22-30, 27, 28, 34-47, 58, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 158, and mint: 50-65, 85-86, 96-103, 157 NH, 158-59, 174-77,
217-27, 242-45, 258-62 and C1-6. Condition and gum are mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance, viewing recommended
to properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, Small Box of Better. Consisting of several stock-pages, a small stockbook and a group of
glassines, consisting of Canada Millennium mini sheetlets, 8TC, 50-58, 60 used (2), 84 both mint and used, 85-86, 92,
99-101, 103, 99 (2), 100, 101 (3), 102 (3), 103, 116 (2), 122, 124 paste up pair, 129 strip of 3, 158 (3 used), 159 used,
176, 203, C4 (3), E1 (2), E2 (2) and E3-E5. Some condition issues, generally F.-V.F., a most agreeable holding (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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395

HH/H/m

396

HH/H/m

397

Canada & Provinces, Collection of Forgeries and Reproductions. About 65 items, more than 50 of which
are provinces; all identified and including the works of Frodel (6), Moens (2), Oneglia (16), Spiro (13) and Sperati
(Newfoundland #9), as well as a Newfoundland 1919 Campbell “Aerial Atlantic Mail” manuscript overprint and two
Newfoundland Balbo overprints, plus Canadian Pence issues and Jubilees and assorted miscellaneous fake
overprints, fake cancels, reprints, etc. A marvelous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

398

HH/H/m

399

HH

400

H/m

401

HH/H/m

402

H
Cayman Islands, Collection, 1900-49. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 3-7, 8-12, 13-16, 17, 21-28, 29-30, 32-44, 45-47, 85-96, 100-11 and MR2/MR2a
pair. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues,
generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill
holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,454.
Estimate $500 - 750

403

H/m

404

H

405

H

42

Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-2005. In two albums, with mint 21, 34-35, 50-59, 66-73, 96-103,
104-122, 149-159, 162-177, 203, 217-227, C1-C9, E1-E6, J1-J5, J6-J10, with tons of face, a superior lot, viewing
should prove to be pleasurable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1973. Mounted on White Ace pages, with used 17, 19, 23-30,
41-47, 58, 60, mint 51-57, 59, 66-68, 70, 72, 85-86, 116, 119-120, 158 NH, 159, C1, C4, E3, E5, F2-F3, a delightful
collection with many better items, a breeze to break down and retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Stock, 1852-1980. Thousands of stamps & covers, extensive material
with many better, includes 62 used, 158 mint & used, 159 used (9), C2 & C3 mint, first flight covers, used F3, lots of mint
face and also Provinces, with plenty of face this is sure to garner attention, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canada & Provinces, Mint Collection, 1920-2000. Includes hundreds of mint blocks of four with
denominations up to $2.00, souvenir sheets, with two stock pages of Newfoundland with J1-J6 (3), enormous catalog &
face values, inspection suggested for this desirable holding, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Cayman Islands, Mainly Mint Collection, 1900-49. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; missing only the 1908 2½d Edward VII Surcharge, the 1908 10s Edward, the 1932 Centenary set, MR1 & MR3;
only 7 used stamps are present: #6, 7 (2), 17, 26 & 68 (there is also a mint example of #68); all clean and F-VF
throughout. An exceptional lot. Scott $3,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Cayman Islands, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-2001. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, mint includes
305, 8-12, 13-16, 19, 32-44, 50-62, 68, 69-78, 100-111, 122-134, 135-149, used 85-96, with many mint complete sets
up to 2001, a useful collection with many sale able stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ceylon, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1950. Mounted on pages, with used 1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 20A, 32, 50,
mint 4, 12, 36, 38, 192, 194, excellent representation of 19th century material, huge catalog value, examination will
prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Ceylon, Collection, 1857-1947. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1 (light cancel), 4, 10, 14, 45, 51, 54a, 57, 61-62, 70, 97, 99, 104, 104 shade, 124-30,
166-77, 178-96, 244 and O5. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and
mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t
compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is
meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale.
Scott $5,645.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Cook Islands, Collection, 1892-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1-4, 5-8, 5-6, 9-14, 15-24, 25, 35-38, 67-70, 80-83 and 103-6. Condition is mostly
mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better.
This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that
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even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in
your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,454.
Estimate $500 - 750
406

H

407

HH/H/m Cyprus, Lovely Collection, 1880-2005. In 2 slipcased luxe Lindner albums; nice Classic material, including
cancels and postal stationery, along with #125-135 mint and used, 136-139 mint, 143-155 mint, 159 mint, 168-182 n.h.,
183-197 mint and used, 206-218 n.h. and used, 226a mint (plus a second, n.h., with inverted watermark), and 871var
(n.h., sheet with Europhilex overprint, CV €450), etc., very nice collection; view.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

408

H

409

H/m
Dominica, Mint and Used Collection, 1874-1949. Nearly complete for the period (missing only the rare
1886 1d surcharge on 6p green) on Scott Specialty album pages; #1 is unused without gum, #6 is regummed with a
small thin; virtually everything else is clean and F-VF including mint #24 and 30-119. Scott $2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

410

H/m

411

HH

412

H
Falkland Islands, Collection, 1878-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 3, 6a, 7, 11, 15a, 18, 41-48, 73, 84-96 and 107-20. Condition is mostly mint and is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,797.
Estimate $500 - 750

413

H

414

H

Cyprus, Collection, 1880-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1-7, 8-10, 11-12, 16, 18, 26a, 28-37, 48-58, 61-71, 110, 125-35 and 143-55 (2).
Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally
F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so
you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues
for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $7,080.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Dominica, Collection, 1874-1951. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1-3 (2 with APS certificate), 4-9, 10-12, 25-34, 35-49, 54, 56-63, 65-82 and 83-85.
Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally
F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so
you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues
for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,753.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Falkland Islands, Mint and Used Collection, 1878-1951. About 150 different on Scott Specialty album
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1 (no gum), 14 (used), 11, 19 (no gum), 22-29 (3s used on piece), 30-36,
37 (used), 41-48, 63 and 107-120 (NH); generally clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Falkland Islands & South Georgia, Mint Collection, 1960-2000. Presented in two Lindner Hingeless
albums, includes 128-142, 197-209, 210-222, 237-240, 485-500, South Georgia 1-16, 17-30, 17b-30b, 109-123,
178-189, a fresh bright collection, be sure to inspect to confirm NH material, what we examined was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Fiji, Collection, 1871-1940. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 15-17, 18-20, 18a, 33-35, 36-38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 49-52, 70-78, 93-106, 117-131B
and J12-19. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound
issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to
just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,258.
Estimate $500 - 750
Gambia, Excellent Mint Collection, 1869-1953. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; comprises #1 (no gum), 4, 5-8, 10, 12-57, 59-95, 102-123 & 126-167; just about all clean and F-VF, the Queen
Elizabeth II set being NH. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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H
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Ghana, Mint Collection, 1957-97. Housed in four binders (including two volumes of White Ace pages with
stamps mounted) and two stockbooks; hundreds of complete mint sets and souvenir sheets running 1957-78, and
1992-97, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., great for the internet or flea market dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

417

HH

418

HH

419

H

420

H
Gold Coast, Collection, 1875-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1-7, 14-25, 27-31 and J1-8. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $715.
Estimate $200 - 300

421

H

422

H
Gold Coast, Mint Collection, 1875-1953. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages;
highlights include #1 (no gum), 4-8 (6d used), 13-23, 25 (part o.g.)26-35 (10s creased), 49-93 (20s used) & 98-147; a
few pre-1880 numbers with small faults, but otherwise virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

423

m

44

Gambia, Collection, 1880-1948. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 5-8, 10-11, 12-19, 20-27, 28-39, 41-64, 65-66, 70-86, 87-96, 102-120, 121-24 and
132-43. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues,
generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill
holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,672.
Estimate $500 - 750

Gibraltar, £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine Middleton, 2010 (1266). 2000 examples in PO
sealed pack, Face Value £4,000 = $5,200, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Gibraltar, £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine Middleton, 2010 (1266). 2000 examples in PO
sealed pack, Face Value £4,000 = $5,200, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Gibraltar, Collection, 1886-1950. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 2, 3, 6 with APS certificate, 20, 22-28, 29-38, 39-47, 62, 66-74, 76-91, 96-99 and 107-18.
Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally
F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so
you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues
for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,982.
Estimate $200 - 300

Gold Coast, Collection, 1875-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1-3 each with APS certificates, 4, 6, 10, 13-20, 21, 22-23, 25 with APS certificate,
26-35, 49-55, 56-65, 69-82 plus some shades, 98-107 and 130-41. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $6,848.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Great Britain, Complete Collection, 1840-1970. This Davo hingeless album houses an absolutely
fantastic, mostly used collection; all major numbers are complete and include many extras such as plate numbers,
types, etc.; condition overall is fresh, with some world-class beauties as well; starts obviously with the Penny Black (3)
and 2d Blue; 1847-54 embossed set has good margins, and the period’s better sets are through the shillings values;
perfed Penny Red plates begin at 72 and run through the scarce 255 plate, while the 1870 ½d plating includes the
scarce plate 9; the 1867-80 series includes the 2sh blue and the rare 2sh brown, 1867-83 is a fantastic, high value
section, including the 5sh with cross watermark plates 1 and 2, 10sh and the scarce £1, as well as the scarce anchor
watermark anchor on 5sh plate 2, 10sh and the rare £1, an incredibly beautiful £5 orange used that’s as near perfect as
we’ve seen; the 1884-88 £1 brown comes in both watermarks, Victoria and Edward £1 greens, Seahorses £1 green and
a perfectly-centered Postal Union Congress £1; lots of extra plate numbers throughout, including a probable (owner
thought it genuine) 1877 4d sage-green plate 17 (catalogue value £20,000), this collection was carefully and lovingly
built one stamp at a time; you must see this one—it will take your breath away.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1951. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1 (no gum, plate 1b which we recommend sending for certification to determine
authenticity), 3, 3a, 3f, 6 used on cover, 29, 32, 33, 34, 37, 43, 49, 54, 58 (plate 6), 64, 66, 70, 78-83, 85-86, 88-89, 94-95,
98-105, 107, 108-9, 111-22, 124, 125-26, 139, 139d, 140, 142 (used), 159-72, 174, 179-81, 183, 187-200, 210-20,
249-51A, 249, 286-89, J1-8, J9-17, J18-25, J26-33, J39-44, J45-54, J55-67 and a good range of better officials.
Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally
F.-V.F. and better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so
you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues
for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

425

m

426

H
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1982. Presented in three Davo hingeless albums, includes
used 1 with red Maltese cross, 5, 6, 57, 96, 108-109, 110, 139-141, 142, 173-175, Officials, mint has 209, 267-268,
286-289, 309-312, J26-J33, J39-J44, J45-J54, and tons of face, a fresh clean collection, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

427

m

428

H/m
Great Britain, Mostly Used Collection, 1840-1950. Hundreds of mostly used stamps and revenues
mounted on pages, with used Penny Black, 2, 5, 7, 37, 42, 57, 57a, 64 (5), 65, 96, 108, 108a, 109, excellent revenues
including Inland Revenues, Delivery Company stamps, railway, contract note, Draft Payable, Chancery Court, Offices
Abroad, Officials, not your run of the mill collection, mixed condition, but check this one out to ascertain its true value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

429

HH/H/m
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HH/H/m
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H

432

HH

433

HH/H/) Great Britain: Channel Islands, Collection.

Great Britain, Surface Printed Specialty Collection, 1865-83. A great lot of used stamps in quantity, in
good condition overall, sorted by denomination and plate number; values from 2 1/2d to 1/, with a great variety of plate
numbers, including better; unpicked and offered intact, housed in a stockbook, a super bargain for the GB classicist;
viewing recommended. SG approximately £125,000 ($162,500) (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Great Britain & Gibraltar, Wonderful Collection, 1840-1980. Housed in a springback Yvert album;
attractive Great Britain Classics, including #1-2 (each 4-margined, though #2 is a little tight), plus a 4-margined Penny
Red; additional Queen Victorias to £1; post-1940 issues not counted in catalogue value, a pleasure for the cancel
seeker; viewing invited. Scott $15,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1982. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, used includes 1, 5,
7, 24, 27, 28 52, 57, 60, 108-109, 139-140, mint 20, 210-220, 251, 251A, 275, 267-268, 292-308, 353c-360a, Use in
Eritrea 1-13, J1-J5, J6-J10, Use in East Africa 14-26, great opportunity to restock inexpensively, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2000. Presented in four albums, there is a mint & used
Officials, Offices in China, postage dues, Middle East, Eritrea, Somalia, Tripolitania, Morocco, Turkish Empire, Bahrain
63 (2), Kuwait 83, album of Regional stamps, and two albums of Machins, a wonderful lot with huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain, King George V Control Number Collection, 1911-24. In a Lighthouse stockbook, ¾-Face
and Profile issues with control numbers, in singles, pairs or strips of 3, organized by SG number; wide range of
letter-number combinations per denomination with minimal duplication; good catalogue value for just the stamps—not
including any premium for Controls; condition varies from Fine on up, o.g., hinged, most in selvage, not often
seen—come view (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Booklets, 1950-2000. Approximately 500 complete booklets, from Great
Britain, Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, Falkland Islands, with (5) 3/ booklets (3) 5/ booklets, Wedgewood booklet,
Stanley Gibbons booklet, Tolkien booklet and (3) Potter booklets, excellent face value, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

In 5 Davo albums, consisting of: Alderney 1983-2000,
Guernsey 1969-1999, Isle of Man 1973-1999, Jersey 1969-1999, plus duplicates in stock book with many sets, gutter
blocks and booklets from 1980’s and early 1990’s and a Specialized collection of Alderney on quadrille pages starting
with postmarks on Victoria and Edward VII issues, early FDC’s, plate varieties, booklet panes, plate blocks, etc.,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Grenada, Collection, 1861-1951. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1, 3, 5, 5B, 6, 8-10, 16, 20-26, 21a, 29 with APS certificate, 34, 39-46, 48-57, 68-76,
77-78, 79-88, 87-88, 91-112, 114-23, J1-3 and J6. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many
fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well
centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this
down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer)
break down for individual sale. Scott $5,457.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

436

H/m

437

HH/H/m

438

H/m

439

)

440

Ireland, Sparkling Mint Collection, 1922-90. A wonderful, clean, comprehensive all mint collection neatly
assembled in a pristine Palo hingeless album; all the premium items are accounted for, including highlights such as
Scott #1-8, 12-14, 15-18, 19-22, 23-35, 36-38, 39-43, 44-58, 65-76, 77-79, 91-92, 93-95, 96-98, 106-17 and complete
from there, with lengthy runs of mint sets, Airmails complete, Dues, etc.; also includes a nicely representative
one-volume all used collection on White Ace pages, and a lovely holding of booklets. Fresh, mostly F.-V.F., with the mint
collection a real keeper, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

441

H/m/)

442

H
Ireland, Collection, 1922-1940. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1-8, 9-11, 10A, 12-14, 23-35, 44-58, 65-76, 77-79, 77b-79b, 91-92, 96-98, 106-117,
J1-4 and J5-14. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound
issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to
just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,120.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

443

m

46

Great Britain: Channel Islands, Mint Collection, 1940-2015. Housed in six volumes, appears complete for
period, with hundreds of mint sets and souvenir sheets, perfect for the topical collector or dealer, please peruse, what
we checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Grenada, Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1949. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; highlights include used #14, 16, 26, 27-29, 39-46 and mint 7A (no gum), 34 (no gum), 48-57, 67 and 66-150;
condition of the early Queen Victoria issues is a bit mixed, but virtually everything else is clean and F-VF. Scott $3,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Grenada, Glowing Collection, 1861-1955. Mounted on Scott country pages, a very pretty, near complete
assemblage; beginning with Chalon head Victorias and running through a newly-crowned Elizabeth II, this collection
lacks 11 stamps for completion; centering on earliest stamps is as you would expect (still quite nice), and there is some
tropicalizing on a couple 1883 issues—but overall a stunning set; starting with a lightly used (?) Scott #1, other
highlights (mint unless otherwise noted) include 5B (used), 5D (used), 20-25, 27-28, 39-46, 48-57, 58-67, 68-76, 77-78,
79-88, 91-112, with Dues and War Tax stamps as well, o.g., hinged or never hinged (most l.h. with some later n.h.),
F.-V.F.+, wear your shades—you’ll need them as you view. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
Hong Kong, Mint & Used Collection, 1862-88. Mounted on Lighthouse pages, with mint 36B, 51, 74,
147-150, 165, 168-173, 178-179, 203-217, 219-220, 221-222, 225-228, 237-238, 239-244, 249-250, 253-254, used
1-7, 26, and includes dozens of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets to 1988, a solid collection of this ever popular
country, examination will only make it more attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
India, Postal History, 1870-1975. 75 cards and covers, includes registered, postal stationery, censored,
Bombay Foreign postmark, air mail letter, “On Active Service” covers, nice range of markings and usages, mixed
condition, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

H

Ireland, Oddball Collection, 1922-2000. Presented in three volumes, includes a few hundred Great Britain
stamps with Irish postmarks, a volume of Irish booklets, ephemera and test stamps, and most importantly a volume of
pairs and strips of three with control numbers, professionally annotated, it contains (56) strips of three (6) pairs (8)
singles and a corner block of six, with perfed & imperf selvage, a unique collection well worth the time invested reviewing
it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ireland, Revenues on Document Collection, 1860-1970. A binder with over 85 documents with Irish
revenues or revenue stamped paper, includes Northern Ireland, on court documents, registrar’s certificate, exemption
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order, driving license, fire policy, checks, denoting stamps, firearms act, passport, promissory note, unemployment
book, many Barefoot listed, it would take years to duplicate this lot, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
444

HH/H/m
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H/m
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HH/H/m
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H

448

H/m
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, Solid Mint Collection, 1890-1903. Including East Africa & Uganda,
German East Africa, Tanganyika; and Uganda, all in Showgard mounts on Scott Specialty album pages; highlights
include East Africa & Uganda 1-11, 13 with Specimen overprint, 29 (used), 40-55; G.E.A. N106-120; Tanganyika 10-27,
29-43; and Uganda 61, 63-66 & 69-75; condition is clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

449

H/m

450

H
Leeward Islands, Collection, 1890-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1-8, 9-16 (16 with RPS certificate), 20-28, 29-40, 46-57 and 103-15. Condition is
mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or
better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find
that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill
in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

451

H

452

H
Malaysia Area: Straits Settlements, Valuable Mint & Used Assortment. A few hundred stamps on 17
small dealer cards and four 2-sided black stocksheets; loaded with better material including (Gibbons numbers, mint
unless noted) India used in Singapore, Z64, Z77, Straits Settlements 1-4, 6, 9 (plus 2-3, 5-7 & 9 used), 14, 15, 17 (no
gum), 18, 20-21, 22, 34, 35 (part o.g.), 50, 67, 141/51, 193/212, 212a, 227w (NH), 240a, 241-255 complete set of 15,
278/98 (LH), etc.; condition is generally F-VF throughout. An exceptional lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ireland, Emerald Collection, 1922-95. Housed in an Edifil album, a lovely, generally sound collection
(though a few stamps show rust spots—taken into account in the estimate) sporting among its highlights mint 1922
Overprints (Type I), plus 5mm-wide and 6mm-wide “1922" varieties, #118-119, 142-144 (rust), 147-148, 149-150 (rust),
153-154, and n.h. #157-158, 161-162, 163-164, 167-168, 175-176, etc., see how lucky you could be—viewing
welcome.
Estimate $500 - 750
Jamaica, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1949. Virtually complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) 14-15, 17 (small thin), 19 (no gum), 41, 45 (used) and 61-115; condition of
the early Queen Victoria issues is a bit mixed, but virtually everything else is clean and F-VF. Scott $2,800 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Jamaica, Complete Collection, 1860-1960. A century of British stamps mounted on Scott country pages,
complete from #1; early issues mostly used, with mint stamps taking over completely from 1885; among the bevy of
beauties here are Scott #1-5 (used), 6 (mint), 7-12 (#8 mint), 14-15 mint and, mint from here on, 16, 18, 20-21, 23,
37-54, 61-73, 75-87, 88-100, with a used 1905 2/ overprinted “Judicial”; regular issues, Semi-Postals, War Tax and
(used) Officials complete, overall F.-V.F. or better, come view Jamaica—you’ll feel alright. Scott $2,600 for Classics
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Jamaica, Collection, 1860-1938. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1-3, 7-9, 11-12, 14-15, 28-30, 49, 54, 106-8 and 116-28. Condition is mostly mint and is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,997.
Estimate $400 - 600

Leeward Islands & Barbuda, Primarily Mint Collection, 1890-1949. Complete for the period on Scott
Specialty album pages; #2-4 are used and the 5s Jubilee has a cleaned pen cancel (not counted), everything else is
mint and, other than the 1s Jubilee, which is toned and has a rounded corner, condition is clean and F-VF throughout,
including Barbuda 1-11. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Madagascar, Collection of 14 Different, 1884-86. Comprises Scott numbers 18, 19, 26, 28, 33-35, 45a, 46
49, 50a and 51-53; mint or uncanceled, usual small faults on some but many sound and F-VF. Scott $3,530 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Malaysia Area: Federated Malay States, High Value Collection. A few hundred stamps scattered across
15, mostly two-sided black stocksheets; loaded with better stamps including (Gibbons numbers, mint/unused unless
noted) Johore 31a, 67a, Kedah 1937 $25 Revenue, Barefoot 4, MNH, N. Sembilan 11-14 (used), Pahang 1, 3, 7, 9,
19-22, Perak 7, 9, 18/17 pair, 26, 28, 30, 34, 43-46, 50-53, 74-75, 79 (thin), 119, 120, O1c, O5, O6, O8, Selangor 3, 6, 7,
15 (used), 18, 19, 22-24, 28 (used), 29, 37, 38, 43 (used), 45-47, 58, 59, 61, 64, Sungei Ujong 39-42, and much more;
the early overprinted Queen Victoria issues are nearly all without gum, but otherwise virtually everything is generally
clean and F-VF. An exceptional lot—one worth a careful examination. Gibbons value probably exceeds £15,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

455

Malaysia Area: Federated Malay States, Outstanding Mint & Used Selection. Group of a couple hundred
stamps on about 45 small dealer cards that looks rather ordinary at first glance; but closer inspection reveals many
exceptional sets and singles including such highlights as (Gibbons numbers, mint unless noted) Federated States
15-22 (both mint & used), Johore 51-53, 73-75, Kelantan 12, Japanese Occupation of Kelantan - 7 different without
Sunagawa seal, Perak 103s//121s perforated Specimen (15 values including the $5), Trengganu D1/4 (both mint &
used); also includes a few other miscellaneous British Southeast Asia like Brunei 51a//59a (7 different varieties), and
Singapore 1-15 (NH) & 16-30; condition is just about all clean and F-VF throughout. A great little lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

456

H
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Malta, Collection, 1860-1971. In Lindner hingeless album, with a decent level of completion from classical
issues through early modern issues, containing: 1, 3, 3c, 4, 5-6, 5a, 8-13, 9a, 14, 15-16, 17-18, 21-27, 28-45, 49-62, 64,
77-85, 86-93, 98-114, 116-29, 131-47, 148-66, 167-83, 208-22, 246-62 and J11-31. Condition is mostly mint and is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $6,324.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

458
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H
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Malaysia Area: Straits Settlements, Collection, 1897-1937. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty
pages, containing: 1-2, 21, 22, 31, 61, 71, 93-104, 134A-44 and 201. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,888.
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

H/m

Malaysia Area: Malay States, Collection, 1890-1950. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages,
containing Johore: 18-24, 130-50, J3-5, Kedah: 1//20 (missing later issues), Kelantan: 3a-23a, Malacca: 3-17, Negri
Sembilan: 20, 21-35, 38-58, Pahang, 6, 29-43, Penang: 3-22, Perak: 62-68, Selangor 16, Trengganu: 20-36 and 53-73.
Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally
F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so
you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues
for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,310.
Estimate $600 - 800

Malta, Magnificent Collection, 1937-89. In a well-filled Safe album containing better material such as mint
#191-205, n.h. 223-224 and 317-330 (short set), and many Europa sets in sheetlets.
Estimate $300 - 400
Mauritius, Mainly Mint Collection, 1849-1954. Excellent collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted) #9 (XF, no gum), 18 (F-VF, no gum), 19 (bright and fresh, 3 margins, no gum), 65
(no gum), 91-111, 118-123, 128-178 (159 a Specimen), 199, and 201-249; early condition is a little mixed, but otherwise
just about everything is F-VF, the mint lightly hinged. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Mauritius, Collection, 1849-1947. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 10, 32-35, 41, 52, 76, 79, 124-26, 198, 199, 211-22 and 235-49. Condition is mostly mint
and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,262.
Estimate $500 - 750
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461

H

462

HH
Montserrat, Mint Collection, 2002-14. Mounted in two Lindner hingeless albums, with material such as
982-983, 988a, 993a, 998, 1002, 1015a, 1021-1024, 1030, 1061, and with dozens of complete sets and souvenir
sheets in the $10.00 to $25.00 range, a fabulous opportunity, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

463

H/m
Montserrat, Mainly Mint Collection, 1876-1951. Complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages;
the only used stamps are #7, 9 (a bit toned, $300) & 21; everything else is mint, clean and F-VF with 114-126 being NH.
Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

464

H

465

H

466

HH/H

467

H

468

H/m
New Zealand, Old Time Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1950. Mounted on pages, better used with 2, 16, 18,
20, 26, 51-56, 82, AR12, AR13, mint 62 block of twelve, 122-125, 179-181, AR6, B3-B4, C1, C4, C5, good Officials, with
many shades, papers, perforations, varieties, well annotated, a collection that will delight even the most meticulous
dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

469

HH/H/m New Zealand, Solid Stock Collection, 1870-1994. 2 stockbooks replete; better material includes (n.h.,
unless noted) #165-170 used, 170 mint, 199-201, 300, 301, 349, 351-352, B6 mint, O29, OY29-36 (2), OY37-42 (2), as
well as many Health sheetlets and better souvenir sheets like #889a, 996a var, 1057b, 1092a, etc., a bargain; see for
yourself.
Estimate $600 - 800

470

HH

Montserrat, Collection, 1876-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1-2, 3 with APS certificate, 4 (3 shades), 7 with APS certificate, 11, 12-21, 22-31,
31A-41, 42, 43-53, 54-74, 75-84 and 114-26. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh
appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered
issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further,
this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for
individual sale. Scott $2,842.
Estimate $600 - 800

Nevis, Collection, 1861-1883. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through Victoria, containing: 5 (16 shades), 6, 7, 9 (13 shades), 10, 11, 14, 15, 19, 20 and 32 used. Condition is mostly
mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better.
This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that
even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in
your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $4,578.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
New Hebrides, Collection, 1908-1938. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages, containing: 1-6,
50-60, J1-5 and J6-10. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly
sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t
compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is
meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale.
Scott $1,026.
Estimate $200 - 300
New Zealand, Stunning Collection, 1874-2002. In 2 well-filled Scott albums, featuring (mint hinged, unless
noted) #80, 81, 117, 119, 122-124, 165-70 (used), 179-181, 182-183, B5 (used), along with many Health sheetlets, etc.;
some Ross Dependency material present as well, nice material; viewing recommended.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
New Zealand, Collection, 1898-1952. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 70-83, 130-39, 182-84, 185-98, 203-16, AR1-3, AR1 shade, AR6, AR12,
AR46-47, AR49-52, AR54-59, AR72-73, B3-4 Smiling Boy, C1-5, E1, J13-15, O33-37, O76-86 and P1. Condition is
mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or
better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find
that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill
in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $5,919.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

New Zealand, 1954-59, Queen Elizabeth II, 2d, 6d & 9d to 1s9d (296-298, 308, 311), counter-coil gutter
pairs. Nineteen pairs of each, numbered “1” through “19” in gutter, 1d & 5d handstamped, others machine printed;
comprises CP NC2a, NC4a, NC6a, NC6b & NC6d, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Campbell Paterson $2,185 ($1,530)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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471

H

472

H
Nigeria, Mainly Mint Collection, 1892-1953. Outstanding collection balance, including Lagos, Niger Coast
Protectorate, Northern Nigeria and Southern Nigeria, on Scott Specialty album pages; highlights include (mint unless
noted) Lagos 1, 36, Niger Coast Protectorate #1-6, 37-48, 55-63, Northern Nigeria 1-7, 8 used, 10-52 (heavy bend
£1 #52), Southern Nigeria 55-56, and Nigeria 11 (used) & 13-93; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott
$3,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

473

H

474

H
Niue, Collection, 1902-67. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues through
George VI, containing: 1, 3 with wide space between U and E variety and 30-34. Condition is mostly mint and is much
better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really
prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could
have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you
are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,170.
Estimate $250 - 350

475

H

476

H

477

H/m/)
Palestine, Wonderful Old-Time Accumulation. Interesting and diverse including excellent Military
Administration issues on pages, later issues on album pages by perf type; plate flaws, overprint settings, early
commemorative issues including paper and watermark types, gutter blocks, control number blocks, reserves,
postmarks, etc.; also note some covers, foreign usages in Palestine, stationery items and lots more, F.-V.F., interesting
and substantial lot with some solid specialist appeal; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

478

H/m

479

H

50

Nigeria: Lagos, Collection, 1876-1904. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through Edward VII, containing: 7-8, 9a, 10, 11, 14, 17-34, 36, 38, 39 and 40-49. Condition is mostly mint and is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,575.
Estimate $500 - 750

Nigeria and Niger Coast, Collection, 1892-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages,
containing Southern Nigeria: 1-8, 10-18, 21-29, 32-41, Niger Coast Protectorate: 1-6, 37-42, 43-48, 55-63, Nigeria:
1-12, 13-16, 18-32, 38-49, Northern Nigeria: 19-26, 28-38 and 40-52. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,396.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

North Borneo and Labuan, Excellent Mint and Used Assortment. Unmounted, somewhat haphazard,
but very valuable lot, “arranged” on about 35 black approval cards or small dealer cards plus 7 stocksheets; highlights
are numerous and include (Gibbons numbers, mint unless noted) Labuan 10w, 10x, 34a (used), and North Borneo
51a, 81s/6s (Specimen overprints), 85b, 123-124, 136a, 141-142 imperf pairs, 186s/8s (Specimen overprints), 186a,
187a (mint & used), 210 (2), 212, 258a, 261a, 253s/75s (Specimen overprints), D42a (c.t.o.), D49b (c.t.o.), etc.; also
includes many, many more moderately priced but seldom seen postally used singles. A great starter collection or for
adding scarce varieties to an existing basic collection of this always popular area (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
North Borneo and Labaun, Collection, 1880-1950. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages
from classical issues through George VI, containing North Borneo: 1-3, 6-7, 8-9, 13, 15, 17, 19, 50-51, 53, 55, 74-78,
89-90, 91-102, 105-16, 118-19, 124, 136-38, 136a-53c, 140-49, 160-62, 185-92, 208-22, 223-37, 244-58, B8-9, J1-8,
J10, J11-19, J32-39, Labaun: 5-8, 10 (watermark reversed), 28, 58-62, 99A-109 and 110-18. Condition is mostly mint
and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $7,121.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Papua New Guinea Area: New Britain, Small Collection, 1914-15. Mint collection of 19 different “G.R.I.”
overprints comprising #1-8 (3d on 30pf nibbed corner), 30-33, 33a, 35-38 (8d on 80pf creased) and O1-2; generally
F-VF. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Papua New Guinea Area: New Guinea, Collection, 1925-1937. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott
Specialty pages from classical issues through George VI, containing: 1-10, 31-45, C1-13, C14-27, C46-59, O1-9,
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O12-20 and O23-34. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly
sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t
compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is
meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale.
Scott $2,192.
Estimate $400 - 600
480

)

481

HH/H/m

482

HH/H

483

HH/H/m Papua New Guinea, Elizabethan Collection, 1952-2007. In 2 well-filled albums (1 Scott, 1 Lindner),
including used #122-136 and 139-146, and n.h. #153-163, 265-279, 399-401 and 823-824, etc., a nice modern
collection; please view.
Estimate $600 - 800

484

Rhodesia, with Specialized Double Heads and Admiral Issues, 1890-1924. Breathtakingly beautiful all
mint collection mounted on reproduction Scott country pages through 1910, with a second set (homemade on Scott
pages) presenting specialized Double Heads and King George V Admiral issues arranged by SG number; the general
collection includes Scott #1-19 (less #12; #16 fiscally used and cleaned/regummed; #19 hinged in selvage only), 20,
26-39, 74, 76-81, 104 (including one partial imprint single), 92c and 96a; Double Heads run 101-114 in quantities from
1 (#113, for example) to 10 (#101); Admirals run 119-130, 132-135, 137, again in quantity (a single #137, 9 #120), all
catalogued here as the most common variety—but obviously not the way they were collected; multiple shades, dies,
printings, perfs are here for the collector or dealer willing to take time out with their Gibbons catalogue, overall Very Fine,
a true “Saturday Night Date”: one to take out and show your friends; viewing will not disappoint; four certs (2003 APEX
for Sc #19, 1978 RPSL for SG #158 (2), 1986 PF for Sc #102B) included. Scott approximately $12,500 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

485

Rhodesia, Mainly Mint Collection, 1890-1953. Including Northern & Southern Rhodesia, on Scott
Specialty album pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) Rhodesia 11-13 (also #12 used), 20, 22, 23, 26-39 (4s
used), 41, 42 (short perfs), 43-56, 72, 73, 76-81, 99-100 (used), 101-113, 119-135, 137, Northern Rhodesia 1-16,
25-74, and Southern Rhodesia complete (#1 & 3 used); few small flaws or missing gum on some early Rhodesia,
otherwise virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

486

H

487

HH/H

488

H

Papua New Guinea Area: New Guinea, Relief Cancels on Cover, 1969-81. 35 covers with relief
postmarks from various post offices used until the permanent hand stamp arrived, includes Kiunga, Wakunai, Bulolo,
Kagua, Hula, Mendi, Salamo and other, mounted on pages and well written up, could be the basis for an exhibition,
please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
Papua New Guinea, Mint & Used Parallel Collections, 1952-81. Mounted in a Lindner hingeless albums,
includes 122-136, 137-145, 153-163, 209-220, complete through 1981 mint & used parallel sets, a charming lot that
should be examined, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Papua New Guinea, Mint Collection, 1952-97. Mounted in a KaBe hingeless album, includes 122-136,
139-146, 148-149, J1-J5, 153-163, with many complete mint sets, fresh & clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

HH/H

H/m

St. Christopher, Collection, 1870-1890. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages, containing:
1-4, 6-7, 8-11, 12, 14, 15-16, 16a, 17b, 18-20 and 21-22. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with
many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well
centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this
down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer)
break down for individual sale. Scott $2,357.
Estimate $500 - 750
St. Christopher, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-88. 70 stamps, includes mint 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 17, 17c,
used includes 10, 11, fresh clean collection with useful duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
St. Helena, Collection, 1861-1948. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 2B, 11-14, 18-21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29-31, 33-39, 40-46, 60 with APS certificate, 61-70 and
118-27. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues,
generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill
holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,462.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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489

H/m
St. Helena, Primarily Mint Collection, 1873-1953. Nice starter collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted) #4 (used), 8, 12 (no gum), 18, 20-22 (used), 26, 29 (no gum), 48-77 & 111-152;
also includes Tristan Da Cunha 1-13; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

490

H/m
St. Kitts-Nevis, Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1953. Fairly complete for the period, including Nevis & St.
Christopher, on Scott Specialty album pages; the St. Kitts-Nevis is all mint and is missing only the £1 George V and the
Tercentenary set; condition is a bit mixed on the Queen Victoria issues, especially the early Nevis, but is otherwise
generally F-VF. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

491

H
St. Kitts-Nevis, Collection, 1903-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1-10, 11-21, 37-51 and 52-63. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,169.
Estimate $250 - 350

492

H/m

493

H
St. Lucia, Collection, 1860-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1, 4, 6, 7-8, 12-13, 15, 17, 19-22, 24, 27, 27-35, 37-39, 40, 42, 43-48, 50-56, 57-63,
64-72, 76-89, 95-106 and 110-26. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing
and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and
didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this
collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for
individual sale. Scott $3,312.
Estimate $600 - 800

494

HH/H/m

495

HH

496

H

497

H/m

498

HH/H/m
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St. Lucia, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1949. Virtually complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; missing only the unissued 1885 6d and some of the scarce 1886-87 Die A varieties; Queen Victoria issues are
mixed mint & used (some of the mint without gum),but from King Edward VII onward everything is mint o.g. and
condition is generally F-VF throughout. Scott $3,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

St. Lucia, Strikingly Lovely Collection, 1860-1965. Nearly complete (just a half-dozen to go to have them
all!), mounted on Scott country pages; condition is sound throughout, starting with Scott #1-2 (used) and 4 (mint); also
included are 7-10 (#7 mint), 11-14 (#11 mint), 15-17 mint, 19-23 (#19 mint) and, mint from here, 43-48, 50-56, 57-63,
95-106, 110-26 (all but #111 n.h.), J1-6; 1883-98, 1912-19 and 1921-24 series probably a mix of die types—add to the
fun by sorting them out; regular issues, War Tax and Dues are all here, o.g., most v.l.h. with a couple n.h., overall F.-V.F.
or better, a lovely set well worth viewing. Scott $2,400 + for Classics only (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
St. Vincent, 2009 Topical, Michael Jackson — Thriller Lot! . Appears to be 5000 of each of the souvenir
sheets 45¢(2different); 90¢; $1.50 and $4.00 plus the set in stamp format 60¢ $1, $2, $5, se-tenant blocks, easily 5000
of these, gigantic catalog and re-sale value, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
St. Vincent, Collection, 1861-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1, 1B used, 2, 3, 4 with APS certificate, 5, 6, 7 with APS certificate, 13, 14A, 27,
31, 32, 35, 38-39, 40, 42 (2), 48, 51, 55, 62-70, 71-79, 82-89, 90-94, 104-16, 118-31 and 131. Condition is mostly mint
and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $6,221.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
St. Vincent, Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1951. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; Queen Victoria issues are mostly used through 1897, but from there on everything is mint and the only thing
missing is the1904-11 Edward VII set; condition of the earlies is just a bit mixed and some of the mint without gum, but
from the 1890s onward everything is mint o.g. and F-VF. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
St. Vincent, Simply Vivacious Collection, 1861-1963. Beginning with a vibrant and fresh mint young
Victoria (Scott #1); mounted on Scott country pages and mint complete from 1885 onwards, this is a true delight; mint
Victorias number #1-2. 5, 13, 24, 43, 48 and 51, with used including #3-4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 14A-14B, 16-17, 20-22,
28-28A, 35-36 and 46; Edwards and Georges include 54-55, 58 (2), 62-70, 71-79, 82-88, 90-103, 104-16 and 118-31;
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War Tax stamps are also here, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a collection lovingly built; well worth a
look-see. Scott $3,000 + for Classics only (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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H
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H
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H
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H
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H
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H/m
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H
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H/m
South African States: Natal, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1909. Nice starter collection on Scott
Specialty album pages; includes mint/unused #10a, 15, 16, 30, 31, 32, 43, 52, 56, 64-78, 81-96 (10s pulled perf), 98
Specimen, 99 (cleaned fiscal cancel); all pre-1878 unused are without gum, later are virtually all OG; condition is a little
mixed, but generally F-VF. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Sarawak, Collection, 1869-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1, 8-21, 28-31, 32-35, 36-47, 48, 50-70, 79-93, 94-108, 109-34 and 180-94. Condition is
mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or
better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find
that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill
in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,240.
Estimate $500 - 750
Seychelles, Collection, 1890-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 14, 17, 18, 22-26, 33-37, 38-44, 46-48, 52-62, 88, 91-114 and 125-48. Condition
is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or
better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find
that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill
in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,751.
Estimate $350 - 500
Seychelles, Mint Collection, 1890-1953. Nearly complete for the period (four stamps used) on Scott
Specialty album pages; includes (mint unless noted) #1-19, 21 (used), 22-61, 88, 91-113 & 118-171; condition is just
about all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Sierra Leone, Mainly Mint Collection, 1859-1953. More than 150 different (three used) on Scott Specialty
album pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1, 1a, 6-8, 6a, 9a, 10, 12, 14, 15, 20, 21-31 (4d used), 33-44, 52-53
(NH se-tenant pair), 103-119, 122-137, 140-151 & 166-194; the pre-1880 issues are almost all without gum, otherwise
just about everything is F-VF. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Singapore, Cover Collection. Beautiful lot of about 175 covers from Singapore to Ireland, all sent by a
military in active service (military air cover). Fantastic lot with very many first day cancellations., very high value! F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Singapore, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-90. Residing in a Lighthouse stockbook, with mint & used singles
and blocks of four, better mint includes 20, 20a, 22, 23-26 blocks of four, 68 (3), 69 (3), 143, J1-J8, plus mint & used
souvenir sheets, inexpensive opportunity to restock, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Somaliland Protectorate, Mint Collection, 1903-60. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; includes #1-17, 21-26, 27-38, 40-48, 51-60, 63, 64-75, 77-143 & O13; condition is just about all clean and
F-VF. Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
South African States, Mint and Used Collection, 1853-1910. Consisting of Cape of Good Hope (Scott
$4,000+), Griqualand West (19 different, Scott $800), Orange River Colony $1,000), Stellaland (1-5), and Transvaal
($1,700; a few highlights include (mint unless noted) Cape of Good Hope 20, 22, 50-54, 63-71, 173-174 (used), N1
(used), Orange River Colony 61-69, and Transvaal 16-17 (used), 23, 113 (used), 265, 267 Specimen and 268-280
(£1 used); condition, other than a couple of the six Triangles, is nearly all F-VF. Scott $7,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
South African States: Cape of Good Hope, Collection, 1855-1902. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott
Specialty pages, containing: 3-6, 3a, 5c, 12, 14, 18 (3), 38, 54 and 63-71. Condition is mostly mint and is much better
than average with many fresh appearing, generally F.-V.F. and better. This collector really prized clean and well
centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this
down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer)
break down for individual sale. Scott $14,581.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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South African Territories, Colorful Collections, 1976-94.
Bophuthatswana (1977-93), Ciskei
(1981-1994), Transkei (1976-94) and Venda (1979-94) all together in a single slip-cased Palo hingeless album; near
complete (the odd stamp or set is missing), with a spot check coming up all MNH, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine,
here’s your chance to pick up some lovely material not often seen; expand your collection; worth browsing (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

514

H

515

H/m

516

H
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HH
Tanzania, Mint NH Complete Collection, 1964-2006. Residing in four Scott albums in a carton, with mint
NH 5-18, 19-34, 35-53, 82-86, hundreds of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets, a terrific lot for the topical dealer,
please inspect, Very Fine. Scott $12,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

518

H
Tobago, Collection, 1879-1896. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages, containing: 1-4, 8,
10-12, 13, 14-20, 22-24, 29 and 31. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing
and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and
didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this
collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for
individual sale. Scott $2,326.
Estimate $500 - 750

519

HH

54

South African States: New Republic, Mint Collection, 1886-87. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

South African States: Orange River Colony, Collection, 1868-1908. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott
Specialty pages from classical issues through Edward VII, containing: 10, 13, 16 with APS certificate, 1881 1p on 5sh
surcharge block, 23, 31-32, 68, 69, plus over £700 Gibbons worth of Telegraph stamps. Condition is mostly mint and is
much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This
collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even
though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your
collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,140.
Estimate $600 - 800
South Africa, Collection, 1913-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 2-11, 15, 54, 59, 65, 67, 68-71, B5-8, B9-11, C1-4, J1-7, J22-29, J30-33, J34-38
and J40-45. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound
issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to
just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,006.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
South Africa, Mainly Mint Collection, 1910-53. Useful starter collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
lots of $25-$75 stamps and a few better with excellent Dues and Officials; condition is just about all F-VF. Scott $3,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

South West Africa, Mint Collection, 1923-53. Great starter collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
highlights include #16-26, 28, 40, 85-124 (5s #118 separated), 126-175, B1-11, C5-6 and nearly complete Postage
Dues; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Sudan, Mainly Mint Collection, 1897-1951. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted) #1-62 (7 & 24 used), 79-114 and O10-60; condition is just about all clean and
F-VF. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Sudan, Collection, 1897-1951. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through 1951 definitive issue, containing: 1-8, 9-16, 17-27, 29-35, 36-50, 51-59, 61-62, 98-114, C1-3, C4-15, C31-34,
J1-4 and O2-9. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound
issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to
just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,330.
Estimate $250 - 350

Tonga, Topical, 2012, Butterflies & Titanic, Wholesale Group, Perf & Imperf. Tonga #1177 Democracy
&16 per sheet of 6); 1178-79 Titanic issues ($20.50 per), Plus Tonga Niuafo’ou #275-86 ($54.20 per set); 287 ($55 per
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sheet of 12); also includes error of # 275-86 variety unlisted error “L” in Butterflies (catalog for normal is $54.20, these
retail each at $50); the last four items are Butterflies, 500 of each item both perforated and imperforate, a total of 11
items which catalog $372.00 for one unit without any premium affixed to imperfs or the error, 2500 complete units, Very
Fine. Scott $930,000.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
520
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Virgin Islands, Virtually Complete Collection, 1866-1953. Mounted on Scott country pages, missing only
Scott #6 for completion(!); only #4a and 8a appear used, all others are as fresh as the day they were sold at the Post
Office; even #1 and 2 are lovely well-centered examples; highlights include 7a, 10-11, 12-15, 18, 21-28, 29-37, 38-46,
49-66, with n.h. 69-91; War Tax stamps included as well (MR1 with slight corner clip), F.-V.F. with much better, as lovely
as they come: viewing highly recommended. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Tonga, Topical, 2012, Butterflies & Titanic, Wholesale Group, Perf & Imperf. Tonga #1177 Democracy
&16 per sheet of 6); 1178-79 Titanic issues ($20.50 per), Plus Tonga Niuafo’ou #275-86 ($54.20 per set); 287 ($55 per
sheet of 12); also includes error of # 275-86 variety unlisted error “L” in Butterflies (catalog for normal is $54.20, these
retail each at $50); the last four items are Butterflies, 500 of each item both perforated and imperforate, a total of 11
items which catalog $372.00 for one unit without any premium affixed to imperfs or the error, 500 complete units, Very
Fine. Scott $186,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Tonga, Topical, 2012, Butterflies & Titanic, Wholesale Group, Perf & Imperf. Tonga #1177 Democracy
&16 per sheet of 6); 1178-79 Titanic issues ($20.50 per), Plus Tonga Niuafo’ou #275-86 ($54.20 per set); 287 ($55 per
sheet of 12); also includes error of # 275-86 variety unlisted error “L” in Butterflies (catalog for normal is $54.20, these
retail each at $50); the last four items are Butterflies, 500 of each item both perforated and imperforate, a total of 11
items which catalog $372.00 for one unit without any premium affixed to imperfs or the error, 100 complete units, Very
Fine. Scott $37,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Tonga, Collection, 1886-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 1-5, 6-8, 8e, 10-14, 15-20, 21-24b, 25-28, 29-32, 33-35, 36a, 37c, 38-52, 63-69 pairs,
O1-5 and O6-10. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound
issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to
just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,648.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Trinidad and Trinidad & Tobago, Collection, 1882-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty
pages from classical issues through George VI, containing Trinidad: 57, 63 with BPA certificate, 68-73, 88, J1-9,
J10-17, Trinidad & Tobago: 1-7, 8-11, 10, 21-33, 50-61 and J1-8. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $2,302.
Estimate $500 - 750

Trinidad & Tobago, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1949. Excellent collection on Scott Specialty album
pages; highlights include Trinidad used #1, 6 (2), 11, 15, 17 (2), 23-25, 35a, 36, 41, 42, 47, 101 and mint 25 (o.g.!), 37
(regummed), 56, 61, 89 & 102 (2); Trinidad & Tobago mint 10-11, 19-20, 31 (NH!) & 34-42; condition of the early issues
is somewhat mixed, other just about everything is F-VF. Scott $8,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Turks Islands and Turks and Caicos, Collection, 1867-1950. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty
pages from classical issues through George VI, containing Turks Islands: 1-3, 4-5, 7, 7A, 8, 9, 10, 11 (3), 14, 33, 40, 56,
Turks and Caicos: 1-9, 13-22, 44-57, 60-70, 78-89, 105-17, MR3a and MR10a. Condition is mostly mint and is much
better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really
prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could
have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you
are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,668.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Turks & Caicos including Turks Islands, Mint and Used Collection, 1867-1953. Turks Islands is missing
all the surcharges and the rare 1873 1s violet; #1-5 are used, everything else is mint; Turks & Caicos is complete mint for
the period; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Virgin Islands, Collection, 1866-1952. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: 1-2, 3-5, 5a, 8, 9, 10-11, 12-15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21-28, 29-37, 38-46, 49-52 and
53-66. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues,
generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill
holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many
difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,816.
Estimate $350 - 500

530

H
Zanzibar, Mint Collection, 1896-1957. Nice starter collection on Scott Specialty album pages; highlights
include #33, 38-47, 51-52, 56-61B, 76, 77, 70-89, 99-109, 129-131, 133, 141-153, 156-175, 184-263 and 10 different
between J1//13; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

531

H
Zanzibar, Collection, 1895-1952. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical issues
through George VI, containing: 15, 16, 38-52, 38-47, 62-78, 175 and 201-13. Condition is mostly mint and is much better
than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really
prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could
have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you
are a dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $1,603.
Estimate $300 - 400

Virgin Islands, Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1951. Complete for the period (though #1 & 6 are faulty and
were not counted) on Scott Specialty album pages; all mint but for four stamps: 7, 11, 12 & 37; virtually all clean and
F-VF. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

British Commonwealth Area Collections
532

H
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H
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British Asia, Collection, 1886-1952. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: Aitutaki: 1-6, 12-13, 19-27, Nauru: 1-12, New Britain 43b, O1-2, North West
Pacific Islands 9, Papua: 28-33, Penrhyn Island: 8-9, 10-12, 13-16, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, Solomon Islands: 1-7, 8-18,
67-79, J1-8, Samoa: 6a and 7 with Estudio 20 certificate and 155a. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $4,007.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

56

British Africa Collection, 1890-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: Basutoland: 1-10, 18-28, British Central Africa: 1-7, 43-51, British East Africa: 2,
53, 72-87, Cameroons: 55d, East Africa and Uganda Protectorates: 31-39, German East Africa: N101-5,
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika: 66-85, J1-6, Natal: 57, 72a, New Republic: good early Handstamp issues, Northern
Rhodesia: 25-45, 48-49, Nyasaland Protectorate: 20-23, 54-67, 68-81 on cream and white paper, J1-5, Sierra Leone:
59A (discolored), 173-85, Somaliland Protectorate: 1-13, 51-63, Southern Rhodesia: 1-14, 16-30, South West Africa:
13, 105, B5-11, C5-6, Stellaland 1-5, Swaziland 1-5, 10-19, Transvaal: 123-35, Tristan Da Cunha: 1-12, Uganda: 75,
75a, 76, Zululand: 13 and 16-22. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing
and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and
didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this
collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for
individual sale. Scott $10,815.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Africa, Mint & Used Collection, 1875-1960. Housed in a Lighthouse stockbook, mint with Kenya,
Uganda & Tanzania 35, 59, 93, J7-J12, Northern Rhodesia 49, Nyasaland Protectorate J1-J5, Swaziland J2 block of
twelve, Rhodesia postage due essays, with loads of used high values, mixed condition among the earlies, please
peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Africa, Mint Collection of Smaller Colonies, 1888-1953. Comprises Basutoland ($145), Swaziland
including #6-7 (signed Hollander, 2s6d nibbed corner), 10-54, J1-9, Togo (British Occupation) including 79-91 and
Zululand including 1-10 &15-22; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,300 (photo on web site). Estimate
$400 - 600
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British Middle East Collection, 1915-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from
classical issues through George VI, containing: Aden 1-9, 16-27, 36-46, Bushire N1-3, N2 shade, N2b, N5-7, N6b with
Krzysztof certificate, N8 with Krzysztof certificate, Jordan 207-20, B1-12, Mesopotamia NO1-13, Palestine 15-25,
37-47, 63-84 and J1-5. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly
sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t
compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is
meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale.
Scott $3,563.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

537

H/m
British Commonwealth, Superb Mostly All Mint Collection. A truly outstanding, probably 90+% mint
collection through the KGVI years housed in four vintage but absolutely serviceable Scott Specialty albums. The
collection abounds with premium items as the images on the Web indicate, with outstanding Canada like (all items mint
unless noted) Scott #46-47, 56, 58, 60, 65, 96-103, 158, 177; Caymans 3-7, 8-12, 64-68, 85-96, 110-11; Dominica 34,
54, 56-63, 65-82; Montserrat 12-21, 22-30, 31A-40, 42; Newfoundland 67-74, 115-26, 128, 131-44, 145-59, 172-82,
C13-17; Leewards 103-15; Jamaica 75-87, 88-100; Grenada 79-88, 91-112; strong St. Lucia, Turks & Caicos, St.
Vincent and Virgin Islands; Antigua 17, 31-38, 41; Bahamas 110-13, 116-29, 132-47; excellent Bermuda, Barbados
10-08, 116-26, 127-39, 140-51; wonderful British Africa like BCA 17 (fresh o.g., tiny thin), 51, 54, 58; GEA N101-05,
N106-20; Rhodesia 25-45; Nyasaland 68-81; S. Rhodesia 1-14; Nigeria 38-49; Gambia 2, 3-4; Egypt 121-23 (used,
rare), 148-49; plus strong Great Britain proper (earlies used), Australia, Solomons, Papua, Ceylon 166-77 and much,
much more. Fresh, generally F.-V.F. or better, an outstanding old-time lot, simply not to be missed—examine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

538

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Rule the Waves Collection, 1850-2000. From old to new in 7 albums; a great deal
of better Classic material, along with very good issues of George V, George VI and Elizabeth II; many good definitive
sets present, from countries including Antigua, Ascension, Barbados, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Dominica,
Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Ireland, Malta, Singapore, etc., massive catalogue on this ever-popular collecting area; add to
your collection, or enrich your stock.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

539

H
British Commonwealth, Top Heavy in Later Issues Into the 21st Century. Various and sundry of issues
purchased individually and in sets from various dealers, shows, mail auctions (some are even still on the lot pages),
followed up with a new issue subscription to various Countries that includes face-value valid ones such as Australia,
Canada & New Zealand and includes some year sets/packs, a very useful and interesting assortment that will fulfill ones
“treasure hunting” indoors, useful and a breeze to view and evaluate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

540

HH/H/m
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British Commonwealth, Mint Collection. Housed in eleven stock books in a box, includes Australia
554-579, C4, Falkland Islands, Great Britain, Mauritius 306-320, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, Papua & New Guinea
188-198, 209-220, Rhodesia 223-236, Seychelles, Sierra Leone 208-220, 227-239, South Georgia 17-30, Tristan da
Cunha 222-233, with many mint NH sets and souvenir sheets, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

542

HH/H

543

British Commonwealth, Africa and Middle East Collection, 1866-1950. Mint and used; you’ll find many
better sets and singles here, in overall very good condition, among them Aden 1937 to 10R mint and used, 1939 to 10R,
1948 Royal Silver Wedding mint and used, as well as later better issues; Egypt, Iraq, Trans-Jordan 1933 to 100m mint;
Sudan, Somaliland George V to 5R, 1942 to 5R, 1951 to 5/; Tangier, etc., a nice collection—see for yourself.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth, Never-Setting Collection, 1840-1982. Extensive mostly used lot in 3 binders and
2 stockbooks; good solid Classics abound, including Great Britain: 2 Penny Blacks; 3 Penny Reds (1 imperf, 1 perf); 5
2d Blues (4 imperf, 1 perf), Australia (including a 1/ Kangaroo with inverted watermark), Barbados, Canada, Ceylon
(including Scott #180var, a 4p KEVII with inverted watermark), Egypt, Hong Kong (with an 1891 Jubilee overprint),
India, New Zealand, South Africa, etc., very much worth the time to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth, Mint Conglomeration, 1880-2000. Thousands of mostly mint, mostly NH stamps
& souvenir sheets on hundreds of stock pages, with Australia 314-331, 394-419, Bermuda 175-191, British Antarctic
64-67 (5), 72-75, British Guiana 253-267, Cayman Islands 135-149, 153-167, Cyprus 168-182, Grenada 171-183,
Leeward Islands 133-147, Malaysia 20-27, Mauritius 276-290, North Borneo 280-295, South Georgia 1-16, Tristan da
Cunha 1-12, Omnibus sets include Peace Issue, UPU Issue, Churchill Issue, and the hits just keep on coming, with
hundreds of mint NH complete sets, patience will be needed in viewing, especially with NH material, the number one
money maker in this sale, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H/m
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British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1950. Mounted on quadrille pages in four volumes,
includes Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Brunei, Burma, Ceylon, Fiji, India, Gambia, Gold Coast, Kenya, Uganda &
Tanganyika, Mauritius, Nigeria, Straits Settlements mint 44, 46, 48, 52, 54, 83, 85, 99-100, 121, 213-216, 245, Malaya
18, 18a, used 36, Kedah 46-49, Penang 21, North Borneo 65, 67, 193-204, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland
Protectorate, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, Rhodesia, Sarawak 1, 109-129, Seychelles 1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, 16, 18, Sierra Leone,
Somaliland Protectorate, Singapore 1-17, South Africa with good used triangles, Southern Rhodesia, Sudan,
Swaziland, Tanganyika, 29-42, Zanzibar, a sweet collection just begging to be broken up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

545

H/m
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H
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British Commonwealth and U.S., Collection / Accumulation. In 7 large stock books, 3 large stock book
albums, and 5 small stockbooks, strong in British Commonwealth with a little U.S. thrown in sorted by issue in stock
books with occasional duplicates, containing: Omnibus sets, partial 1935 Silver Jubilee, with apparently complete 1937
Coronation and 1945 Peace sets, a stock five books of 1937 Coronation issues in various quantities of blocks and
singles, Antigua 19, Australian States including some Queensland Chalon heads, some nice Tasmania, and about a
dozen early Western Australia swans stamps, Ascension 20, 23-32, 40-49, Bermuda some early Victoria’s, Dry Dock
and Ship issues, 2/6 and 10/- George V key plates, 55-69, 71-79, Gibbons 72a, 28 stamps from George VI key plates
with denominations from 2/- to £1 and many duplicates in row after row that would be a great resource for the specialist,
British Guiana some early ships, British Honduras 101, 115-26, Canada 99, 158 (2 used, 1 NH with Greene certificate),
C4 (3), Cyprus some early mint George V definitives, Gold Coast 17-18 mint blocks, 98-107 (4 mint sets), Great Britain 1
(2), 2, 4, a good selection of high catalog value early Victoria’s, some shilling values Victoria’s and Edward VII, 111-22,
127-38, 286-89, a mint Windsor castle set, an interesting India and States accumulation, Jamaica 15, 30 mint, Mauritius
some early Victoria’s, coat of arms issues up to 1R, Newfoundland 19, 54, 55, St. Vincent early Victoria heads, a United
States section with some nice bank notes and Washington Franklins and $100’s worth of face value postage in sheets.
Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a useful collection with plenty of great stamps hidden among
common stamps. If you have the time and a little expertise, this lot is worth considering. Viewing recommended to
properly evaluate (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, A-B Collection, 1937-89. Housed in a Scott album containing a wealth of material,
amongst which are nice thematics and some better stamps such as (mint, unless noted) Aden-Qu’aiti 15; British Guiana
157-159, 245; British Honduras 130; British Indian Ocean Territory 1-15 n.h. (including variety on #8); British East Africa
15, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25, 78; British Solomon Islands 67-79 (73 missing), 83 n.h.; Barbuda 6, 7, 8; Basutoland 18-28, 40,
61-71 n.h. as singles and in pairs; plus extensive Bahamas, Belize and Bermuda, worth viewing.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
British Commonwealth, Very Pretty Collection, 1953-75. In 2 well-filled Simplex albums; a mainly mint
tour of the Colonies from A to Z, with many better, including definitive sets to the high values (though several short sets
appear as well); fresh condition on the whole, even Liz would be proud; come see.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collection, 1900-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir
sheets held in four stockbooks, from British Americas, British Africa, British Asia, British Pacific, a nice way to pick up
those odd Scott numbers needed to complete your sets, come on done, grab a chair and set awhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collection, 1880-1975. On album pages and stock pages, includes
Bahamas 85-89, 148-149, Cayman Islands 100-111, Falkland Islands 39, Solomon Islands 67-79, 89-105, Ireland
block of 24 with 4 varieties, Saint Helena 93, British Honduras 167-178, with much more British West Indies, lots of fresh
sale able material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1880-2000. Stashed in a Lindner stockbook, with mint Aden 30-31,
Bahrain 301, 313, British Indian Ocean Territory 39-42, Maldives 21, Penrhyn Island 25-30, Tuvalu specimens, Tonga
54-62, with many better, please investigate, well worth allotting time to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
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551

H

552

H
British Pacific, Collection, 1877-1949. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: Hong Kong J1-5, India a great selection the very popular Native States and
Feudatory States, Maldive Islands 11-19 and Singapore 1a-20a. Condition is mostly mint and is much better than
average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized
clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so you will find that even though we could have
broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a
dealer) break down for individual sale. Scott $3,947.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

553

HH/H

British Europe, Collection, 1864-1948. On Vintage Reproduction of Scott Specialty pages from classical
issues through George VI, containing: early Crete issues including #1, Heligoland 9, 22b, 23 all with A.P.S. certificate,
Batum 1-6, 13-20 and many great overprints and surcharges, Ionian Islands 1-3, Malta 3, 3c, 84, 98-113 and 208-22.
Condition is mostly mint and is much better than average with many fresh appearing and mostly sound issues, generally
F.-V.F. or better. This collector really prized clean and well centered issues and didn’t compromise to just fill holes, so
you will find that even though we could have broken this down further, this collection is meaty with many difficult issues
for you to fill in your collection or (if you are a dealer) break down for individual sale.
Estimate $500 - 750

British West Indies, Mint Collection, 1870-1975. Hundreds of stamps in a Lighthouse stockbook, better
mint include Anguilla, Grenada 47, 122 (3), 123, 142, 146 (2), 151-163, Guyana, St Kitts-Nevis 10, 51, 60-62, St Vincent
54, 196-197, Nevis, lots of Disney sets, many souvenir sheets, examination will only improve your opinion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Second Session
Saturday, September 9, 2017, at 10:00 A.M.
Lots 554-1206
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

Europe and Colonies
Country Collections
554

H/m/)

555

H/m

556

HH

557

m
Austria, Study, 1850-59. In a Scott Ne Plus Ultra album, this is a history of Austria and its early issues
created in 1926 by John B. Thomas, who did an impressive amount of research and exquisite work to present his
findings; each section/topic has its own frontispiece (a picture post card), typed introduction and examples presented
on homemade quadrilled pages; includes dies, reprints, St. Andrew’s Crosses, shades, plate and paper varieties, town
cancels, railroad and steamship cancels, cancellation types; lovely folded map of Europe from the mid-1920s also
included; well worth the look—if only for the author’s dedication, F.-V.F., Thomas won first price at the January 1924
Androscoggin Stamp Club competition for best single-country exhibit with this material.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

558

H/m

559

HH/H/m

560

H/m/)
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2000. Filling two cartons, includes perfins, military stamps, postage
dues, occupations of Italy & Romania, Italian occupations, semipostals, newspapers, revenues, commemorative
cancels, offices abroad, postal history & first day covers, AMGs, also Croatia, Bosnia & Serbia, terrific lot with many
extras, a special collection for the specialist, mixed condition, an excellent value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

60

Albania, Superb and Valuable Collection, 1913-79. Very neatly presented in 4 either Lindner or Ka-Be
albums; a first-class collection throughout; we note many premium items, including (used) “Double-Head” Eagles Scott
#4, 5, 6 (both Michel types), 7 (2 copies, one with red overprint, plus a single franking cover), 8, 11 (a great rarity with
only 241 issued, signed Rommerski Kirchen BPP, A. Diena & Droese), 17, 20, plus 21-26 including errors, 47-52 on
registered postal card, 52A-53 on cover, plus mint 91-97, 98-104, 120-24, 130-34, B1-B8; great Airmails including
C8-C14 cover, C15-C21 plus footnote-listed errors, C22-C28, C29-C35 blocks of 4, plus much more, including loads of
varieties throughout. Fresh, F.-V.F. or better, excellent collection, well worth a thorough inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Albania, Astounding Mint & Used Collection, 1913-2000. Housed in three stockbooks, filled with better
material such as #53A-53 on cover, 129-134 on cover, 290 first day cover, then mint 35-40 (3), 393a (2), 2175-2176
blocks of fifteen, 2272a (2), 2278-2279, 2280-2281, 2282-2284A, 2286-2288, 2289-2290, 2293-2294, B4-B8 (2),
C1-C7 (4), and much more to be reviewed, a chance to restock or use it as the foundation for a larger collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Andorra (Spanish), Solid Dealer’s Stock, 1929-2009. A stockbook full of mostly n.h. material, amongst
which is mint #20a, 22a, 35, 45 and n.h. #40, 41 (3), 48 (2), 62 (1972 Europa), 281 (4), 282-283 (4), 303-304 (5), 331 (6),
332 (6), E5 (4), etc., a ton of stamps, with high face and catalogue value—perfect for the storefront or online dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750

Austria, Top-Quality Used Collection, 1850-1974. On Ka-Be pages in two-post binder; extraordinary
examples of cancels on nineteenth- and early twentieth-century stamps, including perfect c.d.s. and dated town
cancels in “Lux” condition; many stamps in black Showguard mounts; great Back-of-the-Book, including Newspaper
and Postage Dues, Offices in Crete, Lombardy-Venetia, Austrian Levant and Feldposts (most mint, some used); many
choice select examples of Classics and earlies, generally Very Fine. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Austria, Grand Collection, 1850-1975. Housed in 2 Schaubek country albums with many n.h., including
better sets; noted 1910 Birthday issue to 10Kr o.g., granite paper varieties, Dollfuss n.h., Rotary issue, Airs, Dues,
Semi-Postals, Feldpost, Occupations and Offices, come view. Scott $11,400+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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EUROPE AND COLONIES : Austria - Belgium
561

m
Austria, Impressive Collection, 1850-1990. Housed in an Yvert album, including Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Serbia and Montenegro; many complete or near complete sets, good Classics (nearly complete) and Semi-Postals,
Austrian Feldpost along with nice later issues as well; Airs, Newspapers, Dues and Military stamps included, definitely
worth viewing. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

562

H
Austria, Accumulation, 1950-90. Several thousand in 7 stockbooks and envelopes of glassines with unique
sets, some in quantities; sets, blocks of 4, etc.; some early and attractive Austria as well as Bosnia-Herzegovina
included; 1967-95 appears complete n.h. and even includes Framas; useful duplication on most, exceptionally clean.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

563

m
Austria, Clean Collection, 1851-1937. On Schaubek pages in springback binder; most stamps in clear
Hawid-style mounts; great for those who prefer postally used or nice cancels; includes Back-of-the-Book, plus Offices,
Bosnia Feldposts, etc., Fine. Scott $5,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

564

H/m

565

m

566

H/m

567

H/m
Austria, Clean Collection, 1850-1937. In a Safe hingeless album; includes some better Classic issues and
Semi-Postals; many complete sets, Airmails; color varieties, etc., noted, a nice collection on which to build. Scott
$1,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

568

H/m
Austria, Stock, 1860’s-1950’s. Thousands of stamps on old stock pages filled with interesting cancels and
shades that should provide hours of fun for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $50 - 75

569

HH/H/m

570

HH
Belgium, Pristine Collection, 1897-1940. In a Davo album; you’ll find many premium sets and singles here,
including (n.h., unless noted) a 1912 5fr with bottom sheet margin, the 1915-20 5fr stamp (few toned spots, but a rare
stamp that catalogues €2000 in OBP), a 1919 10fr “cigarette in mouth” Helmet plate flaw (mint), 1928 Orval, 1928
Exhibition overprint set (€2200), 1929 20fr, 1932 Soldiers, 1932 and 1934 Anti-Tuberculosis issues and a very fine 1933
Madonna set (used), etc., o.g., never hinged, an excellent opportunity for the collector or dealer—massive catalogue
and retail value.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

571

HH

572

HH
Belgium, Beguiling Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1924-65. Housed in stockbook with plenty of room for
expansion; great range of material, starting with a #171 sheet of 4, “Depot 1924" in lower margin, canceled Brussels
International Philatelic Exposition 24.V.1924, and with ”CC" perfins upside down at top; Semi-Postals are predominant,
among them B68 (sheet of 10), B166-168, B178-179 (2 each, 1 hinged, 1 n.h.), B199, B209 and B221 (2) canceled and
with pin holes in margins, B279 perf and imperf, B482 (2; 1 inscription in red, the other green), and on through B621a;
even Belgian Congo is represented by two sheets, #172var (hinged) and B26 (n.h.); private overprints and issues as
well, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine, take a look at the images online to see the full range—you’ll be glad you did.
Scott $2,850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Austria, Starter Collection, 1850-1998. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder; many hundreds of
stamps, including back-of-the-book; couple better items, including a few nice cancels on earlier issues; bonus of some
face, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
Austria, Collection, 1945-87. Nice used collection on Lighthouse pages in springback binder; appears
complete, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,450.
Estimate $300 - 400
Austria, Collection, 1863-1965. In Lighthouse interleaved stockbook; almost all mint, later appears n.h.;
many have several examples; useful lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Belgium, Collection, 1849-1980. Comprehensive and extensive collection on hand-written and described
Lindner-T quadrilled pages in four Lindner 18-ring binders; most used with nice cancels; classics are specialized by
papers, shades, perforations, dies, printings; includes souvenir sheets, most socked-on-the-nose, but several are
MNH; with extensive back-of-the-book, with virtually complete Semi-Postals; also Newspaper, Parcel Post, Telegraphs
and Postage Dues; Belgium bulging with choice items! generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Belgium, Outstanding Collection, 1922-84. Nearly all mint n.h. (earlies used) with many complete sets for
the period; appears complete from 1950 on; a couple souvenir sheets included; a premium collection and wonderful
opportunity; retail well in excess of $3000, o.g., never hinged, worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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EUROPE AND COLONIES : Bosnia - Czechoslovakia
573

HH

574

H/m/)

575

HH/H

576

Bulgaria, Specialized Collection, 1879-1943. Several hundred stamps and a number of commercial
covers covers neatly arranged in two blank albums; starts with unused #1-2 (no gum, 10s thin), then includes such
highlights as the 1882 5s rose Error of color (13a, VF used, cat. $3,000) and mint 237-250 & C12-14; condition is
clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $6,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

577

HH/H/m

578

HH/H/m

579

HH/H/m

580

H/m/)

581

HH/H/m

582

H/m/)

62

Bosnia, U.N. Interim Administration in Kosovo Collection, 2000-13. Singles and full sheets of Kosovar
issues, housed in 4 stockbooks and a Palo hingeless album; a few early issues (denominated in DM, DM/€ and €) CTO,
the rest as fresh as the day they were bought; several early DM-value issues present in strips of 10 with corner date and
“plate” inscriptions; near complete for the period 2006-11 and 2013 (very light prior to 2006) and nicely presented, with
stockbooks sorted by year of issue; minimal duplication, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, ready to mount and add to your
collection—or already sorted for your inventory; come see (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Amazing Specialist’s Collection, 1879-1918. In two bulging stockbooks with a
near-complete run of Austrian Bosnia; mint, used, proofs, stationery, forgeries—it’s all here; shade, perf, paper and
gum varieties are present, as are imperfs, overprint errors and “unofficial” perforations; regular postage used as
revenues, Dues, Newspapers, Special Handlings and Revenues; Austrian Feldpost stamps overprinted, Printers’
Waste, and Yugoslav “Kraljevstvo S.H.S.” overprints (in both Latin and Cyrillic) including a set used on Registered
cover; stationery includes envelopes, postal cards and letter cards (mint and used examples), Feldpost, Red
Cross/Prisoner of War covers and Censors; numerous cancels—both type and city—are included (among them an
example of Sarajevo’s sole machine canceler); not all high values are here (many of the 10Kr Franz-Josephs are
missing), but what is here is astounding; annotated throughout with reference to Michel numbers; enough duplication to
allow the collector to do further research or the dealer to replenish and deepen stock, generally F.-V.F. with much better,
there’s far too much here to list everything of interest; viewing is highly recommended—whatever your passion, you
won’t be disappointed (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Bulgaria, Mint Collection, 1879-1978. Housed in four KaBe hingeless albums, includes 1-5, 6-8, 11, 12-18,
19-21, 28-37, 57-69, 74-76, 237-243, 244-250, 267-272, 273-278, C1-C4, C12-C14, mixed mint & used J1-J3, J4-J6,
J7-J9, with dozens of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H/m/)

Bulgaria, Mint & Used Collection, 1879-1995. In 4 volumes, with better used including #1-4 and 6-11;
mostly used until the 1950s, then an attempt was made at a parallel mint & used collection, with many complete mint
sets and mint & used souvenir sheets, F.-V.F., sure to please; mixed condition, please review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Bulgaria, Mint & Used Collection, 1966-1974. Housed in two stockbooks, with many souvenir sheets,
complete sets, wonderful topicals, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Bulgaria, Sound Collection, 1879-1969. In 2 well-filled luxe Ka-Be albums, including (used, unless noted)
#1-5, 6-11, 288-292, 352-356 (mint), C19-30 (mint; lacking the 10L value), 1015 (mint), C77 and C77var, 1041 imperf,
1043-10 (mint), J1-3, J4, J5, J13-14, etc., worth a look.
Estimate $250 - 350
Croatia, Postal History, 1829-1918. Over 40 covers & cards and 140 mint & used stamps in an album;
includes 1829 stampless, 1869 Idria to Laibach, 1870 Agram to Toplice franked with Austrian stamp, 1905 Ratschach
Austria to Laibach franked with Austrian stamp, censored postcard to Fiume, WWI feldposts, stamps of Hungary
overprinted, 1918 registered cover from Zagreb with double overprints on stamps, a useful collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Croatia, Mint & Used Collection, 1941-2010. In three volumes, includes 1941 issues, 30-48, 49-51, 52, 53,
54-55, 56-58, B3-B5, B6, B7-B10, B33-B36, B39, postage dues and Officials, and a volume of mint modern material,
mixed condition, please review, great assortment, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Czechoslovakia, Philatelic Frankenstein, 1918-2000. Housed in sixty two volumes, in glassines and in
small boxes, the depth & breadth of this collection is astounding with Czech Moravian & Czech Bohemian town cancel
collections, overprinted stamps of Austria & Hungary, album of postage dues, postal history including first day covers,
Slovakia issues, 1918 imperf blocks, Slovak postal markings in thee volumes, Czech mint collection in a Schaubek
album 1963-1991, if you ever wanted to be the emperor of Czech Philately, here’s your opportunity, mixed condition as
to be expected with a lot this large, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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EUROPE AND COLONIES : Czechoslovakia - Finland
583

H/m

584

H/m
Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-2011. In two Scott albums with sets, singles and souvenir
sheets. Volume I starting with 1918-19 Hradcany imperforate or perforated issues, followed by a highly complete
section with regular sets issued in the 1920-72 period, and then by semipostal issues, airmails, special delivery
examples and postage dues, plus some officials and newspaper stamps. We also noted nice Bohemia-Moravia &
Slovakia German Protectorate sections, and some Eastern Silesia sets. Volume II with Czechoslovakia 1973-92
virtually complete section, followed by Czech Republic sets and souvenir sheets., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

585

HH/H

586

HH/H/m

587

HH/H/m Denmark, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1870-1960. Ten of thousands of mint & used stamps on display
cards, with plating flaws, cancels, multiples, etc., all identified, primo lot for the Denmark specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

588

H

589

m

590

m

591

m

592

H/m
Finland & Aland Islands, Collection, 1860-2009. In Scott Specialty album from 1860 to 2009 including
back of book, mixed mint and used (mostly mint) to about 1927 then apparently complete mint including souvenir sheets
thru 2009 with many booklets, F.-V.F. 2011 Scott $9,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

593

H/m
Finland, Accumulation, 1866-74. Includes 43 singles and 3 pairs of #7, and 11 singles of #8, generally used
or no gum, many have complete teeth, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Czechoslovakia, Comprehensive Parallel Mint and Used Collection, 1945-92. A superb, keepsake
collection, meticulous in every respect, housed in 6 pristine Schaubek hingeless albums. The collection is organized on
duplicate sets of hingeless pages and is complete for the period both mint and used. Nothing to improve upon for this
beautiful lot; some additional perf and phosphor paper varieties included as well, routinely Very Fine, inspection invited
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Czechoslovakia, Old-Timer’s Collection, 1918-69. On Scott Specialty pages in worn green Central
Europe binder, carefully selected, appears complete for regular issues (except for rarity #101A-D) through 1969,
virtually all mint; beginning in 1951 select sets are in mounts, and from 1961 (#1044) onwards appear to all be NH;
includes some key items like #566 NH ($110) and dozens of other souvenir sheets; high quality and loaded in the 1950s
and 1960s with beautifully engraved and key topical sets, such as: paintings, dogs, birds, sports, olympics, space, fish,
mushrooms, animals, artists, writers, automobiles, railroads—-a topicalist paradise; semi-postals include #B140-3 mint
original gum and also many airmails, includes #E1a-3a ($156) mint; Postage Dues are complete through #J94; also
includes Czechoslovak Army Post #1-3 ($40), Bohemia and Moravia #1-19 ($43); Slovakia is also mainly complete,
including J1-38; finally, Eastern Silesia is loaded with over 100 stamps; there are thousands of beautiful items here,
F.-V.F. Scott approximately $3,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1918-92. In two well-filled Scott albums, and
offered intact as received from owner. The collection starts with used Hradcany imperforate and perforated issues,
followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1920s-1980s period, incl. a wealth of topical sets, souvenir
sheets and miniature sheets of four with mint issues from the 1930s onwards. We also noted Bohemia-Moravia,
Slovakia & Eastern Silesia sections that truly deserve your attention. A lot not to be missed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Denmark, Solid Collection, 1854-2002. Filling a Schaubek album; some of the highlights include Scott
#65-71, 72-78, 79-81, Christian X series, 136-137, 157-158, 167a-175a, B1-2, C1-3, overprints of 1918 Dues (with perf
and watermark varieties) and 1926 Officials, clean and fresh throughout; please view.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Denmark, Local Post Collection, 1870-90. 242, mostly canceled, in a Blanc album. Estimate $350 - 500

Denmark & Colonies, Lovely Collection, 1851-1975. Exceptional collection of Denmark, DWI, Faroe
Islands, Greenland, Iceland, Danzig and the Baltics, housed in an Yvert album, a nice selection of material; have a look.
Scott $19,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Estonia, Inter-War Collection, 1918-40. On home-made pages in a binder, this is a beautiful, mostly used,
exhibition collection containing all the regular stamps and sheets as well as various covers and cards, cancels, plate
flaws, etc., much of interest; viewing recommended.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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EUROPE AND COLONIES : Finland - France
594

H/m

595

HH/H

596

HH

597

H
Finland, Excellent Collection, 1918-74. On pages, mostly unused o.g.; very clean throughout, with useful
earlies and souvenir sheets, Airs, better 1920-30 sets; 1963-75 is near complete and spot check showed n.h.;
neighborly Estonia included as well, with good Airs and Semi-Postals, please view. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

598

H/m/)

599

HH/H

600

HH/H/m France, Largely Parallel Collection, 1924-91. A fantastic selection housed 6 Biella albums; we count
among the many highlights (n.h., unless noted) #129 mint, 131 (10F Merson, used), 132 (20F Merson), 163 (Phéna),
163a (Minéraline), 226b (n.h. and used), 241 (mint, stamps from souvenir sheet), 246 (small brown spot reverse,
signed, plus signed used), 253 mint, 254 mint, 254A, 300a mint, 329a-d (stamp from Pexip sheetlet, plus on cover),
B20-23 (mint and used), B27 mint and used, B28-30 mint and used, B31 mint, B32 mint, B32var (in pair with B32), B33,
B31-33 used, B34 n.h. and used, B38 mint and used, B39-41 n.h. and used, B43 mint and used, B66-67 mint and used,
B157a mint and used, B249-254 used, B258-263 used, B267-272 used, B276-281 used, B285-290 used, C1-2 mint,
C6b (“ELPA30" perfin) used, C8-13 used, C13, C14 n.h. (!) and used, C15 mint and used, C17 mint and used, C23-26,
C27, etc.; also nice covers (many only the front) and postal stationery (e.g., Saint Nazaire on cover, ”Besetztes gebied
Nordfrankreich" on 2 covers, etc.), a quality collection that demands to be viewed.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

64

Finland, A Centenary Collection, 1856-1956. In a well-filled Biella album; partly parallel mint hinged and
used; we spotted (used, unless noted): #1, 4, 6-10, 58, 69 (2), 75, B2-4, B5-7 (mint and used), B8, B24-26 (mint),
B35-38 (mint), etc., celebrate the first century of Finnish stamps in this, the centenary year of Finland’s independence;
viewing recommended.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Finland, Collection, 1866-1990. On Scott Specialty pages, with highlights that include: 13, 19, 25-29, 46-55,
83-110, regular issues and semi postals mostly complete from 1920’s-1990., generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Finland and Norway, Aurora Collection, 1911-84. Outstanding m.n.h. collection in album of singles and
sets, all fresh and useful; Norway from 1925, Finland from 1929; Norwegian highlights include the London Issue n.h.,
Officials, booklets (some with control numbers), a tough 1964 Lottery ticket/stamp; high catalogue value, unchecked for
paper/fluor varieties—one could not expect a better collection, o.g., never hinged, truly a beauty; viewing
recommended (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

France, Spectacular Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1940. Specialized collection of thousands of stamps
in two Ka-Be albums; virtually complete for the period, the 19th century being highly specialized with shades, multiples
and cancels plus several nice covers, this section includes a tête-bêche pair of the 20c perforated Napoleon III
(repaired), 12 copies of the 5fr Laureate and five of the 1fr Ceres, a mint strip of 3 of the “Sage” 50c type I (one stamp NH)
and a 2fr single franking on a cover to London; the 20th century is nearly complete mint plus duplication for shades,
varieties and cancels, highlights here include (mint unless noted) two 1925 philatelic Exhibition sheets, each with slight
faults, a 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition sheet, Semi-Postals complete for the period and Airmails missing only the
10fr and 1.50fr Ile de France; plus there is a 1.50fr “EIPA.30” perfin, a black large die proof of the 1936 10fr South
Atlantic Flight and mint duplicates of C14 (plus one used) and C15; in addition much of the material from 1929 onward is
never hinged including #246, 253, 254A (254 is LH), 296-297, 300a, B20-23, B31-41, C3 with broken wing support
variety, and one of the C14 (!); as for condition, the 19th century is quite mixed, with most of the high catalog material
have flaws, but there is still plenty of F-VF there and just about all the 20th century is clean and F-VF. A truly remarkable
lot with an enormous catalog value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
France, Valuable Mint Imperforate Collection, 1939-94. About 1200 stamps (pairs and blocks counted as
one for this) neatly arranged in two stockbooks, mostly in complete sets and includes many in the €200-€300 catalog
value per set, high degree of completion, what struck us as unusual was the fact that most of the singles or sets not only
have sheets margins but also are with large margins and extremely fine, what we examined was never hinged, but we
would be safe to say some are ligthtly hinged, just to play it safe. includes regular issues, commemoratives, semi
postals, airmails, postage dues, officials, a truly incredible collection that would be difficult to duplicate, one of, if not to
the finest imperforate collections we have had the pleasure to bring to market, viewing will only further convince you that
this is an incredible collection and can be added upon or easily broken down for the trader, o.g., mostly never hinged,
Very Fine or better. Dallay €67,000+ ($78,060).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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)
France, Postal History Delight, 19th & 20th Century. Nice holding of many hundreds, includes all time
frames, classic which is a bit weak but represented, we noted better airmail usages, #C2, C6b (EIPA), C17, etc., a
philatelic cover with #B10 (cats $1,550 as used stamp), over 15 sets of the B66-67 Louvre museum cards both unused
and used, various maximum card FDCs, censored, some German occupations, POW, etc. a worthwhile holding that
includes items well worth three figures, which alone would exceed the estimate of the entire lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

602

France, Massive Literary & Theatrical Autograph Collection. Over 2500 autographed documents &
letters signed by 19th & 20th century luminaries, many signatures in alphabetical order, with some of the signatures in
modest duplication, includes letters, mourning letters, illustrated hotel letters, military,enormous retail & resale values,
careful inspection will yield huge results, the perfect lot for the Francophile.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

603

HH

604

HH

605

HH/H/m

606

HH
France, Oh-La-La Collection, 1966-95. Just about complete in mounts on Scott specialty pages (which run,
empty, to 2004); exceptionally clean and attractive, o.g., never hinged, ideal for the collector: 30 years of France in one
fell swoop (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

607

HH/H/m France, Very Fresh Collection, 1853-1976. Over 1400 different on Scott Specialty pages in nice two-post
green binder; a few early used, but strength is in 1937-76, in which all stamps are n.h. in black Showguard-style mounts;
a number of complete high catalogue value sets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $250 - 350

608

m

609

HH

610

France, Intact Highly Complete Booklet Collection, 1903-2000. An extraordinary collection of over 70
booklets, includes 146a with both colors and finishes with B648a, some better includes #172a, B274a complete, B282a,
B291a, B301a, a lot with huge potential, it’s tough to find this many complete booklets in one collection, light duplication,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
France, Fresh Collection, 1924-84. N.h. throughout, mounted in a Schaubek hingeless album; nearly
complete—missing just the highest-flying of the high-value Airmails and an occasional stamp; pristine regular issues,
Semi-Postals, Airs, Europas, UNESCO and Council of Europe, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, quel
magnifique—viewing strongly urged (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1976. Mint includes 32, 51, 52, 156-184, 198-201, 227-240,
256-257, 264-283, 329, B1-B2, B28-B30, B49-B53, B86-B89A, B249-B254, C22, C27, C29-C32, also postage dues,
Military, and Occupation, a beautiful collection that would be perfect as a foundation for a more comprehensive
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

France, Collection of Used Advertising Labels. Five Scott quadrilled pages of used advertising etiquettes
from 1920s and ‘30s French booklets; labels plus 146, 167, 168, 174, 178, 245, 260, 267, 271 and 276; most singles, but
a several top-bottom pairs included; noted a couple Algerian issues as well; a fun lot—find out what the French were up
to (or being told to buy) in the inter-war period.
Estimate $100 - 150
France & Colonies, Mint Stock, 1920-2000. Housed in eight stock books in a box, with France C22, French
Andorra B1, French Polynesia 182-190, 206, 336a (3), 590 (5), C37, C38, C57-C61 (2), O1-O15, French Southern &
Antarctic Territory 21, 33, 37-44, 45 (4), 58-63, 66 (7), C6, C7, C17, C26-C27 (5), Monaco 511-520 (2), 1242-1245, and
much more, plenty of sale able material, a lovely diverse group with some interesting items present, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

)

each.
611

France & Colonies, Exciting Group of Covers, 1920-40. 22 in all with various frankings; retail up to $75
Estimate $200 - 300

French Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2000. Presented in six albums, better
mint includes Afars & Issas 310-314, C56, Alaouites, Alexandretta J1-J6, Algeria, Anjouan, Benin, Cameroun, Chad,
Comoro Islands, Dahomey, French Offices in China, French Congo, French Equatorial Africa, French Guiana, French
India 25-49, French Morocco C1-C11, French Polynesia 196-197, 223-226, C21, C24-C27, C33, FSAT C1, C25a,
French Sudan, French West Africa, Gabon, Guadeloupe, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Libya, Madagascar, Martinique, New
Caledonia, Saint Pierre & Miquelon C15-C17, C20, Senegal, Somali Coast, Togo, Tunisia, Wallis & Fortuna Islands
C16, with hundreds of mint complete sets, be sure and inspect closely, with a high overall catalog value, the potentials
abound, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

HH/H/m
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612

H/m

613

HH/H
French Colonies, Mint Collection, 1968-2010. Many hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets, with French
Southern & Antarctic Territory Scott #232a, 290, 291, C16a, C40a, C45a; Chad, Dahomey; Gabon 633a, C126;
Mauritania, Martinique, Monaco, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Wallis & Futuna, F.-V.F., many items in the $10-$25 range,
please peruse.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

614

H/m

615

HH

616

HH

617

)

618

H

619

HH/H

620

French Colonies: Syria, Unusual but Appealing Collection. A lovely mint collection to the 1970s, housed
in a pristine pair of Palo hingeless albums; what makes this collection so unusual is that the basic stamps are, for the
most part, not included—but there are literally hundreds of varieties, both listed and unlisted, behind the pages where
the stamps should be! within these, we find inverted and doubled surcharges galore, many 1940s to early 1950s imperf
pairs, unlisted overprints and more, mostly Very Fine, a super lot: examine, definitely not easy to duplicate (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

621

HH/H/m

66

French Colonies, Valuable 19th & 20th Century with Newer Issues Included. Sorted by country and
filling a carton or so, includes: Afars & Issas; Andorra; French Morocco; Madagascar; Somali Coast; Togo; Gabon;
French Offices; New Caledonia; French Soutern Antarctic Territory; Wallis and Futuna and many other colonies which
are well represented and contain many mint complete sets and useful for re-sale inventory or to fill in those many album
blanks, in either case this one is a winner! Have a peek, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

French Colonies, Select Offices & Colonies Collection. A highly useful, clean and valuable group of
various collections presented on album pages, with the vast percentage of coverage and value in issues from the
Classics to the 1930s; we note nice offerings from Mayotte, lovely New Caledonia, outstanding Martinique (including a
rare pair of Scott #110a), nice Obock, lovely Offices (including Port Said, Yunnan, Zanzibar, etc.); bulk fresh, F.-V.F. or
better, excellent lot of popular material; examine, many lovely and difficult stamps included (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

French Colonies: French Polynesia, Mint Collection, 1946-99. Mounted in two Lindner hingeless albums,
with 80-116, 160-178, 199-202, 233-240, 270-271, 505-506, C24-C27, C37, C47a, C50, C54, C63-C67, C77a, C88,
C89-C93, C100-C104, C107-C111, C112-C114, generally complete there after to 1999, a gorgeous collection of this
ever popular area, viewing is a pleasure, what was inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Mint Collection, 1948-98. Presented in a
Lindner hingeless album, includes but not limited to 1, 2-7, 16-18, 25-28, 30, 31, 32, 46-51, C1-C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7,
C8, C14, C18, C19-C23, C26-C27, and then appears complete to 1998, a magnificent collection of this always in
demand area, review is in order, when we examined them they were o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
French Colonies: Indochina, Crash Cover Collection, 1940-65. 35 crash covers from Indonesia, with two
typewritten pages describing the covers, with covers such as C9 & #160 on cover to Paris France, 1940 cover with C14,
158 (2) and 168 on cover to Switzerland, 1939 201, 202 & 195 on cover to Batavia, huge potential, examination urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Colonies: Madagascar, Splendid Pair of Mostly Mint Collections. A lovely, clean and noteworthy
couple; the first is an exceptionally valuable collection on Scott Specialty pages, beginning with scarce Classic-issue
surcharges and overprint types and continuing strong to 1957, including better early commemorative sets, “France
Libre” overprints, surcharges, Postage Dues, proofs, etc.; the second is all mint and housed in a lovely MOC French
album, very well filled, with coverage to 1962; collectively these form an excellent, well rounded collection, F.-V.F. or
better, a careful inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Bright and Fresh Collection, 1960-89. On stockpages in binder,
including duplicates and imperfs; highlights include mint #311-17, 317a (2), 342 (imperf), 343 (imperf), C33, and n.h.
#324-327, 328, 337 (2), 341, 348-351 (2), 351a, 361-366, C38 (2), C40, C51-53, C55, C56, C58-60, C63, C65, C68,
C70-71, C84, along with some color proofs, a nice lot with high catalogue value; come view.
Estimate $500 - 750
H

French Colonies: Syria, Mint & Used Collection, 1919-50. Several hundred mint & used stamps in two
Lighthouse stockbooks, a few better mint includes 11-19, 21-23, 25-28, 133-136 (3), 166-169 (2), C10 (2), C12, C88a,
few if any condition issues, inspection will assure proper evaluation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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)
French Colonies: Tunisia, Postal History Collection, 1894-1950. Approximately 90 covers in an albums,
with 1894 cover to Philadelphia with #9 (50) exploded for display, 1921 cover to Rabat with #39 pair & 35, cover with
#184 & 97A to New York, a treasure trove of this popular country, inspection please, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

623

H/m
German Area, Plebiscites and WW1 issues. In three Safe hingeless albums with the Bulk of the value in
Saar, Memel and Danzig, containing mint and used with duplicates of shades, types, varieties and interesting cancels,
containing the following highlights: Allenstein: 1-28, Belgium issued under German Occupation: N1-20, France issued
under German Occupation: N15-26, Danzig: 1-15, 25-30 with various color burelage and points up or down, 32, 35,
168-91, 193-97, Germany: 1N14-17 mint, Marienwerder: 24-30, 32-35, 40-53, Memel: 1-17, 50-92, C1-7, N1-114
(mostly complete), Occupation of Poland: N1-16, Occupation of Romania: mostly complete 3N1-16, 3NJ1-7, 3NRA1/8,
Saar: 1-17 with several different types, 35-37 used on piece, 35-37 mint, 38-39 used on piece, 41-58, 68-83, 85-98,
120-35, 139-54, 155-71, 175-87, 188-200, B1-60, C1-8, O1-15, O16-26 with various shades, Upper Silesia: 6a and
32-42. Excellent lot of exceptional quality and high level of completion that you usually don’t see outside of Germany,
generally F.-V.F., viewing recommended to properly evaluate. Scott approximately $55,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

624

H/m/)
German Area, Mint & Used Jambalaya, 1910-1920. Presented in a Schaubek album, includes mint
Belgium under German Occupation N1-N9, N10-N25, Russia under German Occupation N1-N12, feldpost cards &
covers, postal stationery, Poland under German Occupation N1-N5, N6-N16, Allenstein 1-14, unissued 40pf with
certificate, Marienwerder 1-14, 24-25, 29-30, 32-35, Upper Silesia, Schleswig 15-28, German Occupation Stamps
under Belgium Occupation 1N1-1N17, 1N18-1N24, 1N25-1N41, used Latvia Occupations, Romania Occupations,
magnificent in it’s breadth & depth, be sure to check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

625

H/m

626

H/m

627

H/m

628

H

629

H/m

630

H/m/)
German Area, Mint & Used Lot, 1850-1950. An incredible selection of German Offices & Colonies, Locals,
varieties, States, with better such as mint B16a booklet pane, used Togo 166, nice lot of Heligoland, Cameron C.E.F.
postal cards, mint German Occupation stamps, mint German Colony postal cards, Saar proofs, many still on auction
sheets dated 1975 to 1978, mint French Offices in China with many 5F, well worth many times our low estimate, as sure
a money maker as there is in this sale, mixed condition, but mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1945. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, with extensive
Bavaria, mint Cameroun with 7-8, 10-19, Caroline Islands 1-6, excellent Danzig including 193-199, 200-210, German
East Africa has 1-5, 19-21a, German New Guinea, German South West Africa with 22-25, Kiauchau 19-22, 33-42,
Marianas Islands 11-16, Marshall Islands has 1-6, 7-12, Memel, Saar, Samoa 51-56, Togo 1-6, F.-V.F..
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Area, Collection, 1851-1959. Very well filled Schaubek album, mint and used; nice old German
States, German Reich almost complete (including all the Zeppelin stamps 4M polar Flight NH, Wagner, etc.), French
Zone almost complete, etc., very clean collection, worthy of inspection which will be a delight, F.-V.F. Scott $21,600
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

German Area, Collection to 1950. In excellent quality in an Yvert album; strong throughout with early issues
surprisingly well filled; good Offices and Colonies; regular issues, Airs, Dues, Officials, Semi-Postals, excellent for stock
or to add to your collection. Scott $21,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Area & Switzerland, Collection, 1872-1964. In 4 Schaubek albums, with excellent run of issues
including some slightly better singles; Wagner set used, German Allied Occupations, plus Soviet Zone and DDR in a
separate album (largely empty, perfect for building your collection); plus a general Europe-wide album as a bonus, from
the Penny Red on, a nice builder collection. Scott $12,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Area, Valuable Scott Album Collection. Extensive Colonies, Plebiscites, DDR, Occupations and
States assembled on Scott pages; noted items include extensive Memel, very nice Saar with better mint like Scott
#B16-22, B23-29, B30-36, B37-43, B44-46, B47-53, B69-73; good Occupation of Poland; solid Offices in China,
Morocco and Turkey; good Mariana and Marshall Islands; excellent Berlin, including mint 9N1-20, 9N35-41, 9N61-63,
9NB1-3, 9NB4-5, plus used 9N21-34, 9NB6-7; a fair range of States and lots more, generally F.-V.F., good collection of
popular material; inspection invited. Scott $14,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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631

HH/H/m German Area, Vivacious Stock, 1850-1950. In 3 loaded stockbooks with a good mix of n.h., o.g. and used;
includes States; WWI and WWII German Occupations, Allied Occupations, Saar, Danzig, better used Third Reich;
“Chicago” Zeppelin flight complete, several used souvenir sheets, final “Stormtrooper” set both perf and imperf (n.h.),
nice German States, etc., very useful stock with some duplication, sure to please (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

632

H/m

633

German Area, Mostly Used Collection, 1872-1998. In a Minkus album, beginning with Baden, Bavaria,
Saxony & Wurttemberg examples, followed by German Kingdom section with 19th century with many sets, part sets &
singles, including regulars, semipostals and airmails; Federal Republic 1949 (665-66, 667-68 & B309, used), 1949
(B310-13, used), 1951 (B316-17, mint), 1951 (B320-23, used), 1952 (B327-30, used); Berlin 1948-49 (9N21-34,
used), 1949 (9N35-41, used). We also noted French Zone, DDR, Saar, plus WWI & WWII occupations, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

634

HH/H/m

635

)

636

)

637

)
German Area, Ship Postcards & Cancels, 1887-1920. A valuable collection with 7 stamps, 80 cards or
covers and 7 cap bands with the ships name, includes lots of “Marine Schiffspost” cancels, but the prize of the lot are the
caps bands with several picture postcards of the same ship, includes Nuernberg, Leipzig, Scharhorst, Gneisenau
Jaguar and Luchs (2), seldom seen, a fascinating collection, be sure to check her out, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

638

)

639

H/m

640

H/m/)

641

H/m

68

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-2000. Housed in seven volumes and on Schaubek pages,
better includes used 1-6, 11, B91-B92, B105 on cover, mint 63, B23, C20-C26, with many complete mint sets, booklets,
souvenir sheets and a selection on interesting and valuable covers, a neat package waiting to be broken down, a few
condition issues, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

H/m

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1975. Mounted in two Scott albums, mint includes Allenstein,
Baden, Bavaria, Cameroons 25, Caroline Islands 23, Danzig, German East Africa 31-41, German New Guinea 23, mint
Germany has 350, 755-761, B44-B48, B91-B92, B105, B141-B143, C20-C26, C40-C42, DDR and Saar, some
excellent pickings present, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Postal History Jumble. Over 175 covers and cards with material such as C15-C19 on cover,
B172 on cover, 1230 on cover, 600-616 on cover, Poland German Occupation N103 on cover, C36 on Graf Zeppelin
flight, Berlin 9N79 first day cover, with many more premium items, if you collect or deal in Germany, this is your lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Postal Card and Cover Collection. 39 postally used covers including a couple early airmail
postal cards, 5 early Thurn and Taxis covers, a lovely Prussia 2sg cover, 20 mostly Empire period Marine or Seapost
covers including some interesting Africa strikes, a fascinating lot of interesting covers, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

German Area, German POW Mail From Japan Collection. 21 cards and/or covers from Japan to
Germany, with a great array of censored markings, chops and POW handstamps, a tremendous lot, a very interesting
collection that will delight the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Collection of Mint & Used, 1850-1960. Consisting of two volumes, first volume is a mint &
used Saar collection over (385) stamps, with many varieties, the second volume is over (700) mint & used stamps, from
the general German area, with better cancels and varieties, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Collection Balance. On dealer cards, loose pages and a large stockbook, containing:
Cameroun, “Hollenzollern” postal card, canceled clear Nola c.d.s., Danzig 19 postally used covers and a Danzig
collection on loose pages, German a stock of early Germania issues from Reichpost issues with a few
Zusammendrucke issues, some early small semi-postals, C35, C36 (2), C37, C39, C40 used on piece, C43, C45 (2),
C56, a good Memel selection with some interesting occupation issues. An interesting mass of stamps with a few decent
Zeppelin issues and a few odds and ends, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Area, Fresh and Clean Collection, 1849-1951. Includes States, Colonies, Plebiscites, good WWI
Germany and occupied countries; no Republic. Scott $7,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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m

643

H/m

644

H/m
German Area, Useful Collection. Very attractive mint and used collection; singles, postal stationery, picture
post cards from the German realm; interesting cancels, worth a look. Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

645

)

646

H/m/)

647

H

648

German Area, Collection. Housed in a blue album, includes better Inflation issues, shades and types; good
States (particularly Baden and Württemberg) Offices and some Colonies; some Third Reich, DDR and post-war
Officials and Dues; nice cancels throughout, including good town strikes, F.-V.F., a bit of everything in nice quality,
some not often seen—so please view. Scott approximately $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

649

m
German Area, WWI-Era Collection, 1914-18. Clean and mostly used, on pages; includes excellent
Colonies, Danzig, Bohemia & Moravia. Scott $3,150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

650

m
German Area, Fresh Collection, 1914-18. On pages housing WWI-era issues; some attractive cancels;
includes Danzig, Belgian and French Occupation issues, Upper Silesia, Marienwerder, etc. Scott $1,225 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

651

HH/H/m

652

H/m
German States, High Catalog Collection, 1849-1870. A fairly complete collection on Scott Specialty album
pages with blanks inserted throughout for varieties; loaded with high values in less-than-Fine condition, but also with a
good number of $25-$150 stamps that are F-VF and a few that are higher value; also loaded with varieties, proofs,
essays, etc.; a few highlights (all F-VF) Baden #24 (used), Bavaria #1 (unused without gum), Saxony 11 (VF mint block
of 4, LH at top, NH at bottom), Württemberg 40 (unused without gum) & 60b (corner margin block of 4, three NH). An
intriguing lot with a huge catalog value and worthy of a clareful inspection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

653

)

German Area, Collection. Excellent clean used collection; Bavaria and Württemberg well represented,
Germany has a solid selection, including 1925-29 State Arms Semi-Postals, build on a strong foundation. Scott $7,400+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1945-55. Housed in a Schaubek album, better mint has 664a, 669,
667-668, Saar mint 232-245, B84-B88, used C12, the souvenir sheets alone should be worth our low estimate, some
mixed condition, review suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

German Area, Sea Post Cancels, 1890-1935. A collection of 20 cards in a album, most cards have either
the German Seapost cancel, or a scene of an ocean liner, a few gorgeous cards present, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Collection of Locals & Local Postal Cards, 1840-1950. One volume holding postal card
collection of over (80) locals, mint & used, unlisted in Michel Ganzachen Deutschland or Michel Privatpostmarken
catalogs, with Berlin, Bamburg, Braunschweig, Breslin, Crefeld, Danzig, Darmstadt, Erfurt, Dresden, Frankfort,
Hamburg, Hannover, Leipzig, Zeite, second volume contains over (350) Private Posts and facsimiles, arranged
alphabetically by city, a tremendous collection that should be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Pre-WWII Selection. On stock pages and loose pages, containing Bosnia and Herzegovina
with some interesting Austrian occupation issues: Italian, Crete, Romania, West Ukraine, Levant, German WWI
surcharged Empire issues - Plebiscites and Occupation issues of Belgium, Poland, Romania, Rheinland, Eupen and
Malmedy, Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Silesia and a moderately to mostly complete Memel and Danzig, plenty of
useful stamps, be sure to view to fully appreciate, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1945. Over 2,000 stamps in a stock book, material ranges
from Scott 1//527a, B42//B169, C1//C5, O6//O77, OL3//OL12, plus a few states, offices, occupations, some useful
duplication, with individual stamps up to about $80 each in value, inspection is urged, F.-V.F., a good beginner’s lot.
Scott $2,300.
Estimate $150 - 200

German States, Stampless Cover Collection, 1625-1860. Over 130 stampless covers, straight lines, c.d.s.
and tombstones, some colored, with some 17th & 18th century folded letter sheets, towns include Ansbach, Beilngries,
Wriezen, Ottobeuern, Stuttgart, Oberndorf, Rottweil, Tuttlingen, Grafenwohr, well worth our low estimate, please take a
look, F.-V.F. Scott $2,545+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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654

H/m

655

H/m

656

HH/H/m Germany, Extensive Specialized Collection, 1872-1945. A phenomenal specialized collection, the vast
majority being signed or with certificates; collection abounds with varieties: shades, watermarks, papers, etc.; starts
with an in-depth section of Shield types (most with certs); excellent 1875-77 issues with multiple shades, including 2M
(Scott 36) in 7 shades; 1889-1900 issues, many shades signed; unbelievable “Germania” including perf varieties and
War and Peacetime printings; most used Inflations (all being signed); very attractive Airmails including good showing of
early issues and many Zeppelins; excellent Third Reich, majority n.h., etc.; one of the finest specialized singles
collections we have seen in a very long time, including many varieties not listed in Scott. Michel €95,000 ($110,680)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

657

)

658

H

659

)

660

Germany, Fokker Aviation Brochures and Photographs, 1923-30. 30 pieces of ephemera from the
earliest days, 1923, to the merger with General Motors in 1930, a group unparalleled, each being a rarity and ideal for
the serious student of German aviation and Fokker in particular, VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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German States: North German Confederation and Alsace-Lorraine, Collection. In typical Scott number
format. North German Confederation with a decent level of completion with four covers and a nice group of cancels on
various stamps, Alsace and Lorraine section is 19 stamps and two covers, with a few great clear and readable town
cancels, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German States: North German Confederation, Amazing Collection, 1868-70. On eight hand-made
exhibition-size pages in Lindner 18-ring vinyl pages; mainly used with c.d.s. and other desirable handstamps/cancels;
many choice items, including Officials, pairs, blocks, a great cover. and more than four dozen Franco-Prussian War
Alsace-Lorraine Occupation stamps; tremendous variety for a narrow area that can be built upon for high-level exhibit,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $11,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Germany, 1912 Rhine & Main Airmails - The Mounted Collection Balance. About 90 cards, virtually all
used, on 76 Exhibition pages; included are 13 Royal Family cards, 5 “Weisser Hund” cards, 5 Foreign destinations
(Holland, England & 3 Switzerland), a set of 3 Eugen Bracht cards, a Eugen Sekula card with a “Gelbur Hund”, as well as
two other “Gelbur Hund” cards and a good bit of collateral; also incs mint stamps, even a 20pf “E. EL. P.” (thinned). As for
condition, there are a few problems, as should be expected on a collection of this scope, but overall, an exceptional
balance from the collection that was the basis for the 2009 book Grand Duchess Eleonore’s Postkartenwoche, The
Rhein / Main Airmails, 9 - 23 June 1912 by Terry Pizzala [a copy of which is included]. (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Germany, Highly Specialized Collection, 1872-1932. An impressive, mainly mint collection of several
hundred stamps on album pages; innumerable highlights throughout, but a few would include (mint unless noted) #10
(7kr Small Shield, o.g., h.r., F-VF), a 2gr Large Shield Essay in red-brown (Mi. 20P, o.g., h.r., tiny thin speck), 46/50 (10
different Essays/Proofs), 65C-74 overprinted “Specimen”, 75b, 79b, 81c//95c (many watermarked Germania pre-war
printings, most signed Bloch), 187a (4m imperf corner block of 9, NH), lots of Inflation Period varieties, B24 with vertical
watermark (Mi 398 X, LH, €2000 if NH), B32a (“PE” variety, VF used), a Very Fine IPOSTA sheet, and much, much
more; condition, once you get past the 1872 Eagles, which are complete mint/unused, but extremely mixed quality, is
just about all F-VF. A fabulous lot for the specialist. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Germany, Collection of Parcel Cards to Drutte-Braunschweig, 1944. Over 90 cards neatly mounted on
quadrille album pages from different cities mailed to the WWII Polish forced labor camp in Drutte-Braunschweig mostly
from 1944, all franked with Hitler head denominations, also included is a 1940 cover from Dachau Concentration Camp,
an unusual collection; some minor faults with a few cards, otherwise F.-V.F., a scarce group (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Germany, Premium Selection of Zeppelin Covers. Beautiful, clean and valuable group of 17 covers,
comprising 14 Zeppelin covers plus an unused ballon card and two better flight covers: one a 1934 example with the
complete set of the 1934 Workers series; the 14 Zepp covers are excellent, nearly all on their original public auction lot
cards from a prominent New York City firm, including numerous South American and Chicago flight franked examples,
etc.; lovely select quality group, F.-V.F. or better, well worth inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Germany, Hufeisen (“Horseshoe”) Cancels, 1864-1871. A meticulous collection of these intriguing
cancels and covers stored in a large stockbook, with over 120 stamps and 30 covers, starts with Berlin and continues
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alphabetically by town, most represented with a cancelled stamp and a cover or card, includes a nice selection of
Cologne cancels, a serious find for the avid specialist, worth many times our low estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Germany, Mint Third Reich Collection, 1933-45. Regular Issues and Semi-Postals are complete including
a never hinged Ten Year Sheet (B58) with a couple of light creases in the margins and a never hinged OSTROPA sheet
with a slightly trimmed top edge and the usual brown gum; there a a number of nice NH scattered throughout including
#436-441 & B106 and a few imperfs (B237, B249 & B287 pair, all NH)condition is just about all F-VF (though with a few
slight problems from using Crystal mounts). (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Germany, Picture Postcard Collection, 1900-18. Consists of 83 Gruss Aus picture postcards including a
mini postcard from Hamburg, and 101 mostly postcards with a few postal cards and cover thrown in of Feldpost or
Marine Schiffspost cancels, includes warships and military, we note a Zeppelin card and a card celebrating UBoat 9’s
exploits, with many multicolored, a choice lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

German and Liechtenstein, Airmail and Zeppelin Covers. 32 different covers, starting with two German
Gelber Hund CL4 on postal cards, 14 German Zeppelin covers including C36 (2), C37 on large legal size envelope and
Polar Flights C42 (3) and Liechtenstein 16 airmail stamps flown on Zeppelins with Zeppelin cachets, C1-6 on one cover,
C6 (5), C7 on post card, C8 on cover and C15 Hindenburg stamp. Decent condition with several quite scarce and
valuable covers, a great selection of this popular area, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Wonderfully Useful Collection, 1872-1945. Housed in two hingeless albums, each highly
complete; many clean and attractive Classics, including “Chicago Flight”; most better stamps signed, with selection of
excellent signed Officials. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Remarkable Germania Collection, 1914-18. Housed in a stockbook; mostly duplicates of 5 in
sets including high values; includes Poland, Belgium, Lithuania and Romania (noted Dues and “9th Army” issues);
some on piece with many attractive cancels; includes a set of 2 “Dorpat” (signed); catalogues a few thousand Euros
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Germany, “Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck, The Events and Times that Molded the Man”. 40 pages from the
award-winning 7-frame exhibit, plus some unmounted material, most of it related directly to Vorbeck. The collection
includes six autographs, comprising a signed photo and three handwritten & signed letters, one written in 1885 as a 15
year old youth, the other two being postcards from 1935 & 1937, and two cut signatures; there also are numerous
picture postcards and photos, plus various articles related to his exploits, pictures of buildings and streets that were
named for him, 1941 Berlin City bonds with his printed signature as General Director, and even a $5 silver coin bearing
his likeness on the obverse, which was issued by Palau in 1999; also is an autograph of Vorbeck’s friend/wartime
adversary, Jan C. Smuts, twice-elected Prime Minister of South Africa, and two German language hard-cover books,
one written by Vorbeck, Heia Safari, Deutschlands Kampf in Ostafrika, the other Afrika zu ûntern Füssen, the illustrated
story of the abortive flight of the Airship L-59 from Bulgaria to resupply Vorbeck’s troops, as told by the flight engineer. A
marvelous lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany, Collection of Airmails, 1912-44. A fairly complete, mostly mint collection on album pages;
includes (all mint) C2a (imperf corner single, partially gummed), C9a (NH), C20-26, C35-45 and a nice showing of
Semi-Official Airmails; virtually all clean and F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany, Inflation Cover Accumulation, 1920’s. Approximately 500 inflation covers, mostly 20th century,
with some wonderful frankings, various town cancels, mixed condition, inspection needed, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 800
Germany, WWI Picture Postcards, 1914-18. 50 picture postcards of German troops, bases, dead bodies,
maneuvers, etc., some have been posted, rarely found this nice, be sure and check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Germany, Rhein-Main Pioneer Flight Stamps, 1912 (Michel I-VI). Group of 17 mounted in two pages,
comprising Michel I x5, including. three mint; II x3, mint; III x4, including. three mint; IV x2, mint & used; V, mint; VI x2,
including. one with 2009 Bretl certificate. We also noted two postcard fragments; one with IV & 5Pf Germania stamp,
other with IV, mostly Very Fine. Michel €2,079 ($2,420) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Germany, Inflation Era Full Sheet Collection, 1921-31. Includes 137, 138, 145 (2), 143 (3), 144(3), 146
(10), 148 (7), 149 (3), 170 (3), and many more, modest duplication, mixed condition, please review, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Germany, Excellent Collection, 1872-1945. Housed in a 1934 Schwaneberger album, exceptionally clean
throughout; good level of completion throughout (earlies are sparcer, not surprisingly); Germany and States (Bavaria
and Württemberg are particularly well documented), Plebiscites, Danzig, Saar, Schleswig, Allenstein, Upper Silesia
and WWI Occupations, a nice selection, worth viewing. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Germany, Near-Complete Third Reich Collection. Clean and fresh, with only the Zeppelin overprints and a
handful of individual stamps missing (and no souvenir sheets); includes complete runs of the Hindenberg series, 1934
Nurbergring Auto Races, 1938 Franchise stamps, se-tenant Hindenberg and Hitler values, mint Wagner set, 1939
Danzig set and several pieces with commemorative cancels, Fine up throughout, must view to fully appreciate. Scott
approximately $1,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Germany, Town View Post Card Collection. Late 19th and early 20th century containing 128 cards, most
are postally used of mostly Hamburg and area showing scenes of various famous building or town views, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Germany, Stunning Bahnpost (Railway Post) Cancel Collection, 1868-1950s. Over 600 items on
30-pages of Lighthouse stock book; includes some covers and scarce inflation-era; plus bibliographical and philatelic
information on Bahnpost cancellations, as well as a small catalogue; includes a few dozen cancels on German State
stamps (mainly North German Confederation); most are late nineteenth and early twentieth century; this material is
much sought after and highly desirable; Absolutely Fabulous! generally Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Germany, Impressive and Attractive Collection, 1872-1932. Housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album;
includes many signed color varieties, many attractive cancels; Bavaria and Württemberg lead the States; note Scott
#24 mint and signed, #26 mint and a 1902 Germania “Dfutsches Post” plate flaw (Scott #66a, used); strength is in
Inflation issues, Semi-Postals, etc. Scott approximately $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

German Offices in China, Boxer Rebellion, 1900-01. Marvelous collection of about 40 “pieces”, including
multiples, of German stamps plus 7 stamps of Kiautschou, canceled in China between 1 Sep 1900 and 1902; 28 (ing a
few Offices in China) are Feldpost Stations 1//10, the rest include Peking, Shanghai, Tientsin & K.D. Feldpoststaion a or
b; of the seven Kiautschou, five bear Peking c.d.s.’s, the other two are Feldpost Station No. 1; several high values are
included including three 2m (P V k I) canceled Sta. No. 2, No. 4 & Peking and three 3m (P V l I or II) canceled Sta. No. 7,
K.D. Feldpoststaion b & Peking. A spectacular lot, virtually all clean and Fine to Very Fine. Michel value, without regard
to shade of the basic stamp, is about €19,000 ($24,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
German Offices in China, Superb Postal History Collection, 1898-1914. A remarkable, nicely presented
collection comprising approximately 40 covers or items of postal stationery, each selected for interest, assembled on
Lindner pages, many annotated (in German), along with certification, etc. There are some truly stellar pieces here,
notably a very scarce private ship cancel on “China” overprint 10pf card with detailed notations by J. Kilian, numerous
First Issue diagonal “China” overprint covers, a splendid and rare 1901 picture post card used at Tientsin franked by the
elusive 5pf Tientsin handstamp (MI #9, Scott #18, $1500 on cover), signed Bothe & Hamecher with 1999 Jakubek
certificate, an equally rare 1901 10pf postal card with Tientsin handstamp used to Oldenburg (signed Bühler) and much,
much more too numerous to note, including Boxer items, rare cancels and frankings. Items are fresh, and generally in
true “German” quality, F.-V.F. or better, be sure to view all images on the Web (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Offices in China, Petschili Cancels, 1898-1914. Includes 26 stamps & 8 covers or cards mounted
on pages, with Petschili cancels on forerunners, Germany issues and yachts, includes cover with Petschilli
Feldpostbrief cancel, postal card with Petschili cancel, three items with certificates, inspection please, F.-V.F., an
extraordinary specialist’s lot.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Offices in China, General von Lettow-Vorbeck Collection, 1900-03. 14 pages from the
award-winning 7-frame exhibit relating to events that took place in German South West Africa during Vorbeck’s posting
there during the Boxer Rebellion. The collection includes about 20 Fieldpost covers or cards (including Navy Shipposts
Nos. 13, 26, 28, 38, 64 & 67, East Asia Exped. Corps a & b (Field Hospital 1), Fieldpost Stations No. 2 (3), 4, 5, 7 (2), 8
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(2), 9 (2) & 10) and four picture postcards with related subjects, as well as an unused Fieldpost Money Order
(ex-Friedemann), a stereo card of the East Asiatic German Infantry in formation and a China Campaign Medal for
“Victorious Combatants” (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
683
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German Offices in China, Excellent Collection Balance, 1898-1919. On album pages; highlights include
(Scott numbers, mint unless noted) 1e (3, one NH with corner creases - Mi. 1 I a), 1d (2), 1b (used), 1a (NH block of 4),
4-6 in NH gutter pairs (Mi. 4 II ZS-6 II ZS, €730), 16a (slight tone spot), 24-32 overprinted “Specimen” (€2250), 36b, 36b
only white retouched (used) and 36A; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott
plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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German Offices in China, Cancel Collection, 1899-1920. A cancellation collection of 75 stamps and 24
covers or cards mounted on pages, with town cancels, railroad cancels, feldposts, expedition posts, seapost, well
annotated with examples of the postmarks on piece and on cover, a superb collection well worth close inspection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Offices in China, Mint and Used Collection, 1898-1919. Balance of the specialized collection
consisting of about 175 stamps including shades, cancels and duplicates; highlights include (Michel numbers, mint
unless noted) 1 Ib (2), 15-27 both mint & used (plus mint 27 IV), 28-37 used and 38-47 both mint & used, etc.; generally
clean and Fine to Very Fine. SG £5,500 ($7,150) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Offices in China, Covers, 1884-1914. A sweet collection of 50 covers, postal cards and picture
postcards, with town cancels Shanghai, Hankau, Tientsin, Tonka, Tsinantu, Peking, Tongkin among others, generally
full strikes, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Offices in China, Forerunners Collection, 1897-1914. 22 stamps and 12 covers/cards, includes
forerunners, with a selection of better postal stationery such as Chefoo Local Postal Card uprated with China #49 (2)
and Germany #48, cover to Germany with strip of three #49, valuable and desirable material, inspection is a must,
F.-V.F., a great lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Offices in China, Excellent Collection of Forerunners, 1886-1901. 34 pieces (16 of them with
more than one stamp) and two covers, all identified by Michel and signed by the appropriate experts, arranged on five
six stocksheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Offices in China, Premium Items. Group of 18 intact auction lots from two different German
auctions, most of which are individual stamps or covers including (Michel numbers) Boxer Rebellion use of German
stamps: 20pf Germania (PVd) pair canceled Tongku, 40pf Germania (PVf) tied on piece by Peking c.d.s., 50pf
Germania (PVg) pair canceled K.D.Feldpost Sta. No. 2 & single tied on piece by K.D.Feldpost Sta. No. 8; also Offices in
China 1901 50pf (22) tied on piece by K.D.Feldpost Sta. No. 10; and a group of 9 Forerunners (V 40//44) canceled
Shanghai (most on piece), plus Germany 10pf & 50pf Eagles (V47d, V50d) on an 1898 cover from Tientsin to Bremen,
as well as five other covers or cards and several more stamps. A fabulous lot. Also included is a random group of about
150 lower priced German Colonies that apparently had nowhere else to go.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Offices in China, Group of About 30 Stamps & Two Covers, 1893-1910. stamps comprise a
selection of 11 German 2m used in China (Mi V 37 shades) and German 80pf, 1m, 2m & 3m “Reichpost” used in China
(2m canceled Feldpost Station No.2, others Peking, 2m & 3m signed, 3m repaired); also a “5 pf” Foochow provisional
(16, Mi. 7 II) canceled Foochow 4 Aug 1900, and a group of 1899-1901 Kiauchau Forerunners, mostly first “China”
overprints, including Mi. V 5 I & II, V 48d, etc. Covers are a 5-country postcard mailed locally in Peking with stamps of
Japanese & French Offices, plus China 5c and a 10pf Germania, all tied by appropriate cancels and including a Russian
Offices in Peking c.d.s. (no stamp), all dated 19 Apr 1901. All on the original German auction lot cards on which they
were purchased., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Cancels on German Stamps, 1887-1914. Housed in stock pages, consisting of
64 stamps and 11 covers, cancels include Shanghai & Tientsin on Germany Scott #47, 48 & 51, a cover with pair of #49
and block of eight of #51, an intriguing collection for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Used Collection, 1878-1914. 38 stamps, many on pieces showing complete
strike of cancel mounted on pages, includes Tsingtau Marine Feldpost, Kiauchau cancels, with many scarce varieties,
review please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Offices in China, Forerunners Collection, 1878-1910. 42 forerunners, most on piece showing
complete town cancel, a fascinating lot with high catalog value, viewing should prove to be rewarding, F.-V.F.,
specialist’s delight; examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
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m
German Offices in China, Group of 59 Neatly Canceled Stamps, 1898-1908. Among the highlights are 10
Forerunners (including a 2m strip of 4, Mi. V 37e, Jäschke-Lantelme certificate), 1901 3pf dark orange brown (Mi. 15b,
signed Bothe & Steurer BPP), and 1905 $1½ & $2½ unwatermarked surcharges on pieces canceled Shanghai & Amoy,
respectively, both signed Bothe BPP, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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German Offices in China, Group of 11 Stamps & 8 Covers, 1893-1910. The stamps include German
Germanias used in China (10pf (2), 20pf (2) & 30pf (Mi. P Vc, Vd & Ve); Kiauchau 3pf, 10pf, 20pf & 50pf Yachts used in
Peking (1901-02), a 5pf “China” 40º overprint canceled Hankau, and a 5pf 1901 “China” overprint canceled undated
“CHIN WANG TAO/ Deutsche Post” circular postmark; covers in 5 Forerunners (1890-99) and 3 Boxer Feldpost cards
to Germany: undated “Peking/ Deutsche Post” (Oct 1900), Feldpost Station No. 8 with undated “Shanhaikuan/
Deutsche Post” (Jan 1901), and Feldpost Station No. 9 (Jul 1901). All on the original German auction lot cards on which
they were purchased., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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German Offices in China, Collection, 1898-1914. Includes 31 stamps and 23 covers/cards, better has
picture postcard with China Scott #99 & Offices in China #2, postal card uprated with pair Offices in China #1, and a
postal card with Offices in China #28 & Kiauchau #12, a superb collection that demands inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Cancellation Collection, 1898-1920. Over 100 stamps mounted on pages,
neatly arranged alphabetically by city, includes forerunners, seaposts and feldposts, town cancels are generally strong
and complete, close inspection is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Offices in China, Tsintau Specialized Collection. 50 stamps on home made pages, each with
lovely clear Tsintau cancels, starting with six forerunner issues and 1 postal card with clear strike and selection of early
office overprint issues, including: 1 (4), 1a (5), 2 (4), 3 (5), 4 (3), 5, 6 (3), 2a (2), 3a (7), 4a (7, one with second day of
issue), 5a and 6a (2). A great specialized collection for the German or Chinese enthusiast, generally F.-V.F. Michel
€2,900 ($3,380) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
German Offices in China, Used Forerunner Collection, 1898-1914. 35 used stamps housed in hingeless
pages, with a terrific range of forerunners, Marine Schiffsposts, rare material at bargain prices, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Offices in China & Kiauchau, Postal History, 1898-1914. 27 covers/cards in a binder, includes
items such as picture postcard of Chinese maiden to Germany franked with Kiauchau Scott #24, mint Chefoo Local
Post Card, Shanghai 1¢ & 5¢ Local envelopes, Shanghai mint 20 cash Local Post Card, primo material here, be sure
and examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Offices in China, German Stamps Used in China. On pieces with various Chinese postmarks
from the late 19th century on 44 stamps on 25 pieces plus six loose stamps, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
German Offices in Morocco, Nearly Complete Collection, 1899-1919. Including several numbers both
mint & used; highlights include (Scott numbers, mint unless noted) 7-15 overprinted “Specimen” (60c on 50pf Red
Cross), 16D, 17 (3, two are type II), 18 (used), 19, 19D (used), 31 (Mi. 32 A, €180), 32 (used), 44 (NH) and 54-56 (used);
condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $5,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Offices in Morocco & Togo, Forerunners Collection, 1896-1903. Collection mounted on four
pages, with Casablanca, Lome & Tanger postmarks, better noted (Michel numbers) include Togo (V37e, V48d x6,
V50d), plus postal card to Germany. We also noted some German stamps with “Deutsche Seepost” markings &
Hapag-American Packet stamps, F.-V.F. Michel €400 ($470) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Interesting Assortment. Comprises about 50 covers, 16 of which
are Forerunners or later German stamps/postal stationery used in Turkey; the remaining 34 comprise 14 covers or
cards franked with overprinted stamps and 20 pieces of overprinted postal stationery; in addition, there is a 1905 1½pi
on 30pf with a broken “1” (Mi. 28 I, €900) used on piece, and Forerunners V44a and M46c (pair & single); virtually all
F-VF and all intact, as purchased in a German auction (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1884-1912. A nearly complete collection on album pages;
highlights include (Scott numbers, mint unless noted) 1-6 (used), 23 (used), 24d (2), 24B, 27-28 (used), 29-30, 42,
53-54 (used) and 55-59 (used); condition is virtually all F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at
€1=$1. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1884-1920. Over 640 used stamps mounted on
hingeless pages, with Offices in China Scott #33-35, 36A, Samoa 66-67, 16-19, Offices in Turkey 21-23, 24B, German
New Guinea 7-19, German East Africa 1-5, German South West Africa 22-25, Cameroun 7-19, Caroline Islands 7-19,
Kiauchau 33-42, Mariana Islands 29, Marshall Islands 1-6, Togo 7-19, with some better cancels, fresh and generally
F.-V.F., an incredible and valuable lot; inspection invited. Scott approximately $50,000. Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint Collection, 1889-1920. Over 500 mint stamps presented in a
binder, with mint Offices in China Scott #16, Kiauchau 19-22, Offices in Morocco 41-44, Offices in Turkey 24B, German
New Guinea 1-6, German East Africa 19-21, German South West Africa 22-25, Cameroun 1-6, Caroline Islands 16-19,
Mariana Islands 26-29, Marshall Islands 22-25, Samoa 66-69, Togo 16-19, also includes complete panes; huge
aggregate catalog value; a magnificent collection for the most meticulous collector, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint and Used Collection, 1884-1920. Mounted on KaBe pages,
with Offices in China Scott #37-46, Offices in Morocco 7-19, Offices in Turkey 43-54, German New Guinea 7-19,
German East Africa 1-5, German South West Africa 13-25, Cameroun 7-19, Caroline Islands 16-19, Kiauchau 33-42,
Mariana Islands 17-29 mint, Marshall Islands, Samoa 51-56, Togo 1-6, F.-V.F., a remarkable collection with a
correspondingly huge catalog value; examine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. In Lindner album with various used stamps with many
attractive socked-on-the-nose cancels, many stamps with full strikes on piece and several used postal stationary
entires and postally used covers, with notable items that include Offices in China: Germany #49 with Shanghai cancel,
1-6, 19 tied to piece with BPP certificate, 24-35, 36A, 37-45, 47-56, Offices in Morocco: 1-6, 1-6 tied to registered cover
with Mogador (Morocco) cancels, 16-19D, 29-32, 33-40, 42-43, 45-57, Offices in Turkey: 1-3, 5-6, 8-12, 13-23, 24B,
36-42, 43-54, 55-59, German New Guinea: 1-4, 13-17, 19 with Edgar Mohrmann certificate, German East Africa:
Germany #49 with Dar-Es-Salaam cancel, 1-5, 6-10, 19-21, 22-29, 31-38, plus a selection of town cancels on Yacht
issues, South West Africa: 1-4, 7-12, 22-23, 25, 26-32, 34, plus a selection of town cancels on Yacht issues, Cameroun:
1-6, 14-19, Caroline Islands: 5-6, 9a bisect on post card, 15-19, Kiauchau: 15-19, 21, 29-30, 39-41, Mariana Islands:
12-15, 17-28, Marshall Islands: 3-6, 7-10, 12, 18-25, Samoa: 51-56, 64-69, Togo: 1-6, 17-18, 46-47 and 53. Overall
condition appears mostly sound with many great cancels and difficult high values issues not typically seen outside of
Germany, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. On home-made Safe pages in spring back album, mostly
used stamps with many attractive socked-on-the-nose cancels, many stamps with full strikes on piece and several used
postal stationery entires and post cards, with notable items that include Offices in China: Michel 48b Shanghai, Michel
48d Tientsin, 5 (3 NH), Offices in Morocco: 1-6, 14, 20-31, 53 (4), 54, 55 (5), 57, Offices in Turkey: 22, 41, German East
Africa: 6-10 on registered piece with Lindi postmarks, 29 on registered piece, 2½ Heller WUGA issue pair, South West
Africa: 23, 25, 24 NH, German New Guinea: 1-6 used, 16-19 used, 7-19 LH/NH, 16 mint sheet of 20, Mariana Islands:
26, Marshall Islands: 11, 23, Samoa: 55 (2), 66 (2), 67 (3) and 68 (2). Overall condition appears mostly sound with many
great cancels from a diverse range of cities not typically seen outside of Germany, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. On Borek pages in spring back album, mostly used
stamps with many attractive cancels, with notable items that include Cameroun: 17-18, 19 mint, 25 mint, Caroline
Islands: 1-4, 6, 2a, 3a mint, 5a mint, 6a used on piece with BPP certificate, 16-19, German East Africa 1-5, 6-10, 11-21,
25-29, 31-41 (1r and 2r are mint), all three values of Wuga set, German New Guinea: 1-4, 7-15, 17, German South West
Africa: 7-12, 7a, 13-25, 26-34 (3m and 5m are mint), Offices in China: 1-6, 2a-6a, 16, 24-36A, 37-46, 47-56, Offices in
Morocco: 1-6, 7-18, 19A, 20-32, 33-43, 44 mint, 54, 56-57 mint, Offices in Turkey: 1-4, 6, 8-12, 13-24B, 31-39, 41, 43-54
(15pi is mint), 55-59 (59 is mint), Kiauchau: 10-18, 19 mint, 22 mint, 28, 30, 33-42 ($1½ and $2½ are mint, extra $1½ and
4 extra $2½), Mariana Islands: 12a, 16 mint, 17-28, Marshall Islands: 1-6 (50pf is mint), 22, 24, Samoa: 55-56 mint,
58-65, 66, 68, 69, Togo: 1-6 and 19. Many great cancels and of higher quality not typically seen outside of Germany,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $21,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Unusual Used Collection, 1880s-1910s. A marvelous collection of
several hundred stamps, which, in addition to a very nice “normal” collection of a few hundred different, also includes 24
covers and more than 400 stamps collected for cancellation, all neatly arranged in a largr stockbook; the normal
collection is loaded with $100-and-up stamps, while the covers include such highlights as German New Guinea 2m
#17; Kiautschou “5 pfg.” surcharge #1a, pair to Wilhelmshaven (foxed); Marshall Is. 10pf bisect (9a, cat. $8,000) on a
printed matter cover from Jaluit to Ponape, Caroline Is. (tear along a vertical file crease not affecting stamp); and Togo
5m #19 registered to Hanover. And, finally, the cancellations, though not always complete strikes, include many scarce
items, among them a good number of Forerunners and DSWA Wanderstampels; as for condition, it is just about all
clean and F-VF with a few minor problems on some of the best numbers. All in all, quite an impressive collection—one
that probably required a lifetime to assemble. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

716

H/m
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Excellent Collection, 1884-1919. Fairly complete (no British
Occupation issues), mixed mint & used, on European album pages; includes just about every stamp cataloging to $500
or so, plus a few better like mint Offices in China #16 and Kiautschou 31 (NH) & 32; F-VF throughout. A great lot. Scott
$16,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

717

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint Collection, 1884-1919. A few hundred different, plus a several
mint postal cards, in a Lindner “T” hingeless album; higher values are scattered throughout including Offices in China
#36A, 46, Turkey 24B, 41 (NH), 42 (regummed), Cameroun 7-19 (NH, with certificate), German East Africa 41 (NH),
German South West Africa 6 (with certificate), 25 (NH), 42 (NH), etc.; condition is just about all F-VF, though there is a
good bit of regumming present. Scott $11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1897-1914. Over 850 mint & used stamps
residing in a King stockbook, includes forerunners, German New Guinea mint Scott #19 (2), used 16-18, German East
Africa used 21 (2), German South West Africa mint 25 (3), Cameroun mint 16-19, Caroline Islands 16-19, plenty of
useful saleable stamps, huge aggregate catalog value; please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. Mostly used stamps neatly laid out on small stock page,
some with large full cancels tied to piece, containing Yacht high values from Cameroun, Caroline Islands, Offices in
China, Offices in Morocco, German East Africa, German New Guinea, German South West Africa, Kiauchou, Mariana
Islands, Marshall Islands and Togo. Many great cancels and of higher quality or scarce stamps not typically seen
outside of Germany, generally F.-V.F. Scott $12,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. On home made pages with various mostly used stamps
with many attractive cancels, with notable items that include Cameroun: 1-6 mint, 1-4, 7-12 mint, 14-18 mint, Caroline
Islands 1-4, 6, German East Africa: 1-5 (2 sets), 6-10 (2 sets), 11-21, 22-29, 39 mint, 41 mint, German New Guinea: 1-6
(5-6 are mint), 1a, 7-17, 19, German South West Africa: 1-4, 5-6 mint, 7-12 (11 is mint), 22-25, 22-23 mint, 24, 25 mint,
Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1-3, 5 mint, 6, 8-12, 23, Kiauchau: 20, 22 mint, 39-42 (2 mint sets of high values), Marshall
Islands: 1-4, 8-12 mint, Mariana Islands: 11-16, 17-29 (5m is used), Samoa: 51-55, 57-69 mint, 68 used, Togo: 1-6 (6 is
mint) and 18. Many great cancels and of higher quality or scarce stamps not typically seen outside of Germany,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $9,900 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

m

H/)

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint Collection, 1898-1914. Over 1,300 mint stamps presented in a
Prophilia stock books, better includes Offices in China Scott #45 (2), Offices in Morocco 55 (3), 56, 57 (2), Offices in
Turkey 21, New Guinea 16, 18, German East Africa 20 (2), German South West Africa 33, Cameroun 16 (2), Caroline
Islands 18, Kiauchau 22, Mariana Islands 29, Togo 19, careful inspection is suggested as many are NH, a lovely lot for
the savvy dealer, F.-V.F., a wonderful lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection, 1884-1914. Over 350 mint & used stamps, includes
Offices in China 47-54, 56, Offices in Morocco 33-44, Offices in Turkey 13-23, 24B, Caroline Islands 1-6, 8-18,
Kiauchau 29, 39-40, Mariana Islands 1-6, German New Guinea 1-6, German East Africa 1-5, German South West
Africa 22-25, a very attractive & useful collection, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal History Collection, 1897-1914. 90 items with 2 covers, 5
postal stationery and 83 picture postcards, with material such as Zieher East Africa stamp card franked with Scott #16,
many cards of natives with several nudes, huts, wild animals and 25 Cameroun stamps, enormous retail value, a useful
collection sure to be a pleaser, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. In Lindner album, containing Offices in China: 1-6, 24-35,
36A (one mostly NH set and one mostly o.g. set), 37-46 mostly NH set, 47-56, plus various duplicates and varieties,
German East Africa: 11-18, 20-21, 22-26, 28-29, 31-41, South West Africa: 1-4, 7-12, 13-25, Kiauchou: 14-22, 23-30,
33-42, Mariana Islands 17-29, Marshall Islands 3-6, 10-12, 13-25, Samoa 51-56 and 57-69. Most of the stamps appear
sound, generally F.-V.F..
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

723

)

724

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Primarily Used Collection, 1897-1919. Impressive collection of a
few hundred stamps from Cameroun, German East Africa, German New Guinea, Mariana Is., Marshall Is. and Samoa
plus German Offices in China & Morocco and a few Togo, all arranged on Lindner “T” hingeless blank pages; loaded
with $100-and-up stamps including (used unless noted) Cameroun 16-18, German East Africa 41, German New
Guinea 16-18, Marianas 13a, 14a, 15, 16, 26-28, Marshalls. 22-24, Samoa 66-68, Off. in China 36b, 45, 46 (mint),
47-56, and Morocco 19b, 32, 42; all clean and F-VF throughout. A great lot. Scott $8,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

725

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Excellent Used Collection, 1884-1919. A few hundred different on
Safe hingeless album pages; very little in the way of complete sets, but lots of high values throughout including Offices
in Morocco #41, 43 & 57 (all signed), Turkey 6, 6a & 29 (all Bothe BPP), Cameroun 18 (2), German East Africa 21
(Bothe BPP), German South West Africa 34 (3), Marianas 29 (Bothe BPP), Samoa 67 (Köhler), etc., etc.; condition is
uniformly clean and F-VF. Scott $9,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1897-1914. Over 500 mint & used stamps
residing in a Maku stock book, includes used Kiauchau Scott #19-20, mint 19-22, Mariana Islands used 29, mint 31 (4),
Marshall Islands mint 25, Samoa mint 66-69, Togo used 16 (2), 18, splendid material for stock, huge catalog value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Colonies, Postal Card and Cover Collection. 48 covers and post cards, with many German
Offices, Seepost covers and an excellent selection of Morocco, and a few interesting forerunners, many interesting
pieces featuring many village scenes and interesting postmarks, a fascinating lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H/m

m

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1914. Over 650, mounted on album
pages, includes Offices in Turkey #1-3, 5-6, 24B, Offices in China 46, Offices in Morocco 29-32, German New Guinea
mint 7-19, German East Africa mint 1-5, German South West Africa 25, Cameroun 16-19, Caroline Islands 16-19,
Kiauchau 39-42, Mariana Islands 17-29, Marshall Islands 13-25, Samoa 57-69, Togo 57-69, many parallel mint & used
sets, useful duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection, 1884-1920. Mounted on clear stock pages, over 540
stamps and over 80 covers and cards, with loads of used Large Yachts, a few used multiples, and plenty of covers,
picture postcards and mint & used postal stationery, a marvelous collection with many saleable items with very
substantial aggregate catalog value, F.-V.F., huge potential, examine please.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1894-1920. Approximately 600 mint & used
stamps stored in a stockbook, includes mint Offices in China 39A, Offices in Morocco 57 (2), Offices in Turkish Empire
21-23, 24B, German New Guinea 23, German East Africa 21 (2), Cameroun, Caroline Islands, Kiauchau, Mariana
Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa & Togo, many full strikes, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, China Cancel Study, 1884-1914. Presented in a springback album,
with 45 stamps & 19 covers or cards, with samples of various postmarks on stamp, piece or cover, many strong
complete strikes, an exceptional selection that will please the fussiest collector, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies, Postal Card and Cover Collection. 20 postally used covers including five Offices in
China postal cards and a cover, a neat Hospital usage on postal stationary, some used postal stationary, interesting
Yacht issues, a neat early Togo forerunner 10ph strip of 6 (1 stamp missing), a fascinating lot for the specialist, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Cancel Study, 1884-1914. Over 500 stamps mounted in two
stockbooks, identified by country & city, as an example German South West Africa has Abbabis, Berseba, Aus,
Gobabis, Kanus, Brackwasser, Gibeon, Hohewarte, Kalkfeld and many others, a great collection with many small
towns, examination suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1898-1920. 340 used stamps mounted on pages,
includes Offices in China Scott #37-44, Offices in Morocco 1-6, Offices in Turkey 31-40, 42, German East Africa 19-21,
German South West Africa 13-25, Cameroun 1-6, and many more, fresh clean lot, viewing is highly recommended,
F.-V.F., a wonderful collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal History, 1899-1914. 69 cards and covers in two small albums,
with Cameroun & Samoa cards of natives, card of a Zulu Chief, Zulu Police on Parade, bird’s-eye view of Aden, native
huts, and a nice group of real photos, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

739

)
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Powerful Collection, 1897-1914. Presented in a small stockbook,
with over 200 stamps and 8 cards or covers, with a Scott #9a on two cards and on a piece, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

742

H/m
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Cancel Study 1894-1914. Over 500 stamps with various city & town
cancels from the Colonies & Offices Abroad, mounted in two stockbooks, cancels are identified and arranged by Colony
or Office and city, an example is South West Africa with Abbabis, Berseba, Aus, Gobabis, Kanus, Brackwasser,
Gibeon, Hohewarte and many more, many small town cancels, a collection well worth investigating, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1914. Several hundred mint & used
stamps, mostly inexpensive examples, with a few covers, a used collection of postmarks, and a wonderful selection of
“Seapost” cancels on stamps, a great deal for a little money, some mixed condition, inspection please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint and Used Collection, 1884-1919. About 190 different on Scott
Specialty album pages; lots of $25-and-up numbers but not too much over $150 or so, and a few of the high values have
small faults (counted at half Scott); otherwise generally F-VF throughout. A useful starter collection. Scott $3,900 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection, 1897-1916. Over 200 mint & used stamps mounted on
Lindner pages, better used includes Offices in China Scott #1-6, 33-35, 36A, Offices in Morocco 1-6, Offices in Turkey,
German New Guinea, 11-21, German South West Africa 22-25, excellent beginner’s lot for further expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1914. 12 picture postcards,
includes Gruss aus Dar-es-Salam, Gruss aus Windhoek, Gruss aus Tanga, Gruss aus Jaluit, German South West
Africa 7 on postcard, all choice cards, please evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal Card and Cover Small Collection. 5 postally used covers
consisting of a forerunner stationary cover with Jerusalem postmark, Caroline Islands 1-6 on registered cover, Offices
in China 19 on post card with Chinese town scene, 10pf Germania on Marine SMS “Seeadler” cover and 10pf Reichpost
on Spanish post card with Bull Fighting scene, via SMS Charlotte, a lovely lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Small Group of Premium Items. Includes two colorful picture
postcards mailed unfranked from German South West Africa, one to Germany, the other to to the U.S.; also all proper
postmarks and cachets mailed from the P.O.W. Camp at Kumamoto Japanto Germany, and another from
Tschingwangtau to Germany and a German East Africa 5p on 10pf postal card uprated with the complete set of 1896
surcharges (6-10) sent registered to Switzerland; additionally, there is a block of 8 of the Greman 1890 2m canceled
Apia, Samoa, 12/9/94 (Mi. V37e) with a Steuer certificate; a most interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Selection, 1901-19. About 200 mostly different on three
album pages and two 2-sided stocksheets; nothing really high priced but plenty of $25-and-up stamps, the best being
used Offices in China #45Morocco 41 (signed Mansfeld), 42, and 56 (signed Bothe BPP); condition is generally F-VF.
An outstanding lot. Scott $1,875 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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German Colonies, Used Collection. Mounted on old-time album pages, and including many better stamps
such as Germans Offices in Turkey 1900 (21-23 & 24d) & 1905-12 (51-54), German Offices in China 1898 (1-6),
1901 (24-34), 1905 (56), German Offices in Morocco 1899 (1-6), plus German New Guinea 1901 (7-17), German
East Africa 1893 (1-3), 1896 (6-9), German South West Africa 1898-99 (7-11), Kiauchau 1900 (1), 1905 (31-32),
Marshall Islands 1897 (1-5, including. 25pf tied on cover fragment). Also Samoa 1900 (55 & 67-68) & Togo 1900
(11-18), plus Cameroun, Caroline & Mariana Islands representations. A holding that can be well integrated into a
collection or to break down for internet sales, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

747
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German Colonies, Postal Card and Cover Collection. 54 mostly used, mostly post cards or postal cards,
franked with Yacht or Overprint issues with a vast majority of the covers from German South West Africa featuring many
village scenes and interesting postmarks, a fascinating lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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German Colonies: Cameroun, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1914. Enormous collection of over 130
cards in a binder, with scenes of natives, huts, military, German officials, towns, a collection not easily duplicated, Very
Good to Excellent.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Miscellaneous Group, 1888-1914. Four multiples of stamps with
colonial postmarks, and eight covers/cards, picture postcard from Port Said, Marine Schiffspost cancel on cover,
picture postcard of Calcutta telegraph office with Marine Schiffspost cancel, eclectic lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
German Colonies, Overprints and Yachts Collection. On stock pages of mostly used stamps with a few
stationary pieces, with 11 postally used covers including an offices in Turkey forerunner and a stock page (front and
back) full of various Yacht issues, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
German Colonies, Attractive Collection. Extremely pretty, mostly used; full range of Offices and Colonies,
with many sets complete to the 5M, must view. Scott $40,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
m

German Colonies, Mainly Mint Collections, 1897-1919. Including Cameroun (cat. $700), German New
Guinea ($1,00), and Marshall Is. ($1,600); highlights include (mint unless noted) Cameroun 1-25 plus #25 used;
German New Guinea 1-23 plus 12, 13, 15, 18 & 19 overprinted “Specimen”, and Marshall Islands 1-6 (5pf & 10pf NH),
2a; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $3,400
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

German Colonies, Marine Schiffspost Cancels on Cover. A collection of 56 picture postcards, postal
cards and covers with Marine Schiffspost cancel in a cover album, mostly clear strikes, with many different post
numbers, some duplication, a wonderful grouping with many better destinations and picture postcard views, mixed
condition, inspection is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Colonies, Post Card Collection. 53 postally used post cards on Vario stock pages in clean album,
many with various Military of cultural life scenes and very interesting cancels, a few with early airmail cancels or early
interesting strikes, a fascinating lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Colonies, China to Togo. Singles and on piece with some better shades and interesting clear
cancel strikes, a couple better shades with certificates, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,135.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies & Danzig, Interesting Collection. Stockbook with some decent high values, cancels,
etc., both mint and used. Scott $1,120 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

German Colonies: Cameroun, Group of About 110 Neatly Canceled Used Stamps and 5 Covers,
1895-1913. A large percentage are on piece; comprises 8 Forerunners (plus a 10pf Germania used on a 1907 cover
from Duala to Berlin; 22 First Issue overprints, including 4x 25pf; and about 80 Yachts, including 3 each 1m-3m (plus a
mint 3m) and a 5m; the remaining covers are a 10pf Yacht from Duala to Norway (1904) and 3x 5pf Yacht postal cards to
Germany, virtually all clean and F.-V.F. The lot also includes 8 certificates. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German Colonies: Cameroun, Forerunner Stamps Collection, 1893-1898. Collection mounted on two
pages, and depicting Cameroun postmarks, better noted (Michel numbers) include 1890-1900 (V37e vertical pair, V37,
V46a, V47d x4, V48b x4, V48d x2, V49b, V50d x2), plus some German stamps with “KAMERUN” dubious diagonal
handstamps, F.-V.F. Michel €1,920 ($2,240) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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German Colonies: German East Africa, Postal History, 1898-1910. 94 covers and cards in a KaBe binder,
with better #24 on cover to Germany, #23 on picture postcard to Germany, #7 on cover to Dar-es-Salaam, 4h postal
card to Mombo, hand drawn color painting of village on postal card, a terrific lot, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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German Colonies: Cameroun, Interesting Assortment, 1896-1914. About 25 covers or postcards, nearly
all to Germany; one forerunner, a picture postcard redirected several times and finally returned to sender; the rest
franked with Cameroun stamps, including a few registered; most are single frankings, but there is a reasonably good
range of cancels; also included are two VF 1900 5m Yachts (19), each tied on piece by Buea c.d.s.(s); condition is just
about all F-VF and all intact, as purchased in a German auction. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
German Colonies: Cameroun, Postal History Collection, 1898-1914. 90 cards & covers in a cover album,
includes registered cover franked with Scott #7-10 to Germany, real photo postcard of Cameroun chieftain, postcard
franked with #23 to France forwarded, and many picture postcards of natives, a primo collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
German Colonies: Caroline Islands, Small Mint & Used Collection, 1900-19. On album pages; includes
mint 1-6, 3a NH gutter pair, and used 1a, 2a (signed Bloch) & 5a (signed); condition is virtually all F-VF. Catalog value is
a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $5,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Colonies in the Pacific, Selection of Better Items. About 25 stamps and one cover, all intact and
as purchased in two German auctions; highlights include Caroline Islands 50pf 56º overprint (6a, Mi. 6 I) tied on piece
by a Yap c.d.s. (signed Bothe BPP) & 1901 5m Yacht (19) tied on piece by Truk c.d.s.; and Marshall Islands 1897 50pf
overprint (6, Mi. 6 II) tied on piece by Jaluit “Marshall Inseln” c.d.s., 2/12/00 (Steuer certificate) & 20pf Forerunner
(V48a) pair tied on piece by Jaluit c.d.s., 9/9/94 (Jäschke-Lantelme certificate); and Samoa 10pf Forerunner (V47d)
two singles on small cover from Apia to Berlin, 29/12/99;all clean and F-VF. An extremely useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies: German East Africa, General von Lettow-Vorbeck Collection, 1914-17. 28 pages
from the award-winning 7-frame exhibit, plus some unmounted material, related to events that took place in German
South West Africa during Vorbeck’s posting there in World War I. The collection includes about 40 covers or cards,
among them ten Emergency Prepaid Franks (two unused) including two adversity wrappers and a rare 4 heller rate
cover from Tanga; also 1916 P.O.W. card from Mozambique 20+ cancels on loose stamps, numerous collateral photos,
maps, cigarette cards, five 1916 20h brass, copper or bronze coins from the Tabora mint, two 1r Field Notes (one
printed, the other handstamped) and a brass Identification Case from the British Nyasaland Africa Division (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

German Colonies: German East Africa, Mint & Used Collection, 1914-1920. Over 200 mint & used
stamps with many multiples, includes forerunners, 1st & 2nd issues, used Scott #21 (5), mint #40 (2), mint #41 (6) (4)
Belgian Occupation stamps, #32 & #33 in bottom strips of 20, a most interesting viewing for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies: German East Africa, Seapost Cancel Collection, 1892-1920. Mounted in a KaBe
binder, with 59 stamps and 30 postal stationery & picture postcards, from Aden, Suez, Lourenco Marquez, Port Said,
Zanzibar, & Las Palmas, a tight collection with many better cancels, please inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies: German East Africa, Town Cancel Collection, 1897-1920. Over 300 stamps mounted
alphabetically on pages, showing examples of all the town cancels in the country, only missing a few for completion,
with seapost and feldpost cancels, the perfect lot for the specialist, examination will be a pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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767

German Colonies: German East Africa, Naval Ship Cancellations, 1898-1913. An 11-page exhibit of 17
cards and two covers either mailed aboard or picturing ships that were at some time stationed in German East Africa;
comprises (“+” indicates a second card picturing the ship) MSP Nos. 10+ (SMS Condor), 11+ (SMS Seeadler), 17 (SMS
Schwalbe, pictured on reverse), 26 (cover, SMS Möwe), 38+ (SMS Thetis), 39+ (SMS Hertha), 51(3)+ (SMS Bussard),
59 (cover)+ (SMS Sperber), and 67+ (SMS Geier, also a picture postcard mailed from Daressalam by a sailor aboard the
Geier). A fascinating group. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

768

H/m/)

769

H/m/)
German Colonies: German East Africa, Collection, 1878-1914. Consisting of 95 stamps & 66 covers or
cards mounted in two KaBe albums, better include cover with pair of Scott #49 tied with Bagamoyo cancels, mint 1-5,
uprated postal card with two #1 to Germany, used 11-21, mint 31-41, and booklet panes, well worth setting some time
aside to view, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

770

m/)

771

m/)

772

m

773

German Colonies: German New Guinea, Document Collection, 1831-1940. 6 documents relating to New
Guinea, with a newspaper, 1914 invitation to the governor’s house, interesting items that need research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

774

m/)

German Colonies: German East Africa, Specialized Collection of Railroad Cancels, 1907-16. A
marvelous 13-page exhibit of markings from the Usambara Railway and the Central Daressalam-Kigoma Railway; the
Usambarabahn features 25 stamps, including Same and Makuguni c.d.s.s and 23 different ovals from Trips 1-6 and
variants, plus 6 cards or covers (one of each Trips 1-6); the Mittelandbahn comprises 29 stamps (Trips 1//34 and
variants) and 7 cards or covers, including one franked with a provisional 7½h handstamp; also included are two related
picture postcards, one is a 1907 card from Mombo to Germany via Tanga, in which the sender, an engineer named
Gottwald, writes of leaving Mombo to work on further developemnt of the Usambarabahn; the other picture the Train
Station at Tanga. A remarkable lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies: German East Africa, Mainly Mint Collection, 1893-1918. On album pages; includes
1-41 mint plus some used duplicates and varieties, such as (all mint) 6a (NH), 6c, 11-18 overprinted “Specimen” (3pf &
20pf no gum, 10pf Red Cross), N17-24, NB1-9 (plus NB1-5, 8 & 9 imperf) and NL25 (light crease); just about all clean
and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)

German Colonies: German East Africa, Collection, 1884-1914. Mounted on pages, mint includes 11-21,
22-29 & 31-41, shade varieties of the second “Yacht” issue, lots of picture postcards and postal cards, and even a small
selection of food cards, a great collection that can serve as a basis for a more comprehensive one, or to be broken up for
retail or internet sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

German Colonies: German East Africa, Intriguing Collection, 1898-1920. Includes a collection of East
Africa Central Railway cancels, a town cancel collection, a couple of picture postcards and three booklet panes, looks
better with each inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Colonies: German New Guinea, Used Stamp & Cover Collection, 1888-1914. Mounted in a
binder, there are 60 used stamps & 14 cards or covers, includes Scott #1-6, 7-18, cover to Germany franked with 3 & 4
(2), block of six used, some scarce material here, careful inspection will prove rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies: German New Guinea, Forerunner Collection, 1884-1914. 15 stamps most on piece
with complete strong cancels, with two picture postcards, please review, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight.
Estimate $300 - 400

German Colonies: German South West Africa, Spectacular Collection of Cancellations, 1897-1901.
More than 50 covers or cards and 335 pieces franked with the 1897 or 1899 overprinted issues, many bearing more
than one stamp, neatly arranged alphabetically by town on Lighthouse hingeless album pages; while there is nothing
really rare here, the collector, attempting to get as many different cancels on as many different stamps as possible, still
managed to amass quite an impressive showing; highlights include three of the 1899 25pf: Keetmanshoop, Omaruru,
and Otavi (all signed and/or with a certificate), two Otavi Wanderstempels (ARB 1a on 1899 5pf & 20pf), Rossing
Wanderstempel on 1897 5pf, and an Uhabis c.d.s., 6 Nov 1897 on a 5pf postal card to Hamburg (philatelic, signed
Bothe BPP). A truly amazing collection—one that would take many years to duplicate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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776
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H/m/)

778

)

779

)

780

H/m
German Colonies: German South West Africa, 1897-1919. Virtually complete mint plus a few used
duplicates on album pages; includes #1-6 (25pf NH with a light crease, 50pf without gum) 13-25 (30pf & 5m NH, plus,
22-25 used), 26-34 (plus 32 &-34 used, and Mi.29B & 30B; generally clean and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of
Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $2,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

781

m

782

H/m

783

H/m
German Colonies: Kiauchau, Outstanding Mint & Used Collection Balance, 1900-19. Highlights include
(mint unless noted) #1a without line, 1a with violet line (NH), 2a without line (used), 3 without line (2, one NH), 3a (used),
3a violet line (used), 10-18 overprinted “Specimen”, 19-22, 28, 30 (2, one NH), 32 (just Fine) & 42 (NH); virtually all clean
and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $9,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

82

German Colonies: German South West Africa, Powerful Holding. A fabulous lot composed of 43 intact
auction lots from German auction, 38 of which are individual stamps or covers, with most of those being notably for their
usages; highlights, naturally, are numerous, but of few of the best would include (Michel numbers, on piece unless
noted) Forerunner VS50d (strip of 3 canceled Cap Cross, 18.3.97), Mitläufers M46c (block of 4, Windhoek, 12.5.00),
M47d (5 singles on registered cover to Germany, 13.9.97), M50d (two blocks of 20, Swakopmund, 18.12.89); then
German South West Africa stamps #15 (AUB, on piece with “Kubub” registration label amended to “AUB” in
manuscript), 15 (Gochas Wanderstempel, ARB 3, 3.12.05), 22 (K.D.Feldpost Sta. No. 3), 23 (Kubis, 11.11.05), 26
(AROAB, 2.6.14)32Ab (Windhuk, 1.6.14), etc.; also included is a group lot of 37 postcards from the 1904-07 Herero
Wars, nearly all of which were sent by German soldiers and bear Military Unit markings, and many of which picture
soldiers, including on of Herero “troops”; another group lot comprises about 60 stamps and 8 covers collected for
cancellation; additionally, for some reason, there is another small group composed of 8 covers from German Offices in
the Turkish Empire (1888-1903). An extraordinary oppotunity for a current or would-be German South West Africa
specialist. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German South West Africa, General von Lettow-Vorbeck Collection, 1904-07. 17 pages from the
award-winning 7-frame exhibit relating to events that took place in German South West Africa during Vorbeck’s posting
there as an Aide to General Lothar von Trotha during the so-called Hottentot and Herero Rebellions. The collection
comprises about 20 Fieldpost covers or cards (including Navy Shippost No. 52 & 70, Fieldpost Stations No. 1, 3 & 4,
Maltahöhe, Waterberg & Kub) and 7 picture postcards with related subjects, as well as collateral items such as a
canvas-backed German Army Field Map of the Otari Region (5½" x 7" opening to about 32" x 14"), a brass medallion
“pass” issued to the natives in Lüderitzbucht and a handwritten postal card from Daressalaam to Berlin written and
signed by von Trotha in January of 1895 [after the War von Trotha was widely condemned for his tactics, which
resulted in the virtual extermination of the Herero]; also includes a few cancels on loose stamps (including Hoachanas)
and a bit of Cameroun material. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Collection, 1898-1916. 108 stamps and 20 covers/cards,
mint stamps include Scott #1-6, 16-19, used 16-19, mint block of ten #30, picture postcard to Germany franked with #1
(2) & 2, cover to Germany franked with blocks of four #26 & 27, and a registered cover to Germany franked with #14 &
17, a terrific lot to build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Postal History, 1898-1920. 45 covers and cards in a
binder, better includes 8 on postal card, seapost on picture postcard of native, cover to Germany with 7 (12), cover to
Germany with 9 (3), cover to Germany with 7-11, picture postcard to Germany with 7-10, mostly full strikes, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Feldpost Cards, 1884-1914. 9 stamps and over 50 cards
and covers mounted on quadrille pages, with cards identified and arranged by number, we note four mint cards from
China, and a POW card, fresh & clean, a choice collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

German Colonies: German South West Africa, Forerunner Collection, 1900-01. 39 stamps used & used
on piece, mounted on Leuchtturm hingeless pages, with many small town cancels, many highlights, great potential for
dealers and collectors alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Collection, 1897-1914. 45 mint & used stamps mounted
on pages, includes used Scott #22-25, mint 31-34, a nice beginner’s collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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m

785
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786

German Colonies: Kiauchau, Collection. 41 used Yacht stamps neatly laid out on Safe pages, each with
large full cancels tied to piece, containing many great cancels and of higher quality or scarce stamps not typically seen
outside of Germany, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

787

HH/H
German Colonies: Mariana Islands, Mint Dealer Stock, 1900-19. A fresh dealer stock of mint stamps, with
15 (9), 16 (9), 29 (5), eye-popping colors, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

788

German Colonies: Mariana Islands, Nearly Complete Collection, 1899-1919. On album pages; includes
mint #11-16, 13a, 14a, 16 NH gutter pair signed Pfenninger and used 13a (2), 14 and 15; condition is virtually all clean
and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

789

H/m

790

H/m

791

m/)

792

)

793

German Colonies: Togo, Collection, 1900-10. Mounted in an album 47 stamps & 16 covers/cards, better
includes Scott #9 on cover to Atakpame, picture postcard with #7(3) to Germany, plenty of useful & saleable items, well
worth alotting time to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

794

H/m

795

m

796

m
German Colonies: Togo, Town Cancel Collection, 1898-1914. 25 stamps, mostly on piece with complete
strong town cancels, with forerunners, towns include Tsewie, Sevie, Tokpli, Avhegame, and Klein Popo, a clean lot of
these scarce cancels, viewing is recommended to truly appreciate the potential afforded by a collection such as this,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

German Colonies: Kiauchau, Group of 48 Neatly Canceled Stamps, 1900-14. Includes four 5pfg.
surcharges (one #2a), 2m & 5m Yachts (both signed Bühler), 1¢-$½ unwatermarked Yachts, and a watermarked $2½
Yacht, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies: Kiauchau, Selection of Better Items, 1898-1904. Nine covers and four stamps; the
covers include six with Forerunners used from Tsingtau to Germany, one (1898) franked with 5pf-25pf 45º overprints
(V2 I-V5 Ia), another (1901) with four pairs of the 5pf 56º overprint (M II), and a third (1901) franked with two 3pf & a 5pf
56º overprint (M1 IIa, M2 II) and a strip of 5 of Germany 1900 2pf gray (Mi. 52); stamps include 25pf 45º overprint (V5
Ib) tied on piece by 1898 Marine-Feldpost c.d.s., a 5m Yacht (22) canceled 19/11/04 (signed Bühler) and a 4c Yacht
canceled scarce “Schanghai-Tientsin” German Seapost oval (2/4/07, signed Mansfeld); all clean and F-VF all F-VF and
just as purchased in a German auction. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

m

H/m

German Colonies: Samoa, Mainly Mint Collection, 1900-19. Includes mint #51-73a (73 NH), 101-109 (4d
on 30pf used), plus 101b, and a duplicate 105 (used); also included are mint blocks of 4 of #51 (NH), 53 (NH), 54 (gutter
block, one pair NH) and 56 (2 NH) and Michel varieties 2 PF III & 4 PF III (“1” shifted to left); all clean and F-VF. Catalog
value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $2,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
German Colonies: Samoa, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-14. 64 stamps with singles, blocks and a full
sheet, includes forerunners, mint Scott #57-68, 61 block of eight with bottom selvedge, 68 block of four, used 58 block of
ten, 57 sheet of 100; pay close attention to this one, sure to be the object of intense bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Colonies: Samoa, Forerunner Collection, 1900-16. Includes 15 stamps & a cover all with Apia
town cancels, nice array of issues, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
German Colonies: Samoa, Postal History, 1900-14. Includes 8 cards/covers with censor markings and a
group of photos of officials and the steamer Elsass, a sweet little grouping, F.-V.F., examine. Estimate $250 - 350
m/)

German Colonies: Togo, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1897-1919. Includes mint 1-23, 46b
(pulled perf), 151 (NH), 151-153; 154 (2) & 156 NH blocks of 4; 158-161 (40pf nibbed corner) and used 48 (signed
Champion with PFC), 54, 62, 63 (signed Bloch), 165 (on piece) and 166 (signed Bothe); condition is virtually all clean
and F-VF. Catalog value is a combination of Scott plus Michel at €1=$1. Scott $7,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Colonies: Togo, Group of 74 Neatly Canceled Used Stamps, 1895-1914. About half on piece;
comprises 12 Forerunners, including 8x 2m, 20 First Issue overprints, including 3x 25pf and a 50pf, and 42 Yachts,
including 2 each 1m-3m, a 5m and 4x watermarked 10pf; a clean, F.-V.F. group. The lot also includes 8 certificates.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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German Occupation of the Baltic States, Russia & Ukraine, 1918-45. Marvelous, nearly all mint collection
of Local Issues on album pages with just about all of the value in local issues; highlights include (Michel numbers, mint
unless noted) Latvia 4x & 5x (NH), 17 I (no gum, with certificate), Libau 1A & 3Ba (used); Lithuania - Rokiskis 6a I, 6a
III, 6b I, 6b III; Telsiai 4 II & 6 II (NH blocks of 4, lower right stamp “Talsiai”; Zarasai 6a IIA (NH, signed Krischke
BPP—unpriced), 6b I & 6b III (NH); Ukraine - Alexanderstadt 5 III (used on piece, signed Pickenpak) 7 III (NH, Keiler),
10 III (NH, Krischke); Sarny 1A, 2bA; and Southern Ukraine 15; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF throughout with
a large percentage expertized, including many of the numbers noted above, even though not specifically noted as such.
A tremendous lot of these rare and popular stamps—rarely offered in such numbers. Michel €11,000 Well over
($12,820) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

798

German Occupations, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1914-45. Afew hundred different mostly
mint on album pages; value is almost entirely on World War II Occupations including Laibach, Poland - General
Government (featuring NB12-14 in imperf pairs, Mi. 89 U-91U, no gum - €6000 for NH), Bohemia & Moravia, Kurland,
Macedonia, Serbia and Sudetenland-Asch 2 K, 3 K, 4b & 5 K, all NH & signed Dr. Oertel;
Reichenberg/Maffersdorf11-15 & 21-24, also all NH & signed Dr. Oertel; and Rumburg 20 lhp, 21 (NH pair), 22 (NH,
Oertel), 45/45 I pair (NH) & 46 I used on piece; also includes a group of D.P. Camp Locals including a Lithuanian
Augsburg Red Cross souvenir booklet; condition virtually all clean and F-VF throughout. An extraordinary lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

799

H/m/)

800

m

801

H/m

802

H/m
Germany: Saar, Powerful Specialized Collection, 1920-59. Very nearly complete and just about all mint
on Scott Specialty album pages with many blank pages inserted; starts with highly specialized first issue overprints (12
pages), then includes #20-39, 155/169 - 14 different imperfs (11 are NH pairs), 174 imperf block of 4 with “falling lines”
watermark (Mi. 222 X U, bottom stamps NH, unpriced), 1947 Surcharges on Definitive 1st printing (175a-187a), 182a
with double surcharge (Mi. 233 I DD, €650), as well as Definitive 2nd printing without surcharges (all but 1m NH, Mi.
€7000), etc., etc, etc.; furthermore, the Semi-Postals & Airmails are complete (B1-4 & C1-2 are used) with several late
1940s & early 1950s sets being NH, including B64a (faint corner bends) & CB1a. A fabulous lot—the sort that is very
rarely offered intact. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

803

H
Germany: Saar & Memel, Small Mint & Used Collection, 1920-34. On Ka-Be pages; most of the value is in
Saar including mint 139-154 (NH), B5-8 (NH), and B16-22; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

804

H/m

805

H/m

84

H/m

H/m

German Occupations & Plebiscites, Collection, 1914-45. Approximately 500 stamps and 3 covers
mounted on pages, includes Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Silesia, Occupation of Poland, Belgium, Lithuania,
Romania, huge catalog value, examination will prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German WWI Occupation of Belgium, Collection, 1916-18. Approximately 250 stamps with clear strikes
of various town cancels, single stamps and stamps on piece, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
German Occupations & Plebiscite Areas, 1918-22. Strong, mainly mint collections of Allenstein,
Marienwerder, Schleswig and Upper Silesia; highlights include (mint unless noted) Marienwerder 24-31 (plus the 75pf
overprinted in red, NH, Mi. €250); Schleswig 1-14 imperf pairs (ungummed) plus a second set of imperf sheet margin
singles overprinted “MAK.” (a few ungummed, most o.g., NH), O1-6, O8, O12 & O14; Upper Silesia 32-42 (used); also
includes Belgian Occupation of Eupen & Malmedy complete mint (20c “Malmedy” used) and Eastern Command,
Bialystok Locals, Mi. 1 I & 1 II, both used (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany: Saar, Straightforward Collection 1920-59. On Borek pages in springback binder, mainly used;
also includes Memel, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $150 - 200
Germany: Danzig, Outstanding Specialized Collection, 1920-39. Mainly mint collection on Scott
Specialty album pages; major numbers are nearly complete, plus there are loads of varieties; highlights include (mint
unless noted) the unissued 10pf orange of the first issue (Mi. A II) and Scott numbers 22a (mint & used, signed GPSY),
26h (used), 27a, 27h, 28h (used), 29f, 31, 32 (used), 40 (used) & 43; as well as Michel-listed varieties like Scott #20 with
split “1” on a commercial cover (Mi. 17 I, €2000) and #32 with “Denzig” variety (Mi. 33 I, €600); also included are several
imperfs; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. A terrific lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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m

807
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Germany: Danzig, Collection, 1920-37. With a decent level of completion, with good strike cancels and
better items that include: 156-67, 193-99, 201-9, B9-11, B21a, B23-27 and C31-35, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $3,147.
Estimate $500 - 750

808

H/m

809

m

810

H/m
Germany: Danzig, Fabulous Collection, 1920-39. On Schaubek pages in two-post binder; largely
complete and most used; most stamps have socked-on-the-nose cancels in Luxus condition; fresh and bright choice
items, generally Very Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

811

H/m

812

H/m

813

m

814

H/m

815

H/m/)
Germany: Memel, Specialized Collection. Virtually complete regular issues and airmail issues (only
missing 1 mint stamp), occupation issues are mixed mint and used and nearly complete, plus some very interesting
postally used covers (many of which are registered covers) and blocks and multiples, collection is on European pages
in spring back album. Overall condition appears better than usual and of the quality not usually seen outside of
Germany, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

816

m

Germany: Danzig, Used Collection, 1920-39. Over 400 used stamps mounted on hingeless album pages,
includes Scott #193-198, B21a (2), C1-C9, C4-C9, C26-C30, C41, with postage dues, a lovely collection at the right
price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Germany: Danzig, Collection, 1920-39. A highly complete collection on loose Schaubek pages with the
following highlights: 1-15, 25c-30c, 31-32, 35, 193-99, 200-210, B21a and O42-52, be sure to view to fully appreciate,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany: Danzig, Useful Collection, 1918-55. Accumulation of a couple thousand neatly sorted in 2
stockbooks; mostly used, but useful (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany: Danzig, Collection, 1920-39. On Quadrille pages with a decent level of completion with regular
issues, airmails, dues and 14 “Port Gdansk” overprint singles on Polish stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$2,450.
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany: Memel, Impressive Collection, 1920-23. A nearly complete, parallel mint & used collection,
mounted, according to Michel on 3-ring pages; loaded with desirable stamps such as (Michel numbers, mint unless
otherwise noted) 13d tied on cover fragment (signed), 40-4, including 44 K (no gum), registered cover with 72-83; the
Lithuanian Occupation section includes 135-40, 167-173, including 20¢ on 500M tied on cover fragment, 151-163,
183-192, including 3¢ & 5¢ used, 206-229 (NH + several used), including varieties 221 K (NH, signed Becker), 230
I-233 I (used), 230 II (Petersen), 231 II, 232 II (NH, Matheisen), 232 III (Petersen), 233III (Petersen), 234 IV e (tiny thin,
Stuckert), 235 I-237 I (NH, signed Petersen), 234 I-237 I (used, signed Becker). Condition, nearly without exception, is
Fine to Very Fine. A marvelous collection worthy of careful consideration. Scott $25,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Germany: Memel, Spectacular Used Collection, 1920-23. A nearly complete collection on Borek album
pages backed up by 12 large black stock cards containing more than 200 Michel-listed types and varieties; includes
such major numbers as N66-67 (signed Dr. Petersen), N83 (Mikulski), N85 (Dr. Dub, Visser), and loads of other
$100-and-up numbers and varieties, a large percentage of them signed; condition is clean and F-VF throughout. A
fabulous lot. Scott $19,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Germany: Memel, Mainly Used Collection, 1920-23. A very nice, nearly complete collection mounted on
homemade pages according to Michel, highlights include (used unless noted) Mi. 13b (small Mullrt, C1-29 (C18 signed
Becker, Vossen, Richter), N83-86 (mint + the 25c on100m used on piece, signed Becker); also includes a small section
of overprint varieties on the 1920-22 surcharges; condition is just about all F-VF. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Germany: Memel, Magnificent Collection, 1920-39. Housed in a Lindner hingeless album; many complete
sets but without great rarities; exceptionally clean throughout, with many nice cancels and including some signed
singles, one of the nicest Memel collections we’ve offered. Scott approximately $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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m
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H/m

820

m

821

H/m
Germany: Memel, Collection. A decent highly complete collection on loose pages with duplicates of mint
and used, containing the following highlights: mostly complete 1922 surcharge set, C1-7, C8-18, C19 used on piece,
N24, N26, N44-49, N63, N73-78, N89-90, N101-5, and more, be sure to view to fully appreciate, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$2,800 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

822

H/m

823

H/m

824

H/m
Germany: Memel, Primarily Mint Collection, 1920-23. About 140 different on Ka-Be pages; includes many
better numbers with such hls as (all used) N18-26, N28-30, N52-59, N89, N101-105, etc.; condition is all F-VF. Scott
$2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

825

m
Germany: Memel, Accumulation of Used 1921 High Values. Comprises Scott #39 (9), 40 (61), 41 (50) &
42 (44), F.-V.F. Scott $1,968 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

826

German WWII Occupation Issues, Local Issues, 1941-45. Small collection of the issues of the private
issues of the Belgian and French Legions; highlights include (Michel numbers, mint unless noted) Flemish Legion I-IV,
same in miniature sheets of 4 Feldpost cancel, 31 Dec 1941), IX-XIV (NH), XV-XVIII imperf (missing the high value), XX
A miniature sheet (NH), XXI-XXIV (singles & miniature sheets, sheets LH at top), Walloon Legion I-IV (NH), French
Legion, Block I (small thins), II-X, III/I; also includes the 1945 50c & 2fr St. Nazaire Chamber of Commerce Locals,
Mi.1-2a; clean and F-VF throughout. Michel €6,000 if NH ($6,990) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

827

German WWII Occupation of Croatia, Specialized Collection, 1943-45. Housed in a Lighthouse binder,
better includes progressive proofs of B52-B55, with imperfs, full sheets of B56-B59, B60-B62, imperf sheets of
B65-B68, full sheets of B70-B72, imperf singles of B73-B75, Storm Troopers souvenir sheet B76, five “Protective
Prints” of B73-B75 with certificate, 61-80 perf 11½, many varieties, plate number blocks of four, O1-O16 with thin paper
variety, full sheet of RA1 (3), regional issues of postage dues, and issues by the government in exile in Montevideo, a
fascinating and valuable collection, with many truly rare items, viewing will be a snap, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

86

Germany: Memel, Large Specialized Stock. Sorted by issue in large European stock book, containing the
following highlights: 29 (5), 30 (4), 46 with Michel listed shifted overprint 50% to side, many values from the 1922 long
set, C1 (6), C2 (15), C3 (10), C4 (10), C5 (11), C7 (6), many values from May 1922 airmail set; C8-17, C19 and several
values from October 1922 airmail set. Overall condition appears better than usual and of the quality not usually seen
outside of Germany, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany: Memel, Virtually Complete Mostly Used Collection. On Safe hingeless pages, 1-17, 18-29,
30-33, 39-42, 43-49, 50-92, C1-7, C8-17, C19, C20-29, N12-17, N31-43, N44-50, N51-59, N70-82, N88, N93 and N96,
many great cancels and higher quality or scarce used stamps not typically seen outside of Germany, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany: Memel, Mainly Mint Collection, 1920-23. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; missing only N83-86 (though there is a “used” set of forgeries filling their spaces); also includes some
better varieties like C5a (NH in block with 3 type I) and several used duplicates, which were not counted, but several of
which are genuine; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany: Memel, Specialized Stock. A large stock of used Memel issues on piece sorted by issue in large
stock book, containing the following highlights: 29 (4), several values of 1922 long set including 90 (5), C1 (5), C2 (12),
C3 (3), C4 (10), C5 (7), C7 (4), several complete sets from May 1922 airmail set. Overall condition appears better than
usual and of the quality not usually seen outside of Germany, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Germany: Memel, Collection. A decent collection of mostly used, containing the following highlights: C1,
C20-29, a selection of occupation surcharges N44-50, N52-59 and N98. A great selection of this popular area and of the
quality not usually seen in the U.S., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Germany: Memel, Collection. A decent highly complete collection on Lighthouse pages and duplicate stock
of mostly used issues sorted by issue on large stock pages, containing the following highlights: 1-17, 39-42, 50-92,
C1-5, C7, N18-27, N31-43, N44-50, N59 and N70-82. A great selection of this popular area and of the quality not usually
seen in the U.S., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H

HH/H
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828

H/m/)

829

German WWII Occupation of Croatia, Mint Collection, 1941-1945. Presented in a Palo hingeless album,
includes mint 1-8, 9-23, 30-48 imperf, 61-80 imperf, B1-B2, B3-B5 imperf, B11-B12, B18 perf & imperf, B31 perf &
imperf, B42-B51 imperf, B52-B55 imperf, B75 Storm Troopers with certificate, plus a reference copy for comparison,
postage dues imperf, this is just a loaded collection so please take ample time to ascertain its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

830

H/m/)
German WWII Occupation of Croatia, Exceptional Collection, 1941-45. Includes postal history, B11-B12
used, 1941 Banja Luka Issue Michel 1-2, 1944 Sibenik Issue Locals, overprinted on Italian definitives, 1-8 with overprint
varieties, 30-48 imperf pairs, B1-B2 full sheets, some dramatic paper folds on blocks of #35, B10 sheet with double
perfs, B13-B15 imperf sheets, progressive proofs and trial colors of B33-B36, an amazing lot in its depth and breadth,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

831

H/m
German WWII Occupation of Slovakia, Mint & Used Collection, 1939-44. In a Scott three-ring album with
useful duplication, including 1939 (2-23, including extra 10k), followed by 1939 Andrej Hlinka singles & blocks of four
(26-33), plus many other sets in the modest range & some modern booklets, including postage due sets issued in the
1939-42 period. We also noted Eastern Silesia virtually complete section, overall condition is Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

832

German Local Issues, including Soviet Zone, Powerful Collection, 1938-47. A marvelous collection on a
couple hundred miscellaneous album pages; loaded with better material accros a wide range of areas; highlights
include (Michel numbers, mint unless noted) Bad Nauheim 4 I x-8 I x & 4 II y-8 II y (each used on piece), Bad Sarrow
1-5 (used on piece),Glauchau I-VI (NH, signed Stum), Meissen 1-21 (NH, Zeier), Netzschkau-Reichenbach 1-11
(used on piece, signed Zierer), Wittenberg-Lutherstadt 1-19 + A II B, III B, IV & V B (used blocks of 4, signed K.
Hennig), Unna 1-3 (NH), Sudetenland - Rumburg 1-18 (Maur, Bohne), German East Africa Scott N101-122 (+
another 10r used), New Britain Scott 43b, 46h (2), Soviet Zone - Thuringia Block 1 x (4 different. types, 3 NH), Block 1
t a (NH), Block 2 x (2, one NH), Block 2 t (two types, one NH), West Saxony 137 Y b (NH, Sturm), and much, much more;
condition throughout, virtually without exception, is clean and F-VF, with a good number of NH. A fantastic lot of a type
rarely offered so intact. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

833

HH/H

834

H/m

835

H/m/)

836

H

German WWII Occupation of Croatia, Inclusive & Eclectic Collection, 1941-45. Presented in three
Lighthouse stockbooks, with postal history, 9-23 with varieties, 24-25 Provisional with inverted overprints, 30-48 proof
tete beche pairs, pelure paper varieties, imperf & part imperfs, bisect cover, B3-B5 blocks of four with five labels, B6
imperf, part imperf, offset, B11 & B12 with perf & imperf souvenir sheets, B41 varieties, B42-B51 imperfs, B52-B55
imperfs & part imperfs, B60-B62 imperf & part imperf, B69 perf & imperf, B73-B75 mint (3), used and a forged sheet, B81
(4), trial color proofs for RA4, postage dues with varieties, officials with varieties, Croatia in Exile issues, B20-B22 with
labels, progressive proofs, B18 perf & imperf, B27 four sheets showing printing stages, and a collection of the surcharge
issue for the Croatian Legion in Russia, worth many time our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH/H

H/m

Germany, Mint Collection, 1946-60. Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages; the
only major thing missing is the 1951-52 Posthorn; everything else is here and nearly all of it is NH, though there are
some with mount damage (glazed gum, etc.); also includes a few non-Scott varieties including B298 vertical pair, imperf
between (NH, Mi. €600) and B302 imperf pair (LH, €1000 if NH); condition is just about all clean and F-VF. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Germany: Soviet Zone & DDR, Mint & Used Collection, 1945-75. One volume with over (250) stamps, with
many Michel listed forerunners, locals and varieties, blocks of four, a careful inspection should ascertain the true value
of this lot, German enthusiasts should take note of this collection., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Democratic Republic, Mint & Used Collection, 1970-91. Residing in seven volumes in a large
box, consists of singles, pairs, souvenir sheets, first day covers and commercial mail, a little something for everyone,
loads of mint complete sets, great lot for the topical dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 700
Germany: French Zone & Berlin, Mint Collection, 1945-60. Nearly complete for the period on Scott
Specialty album pages; the only major gap is the 1949 Currency Victions souvenir sheet (9NB3a); condition is just about
all clean and F-VF with 95% being NH, though with a bit of mount damage here and there (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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837

H

838

HH/H

839

)

840

m

841

H

842

m
Greece, Impressive Collection, 1861-1980. An eclectic holding in an Yvert album; high catalogue value
with excellent Hermes Heads deserving a closer look, 1896 and 1906 Olympics issues, and Greek Islands you don’t
often see; Ireland and Yugoslavia selections included as well (we said it was eclectic!), take a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

843

HH

844

HH/H/m Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-2000. Thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets in
fifteen albums & four small boxes, with an album of imperfs including B148-B150 blocks of four, singles B179-B186,
B187, 708-722, 856-858, an album of souvenir sheets with 528 (3), C157, C166, postal history, cancel study and
Occupation stamps from Romania, France, & Serbia, tremendous catalog value, mixed condition, far better than the run
of the mill collections so often seen, view it once, you will believe, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

845

HH/H/m

846

H/m

847

HH

848

HH

88

Germany: Allied Occupation - Bizone, Specialized Collection of 1948 Post Horn Overprints. Powerful
collection of more than 250 stamps including both double and inverted overprints complete except for the inverted 25pf
ultramarine Numeral; also complete (both types) double and inverted overprints on the unissued Numerals (Mi. I/I-IX/II);
also including A IX/I (NH, signed Dr. Dub & Schlegel), A IX/II (used, Schlegel certificate) and AI/II-A IV/II; additionally,
there are many, many varieties on the Workers, e.g. both types on the same stamp, vertical overprints, diagonal
overprints, overprints on the back, etc.; condition is F-VF throughout, with a good percentage being NH and/or signed. A
rare oppotunity for the specialist. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Germany: Allied Occupation - Bizone, Specialized Collection of 1948-51 Buildings. More than 100
stamps collected by watermark, perforation, and type with lots of varieties; includes the complete perf 14 set NH; F-VF
throughout with plenty of NH (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany: Federal Republic, First Day Cover & ETB Collection, 1956-96. Several hundred first day
covers and Ersttagsblatt cards, excellent range of topics with animals, sports, famous people, also includes DDR and
United Nations and Israel, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 250
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Quality Collection, 1949-82. Exceptionally clean in an Yvert album,
with extremely fresh early Semi-Postals; excellent Berlin including Semi-Postals as well; complete save for a handful of
stamps, definitely worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Collection, 1950s. Useful group on pages (usually duplicates), with
many better issues and sets, including 1949 Berlin souvenir sheet (o.g.); several early issue hinged, later appear n.h.
Scott $1,950 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Greenland, A Warming Collection, 1945-2010. In stockbook including #10-18, 39-40, 46, 75, 231-232 (2),
233-238, 249, 387-389 (2), 434-437 (2), 452-455, 463, 464, 526a, 554a, plus a selection of 6 booklets (2-3 of each) from
1989 through 1997, etc., o.g., never hinged, extensive selection; viewing welcome.
Estimate $600 - 800

Hungary, Stuffed Collection, 1871-1976. In a fat Scott album; includes better material such as n.h. souvenir
sheets #528 and B94, and hinged 418-421, 462, 463, B18-34 and B80-87, etc.; nice Territories present as well,
including some better stamps, feast your eyes on this collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Hungary, Collection, 1871-1972. Several thousand different on Schaubek pages in two-post binder; later
appear n.h.; regular issues before 1970 complete except for about a dozen stamps; also, many Semi-Postals and
Airmails, plus over two dozen souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Hungary, Collection, 1945-58 (631-1209, B175-B216, C45-C190, J167-J245). Mounted in a hingeless
Lighthouse album, complete including semi-postals, airmails and postage dues, 871-884, 1182, B198A-D, C95, C66,
CB10, a very clean collection, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Hungary, Satisfying Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1934-72. Over 70 sheets housed in a stockbook, all
identified by Scott number and value; only one or two noted as hinged, the rest as fresh as the day they were bought;
very little duplication makes this lot perfect for the collector, while the range of material will please the dealer as well;
nearly half the issues are present both perf and imperf, including #1035, 1182, 1189, 1202a, 1683a, B148a and
CB13-14; we note (all these ar n.h.) #486, B94, B198A-D and CB1-1c (the two FDR sheets), CB1D and CB2, o.g., never
hinged, generally Very Fine, be sure to view. Scott $3,454 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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849

HH/H/m Iceland, Marvelous Collection, 1873-1980. Nigh-on complete, nearly all mint, mounted on Facit album
pages with accompanying binder (slight front cover separation starting); missing only a handful of the earliest stamps
and þrir/Í Gildi overprints for completion; most earlies o.g. hinged (with the occasional hinge remnant), but many are
v.l.h. and nearly n.h. appearing, with n.h. beginning in earnest around 1937; regulars, Semi-Postals, Airs, and Officials;
highlights include (mint unless noted) Scott #2, 3, 5, Parliament Millenary sets (regular plus Officials), all the Kings sets,
#141 used (Parcel Post cancel?), 1952 Parliament Building (n.h.!), a lovely Tollur cancel on both #142 and 143 pairs,
and overprints including Zeppelins, overall F.-V.F. with many better—including early issues, a collection as pretty as the
country itself: well worth a visit and viewing. Scott $16,000 + (Classics only) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

850

HH/H/m

851

HH

852

HH/H/m Iceland, Fiery Collection, 1876-1995. A folder full of stockpages, with better material included; we spotted
(mint unless noted) #119, 122 (3), 123 (2), 124-126, 142, 144-145, 147, 149, 150, 181, 235, C1-2 (5), C9-11, CO1 (2),
O49 n.h., O52, etc., a nice lot with high catalogue value; viewing recommended.
Estimate $600 - 800

853

HH

854

H/m

855

HH/H/m

856

HH/H/m

857

H/m

858

H/m

859

HH/H/m Italy, Choice Collection, 1861-1957. In a blue springback album; very complete throughout: regular issues,
Airs, Special Delivery, Dues; Offices cover the Aegean and Turkey, with Occupations including Ionian Islands and 1918
Venezia Giulia; we noted Death Masks, Zeppelins and Italian Socialist Republic issues; with mint o.g. and many
genuine postally used items, clean and lovely, a collection on which to build; worth viewing. Scott approximately
$18,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Iceland, Faroe Islands & Greenland, Mint & Used Collection, 1873-2004. Mounted in a Scott album, with
Faroe Islands complete mint from 1975-2004, Greenland includes mint 10-18, 19-27, 28-38, 39-40, then fairly complete
to 2004, with decent parcel posts, Iceland is exquisite with mint 2, 3, 7, 10, 13-14, 18-20, 21-30, 34-44B less 42, 45-48,
50-51, 71-85, 86-91, 144-148, 152-166, 170-175, 193-194, 213-216, 232-235, 246-252, 273, C1-C2, C4-C8, C9-C11,
with a plethora of attractive sale able stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Iceland & Denmark, Outstanding Collection, 1904-84. Mostly sets, all fresh and useful; Iceland largely
complete from 1930 on, including the Eiricsson and Christian X souvenir sheets; Denmark complete from about 1924
(with a few prior), with the 1924 Kings singles, 1935 HC Anderson set, #C1-3 corner margin examples with plate
numbers, #C6-10; high catalogue value; pristine throughout, o.g., never hinged, a lovely collection worth viewing (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Iceland, Complete Booklet Collection, 1992-98. Over 60 complete booklets, with booklets like 745e, 759b,
776b, 799, 832a, Geiger retail value $1,400.00, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Italy, San Marino & Vatican, Bella Collezione, 1863-1951. Mostly mounted in three albums, each very
attractive with much parallel mint and used; Italy and San Marino start early, with Vatican issues beginning around
1950; note Italy Augustus Bimillennial and Zeppelin sets n.h., with many of the better sets of the 1920s-1940s present,
often both mint and used; good source for stock or as a collection in its own right, outstanding collection with huge retail
value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1960. Housed on display cards, includes mint & used States,
mint 232-238 (2), 310-314, C28-C33, Colonies, Offices Abroad, Back of the Book, with lots of singles and sets, please
evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1945. A few hundred stamps on stock pages, display cards and
glassines, includes postage dues, airmails, special delivery, Austria Occupations, States, some duplication, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Italian States, Mint & Used Collection, 1851-61. Including Two Sicilies 1-5, 10-16, Parma 1-4, 9-11,
Sardinia 2, 7-8, 10-15, Modena 1-5, Romagna 1-9, Tuscany, mixed mint & used, with many shades, if genuine there is
real value here, careful inspection should prove rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Italy, Near-Complete Collection, 1861-1969. Housed in 2 very well-filled Ka-Be albums; overall good
condition, featuring most of the high value singles and sets of the period, including the 1910 Garibaldi, 1922 Congress
overprint set (used), most of the desirable sets of the 1920s and ‘30s, along with good Airmails and Back-of-the-Book,
great material all in one place—come view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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860

H/m

861

HH
Italy, Exciting Collection, 1903-84. Lovely n.h. premium stamps throughout in sets; Zeppelins, Air
triptyques (BISE), all the 1930s sets from Garibaldi to Soccer; War years a bit sketchy, but then we get back on the
Appian Way under the Republic; pristine; high catalogue value, o.g., never hinged, la dolce vita indeed—just don’t
thrown these into the fountain; viewing warmly recommended (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

862

H/m/)

863

HH

864

H/m

865

HH/H/m Italy: Aegean Islands, Seldom Seen Quality Collection, 1912-45. Part parallel mint/used, housed in an
Italian album; major numbers look pretty much complete and wonderfully fresh; includes all the key stamps and sets of
the different islands, Rhodes including Back-of-the-Book, Airmails including Zeppelins and triptyques, all Garibaldi sets
both mint and used, a super collection with massive catalogue value; must view.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

866

H/m

867

H

868

Italian Colonies: Tripoli, Nonpareil Collection, 1912-42. In an album with many issues both mint and used;
includes all the top-end sets and singles in overall very fresh condition, starting with the 1912 definitives set to 10L mint,
with an extra set to 5L used; 1921 set to 10L mint and used (5L only used) plus varieties; 1924-40 set to 5L, 1925-37 set
to 10L, all Express issues, 1915 Parcel Post set mint, Dues, all Fiere di Tripoli sets, Tripolitania complete including the
Manzoni set, and the absolute rarities: the 25L Servizio di Stato of both Tripolitania and Cyrenaica fresh mint, each
with certificates, etc., an incredibly mouthwatering collection that absolutely must be seen. Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

869

HH

870

HH

871

HH

90

Italy, Wonderful Collection, 1891-1944. Housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album; in addition to regular
issues (including mint Death Masks), we note Airs, Special Delivery, Dues, Pneumatics; Parcel Post pairs (mint and
used), Feldpost, and Italian Socialist Republic issues; many complete sets, including those postally used. Scott
$12,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italy & Norway, Arctic Flight “Norge” Collection with Memorabilia, 1926-31. Over 90 items related to the
airship “Norge” and its flights, includes three autographs of General Nobile, aviator and arctic explorer, 1928 Zeppelin
label in four colors, stamps showing airship “Norge”, which Nobile designed and piloted, photographs of the airship,
includes additional anniversary flight items, covers and stamps commemorating Nobile’s transarctic flight, photo and
cover from “Citta de Milano” which was the base ship for the flight, postcards of the Russian icebreaker “Krassin” and of
the sixteen heroes of the “Italia” which was shipwrecked, 1926 cover and label from the “Norge” flight, a historic lot sure
to please any collector of airships or arctic exploration, close examination is advised, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
Italy, Mint Full Sheet Collection, 1945. Collection of seventeen full sheets, includes C12-C19, 1LN1,
1LN1A, 1LN3, 1LN8, a nice representation, a couple of sheets have folds, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 250
Italy & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1970. Mounted in two Scott albums, better mint 119-122,
124-125, 140-142, 232-238, 349-354, 413-418, 463-476, 510-513, B1-B4, B30-B33, C1-C2, C10-C11, C79-C83,
parcel posts, Offices Abroad, Occupation stamps, Cyrenaica 59-64, C20-C23, C24-C29, Eritrea 175-180, C1-C6,
Fiume mixed mint & used, Italian Colonies 32-41, C1-C6, C20-C27, San Marino 84-88, B3-B11, E1, a guaranteed bang
for your buck, fresh clean collection, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Italian Colonies: Eritrea, Small Selection, 1892-1945. Mint NH 22, 26 (8), 38 (8), 40 (24), 41 (39), 43 (40),
44 (16), 63 (7), 64 (4), 89 (4), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $29,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italian Colonies: Libya, Collection of Varieties, 1921-40. Stockbook filled with inverted centers, part perfs,
Specimen overprints, etc., spot check shows many n.h., be sure to view and bid—you won’t see this material again
anytime soon. Sassone €10,500 +, various not counted ($12,230).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H/m

Italy: Sovereign Military Order of Malta, Collection, 1967-91. Housed in two Lindner hingeless albums,
Sassone listed, appears complete for period, a beautiful collection, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
Latvia, Philatelic Commemorative Booklet, 1999. Over 600 booklets, with a catalogue value in excess of
$4,500, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, please examine. Michel 701.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Liechtenstein, New Issue Stock, 1967-72. Thousands and thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, mint
full sheets including 424 (x100+), 454-457, 469 (x85), 470 (x10), 471 (x100+), 496-499, 505, plus many more, useful
duplication, some moisture issues, with huge catalog value, inspection will be quick, easy and worthwhile, F.-V.F. Scott
$50,000 owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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872

m

873

m/)
Liechtenstein, Fantastic Used Collection, 1891-1950. Nearly complete, neatly mounted in a large blank
album; starts with 23 Austrian stamps used in Balzers, Eschen, Schaan, Triesen or Vaduz; then, beginning with Scott
#1-3, 1a-3a and 3b, Regular Issues and Commemoratives are virtually complete (less 94-107 and the Vaduz sheet);
Semi-Postals, Dues and Officials are complete (including perf varieties of O1-8), and the Airs lack only C7-8; also
included are a few FDCs, like 111-113 and 238, and used blocks of 4. Uniformly clean, Very Fine throughout, a truly
superb lot. Scott $9,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

874

m
Liechtenstein, Great Used Collection, 1912-78. On Borek pages in springback binder, complete (includes
Scott #1a-3b) except for a couple items; also includes Semi-Postals, Airmails, Officials and Postage Dues; a beauty,
Very Fine. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

875

H/m
Liechtenstein, Spectacular Collection, 1912-94. On specialized pages (later hand-made or blank pages)
in three binders, mint and used, all in black Hawid-style mounts; starting with Scott #1, mostly VF used until about 1960,
then mint (most appear n.h.) in singles, blocks, corner blocks or miniature sheetlets through the mid-1980s when it
becomes n.h. singles with used examples; complete except for a few items; includes even the very scarce 1918 Swiss
Municipal Local Post Michel #1B mint; all the key items are here, including many perforation varieties, eye-arresting,
generally Very Fine, this one will pop your eyeballs out. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

876

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Quality Collection, 1912-61. On Italian-made printed hingeless pages in two-post binder;
largely complete, includes better items, back-of-the-book, souvenir sheets and perforation varieties; worth an
examination! generally Very Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

877

m

878

HH/H/m Liechtenstein, Useful Collection, 1918-57. On hand-made pages in Kabe springback binder; includes
better items such as: Scott #82-9, 103-04 n.h., C7-8 n.h., o.g., some never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

879

HH/H
Luxembourg, Magnificent First-Class Premium Selection. A wonderful group of four small stockbooks
offering loads of premium, specialized items, with the great majority of items in fresh, superior quality; some of the many
select items include regular issues mint Scott #1, 3, 33b (signed BPP), excellent Haarlem printings by type, 59 n.h.
block, 9 color proofs of the Industry & Commerce issue, 60-69 n.h. blocks, 62a (4 mint, 2 n.h., 1 used), 39b, 92-93
blocks, 197 sheet of 25, 160 die proof sunk on card, 97-111 n.h. blocks, 130 n.h. block, 151 (2 plus a single from the
sheet, n.h. and Very Fine), 155 double surcharge, etc.; we also note Semi-Postals in n.h. blocks of 4 from #B4-6 on
including B45-49, B50-54, B55-59, B60-65, B67-72, B73-78, B79-84, B86-91, B92-97 all n.h. blocks, plus B40
complete booklet, B121-25 imperf, etc.; Officials are excellent as well, with numerous examples signed by notable
experts, with better items like inverted overprints O1a (2), O4a, O5a (pair), O10a, O11a in pair with normal, O19a,
O27a, O28a, O57 double overprint and much, much more. Fresh, o.g., with much never hinged, largely Very Fine, one
of the best Luxembourg lots we have come across in many moons (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

880

HH/H

Liechtenstein, Stunning Collection, 1912-79. On Müller hingeless pages in two-post binder; this
high-quality collection is complete (yes, complete!) except for a half-dozen rare perforation varieties; five scarce items
have certificates; here’s the chance you’ve been waiting for, generally Very Fine. Scott $23,800.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Liechtenstein, Collection in Need of Love, 1912-60. Housed in a slightly disheveled but well-filled
Lighthouse album; includes a wealth of material, with manageable duplication; we note #1-3, 57a, 59 (3), 60, 61, 62-69,
70a-71, 80, 85, 88, 105, 107, 108-110, 111, 113, 130 (crease), 215, 218, 227-235, 238, 270-270, B7-10, B11 (3), B12
(3), C1-6, O21-29, etc., worth a look.
Estimate $600 - 800

Luxembourg, Outstanding Remarkable Quality Collection, 1852-1990. Housed in two pristine Davo
hingeless albums, a splendid, superior quality all mint collections (just a small handful of used noted, mostly in the
Officials section); aside from the obvious overall freshness of this stellar collection, the collector has been highly
successful in his pursuit of obtaining n.h. material, even back to some 19th-century issues; virtually complete for the
country as issued, with nearly every better item accounted for, including mint Scott #1, 3, 4-12, 13-16, 17-26 (#19 used),
37 (used), 40-47, 48-59, 60-69 n.h., 75-93 n.h. and virtually every regular issue from there n.h.; Semi-Postals virtually
complete with all the better present n.h., including #B65A-Q; outstanding Officials; complete miniature sheets
beginning with #125a and 151 (each Very Fine, technically n.h.), etc., largely Very Fine, a superb keepsake collection in
tip-top condition; don’t miss this one (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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881

HH/H/m Luxembourg, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2000. Housed in two Lighthouse stockbooks with thousands
of mint & used stamps, better mint includes 183 (2), 272-277 blocks of four, B65A-B65Q, B137-B142, with useful
duplication, with many complete sets, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

882

HH/H

883

H

884

HH/H/m

885

HH/H/m

886

H/m

887

HH/H
Monaco, Millésimes Collection. Neatly arranged in a stockbook by type, denomination and gutter-printed
number; a vast array of material, with a jaw-dropping cumulative catalogue value; issues included are surcharged
Albert I, Louis I I portraits, Louis II Arms and Postage Dues; quantities of each number range from 1 to 66; hinges
spotted peeking through perforations, but spot checking also turned up n.h. examples as well; catalogue value based
on the lowest value (when the same number was used on different years’ printings) and as hinged, and does not take
into account blank gutter pairs, singles and non-gutter blocks that are present as well; pairs, blocks of 4 (both with and
without top sheet margins), as well as partial cross-gutter sheets are all here—as are a handful of used pairs; we even
found one variety (number “0" on the 1c Recouvrement Dues) that wasn’t listed in our 2007 Dallay listings (included with
the stockbook), condition varies, but generally F.-V.F., an outstanding compilation ready for study or sale; inspection
invited. Dallay €19,000+ ($22,140) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

888

HH/H
Monaco, Magnificent Collection, 1885-1997. In 5 Davo luxe albums, with a high degree of completion;
there is much better here, including (n.h., unless noted) #15 mint, 20 mint, 27 used, 159 mint, 262-273, 333 mint, 904a,
962a, 1024a, 1068a, 1816a (imperf; 1992 Europa), 1862a (imperf; 1993 Europa), 1905a (imperf; 1994 Europa), B2-5
mint, B9-17 mint, B19-23 mint, B26-35, B51-60, B94, C1 used, C45, C53-54, CB7-10 mint, CB11-14, etc., a very pretty
collection, with album pages extending to 2007—have fun filling them! Yvert approximately €12,000 ($13,980)
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

889

HH/H
Monaco, Mint Collection, 1922-76. Mounted on Scott pages in a Scott Specialty album, includes 40-49,
131-144, 145-158, 159, 252-273, 319-320, 365, 948-954, B26-B35, B36-B50, B51-B60, B94, B99a, C36-C39,
C53-C54, C55-C58, C69-C72A, CB7-CB10, bright & clean, an impressive collection, F.-V.F. Scott $4,800 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

890

H/m
Montenegro, Wonderful Specialized Collection, 1874-1921. A fascinating and extensive old-time,
well-annotated collection housed in one binder, with the complex first issues as well as the later ones, identified by
Michel, Scott and Gibbons numbers; includes all three sets representing the 1874, 1879 and 1893 printings of the first
issues, all correctly identified, with perf types, etc.; subsequent issues receive like treatment, especially the 1905
Constitution issue, which includes Scott #67a-74a, Very Fine, n.h.(!), plus a second mint example of the rare Scott
#69a; we also note #75 (imperf pair) and 77 (vertical pair imperf between), fresh and mostly Very Fine, a most
interesting lot of difficult material you just don’t come across often (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

92

Luxembourg, Specialized Collection, 1891-1950. Powerful collection in three volumes, includes 60a (2),
63a, 82a (3), 125a, 125a used, 139a (2), 146a, 148a, O65a (2), O68a (2), 1931-1937 first flight covers, balloon posts,
mint blocks of Official, many varieties, a dream lot for the Luxembourg maven, careful inspection required, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Luxembourg, Collection to Build On, 1852-1935. Including Scott #1-2, good imperf, roulette and
perforated coat of arms issues, strong used section of late 19th century and early 20th century regular definitive sets
and official overprints, decent group adding up in value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $5,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
Luxembourg, De Luxe Collection, 1852-1985. In a Davo album with much nice material, including (n.h.,
unless noted) #1-2 used, 92 mint, 217a-c, 272-277, 278-279, 1956 and 1957 Europa issues mint, B40-44 used, B45-49,
B50-54, B55-59 mint, B60-65 mint, B65A-Q (mint), B67-72 mint, B86-91 mint, B98-103, B121-125, B151, B156-161,
C16-20, etc.; Officials, Dues and Telegraphs present as well, please view.
Estimate $600 - 800
Monaco & Andorra, Collection of Mint & Used, 1885-1987. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, includes
mint 1-4, 7-8, 9 with 2000 APEX certificate, 10, 27, 30-32, 40-49, 60-92, 110-130, 159, 176, B8, B19-B23, B26-B35,
C36-C39, C41-C44, C55-C58, CB11-CB14, used J18, French Andorra mint 19-21, 65-77 less 71, 114-123, 124-142,
C1, C4, J32-J41, some scarce stamps present, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Monaco & French Andorra, Mint & Used Collection, 1885-1994. Mounted in a Scott album and a binder,
mint Monaco has 159, 262-279, 288-291 complete sheets perf and imperf, 328-332, B19-B23, B36-B50, B96-B99 perf
and imperf sheets, C36-C39, C41-C44, CB11-CB14, mint French Andorra includes 1-22, 124-142, 143-153, 159-160,
C1, C2-C4, and much more, deluxe proofs, souvenir sheets and loads of complete mint sets, a treasure for these
countries specialists, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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891

H/m
Netherlands, Welcoming Collection, 1852-1936. In very nice quality, mint hinged and used, partly parallel,
in a Biella album; noted used #3, 6, 12, 53a, 54, 66a (tête-bêche), 83, 86, 101, 104-105, 124-134 (mint), 133-134,
137-139, B25-32 (mint), B54-57, B62-65, B73-76 (mint), syncopated perfs #B21a-24a, B37a-40a, B44a-47a,
B50a-53a, B58a-61a (mint and used), B66a-69a, etc.; some nice covers included as well, please inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

892

H/m

893

H/m

894

H/m

895

HH/H/m

896

HH/H/m Netherlands Colonies: Curaçao, Near Complete Collection, 1873-1950. An eye-popping sheaf of Scott
country pages gleaming with mint throughout, starting from Scott #1-7; only three stamps used (#8, 12 and 26) and two
regular-issue stamps (#186-87) and Dues missing for completion; among the lovelies are #19-23, 30-42, 45-72, 75-80,
81a (though with a vertical crease—barely visible from the front, but showing clearly on gum side), 110-26, C1-3,
J21-30; regular issues, Semi-Postals, Airs, Air Semis and Postage Dues—they’re all here waiting, most F.-V.F. with
many better, come beach-combing; you’ll be happy with your finds. Scott $2,200 + for Classics only (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

897

H/m

898

H/m

899

m

900

HH

901

HH/H/m

902

HH/H
Norway, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1990. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, mint & used &
housed in a Lighthouse Stockbook, with better used 16b, mint 17 (4), 19 (2), 21 (2), 56-58, 64 (2), 65 (2), fairly
comprehensive, mixed condition, excellent catalog value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Netherlands, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1950. Mounted in a album, includes used 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22,
40-50, mint 66a, 278-281, 306-318, 336-339, B25-B32, B50-B53, B54-B57, B62-B65, B77-B80, B144a, B145a,
B214-B218, a nice foundation for a more complete collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Netherlands & Colonies, Collection, 1852-1985. Mounted in a Minkus album, appears generally complete,
with better items including Netherlands Scott #1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 40-53, 90-100, 104-5; Netherlands Antilles
1-12; Netherlands Indies 1; Japanese Occupation issues, Netherlands New Guinea UNTEA set, Surinam 16, 39-42
and 184-207, generally F.-V.F., a great lot with a higher level of completion, be sure to take a good view as you should
find plenty of sets and singles of interest (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-2000. Used 19th century including #1, worthwhile
semi-postals, then an excellent collection of used Netherlands Indies with back of the book material, some better
cancels, perf varieties on the 1923 issue, a little something for every Netherlands collector, some mixed condition,
inspection urged, a terrific value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Netherlands Colonies, East-West Collection, 1864-1985. 6 albums full of Indies, East and West: East
Indies include #1-2 and mint hinged 1923 Jubilee stamps; Indonesia features the 1949 overprint set, along with the
popular tennis and soccer souvenir sheets, while Curaçao/Netherlands Antilles shows up, as does Suriname (in a
parallel collection), good material in good condition; viewing suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Netherlands East Indies, Timor and Indonesia, Collection, 1864-2009. In Scott Specialty album from
1864 to 2009 including back of book, mixed mint and used (mostly mint) to about mid-1930s then apparently complete
mint including souvenir sheets thru 2009, Indonesia only missing about 10 for completion, F.-V.F. 2010 Scott $7,600+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,600 - 1,800
Netherlands East Indies, Solid Collection, 1864-1948. Housed in a folder of album pages; includes used
#1, 2, J3-6; mint #97-98, 102a-123a (Bandoeng overprints), 151-157 and 290 (n.h.); Netherlands New Guinea present
as well, a lovely collection worth the time to view.
Estimate $600 - 800
Netherlands East Indies, Tradewinds Collection, 1870-97. Approximately 1800 classic stamps arranged
in a stockbook; unpicked, so an ideal lot for the cancel collector (there are many nice cancels here) or the flyspecker
searching for plate flaws, come view—you never know what you’ll find.
Estimate $350 - 500
Netherlands West Indies, Island Breeze Collection, 1950-2008. In a very well-filled Davo album; mostly
n.h., though a few hinged sets are here as well, o.g., never hinged, please view.
Estimate $400 - 600
Norway, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1986. Mounted in a Davo hingeless album, better used 1, 3, 5, 6,
8-10, 13, 20, 28, mint 2, 4, 7, 11, 47-58, 74-95, 104-110, 115-128, B1-B3, O9-O21, a quality collection for your perusal,
few if any condition issues, very useful lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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903

HH

904

H/m/)

905

H
Portugal, High Value Collection, 1853-1962. Mostly mint hinged, in an old Schaubek album; highlights
include used #17-24, 25-33 and 34//51a, and mint 1893 Provisional overprints, #110-131, 147-154, 156-169, 170-183,
185-192, 1911 Republic overprints, 1920-26 and 1928-29 Cérès series, 346-376, 377-397, 397A-K, 398-421, 422-436,
437-452, Lusiads set, 528-533, 534-539, 558-560, 568A, 579-586, 595-602, 605-614, 615-631, 650-657, 662-669,
675-682, 694-701, 702-710, 717-720, 721-726, 747-748, etc., a nice collection worth your time to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

906

H
Portugal, Collection, 1866-1975. Mostly unused, mounted on pages; includes Ceres, Republic overprints,
History series…a very colorful gathering—along with all better souvenir sheets; a spot check showed later issues
appearing n.h., inspection invited. Scott $8,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

907

HH

908

HH

909

Portugal, Souvenir Sheets, 1981. Stockbook with n.h. and used souvenir sheets, including Azores and
Madeira; 63 sheets in total, with many duplicates and many Europa sheets; excellent lot for stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $60 - 80

910

H/m

911

HH

912

H/m

913

HH/H

94

Norway, Aland Islands, Greenland & Ross Dependency, Mint Collection, 1942-99. Hundreds of mint
singles and souvenir sheets housed in four Lindner hingeless albums, Norway has a few better like 360-369, 382-386,
B50-B52, B59-B61, B64-B65, and with dozens of mint complete sets, Greenland with 39-40, 28-38, 48-65, Ross has
L5-L8, L21-L30, excellent face & catalog value, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Poland, Philatelic Ragout, 1860-2000. Presented in forty three volumes, includes Poland German
Occupations, town cancels, postal history including first day covers, airpost stamps, locals & fiscals, postal stationery &
cards, Silesian town cancels, Eastern Silesia, Upper Silesia, Central Lithuania, Allenstein, Marienwerder, Estonia,
Latvia and mint & used souvenir sheets, tremendous catalog value, mixed condition, a very comprehensive collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Portugal, Bright Collection, 1923-80. Mint sets, nearly all n.h. (the occasional hinged single creeps in),
including extensive souvenir sheets (including the classics), full sheets of 6 of the 1980s Tiles series; pristine
throughout; one of the nicest collections we have seen for the time period, o.g., never hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Portugal, Marvelous Modern Collection, 1969-85. Mostly in blocks of 4, including better Europa issues,
definitive sets and souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, an excellent modern selection for the collector—with enough
duplication for the dealer; come view. Michel €3,500+ ($4,080).
Estimate $400 - 600

HH/H/m

Portugal & Colonies, Well-Filled Collection, 1853-1948. In a fat Scott album containing a huge quantity of
material, including nice Classics and better stamps, o.g., hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Portugal & Colonies, Nice Range of Souvenir Sheets, 1940-51. Experience your own Age of Discovery
with this lot in a stockbook and on black Vario stockpages; from Rowland Hill to Portuguese kings, from Angola to
Guinea to St. Tomé & Principe, to Timor and India, these sheets will put wind in your sails; all in lovely pristine condition
(Portugal #674a has slight discoloration in the sheet margin, not affecting the stamps); includes Angola #Block 2
canceled in right margin “1a Exposiçiäo Filatélica de — Angola — / 2 / Abril / 1950 / Luanda”, plus two other sheets not
listed in Scott: 1951’s Ano Santo Blocks 1 and 2 (from Afinsa Colónias Portuguesas catalogue; 2011 catalogue value
€360 for the pair), o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine, set sail today; viewing recommended. Scott $2,077 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Portuguese Colonies, Extensive Collection, 1868-1967. Mint hinged and used, housed in a Scott album; a
lot of material, including some very nice Classic stamps, view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Portuguese Colonies: Portuguese India & Timor, Mint Stock, 1914-28. Presented in a small stock book,
duplication with 2 to 13 examples of each, includes Timor 170, 182A-182G, Portuguese India with 373-375, an
inexpensive opportunity to acquire fresh stock of these ever popular colonies, examination will only whet your appetite
for this lot, F.-V.F. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $400 - 600
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914

HH/H/m

915

HH/H/m Portuguese Colonies: Mozambique Company, Mint & Used Collection, 1892-1935. Housed in three
stockbooks, includes one volume with mint & used 1-9 with heavy duplication, volume two has balance of issues with
mint & used with heavy duplication, and volume three has some large blocks of 1-9, some without gum, please inspect
closely, a sure fire money maker, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

916

H/m
Russia, Massive Collection, 1857-1991. Highly specialized mint and used in 5 homemade albums; parallel
from the earlies onwards in fresh condition on the whole; many scarce stamps and sets present, with types, overprints,
papers, perf varieties and imperfs, etc.; notables include the 1857 10k imperf (3), extensive 1858-79 holdings, 1884
3R50 mint with vertical striped paper, 1913 Tsar set, 1920s definitive sets (both mint and used and specialized), all the
good sets of the 1920s-’50s (many both mint and used); good Airmail section, sheetlets, very valuable and pretty
Territories and Occupations, etc., many scarce items; )“&”6H,—take a look.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

917

HH
Russia, Spectacular Comprehensive Russian Soviet Republic Collection, 1917-67. A wonderful, nice
quality, all mint collection, complete less only a few stray items, housed in 3 Schaubek albums; begins with the final
Romanov set (Scott #88-104) and is virtually complete from there, including #238a-41c, 487-488, 489-509, 519-523,
536-539, 540-545, 546-550, 551-554, 555-558, 559-568, with apparently complete regular issues from there, plus
#B24-29, B38-42 (a rare set); tremendous Airmails like #C15-19, C20-25, C26-29, C30-33, C34-51, C35a, C37-39,
C40-44, C45-49, C53-57, C58-67, C68; great souvenir sheets like mint and used examples of 10801-1082a, 1325,
1327a, etc.; loads of value here, o.g., later never hinged, generally fresh and F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful collection of
this popular country; well worth a careful inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

918

H/m/)
Russia, Useful Holding, 1800s To 1900s, Some Even Into the 21st Century. Intact as purchased by the
owner, we note old album pages, individual sets, singles, multiples, souvenir sheets, covers, formed over five decades
and counting, also many newer issues as they were issued, we noted better items throughout which included
Republics, offices and Back-of-Book, a really meaty lot that one can sink ones teeth into, presented here for easy
viewing, you will quickly get to our low estimate and then some, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

919

H/m

920

HH/H/m

921

H/m/)

922

Russia, Philatelic Jumble, 1857-2000. Mounted in fourteen volumes, includes mint & used collection,
fiscals, volume of space topicals, Russia Offices in China, Offices in the Turkish Empire, Ukraine with trident issues,
Trans Caucasian Federated Republics, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum & Georgia, a great selection of this popular
country, mixed condition… bottom line, an enthralling compilation with much value, and overall condition tending to run
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Portuguese Colonies, Back of the Book Collection, 1890-1960. In a Lighthouse stockbook, includes
Angola, Azores J1-J7, Cape Verde, Macao J1-J11, J12-J22, J22A-J32, Madeira, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea
J21-J24, J26-J29, Portuguese India J37-J42, Saint Thomas & Prince Islands Timor J1-J10, J21-J30, please examine,
a nifty little collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Russia, Desirable Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1993. Marvelous property in two Scott albums with a high
degree of completion, and several items that one does not see very often in the average collection, incl. used 19th
Century representation, followed by countless sets or part sets (mint unless denoted) such as 1922 (B25-29), 1922
(B30-33), 1922 (CO1-2 & CO4), 1925 (294-97), 1930 (C12-13), 1931-32 (C15-19), 1931 (C26-29, used & C30-33,
mint), 1932 (C34-35, used), 1932 (485-86), 1933 (487-88, used), 1933 (489-509, used), 1933 (C40-44 & C45-49,
used), 1935 (546-50, used), 1935 (C58-67, used), 1935 (559-68, used), 1938 (666-77, used) & 1949 (1325, used),
followed by a well-filled section of sets and souvenir sheets issued in the 1950s-1990s period. The collection is solid
mint from the early 1970s onwards. Great opportunity that collectors of this popular country will not want to miss! F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Russia, Stupendous Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1968. In a Scott album, with better mint 242-249,
265-268, 336-341, 342-344, 479, 545, 596, 606-609, 647-658, 857-858, 859, C10-C11, C15-C19, C26-C29, C83-C90,
plus scores more of mint & used sets and singles, a steal for the intrepid bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Russia, Postal Stationery Collection, 1881-1932. Over 120 Tsarist and Soviet items housed in a
Lighthouse covers album; envelopes, postal cards, letter cards, message-reply cards, mint and used; Soviet postal
cards with slogans and illustrations, a very pretty collection of material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m
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923

HH

924

m

925

H

926

H/m

Russia, Solid Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1922-76. Presented in black Vario stockpages, this interesting
lot begins with full sheets of 25 of #216, 219 (perf separations at right), 220, 230-231, 237-241 and 241A, with the 239
and 241 sheets showing the printer’s imprint in the bottom margin; very little duplication (two each of 603a and 959), with
all n.h. save 959 (1 hinged, 1 n.h.) and sound except 596 (crease), 1943a (major thins) and 2002a (damaged/torn at left
of sheet)—though none of these affect the stamp; additional sheets present include 970, 1079a-1083a, 1145a, 1360a,
1747a-b, 1757a, 1767a, 1786a-1787a, 2080a, varieties of 2106 (2), 2211a, a late 4436, and C75a, o.g., nearly all never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. or better, take the advice of the advertising cards also included: “Buy Soviet Postage Stamps!”
Scott $1,140 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Russian Offices in China, Cancels Assortment, 1899/1917. 100+ mostly Offices in China issues plus
some Russia regular issues with various Chinese office cancels of Shanghai, Tientsin, Chefoo, Hankow, Peking,
Chinese Eastern Railway (Manchuli Station), Sinkiang offices with Chuguchuk, Kashgar, Kuldzha plus Harbin
(manchuria), includes multiples and on piece, usual mixed condition but better thsn usually seen and with many clear
distinct cancles, generally F.-V.F., ideal for the enthusiast in this challenging area.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
San Marino, 1877-1955. An impressive collection; includes #1-24 less #22 (most better without gum, some
with short perfs, cat. $5,250 of total), then virtually complete #93-385; Airmails include C11-16, C55-76 & C78-90; also
including J1-9, J37-51 & Q16-34 as well as miniature sheets #355, C75 & C90. Scott $13,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Serbia, Specialist’s Collection, 1866-1919. On quadrilled pages in a red Elbe Washington binder;
organized by issue and issue date, with information on quantity issued, paper types, perf and color varieties, forgeries,
etc.—all illustrated with actual examples; every issue identified by Scott and Gibbons numbers, making cross-reference
(and further study) a breeze; quality varies as expected, but overall a sound collection with nearly all items mounted (a
few hinged), Well worth the time to “flip through the album” on-line (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
A staggering amount of research went into this: it’s not just a collection, but a history of Serbia, Serbian stamps and stamp
production, and postal history.

927

Serbia, Wide-Ranging Dealer’s Stock, 1866-1952. An impressive presentation (and history lesson) of
Serbia, Montenegro, Slovenia, and Trieste A and Trieste B issues; stockbook opens with an intensive collection of
Trieste B material, including Scott #3a (2 mint hinged, 2 used), 65 pair with double row of perfs between, 65a (2), C17
(2), C17a (2); misperfed 23, 25 (corner single), 42, 45; imperf 51-56, C3 and C4; 60 with “STT UVJA” overprint error (21
n.h.) and 77 n.h. with misplaced overprints; Serbia runs 1866-1920; Slovenia‘s 1945 interim period o/p issue (Michel
#17-34) is here n.h.; Trieste A appears near complete, with examples of o/p flaws; and Montenegro includes a set of
the never-issued 1916 Italian Exile issue, including imperfs and the Queen Milena Red Cross issue, as well as Austrian
and Italian Occupation issues (including 2NJ1-5); end your journey through the region back in Trieste B, with individual
album pages highlighting o/p errors (inverts, omissions, doubles, etc.); most issues throughout mint and used with
manageable duplication, o.g., hinged or never hinged, perfect for the dealer or collector wanting to specialize; viewing
highly recommended.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m

This material is not easily found—especially not in quality or quantity as it is here.

928

HH/H/m

929

HH/H/m

930

H/m
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Serbia, Parallel Collection, 1866-1943. Housed in a slip-cased Palo hingeless album; mint runs the entire
period, used 1866-1920; EFOs pop up throughout: double perfs, o/p shifts and varieties, double and partial prints, etc.;
very high degree of completion in mint, including full runs of Austrian Bosnia overprints (Scott #1N1-21 and 1N22-42),
2N1-15 and 2N16-30 (both sets n.h.), 2NB7a-10a and 2NB7b-10b n.h. (slight scuff to 2NB7a); 2NB5 and 2NB6 n.h.;
used collection is lovely with some European-quality cancels present, and includes Dues and Newspapers, F.-V.F.
overall, with much better, well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Serbia, Specialized King Alexander & King Peter Issues Study, 1903-12. In a 32-page (64-side) VST
stockbook loaded with singles, blocks of 4, cross-gutter blocks (up to 44) of Scott #59-64; singles of 65-67; and #87-105
in multiples up to blocks of 25; a vast amount of material for the specialist: paper, printing, perf and color varieties (many
of the latter not listed in Scott or Michel); some of the rarely-seen items include a die proof of #87, various trial color and
frame/vignette die proofs, two sides of King Alexander forgeries and 13 sides of King Peter stationery, including usages
to the US and Austria, F.-V.F. or better, a lovely collection built with much time and effort; worth viewing (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Serbia & Montenegro, Specialized Collection, 1866-1918. Housed in a 16-page Lighthouse stockbook,
with Serbia leading off with mint Scott #1, 2a and 3, followed by used Prince Michaels, including a (counterfeit?) printing
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error on #15 reading “PARF” and two copies reading “2 HARE” and early Prince Milans; Milan issues organized by printing (per
Michel), with a mix of mint and used throughout and featuring two part-sheets of 25 of Scott #26; mint gutter pairs of Serbia #33 and
36, with mint imperf #33, 34 and 39 and imperf at left #35 and 37; and a very nice looking #76a used; mint and used 79-86 (the
“Death Mask” issue); n.h. block of 4 of #94 with set-off of the black on gum side (nibble taken out of one stamp), plus a selection of
four French stamps handstamped “POSTES SERBES” from Corfu (Michel #VIII, XI, XIII, XIX); Montenegro includes #1, 2, 4, 6
mint, and used #5 and 50a; both collections large-part parallel mint/used, with paper varieties noted, along with shade, perf and
printing varieties—especially Montenegro; Serbian Dues and Newspaper stamps included, as are Montenegrin Dues and
Acknowledgement of Receipt issues (with color varieties not listed in Scott), generally F.-V.F., with the expected flaws of such
early stamps; worth a look—you don’t see these issues every day (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
931

HH/H/m

932

H/m

933

HH/H/m

934

HH/H/m

935

HH/H/m Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-2005. Mounted in a Scott album, includes mint 317-318, B11, with
used 17-27, 66, 131, 194-196, 197-209, 213-226, with hundreds of mint sets, souvenir sheets and booklets, and with
good coverage of back of the book material, few if any condition issues, otherwise, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

936

H/m
Sweden, Nice Collection, 1855-1936. Mainly used with some scarce Classics and a group of pages waiting
to be merged into almost like-new Lighthouse hingeless pages in two-post binder, pages through 1965; great starter
that begins with a couple of scarce stamps! F.-V.F. Scott $6,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

937

)

938

HH/H/m

939

m
Sweden, Numeral Stamps Study, 1872-78. A very nice specialized collection of this issue housed in a
pristine stockbook, with color and perf varieties annotated (and often in quantity); gathered with an eye to quality,
particularly regarding cancels—many full or near-full socked-on-the-nose CDSs present, generally F.-V.F., worth a
look, either for your own collection or as the basis for exhibiting; a very pretty grouping.
Estimate $400 - 600

940

H/m
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Collection and Stock, 19th & 20th Century. With duplicates housed in four
stockbooks, starts with a page of cantonals that are for reference into the Rayons, later regular issues, including
forerunners, semi postals, airmails, then Liechtenstein, two smaller books were cataloged at over $10,000.00, the other
two books should catalog more thn these making the aggragate total quite high, condition seemed very nice and a
useful holding, a lovely lot and a swift review will help, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Spain, Civil War Collection, 1936-39. A very interesting collector accumulation, with a mass of material
including better types, overprints and varieties; some multiples, all housed in a homemade album, must-see collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Spain & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1970. Presented in a Scott Specialty album, with used 1,
4, 7, 36-39, 55-60, 94-97, mint 208-209, Exposition of Madrid Industries, 373-385, 433-448, B74-B105, B108E,
C6-C11, C92-C96, E1, Officials, Postal Tax, Carlist, Offices in Morocco 108-120, Tangier L1-L11, Cape Juby B1-B13,
classic Cuba, Fernando Po 39-40, mint 152-167, Ifni 61-63, B1-B3, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Spanish Guinea mint 1-8,
58-73, the perfect collection for break up, enormous catalog value, some condition issues, but overwhelmingly F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1862-2005. Thousands of stamps in a thick Lighthouse stock book, a
breathtaking collection with many premium stamps, mint includes local LX2, 8, 17 (2), 59 (2), 60 (3), 61, 62 (2), 63, 64,
65, 66 (2), 194-196 (2), 226-227, B11, C1-C3(2), with plenty of coils, mint & used complete sets, you’ll regret missing out
on this one, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Sweden, Valuable Collection, 1855-1992. In 3 Davo hingeless albums very well filled; includes many
popular issues, including Scott #7 and 27 used; a mint Gustav V 80 öre (#92), plus mint 1916 Landstormen overprints,
1924 UPU Congress (higher values with certs) and UPU 50th Anniversary sets, 1935 Parliament and 1936 Sweden
Post Tercentenary issues, etc., a very pretty collection well worth viewing.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Sweden, Airmail Covers Collection, 1923-2002. Approximately 375 covers in all, neatly arranged in 4
albums; includes many First Flights, please inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1996. Mounted in three Davo hingeless albums, used with 1-5,
6-12, 13-16, 40-49, with semipostals, mint kicks in about 1970, with coils, souvenir sheets, a decent collection for a
starter, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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941

)
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Airmail Flights, 1920s Onwards. In single cover album housing over 120
covers (some Liechtenstein but mostly Swiss), a nice mix of covers with some duplication but not too much, large retail
value, excellent for the internet trader or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

942

)

943

m

944

H

945

H/m/)

946

Switzerland, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1850-2002. Many hundreds neatly arranged in three
32-page stockbooks; highlights include used Scott #3, 8, 8a, 27 strip of 3, 89-93 (90 mint) and mint 75, 86-88, 88a, 88b,
97, 97a, 111, 126-145, 182-185 and then virtually complete to 2002 including the NABA sheet, Pax issue, etc.;
Semi-Postals are complete, with B4-9 & B12-672 all NH—including all the souvenir sheets except B143 (l.h.); Airs are
also complete, including grilled gum and C25a (NH); Postage Dues include J11 mint & J19 used, and the Officials are
fairly complete, but lack most of the $50+ stamps; as for condition, the earlies are just a little mixed, but otherwise,
except for a few minor flaws, everything is clean, F.-V.F., a marvelous lot. Scott $20,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

947

P
Switzerland, Proof Collection, 1938-78. 58 items in a binder, includes proof of B104, then progressive color
proofs of B144, B170, B206, 352a, B297, B323, B344, a gorgeous collection, please examine, Very Fine. Estimate
$3,000 - 4,000

948

H
Switzerland, Hotel Post Stamps, 1864-87. A beautiful specialized, mostly mint hinged collection on pages
in a Davo album; includes partial sheets, various types, sheet reconstructions, etc., please inspect, seldom offered.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

949

)

98

Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Cover Selection, 19th & 20th Century. A few hundred items, starting with
the Rayon issue we note a few fronts on the earlies, but a solid run which includes a few “lookers”, there is a group of
modern stationery, but includes some nice valuable items that should bring a few hundred dollars each and more,
worthy of a quick review, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Incredible Collection, 1851-1907. Helvetia Heaven! Thousands and thousands of classic
Switzerland in two large stockbooks, with greatest strength in Sitting and Standing Helvetias; all used, sorted in
specialized detail: includes perforation, color, die and type varieties; items have been selected for freshness, condition
and quality, with many choice and Luxus cancellations, generally F.-V.F. or better, a True Philatelic Paradise; one of the
best such stocks we have ever seen; with 1996 Berra-Gautschy photo certificate for Zumstein 23A and 2013 Marchand
photo certificates for Zumstein 20 and 24A. Scott $125,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Switzerland, Exceptional Nearly All Mint Comprehensive Collection, 1843-1955. Remarkably vast and
valuable, compact in nature, in 3 parts; Part I is a straightforward, all mint collection from 1854-1955 on Scott pages,
with every space filled from the imperf seated Helvetias on, with Standing Helvetias, all souvenir sheets, Airposts,
Semis and Dues largely represented—all of this in its own right quite remarkable; Part II is a Scott #2L1 Double Geneva
with accompanying 2002 Hans P. Renggli photo certificate stating repaired and without gum, the item appears Very
Fine and carries a catalogue value of $77,500; Part III is an old Maury album page of used, including Scott #7b (cert),
several Cantonals, etc. (quite possibly a reference item or 2 in this section). Overall fresh, F.-V.F., catalogue value well
in excess of $100,000! A most unusual and exceptional lot; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Switzerland, Stamps and Covers Collection to 1953. Presented in 8 springback binders, an extensive
collection of attractive singles, some n.h., with a wonderful parallel used collection; many covers, including FDCs, Air,
Registered, Feldpost; souvenir sheets, etc.; a useful collection that includes NABA sheet unused and on cover;
exhibition cancels, charity picture postcard sets; many destinations, combos and markings on the covers, Very Fine
throughout, a plethora of Swiss postal history; please examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
H/m

Switzerland, Incredible Selection of Better Covers, 1900-50s. A massive, exceptionally clean and select
group of over 700 covers, hand-picked and put away over the years, with each item in its own cover sleeve; much of the
coverage and value lies in the 1920s-40s items, with literally dozens of souvenir sheets on cover, plus quite a few
additional covers with the stamp excised from the sheet and dozens of better souvenir sheets in quantity; additionally,
we note nice early issue Semi-Postal covers, excellent flight covers, a couple nice Semi-Official Airmail covers, early
picture postcards, censors, several choice Postage Due covers, Military Stamp covers, etc.; a lovely holding, inspection
a breeze, retail should be $6,000-$7,000, bulk F.-V.F. or better, a great opportunity for the trader.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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HH/H/m
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m
Switzerland, Dealer’s Stock, 1850s-2000. Wonderful, mostly used stock, all in useful quantities, many
matched sets; includes some Airs, excellent early Semi-Postals, regular issues and commemoratives; exceptionally
clean and very useful; we can only imagine what potential retail is. Scott $25,000 estimated (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

952

m

953

H/m
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)
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H/m
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)
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H/m
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H

960

H)
Switzerland, Postal Card Collection, 1953. 184 different postal cards, each featuring a different Swiss city,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

961

HH/H
Vatican, Mint Collection, 1929-87. Mounted in a Scott album, with 1-13, 14, 19-34, 35-40 with a 1966 Diena
certificate, 41-46, 47-54, 155a, B1-B4, C9-C15, C16, C18-C19, C20-C21, C22-C23, J1-J6, a pleasant collection only
missing a couple to be complete for the period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Switzerland, Dealer’s Glory, 1850-1978. In 2large stockbooks loaded with both mint and used in useful
quantities; note used #1, Seated and Standing Helvetias (with shades), 1946 PAX set n.h. (2), NABA block n.h., Pro
Patria & Pro Juventute issues throughout, Aarau 1938 sheets mint and used; post-1963 appears to be all used,
wonderful stock for the internet or packet dealer. Scott approximately $75,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Massive RevenueAccumulation. Thousands and thousands of stamps (owner estimates
5,000) with singles, on piece and a few documents, duplication and usual mixed condition. This would be a wonderful
study lot with plenty of interesting cancels and stamps not usually seen here in the U.S., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Cantons/States, Fascinating and Well-Annotated Reference Collection. An exceptional,
well-researched and -presented one-volume collection of hundreds; begins with an exhaustive study of the Basel
Doves, with facsimiles, reference items by forger, and a great range of different forged proofs, etc.; the second protion of
this intriguing lot lies with the Geneva issues, including single and double Genevas with several hundred in all, again
featuring examples by forger, facsimile cancels, etc., F.-V.F., lovely, intensive study—a specialist’s delight; examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Postal History Tumble, 1924-75. Approximately 125 covers housed in two cover albums,
better includes 1930 Zeppelin picture postcard with red Basel Flugpost cachet and C11, 1936 Zurich to New York flight
cover franked with C12 & C9, 1954 first flight with pair C28, 1924 airmail cover with strip of five 186, 172, C5 and
Sanabria S1, great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Specialized Perforated Seated Helvetias Collection. A very attractive, keenly assembled
collection of covers, post cards, items of postal stationery, a beautiful newspaper usage, plus off-cover singles and
combinations on piece, all mounted on seven album leaves; each item is selected for interest, with a lovely array of
unusual usages, premium cancels, etc., mostly Very Fine, a lovely assemblage; examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
Switzerland, Collection, 1907-53. On quadrilled pages in Biella Gotthard springback binder; very strong
back-of-the-book; stamps are fresh, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,290.
Estimate $500 - 700
Switzerland, Postal History Melody, 19th & 20th Century. Many hundreds if not thousands of items which
include all aspects of postal history, an interesting selection of stampless, soldier’s stamps, airmails, semi postals,
postal stationery, postage dues, officials, censored, parcel cards, you-name-it and its likely here, we noticed items
worth $100 each and up, vast majority is dollar box material though in searching through you will find many useful and
better items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Souvenir Sheets, 1936-2002. Accumulation of about 80 souvenir ot miniature sheets in a
stockbook; slight duplication except for B131, of which there are 20 mint and 14 used; all are never hinged including the
used, which are just about all canceled to order; also incs an FDC of B144. Scott $3,050 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Large Early 18th Century Ephemera Collection. Approximately 250-300 letters, receipts
and financial correspondence, a wonderful study lot with plenty of interesting items not typically seen here in the United
States, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Vatican, Cover Selection, 20th Century. Maybe a dozen covers, but this is about quality and value not
quantity, we note 7 complete sets on what appear to be FDCs, includes the 1934 and 1936 sets on registered covers,
plus a handful of other Italy, San Marino, Belgium and a Liechtenstein item, a quick bid will provide a nice profit, Very
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

965

HH/H

Vatican, Magnificent Collection, 1852-1969. Housed in a slip-cased Palo hingeless album, one of the
nicest Vatican collections you’ll ever see; three Roman States issues are used (Scott # 2, 3 and 16), with Roman States
6, 12-15 and 17 mint; the Holy See is wholly mint and nearly all n.h., with just a handful of individual stamps hinged; for
1929-69, every Vatican space is filled, including (n.h. unless noted): #1-13 (#9 v.l.h.), 19-34, 35-40 signed Oliva (with
1980 cert) and Diena, 41-46 (a couple v.l.h./n.h. appearing), 47-54, 55-60, 61-67, 149-53, 155a (possibly hinged at very
top of sheet), B1-4, C16-17, C18-19, C20-21, C22-23, J1-6 and Q1-15, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. with much
better, don’t be a Doubting Thomas: come see this miraculous collection for yourself (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Vatican, Attractive Collection, 1933-2006. On White Ace pages in five White Ace binders (with four
dustcases), missing some early issues, but from 1953 (#158) through 2006 (#1344) it is complete mint regular issues
apparently never-hinged except for one stamp (#1160) and two souvenir sheets (#792 and #829), each in black
Showguard mounts; this is a very special lot with over a half-century of complete issues, obviously a great collection to
complete or to break-down for quick retail sale online from this ever popular Papal state! o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Yugoslavia, Compendious Mint Collection, 1918-2002. Presented in 7 Lindner hingeless albums,
includes #15-21, 22-26, 41-52, 77-86, 87-98, 195a, 196a, 398-409, 435-446, 452-460, 461-468, 611, 615, 662a, C33,
C33a, C43, J12-J20, Croatia-Slavonia 2L28-2L36, plus an excellent holding of Trieste, virtually complete for the period,
o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., a gem of a collection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Europe and Colonies Area Collections
966

H/m

967

m

968

H/m
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m
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m
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Baltic States, Collection, 1918-40. A look back at the inter-war years’ independent Latvia and Estonia;
Latvia collection (1918-39) is housed on striking gold-framed black pages and includes Scott #B96 used, B97 mint and
30 with partial Cyrillic cancel; Estonia is actually two collections: one mounted on homemade quadrille pages, the other
hinged on Schaubek pages; this largely parallel mint/used collection includes #3b used, multiples showing shade and
printing varieties of early issues, 117-33 used, 147 mint (2), B9 mint, B10 used, B11-12 mint (12 n.h.), C1 mint marginal
with color bars, C3 n.h., C4-6 mint, plus used blocks; a solid foundation on which to build, and much useful duplication
for both the fly-speckers and retailers among us, generally F.-V.F. or better. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Baltic States, Mostly Used Collection, 1919-39. Highlighted by Latvian Airmails, followed by a small
selection of Lithuania; many attractive cancels. Scott $1,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Benelux, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1955. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, with Belgium with used
1, 2, 251, 252, mint B1-B8, B9-B16, B17-B24, B31-B33, and loads of parcel posts, Luxembourg used 2, Netherlands
used 1-3, 4-6, B1-B3, postage dues, Curacao mint 13-17, a great foundation to build upon, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Benelux, Three Countries, One Collection. Good lot on pages, neatly arranged and clean. Scott $2,000+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Europe, The Super Collection, 1840-1920. A stupendous presentation of the Classics, with all countries
near complete; it is incredible to see so many scarce and rare stamps in a single album; virtually all used and on the
whole in well above average condition; among the power players here are Germany with States (including #1s from
Bavaria and Saxony), with German Colonies a bonus as many sets are present to the 5M value; Great Britain hosts a
Penny Black and 2d Blue, 1847-54 6d to 1/ values, 1867-83 5/, 10/ and £1 (repaired) issues, and the £5 orange on blued
paper (repaired, but still a very, very rare stamp), and 1882-91 £1 in purple and in green; Italy with States issues;
Denmark has a #1, as does Finland (a #1 and a #2, actually), along with the 1866-67 issue to 1M, 1891 high values,
and the very rare 3R50 error of color used; France’s 1849 and 1853-60 sets run to 1F, and the 1881-90 Postage Due
set runs to 5F (!); wonderful Greece with Hermes Heads and 1896 and 1900 Olympics sets; Iceland includes #1-5;
Baltic States, Luxembourg, the Netherlands (including the 5- and 10 Guilder stamps); Norway 1854-1909 complete;
Austria, Poland, very good Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Spain with many key stamps, Sweden (including #1-4),
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Switzerland, etc., etc., etc.—all in a 1911 Edition Schaubek album, Massive catalogue value, with many stamps valued
in the 100s or even 1000s of dollars (with one stamp cataloging over $10,000). This is one of the sale’s must-see
collections.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
This collection was the life’s work of 5 generations of collectors! Add your touch to this century-long labor of love.

971

Europe, Impressive Collection of Classics to 20th Century. In six Yvert albums chock-full of sets, singles
and souvenir sheets, strong in the classic period, with better items from Belgium: starting with early Leopold I issues,
37, 72, 73, 75, 102, 136-37, 172-84, 213, 229-36, 435-45, early semi-postals, B34-46, B69-77, B107-13, B114-22,
B123-24, B125-31, B144-50, B156-62, B169 (stuck down), B178, B179, B458a, B460-61, B466A-66B, B482a, B514,
B515-20, B521-22, B538-43, B547-54, B558-60, B561-66, B605a, B662a, C12A, Bulgaria: 4, Czechoslovakia:
B137-39, Denmark: 6, 11-15, 34, 52, 72-78, 82, 135, 136-37, 138-44, 145-54, 167a, 171a, 175a, 181-91, C1-5,
Finland: early coat of arms, Russian issues and red cross selection, some early German states, Greece: early Hermes
heads, nearly complete 1896 Olympics, 165-78, 194-96, 321-34, 338-43, 344-60, 378-80, 427-36, 481, 535-38,
539-44, 556-67, 568-73, 581, 582-85, C5-7, C15-20, C71-73, N150A-64, Iceland: starting with some better numerals,
124, 138, 144-46, 152-64, 166, 181, 184, C9-11, Ireland: 13-14, 77, 175-76, Italy: 37-44, 58-63, 64-66, 79, 115-18,
119-22, 159-64, 165-69, 171-74, 174A-74G, 248-56, 290-305, 324-28, 331-41, 359-66, 367-76, 377-86, 549-67,
574-76, C3-9, C10-11, C23-26, C28-34, C42-47, C48-49, C62-65, C79-83, C89-94, C95-99, D9-14, E1-11, some
Trentino overprints, Aegean Islands: 34, various Aegean Islands overprints from various islands, Malta: 8-13, 17-18,
21-27, 28-45, 49-62, 64, 73, 98-114, 116-29, 131-47, 166, 208-22, 246-62, Netherlands: 1-6, 18, 22, 23-33, 40-53,
55-83, 83a, 90-100, 105, 142-60, 162-63, mostly complete set of 164/93, 306-22, 325-27, 336-39, 368-69, B1-3,
B214-18, J27, O16-19, Norway: 1, 2-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-21, 22-34, 59-61, 104-10, 340-42, B1-3, Poland: 30-40,
B11-14, San Marino: 111-14, Sicily: 13h, Spain: 71, 74, 171, 180, 226, 235, 260, 267, 287-96, 331-44, 370, 478-87,
705, 776-79, Sweden: early coat of arms issues, 13s, numerals, 48, 49, 64, 94, 152, 197-212, 213-28, 248-62, B11,
B12-21, early officials set, Switzerland: early imperf coat of arms and seating Helvetia group, 98-100, 182, 200-3,
243-46, 293-305, 352a, early semi-postals, B116, B144, C3-12, good postage dues, better than normal official section,
1O1, and some unusual telegraph stamps, Turkey: some early Crescent and Star issues and early overprints, Vatican
City: 19-34, 45-46, 47-54, 55-60, C18-19, C20-21, C22-23 and E3-4, select condition much better than typically seen, a
few faults as one might expect from a collection with this size, scope and depth, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a
magnificent collection with many better desirable sets that add up to a massive amount of value, view to truly
appreciate. Scott $150,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

972

H/m

973

H/m

974

H/m

975

H/m
Europe, Old-Time Collection, 1849-1949. On Schwaneberger pages; strong, mainly used, including
powerful early Sweden, Belgium, Turkey and Netherlands, with a lot of Czechoslovakia and a nice Estonia collection on
separate pages; condition looks better than usual with some beautiful used examples; very fresh and desirable stamps!
generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $25,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

H/m

Europe, Massive Valuable Specialized Collection, 1932-2006. Barely restrained in 31 fat stockbooks or
hingeless albums covering every aspect of European philately, proofs, blackprints, imperforates, blocks, panes,
sheets, sheetlets, private post issues, booklets, you-name-it and its likely here, huge retail and issue costs, just waiting
for a new home, excellent for either breakdown or for the anchot of a very nice collection, viewing invited, most of what
we looked at that was mint was never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
Europe, Special Old-Time Collection, 1840-1930. On Schwaneberger Europe pages in two-post binder;
strength is in nineteenth-century Classics; some very nice stamps, such as Great Britain first embossed issue (with nice
margins) used, as well as Queen Victoria 2/6, 5/, 10/ and £1 green used; strong France, including a 5F Napoleon III
used; many early Italian States (one has a Certificate from 1911!); solid Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland,
Turkey; you don’t know what you might find nestled away in here, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Europe, Classic Collection, 1840-1925. In two Schaubek Permanent-Albums with pages to 1925, with
some later issues added with blank pages; lovely selection of neatly hinged items from across the continent including
states, territories and offices; overall a very good level of completion; some highlights include #1s from Austria,
Belgium, Great Britain, Monaco and Norway; Finnish serpentines, German and Italian States, Netherlands Scott #101,
6r Zurich Cantonal (1L4), along with many better sets and singles including Greek Hermes Heads and 1896 Olympics;
Italian Dante, Garibaldi and soccer; strong Seated and Standing Helvetias, 1p Red, 2p Blue (imperf and perf), and
Britain 124 and 142, generally F.-V.F. Scott $52,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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976

HH

977

m
Europe, Large Collection, 1870-1930. Very clean, mostly used collection in 6 Schaubek albums; better
singles and sets throughout; not Denmark, Great Britain, Italy, Switzerland, etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

978

H
Europe, Air Etiquettes, 1941 Onward. Huge lot of several 1000, some mild duplication, unexamined for
varieties, all countries are present, with sheets, blocks, etc., many scarce items, an ideal start for a major collection,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

979

H/m

980

H/m

981

m
Europe, Classics Collection. Several thousand, mostly used to 1940; better include Belgium, France,
Great Britain, Italy, Luxembourg, etc.; does not include Germany; clean throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

982

HH/H

983

H/m

984

HH

985

H/m
Europe, Collection, 1850-1950. Thousands of different mint and/or used stamps on over 200 1950
Schaubek “Europa” album pages in matching two-post binder; album is in great condition and can be continued;
extremely fresh and bright stamps; singles and sets up to $80 and more; strength in early and mid-twentieth century;
This one is a Keeper! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

986

HH/H/m

102

Europe & Colonies, Mint Stock, 1900-2000. An astounding lot of thousands of mint material in two boxes,
with dozens of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets like Andorra French 143-153, 159-160, Austria C54-60 NH (2),
France 700-705, B249-B254, B267-B272, B294-B299, French Polynesia, Germany 1475-1494A, Greece 549-555,
639-648, 708-715, a ton of Greenland including 177-188, Italy 349-354, 359-366, C79-C83, Liechtenstein 151,
Luxembourg B180-B185, B166-B169, Ruanda Urundi 143-1146, Russia, Upper Volta C42-C49, and this is just a taste
of what awaits you, a great stock replenisher, be sure and put this on your to see list, what was examined was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Europe, Old-Time Collection, 1840s-1940s. On blank pages in nice Schaubek Permanent two-post binder;
probably two-thirds used; quality is better than usual; strength in Denmark, Germany and States, Russia and Sweden,
but also extensive Austria, Baltic States, Belgium, full-toothed Finland serpentines, France, Netherlands, Poland and
Switzerland; there are many choice plums here; very surprising with thousands of fresh, bright stamps, o.g., generally
F.-V.F., this one will keep you busy for months—check it out. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe, Fabulous Collection, 1850-1950. On 1950 Schaubek Europa album pages in matching two-post
binder; includes countries “A-I”; pages are loaded with choice items and many with nice cancellations; several countries
include mint and used examples (as Germany 1930s-1940s) as is popular in Europe; this is jam-packed with dozens
and dozens of stamps/sets $50-100 and up; in a quick leaf-through we noticed: Belgium #B169 mint ($150), Germany
#B49-57 (the elusive Wagner Operas set) used ($390), B59-67 mint and used ($230), B91-used ($100), B105 mint and
used ($175), Great Britain #139 c.d.s. ($150), 173 mint ($275), Italy #E17 used ($160); quality is excellent, as is the
case with many German collectors; bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Europe, Red Cross & Charities Semi-Postals Collection. A beautiful lot, containing items from Albania,
Austria, Belgium, Greece, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Serbia (under German occupation), Spain, Turkey
(including several n.h. forerunners and half moons), etc.; nice lot with high catalogue value, the stamps may have been
issued for charitable purposes, but be selfish—view and bid for yourself.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe, High-Quality Collection, 1850s-1930s. Thousands of different stamps on 1938 Schaubek Europa
album pages; strength in Austria, Hungary, Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Rumania & Balkans, and Spain;
tremendous value with some choice items in Switzerland; many bright and fresh-looking stamps; you will fill many
spaces with this one, F.-V.F. Scott $8,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe, Collection to 1970s. A wonderful 6-volume collection, all n.h. sets; countries include Austria, Great
Britain, Liechtenstein, Spain, Malta, Madeira & Azores and Yugoslavia; extremely fresh and attractive throughout, o.g.,
never hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1960. Hungary, Lithuania, Switzerland & Vatican, mounted in four
volumes, includes a Schaubek album with Hungary, includes used 1, 6, C12-C23, mint 8, 198-202, 528, B77-B79,
B80-B87, B94, B97, 1947 Roosevelt souvenir sheets, Central Lithuania in a binder with many mint imperfs, Lithuania
C1-C7, C8-C14, C40-C46, Switzerland is in a Scott album with scattered coverage, and Vatican with mint & used, a few
withg mixed condition, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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987

H/m
Europe, Old-Time Collection, 1880s-1940s. Mounted by country in order with many hundreds of stamps on
blank pages in old springback binder; vast majority used, many with choice cancels; very strong Finland, Great Britain
and Italy, with solid Greece and Netherlands; some Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Montenegro, Norway, Switzerland;
very little duplication; very useful for the European collector, o.g., generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

988

HH

989

H/m
Europe, Decent Used Collection, 1870-1920. With some better scattered throughout; should be closely
examined; no Germany, but does include Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain, Greece and Portugal;
Norway “V” overprints and London issue both used, Greece nice partial 1896 Olympics set, Britian hosts solid Victoria
issues, worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

990

H/m

991

H/m

992

HH
Europe, Near Complete “Europa” Collection, 1956-84. In 2 stockbooks including many souvenir sheets;
appears complete less 1956 Luxembourg set, but includes 1958 Luxembourg (2); most mint n.h., some duplication in
second stockbook along with NATO and regional-themed groups; very useful, o.g., never hinged, must view; watch
Europe grow (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

993

Europe, mainly Germany, DDR & Ireland, Covers & Picture Postcards, 1845-1990. Volume of Germany
covers, two volumes of DDR covers, small volume of Notgeld & worldwide currency, and a few hundred posted Irish
picture postcards, perfect for the internet or flea market dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

994

m

995

HH/H/m

996

HH/H

997

H/m

998

m

Europe, Europa Issues Holding, 1961-84. Huge selection of complete sheets in quantity, in two sheet
folders: Liechtenstein, Monaco, Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Cyprus, Malta and Yugoslavia, o.g., never hinged, ideal
dealer’s stock; must be evaluated. Scott $6,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Europe, Continental Collection, 1860-1953. Housed in a large Ka-Be album; many nice cancels, with
countries including Austria, Belgium, Finland; Germany includes extensive Occupations, Colonies and Offices, as well
as booklet panes/pairs and Allied Occupation issues, etc., great mid-range collection ideal for upgrades (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Europe, Collection (including Germany), to 1940. Several thousand stamps both mint and used in older
Schaubek album; very pretty Turkey with Oxhead and “B” overprints, Spanish Guinea “Cénst.” overprint plate flaw in
block of 4, very nice early France; Classics only; an interesting lot, solid collection on which to build (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

)

Europe, End of an Era Collection, 1880-1913. Small collection on pages; best being Italy, with Portugal,
Russia and Spain also represented; fill in holes, or use the pages as the building block for your collection—there’s room
here to grow. Scott $1,330 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
Europe, Europa Collection, 1956-72. Neatly laid out on Vario pages by issue, a few early issues, but the
majority of the stamps are mint, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,376 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
Europe (Central), Mint & Used Collection. Several thousand stamps presented for your perusal, includes
mint & used Poland collection in a Scott album, Czechoslovakia collection in a binder, Hungary collection in a Scott
album with loads of mint souvenir sheets 1202a, 1260, 1392-1395, 1396-1399, and a mint & used Austria collection,
dozens of complete sets available, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Eastern), Mostly Mint Holding, Predominantly 19th & 20th Century. Jam packed and loaded
with value, Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Germnay (DDR), Hungary, Jugoslavia; Poland, Romania, all included
here plus, organized neatly in glassine envelopes by scott numbers and loaded with idividual items/sets and souvenir
sheets, mostly in the under $50 range, plenty of sleepers and a lovely run of this ever-popular area, a lovely lot to
peruse, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Europe (Eastern), Massive Collection, 1858-1990. Contained in an Yvert album; includes Albania, Batum
(plus British Occupation), Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Russia; many thousands of stamps, including excellent
early- to mid-20th century, great country-wide selections; view (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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999

)
Europe (Eastern), Postal History, 1905-65. Hundreds of cards and covers, with Czechoslovakia first day
covers and postal history, Bohemia & Morovia postal history, DDR first day covers, canceled sheets of DDR, Poland
postal history, a nice offering with plenty of duplication for trade, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1000 H
Europe (Western) with Former Colonies and Offices, Mainly Mint Valuable Holding, 19th & 20th
Century. Which is rounded out by newer issues that were subscribed to and include Euro currency items, one of the
blue-chip favorites of everyone and contains many of the mid-priced better post war sets and earlier, this is a massive lot
and contains the following Countries: Belgium; Croatia; Denmark; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Italy;
Liechtenstein; Monaco; Netherlands; Norway; Portugal; San Marino; Serbia; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; Vatican
City; contains better and useful sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, premum galore and plan to have a careful look
as there are plenty of sleepers lurking within, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1001 H/m
Europe (Western), Collection, 1841-1950’s. A highly complete collection in four Schaubek albums of
Western Europe with the following highlights: Albania J40-44, Andorra, Spanish Administration 31A, Austria: 1-5, 6-11,
17-21, 51-65, 110-27 used, 128-44 mint, 340-53 mint and used, B87-92, B106-9, B112-17, C12-31, P5-7, Offices in
Turkey 1-7, Lombardy-Venetia: 1, 3-6, 7-12, 15-19, Belgium 6-8, 9-12, 18-22, 23, 24-26, B123-24, B125-31, B144-50,
B156-62, B169, B178, Bulgaria 4 no gum, 6-11, Danzig: 25-30 mixed gray and violet burelage and mixed points up and
down, 200-10 mint, 241-54 mint and used, C31-35 used, Denmark 3-4, 7-8, 11-15, 16-22, 25-34, 65-69, 82, 27o 11
surcharged issues, 164-75, 181-87, 189-91, B1-2, C1-3, Thule 1935 set, Finland 5, 9-10, 23-24, a decent amount of
Fuime issues, France 12-13, 29-36, 42, 46, nearly complete Peace and Commerce, 109-32, 315-20 mint, 329, 348
mint, 1942 and 1943 Legion and Petain se-tennant strips, B8-10, B11, Germany: 1-11, 12 manuscript cancel, 14-21, 25,
27, 65A, 65C-78 (several sets), B15-18, B23-27 mint, B28-32 used, B33, B34-37 mint and used, B44-48 mint and used,
B49-57, B58, B59-67 mint, B68a-d mint, C27-34 mint and used, C35-37 mint and used, C44-45 mint, C46-56 mint and
used, 8NB4a, 9N1-9N20 mint with some used values, 9N22-9N34 mint and used, Offices in China 1-4, 6, 37-44, Offices
in Turkey 4, 6, 13-22, 28-29, Great Britain 26, 27-28, 42, 49-51, 53-55, 59-60, 78-87, 94-95, 96, 98-105, 107, 108-9,
111-22, 127-40, Greece some decent early Hermes heads, Hungary 486, C24-25, C34, Iceland group of Gildi
overprints, 68, 130-37, 149, 163, 166, O4-9, Italian states several Naples and Sicily issues, a couple Tuscany issues,
Italy 24-33, 51, 58-63, 64-66, 72, 119-22, 159-64, 201-10, 248-56, 258-64, 268-79, 280-89, 290-305, 324-28, 331-41,
349-54, 359-66, 367-76, 400-9, B17-19, C10-11, C23-26, C28-34, C35-39, C40-41, C66-72, C79-83, C84-88, C89-94,
C100-5, CE1-2, E16, Q6, Italian Colonies 13-22, 23-31, 46-50, Luxembourg B50-54, B55-59, B60-65, B67-72, O13,
Monaco 6, B9-18, Netherlands 1-3, 4-6, 17-22, 23-33, 50, 53, 90-100, 1942 Legion sheets, J1-12, Norway 1, 5, 9,
12-15, 22-34, 59-61, 104-10, Poland B29 and B29c singles from souvenir sheet, N51-55 mint and used, Portugal 8, 16,
18, 579-86, Romania 172, Saar B1-4 mint and used, B23-29 used (high value is mint), B30-36 mint, B47-53 mint, B64a,
CB1a, San Marino 7, B3-11, J57, Sweden 12, 14, mixed perfs on complete numerals set, 197-209, 213-28, Turkey:
53-58, 102-9. A great collection with tremendous value with decent quality containing many quality high catalog value
sets and singles that could easily be broken down for tremendous retail value, generally F.-V.F., we recommend
viewing to properly evaluate. Scott $100,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1002 m
Europe (Western), Desirable Old-Time Collection, 1860-1980. Exceptionally clean and loaded with
seldom-offered Classics through the 1930s; includes Belgium, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and
especially nice Italy, with individual items cataloguing to $1000, many really scarce and undervalued items; a
remarkable holding. Scott approximately $75,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1003 H
Europe (Western), Wonderful Collection. Housed in a Borek album with excellent mid-priced 20th century
issues, mostly mint; better countries include Iceland (sporting a nice Í Gildi set—short, but still wow!), Monaco,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, etc.; British Officials, Belgian Telegraphs and French Offices Dues, well worth the time to
view. Scott $17,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1004 )
Europe (Western), Massive Postal History Accumulation. An exceptional and very diverse accumulation
about 500 or so covers, items of postal stationery, etc., from a wide range of countries including Italy & colonies,
excellent Portugal from early stampless to stamped, early 19th-century covers, Spain, excellent Switzerland with
numerous imperf Strubel and Seated Helvetia covers, nice Greece & area, Netherlands & colonies, Belgium with lots of
WWI German occupation items, plus Luxembourg, Cyprus, etc.; as this is a collector accumulation, the percentage of
“better” items is much higher than a dealer’s sweepings; the key to this lot is to keep digging! generally F.-V.F., from
stampless to censors with everything in between; examine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1005 H/m
Scandinavia, Collection, 1851-1954. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder; mainly used, some better
items in Crystal mounts; strength in Danish West Indies, Denmark and Iceland; a couple scarcer stamps, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $16,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1006 m
Scandinavia, Smorgasbord Collection, 1856-1980. Finland, Norway and Sweden brought together in an
Yvert album; Finland includes excellent serpentines along with North Ingermanland and Karelia issues, Norway boasts
a #1, and Sweden’s early issues are lovely; exceptionally clean and attractive (much like Scandinavia itself),
outstanding Classics and attractive cancels, definitely one to watch. Scott $12,800+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1007 H/m
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1960. Residing in a Scott album, includes Danish West Indies,
Denmark used 3-6, 7-8, 11-15, mint 79-80, 185-191, Finland used 5, 7, 10, mint 177-179, Greenland 1-9, Iceland used
144-148, mint C3, Karelia mint complete, Norway, Sweden used 2, mixed condition among the earlies, a very useful
assemblage of mostly sale able items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1008 HH
Scandinavia, Year Sets & Booklets Collection, 1977-90. Excellent lot of year sets & booklets, with
countries that include Denmark, Faroe Islands, Greenland, Sweden, with Greenland year sets 1977 (3), 1978 (4), 1979
(3), 1980 (2), 1982, 1983, 1987 (2), high face value, please examine, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Asia, Middle East and Africa
Country Collections
1009 HH
Algeria, Apparently Complete Collection, 1962-92. In a luxe Lighthouse album; in addition to regular
issues, we find the 1962 overprint issue included, along with some booklets, o.g., never hinged, an interesting lot with
not-often-seen extras; please view.
Estimate $350 - 500
1010 )
China (People’s Republic), Postal Stationery & First Day Cover Collection. Approximately 1,400 pieces,
with items dating back to 1951, some useful duplication, F.-V.F., please examine, may be the buy of this sale.
Estimate $500 - 750
1011 HH/H/m China (People’s Republic & Republic of China), Mint & Used Collection, 1940-2000. Hundreds of mint
and used singles, sets, part sets and souvenir sheets, with many blocks of four, loads of back of book, some useful
duplication, mixed condition, please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1012 )
China (People’s Republic), Postal Card & First Day Cover Collection, 1990-2010. Several hundred
postal cards & first day covers, lovely topicals, with some Republic of China material, a quick arrangement of material
should result in enormous payback, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1013 HH
China: Taiwan and Japan, Lovely Selection of Souvenir Sheets, 1944-62. 13 sheets (11 different issues)
in black Vario stockpages, beginning with the ROC’s War Refugees sheet #B9a (3; 2 v.l.h., 1 n.h.) and running through
the 15th Anniversary of UNICEF; includes ROC 1126a, 1135-1136, 1257a, 1269a, 1319a, 1322a, 1341a and the
aforementioned B9a; Japan sheets portray Himeji Castle (#517a), Phoenix Hall of Byodoin Temple (519a) and the
Centenary of the Treaty of U.S.-Japanese Amity and Commerce (703), issued for the visit of Prince Akihito and
Princess Michiko to the U.S.; also included are two sheets from 1961 celebrating the centenary of Japanese stamps,
one portraying 6, 10, 20 and 30 sen Chrysanthemum issues, the other 12, 15 and 45 sen Birds, both in their original
folder, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a bright and colorful grouping—you’ll enjoy seeing them yourself. Scott $925
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1014 H
Egypt, Mint Collection, 1866-1955. Includes #1-6, 29-41 less 31 (2x 30), 43-120, 125-176, 191-383, B6b,
C1-89, J15-46, O14-68, N1-56 & NC1-32; other than #1-6, which are average, at best, just about everything else is
clean and F-VF. Scott $5,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1015 H/m
Egypt, Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1953. Fairly complete, face different, for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; includes (mint unless noted) #6, 8-9, 23b, 25b, 90-91, 92-120 (114 used), 125-176, C1-25, J7, O17-20,
and 1939-53 Issues just about complete including Occupation of Palestine; condition of the pre-1875 values is just a bit
mixed, but virtually everything else is clean and F-VF. Scott $5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1016 H/m/)
Egypt, Exquisite Accumulation of Mint & Used, 1890-1995. Hundreds of singles, blocks, semipostals,
airmails, officials, souvenir sheets and covers including First Days, F.-V.F., loaded with goodies and varieties; a great
opportunity to stock up on this popular country.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1017 HH
Egypt, Terrific Lot of Full Sheets, 1946-56. Includes 253 (8), 256 (8), 266 (8), 270 (4), 280 (2), 284 (2), 365
(7), C37 (4), and scores of full sheets of 413, great lot for the Egyptian specialist, please examine, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1018 HH/H
Ethiopia, Mint Collection, 1895-1995. Hundreds of mint stamps, identified & put in glassines, with material
such as 375-377, 383-385, 572-574, B1-B5, C60-C63, a great lot with many complete sets, inspection suggested,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1019 HH/H
Indonesia, Near Complete Collection, 1950-95. Mostly n.h. in an Importa album; contains the tennis,
soccer and ape souvenir sheets, Riau overprints complete (mint hinged), high values RIS overprints, etc., deserves
time for viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750
1020 HH/H
Indonesia, Nigh On Complete Collection, 1949-89. Housed in 2 Davo hingeless albums; mostly n.h. or
mint, with the high-value items present: 1949 Indonesia overprint set; 1950 RIS overprints; tennis, soccer and ape
souvenir sheets, Postage Dues and Riau complete—including a signed (!) first set, Scott #1-22, a must see.
Estimate $500 - 750
1021

Iran, Reference Collection, 1902-03. Over 330 stamps, pairs and blocks on black display cards, includes
items such as 235-239, 247-257, 280-290, 308, pair 257, mint 283-284 block of six, all items are being sold as reference
material, also included is a copy of 2002 Persiphila Catalogue, an important step to understanding this country’s
stamps, please review carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1022 HH
Israel, Mint with Tabs Collection, 1948-2010. Presented in five Davo hingeless albums, a tremendous
collection to build upon or to break up, includes 1-6, 7-9 with tabs, 1a, 2b, 3b, NH with tabs, 10-14 with tabs, tete-beche,
15 (2), 16, 17-21 tete-beche pairs, 28-30 with tabs, 55 with tab, C1-C6, J6-J11 with tabs, be sure and scope this one out
carefully, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1023 HH
Israel, Massive Lifetime Accumulation, 1948-2000. Thousands with singles, strips, blocks, & souvenir
sheets, booklets, an absolute winner for the internet or retail dealer, few if any condition issues, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1024 H/)
Israel, Early Mint Collection, 1948-53. A fabulous collection to break up, mounted on quadrille pages in a
binder, includes mint 1-6, 7-9, plus first day cover, 1-6 blocks of four with first day cover, used J1-J5 with first day cover,
mint J1-J5 blocks of six, 10-14 first day cover, 15 mint with tab, block of four and first day cover, 16, booklets, C1-C6 first
day cover and mint blocks of six, postal cards, huge retail value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1025 HH
Israel, Mint Collection, 1948-2004. Mounted in five White Ace albums, with 1-6, J1-J5, 10-14, 16, C1-C6,
appears complete for period, with souvenir sheets, booklets, nice item to put away, what we inspected was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1026 HH
Israel, Collection, 1948-2014 (1-2002). Comprehensive collection in 290+ Minkus pages in three binders,
and one large box of 21st century new issues; all appear MNH; includes se-tenants, booklet panes, mini-sheets,
souvenir sheets, stationery, franking labels; many with tabs (not counted as such); includes #1-9 apparently MNH
($355); other specialty items, such as 4 special numbered AMERIPEX ‘86 Color Separation and Blackprint sheets, and
several color-omitted varieties; Pick up the entire State of Israel stamps in one fell swoop! o.g., never hinged, generally
Very Fine. 2017 Scott $2,500+.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1027 )
Israel & Japan, First Day Covers & Postal Stationery. Many hundreds of Israel first day covers and Japan
postal cards, a fresh clean lot just waiting for the knowledgeable collector or dealer, should be worth many times our low
estimate, useful duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1028 HH/H
Japan, Beautiful Collection, 1883-1994. In 4 Edifil albums; much better material including #148-151,
155-158 (few rust spots), 163-166, 167-170, 177-178, 190-193, 283a n.h., 288a n.h., 293a n.h., 318a n.h., 323a n.h.,
371, 372, 378a (NGAI), 385a n.h., 407 (NGAI), 422, 425-436 n.h., 457 n.h., 479, 498var (NGAI), 517a n.h., 551var,
564a (NGAI), 575a (NGAI), 576var, 609, 850a n.h., B11 (NGAI), C8, C9-13, C14-18, etc., viewing
recommended—konichiwa.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1029 HH/H/m Japan, Formidable Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1974. Residing in a Scott Specialty album, better used 1,
4, 5, 37, 51-52, 55-66, 152-154, better mint 163-166, 167-170, 198-201, 227-229, 279, 293a, 306a, 311a, 318a, 323a,
378a, 385a, 407, 422a, 456a, 457, 479a, 498 sheet of five, 551 sheet of four, 564a, 575a, 572a, C8, and appears
complete for period, a wonderful collection for the most meticulous collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1030 H/m/)
Japan, Mint & Used Collection with Bonuses, 1850-1975. A large box containing mint 1956-1979 Japan
collection mounted in two White Ace albums, mint sheet file of full sheets, used collection in a Scott album, mihon post
office announcements, first day covers, glassine of better, please view carefully, a very useful collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1031 )
Japan, Picture Postcards, Early 20th Century. A marvelous group of about 50 cards, most with
Commemorative cancels (6 are mint) with a wide range of sublects including Russo-Japanese War, U.S. Great White
Fleet, Emporor & Empress, etc. A fascinating lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
1032 HHa
Jordan, 1963, King Hussein, 4f on 12f black & carmine-red (SG 541). 5640 copies including 56 sheets of
100 (selvage removed on two sides, six folded in half), o.g., never hinged; a very few with minor perf flaws on edges,
Very Fine. SG £112,800 ($146,640). Scott 425a; $90,240 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1033 HH/H/m Korea, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1884-2000. Thousand of mint & used stamps in 10 stockbooks, with 20B
(6), 34 (2), assorted flags, many mint blocks of four, heavy but useful duplication, a nice stock of this country, mixed
condition, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $27,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1034 H/m
Korea, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1893-2000. In a large box, a used collection 1895-1999 mounted in a
Scott album, four stock books of used stamps & souvenir sheets with heavy duplication, and a large envelope of mint
stamps and souvenir sheets, a quick inspection should give you all the reason you need to bid on this, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1035 HH
Korea (South), Tidy Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1958-66. Over 50 in all, stored in cover album pages;
highly complete for the period, with topics ranging from the war to the U.N., children to sports, communications to
medicine; better include #286a, 287a-289a, 290a, 353a-355a and 353b-355b; a boon for the collector or dealer, as all
items are identified by catalogue number and value, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, solid value throughout; viewing
suggested. Scott $1,290 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1036 HH/H
Laos, Mint Collection, 1951-2000. Captured in seven stock books, includes 1-17, C2-C4 & J1-J6 souvenir
sheets (3) and several part sets, C22-C23 (3), 77-80 perf & imperf souvenir sheets, with many complete mint sets,
souvenir sheets and full sheets, enormous catalog value, a dream lot of these fetching stamps, what was checked was
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1037 H/m
Lebanon, Magnificent Highly-Specialized Five-Volume Collection to 1980. An absolutely amazing,
extraordinarily comprehensive collection, keenly assembled in five pristine Palo hingeless albums; apparently
complete mint for the period, with a very well-filled used collection also included on a second set of pages, but the real
treasure lies in the literally hundreds of major varieties: we note scores of overprint varieties on the 1920s-30s issues,
including inverts, doubles, etc.; dozens of premium souvenir sheets like footnote-listed rarities, unlisted issues, printing
errors (e.g., printed on both sides, double impressions) plus deluxe sheets, printed-on-gum-side varieties, etc.; the
Airmails are simply amazing, and we also note the rare Madagascar UPU proofs, the scarce Portuguese “Colonias”
UPU issues, covers, Austrian, Turkish and Palestine issues used in Lebanon and much, much more, F.-V.F. or better, a
unique collection in all respects, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
You absolutely need to view this power-packed, incredible collection, but if you cannot, the many images online will certainly give
you the flavor of the lot.
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1038 )
Lebanon, Lovely Postal History Collection, 1888-1965. Over 150 covers and cards, with better 1939
cover French Levant to Egypt, with censor tape at left and various censor markings, 1929 first flight Beirut to Marseilles,
1930 first flight Damas to Bagdad, 1948 first day cover C141-C145, 1938 first flight Lebanon to Paris, a magnificent lot
with enormous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1039 )
Lebanon, Beirut Postal History, 1873-1920. 13 cards or covers, includes two Russia posts, one France,
two Egypt, two Austrian & five Turkey, along with Egypt & Turkish stamps with Beirut cancels, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1040 H/m/)
Liberia, Outstanding Collection, 1860-1976. A lovely, very specialized collection neatly assembled in five
pristine Palo hingeless albums, offering a highly complete, mint straightforward collection, plus tremendous value in the
inserted pages which contain hundreds of imperfs, part-perfs, inverted centers (like Scott #35a, 62a (extremely rare
choice, n.h., catalogue value $1600)), 153a block of 4, etc., trial colors, essays and more; the straightforward stuff
includes mint #1-3 (2 sets), 7-9, 13-15, 21-49, nice “Ordinary” overprints like 76-79, 101-13, 183-94, 214-27a, and runs
of sets from there; Semi-Postals; Airmails from C1-C3 quite nicely represented; Officials; Registration Stamps, Dues
and more, F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful “first-rate” collection, a delightful lot (photo on web site). Estimate $6,000 8,000
1041 H/m
Liberia, Vast Well-Organized Stock, 1860-1970. Lovely and very clean, very nicely organized stock of
thousands, mint and used, housed in three green stockbooks; both value and overall coverage are weighted towards he
earlier issues from 1860 onward, with the best coverage to about 1940; manageable duplication is the rule, with solid
offerings of regular issues, Airmails from #C1-2 on, Registration Stamps, Officials and more, F.-V.F. or better, excellent,
substantial holding, worth a careful inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1042 H/m
Liberia, Classic Collection, 1864-1950. On manilla or Lighthouse Vario-style stock-pages in two large
black binders with thousands of mint and/or used stamps, beginning with more than a hundred of the classic large
“Seated Liberia” issues, with useful duplication, many varieties, overprints, officials, registered, postage dues, with
“Specimen” overprints; massive retail value, includes some postally used; always popular for its classic engraved
issues, especially since it was founded by US black settlers and the first and only self-declared independent country in
Africa;these are the early classic issues, not the late twentieth-century “wallpaper”, F.-V.F., a goldmine waiting for you
to extract its treasure.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1043 H/m
Liberia, Extensive and Wide-Ranging Accumulation. Including a nice represented, used Palo album
collection, plus a second Palo album of modern issues to 1980; also included are two huge 3-ring binders, one of which
is packed with proofs, etc., mostly centered around 1940s-50s issues, with Arthur Sysk issue proofs, etc., F.-V.F., loads
of good pickings throughout; worth a close review (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1044 HH
Liberia, Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1949-86. A topical paradise; thousands of sorted souvenir sheets
(often 50-100 of each) in a box on some of the most popular topics: UPU, Boy Scouts, Soccer, Native Animals,
Churchill, Space, the Queen Mother, JFK, World Cup, Olympics, Zeppelin, US Bicentennial, huge retail poential, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1045 H/m
Liberia, Collection, 1860-1923. On old time pages, with a good selection of 15 early sitting Liberia issues,
some early perforate and imperforate numerals and some of the difficult late 19th century and early 20th century issues,
usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
1046 HH/H
Libya, Italian Occupations and Independent Collection, 1912-79. Calling a Scott album home, mostly
mint or n.h., with highlights including (mint unless noted) Italian Libya #10, 11, 13, 15, 62, 64, 69-70, B1-4, C1-2,
C30-31, E1-2, E3-6, E7-8 and J12-24, Italian Cyrenaica #1-4, 20-24, 25-27, 28-34, 59-64, B1-6, B21-24, B25-28,
B29-33, C12-17, C18-19 and CB1-10; Cyrenaica #65-77; Italian Tripoli First Issue (Italian Libya “For Use in
Tripolitania”), #5-10 (n.h.), 25-27, 28-34, 43-51, 73-78, B1-6, B54-58, C4-7, C8-15, C20, C21-26 (Zeppelins), C27-28,
C43-48 and CB1-10; and Independent Libya #135-146 and O1-8 (n.h.), etc., nice collection.
Estimate $1,500 2,000
1047 HH/H
Libya, Mint Collection, 1949-70. Mint collection in a Palo hingeless album, includes 2N1-2N11 less 2N2,
3N1-3N8, 3NC1-3NC2, 102-111, 112-121, 122-134, 135-146, 217a, J25-J29, J30-J36, with many complete sets,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1048 P
Mozambique, Fauna Stamps Color Proofs Collection, 1977 (555-566). From bushbabies to rhinos, with
cheetahs and hyenas in between; stockbook with a total of 380 progressive color proofs (as blocks of 4) of
Mozambique’s 1977 wildlife issue, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
1049 HH/H/m Pakistan, Complete Collection, 1947-73. Housed in a Scott album and containing, among others,
#(Stanley Gibbons no’s): 1-4 & 5-19 used, 19 n.h., 24-43 n.h. (#36 used), O1-4 & O5-13 used, O14-26 mint/used,
O35-43A n.h., etc.; also features nice Bangladesh overprints and various covers, worth a look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1050 H
Philippines, Useful Collection. An intermediate collection, including Spanish issues; fair completion, with
Semi-Postals, Airs, Express, Officials, and Japanese Occupation issues, inspection invited. Scott $1,600 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1051 HH/H/m Turkey, Impressive Collection, 1863-1994. On bindered pages with much better material, including used
#1-2, 4-5, J2-3; mint #13, 97, 132-141, 159, 278-284, 933, P37-42, P49-54, P55-60, P61-66, 1915/1922 overprint
series; and n.h. #697 and 841, etc., come view.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1052 H/m
Turkey, Lovely Collection, 1863-1967. Housed in an old Scott album; mint hinged and used, featuring First
Issues, some better oxhead overprints, and mint hinged Atatürk, Inönü and Census souvenir sheets (Scott #841, 915a
and 933, respectively), worth a gander.
Estimate $400 - 600
1053 HH
Turkmenistan, Collection, 1992-2007. Includes #1 complete sheets with two perf & two imperf with one with
a diagonal crease, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 22 complete sheet perf & imperf, 9 (36), 23 (5), also full sheets of 22S & 32S, fresh &
clean, excellent stock for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1054 )
Yemen, Wonderful and Extensive Postal History Selection, 1930s-40s. A scarce and substantial group
of approximately 130 covers mounted in one binder or on four-pocket clear-face stocksheets; includes around 40 of the
1930-33 “for foreign & domestic postage issue” covers (Scott #7//23), including lovely franking combos, scarce
destinations, registered examples, etc.; additionally we find about the same number of covers from the 1939
handstamp series, early airmail covers, etc., F.-V.F., specialist’s delight, a wonderful holding, rarely seen in quantities
like this from this early period.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Area Collections
1055 H/m
Africa, Valuable Representation, 19th & 20th Century. Including newer offerings, with a vast array of
issues: singles; sets and souvenir sheets, Countires include Ethiopia; Gabon; Liberia; Mauritania; Mali; Niger and many
others, the Idependant Countries include newer issues which were obtained at a fairly high new-issue cost, a plethora of
topicals and some interesting varieties, a quite useful holding that will not disappoint, viewing a breeze, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1056 H/m
Asia, Powerful Mainly Mint Holding, Mostly 20th Century. Containing many of the better newer issues
and souvenir sheets as purchased, in addition to buying at stamp shows and auction sales of every sort, the owner
subscribed to a new issue service in the 70s onwards and purchased just about every item offered. Countries include:
Burma; Cambodia; Peoples Rebublic of China (PRC); Republic of China; Hong Kong; India; Indonesia; Japan; Laos;
Malaysia & States; Pakistan; Thailand to name a few, items tend to reach to about $50 each, so don’t expect Monkey
stamps, but still plenty of valuable and useful material in a market where this sort of lot is seldom offered in the US,
suggest a careful viewing of this one, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1057 HH/H/m Asia, Alluring Collection, ca. 1850-1990. In a bulging Minkus album; particularly strong in South Asia,
including India and States, along with nice Bhutan, Ceylon, etc., viewing recommended.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1058 )
Asia, Postal History Collection, 1870-1945. 9 covers / cards, includes pair Hong Kong #74 to Switzerland
with manuscript “Via Siberia to Europe, Japan #99 on postcard to Maine from soldier in Japan, Great White Fleet picture
postcard with partial commemorative cancel, 1947 China cover to US and a label franked with France #78 with
Shang-Hai cancel, a lovely and valuable group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1059 H/m
Middle East, Valuable Mostly Mint Holding, 19th & 20th Century. Containing all the better newer issues
and souvenir sheets as purchased, in addition to buying at stamp shows and auction sales of every sort, the owner
subscribed to a new issue service in the 70s onwards and purchased just about every item offered. Countries include:
Abu Dhabi; Afghanistan; Algeria; Egypt; Bahrain; Ira; Iraq; Kuwait; Lebanaon; Morocco; Qatar; Saudi Arabia, Syria;
Tunisia;even some of the sought after trucials like Yemen, plus others with significant runs of material, these sets have
not only appreciated nicely but are in high profile and demand, many useful and a real pleasure to evaluate! If you are
the lucky winner you won’y be disappointed, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1060 H
South East Asia, Tantalizing Collection, 1958-98. Housed in a Scott album at its limits; mostly mint hinged
countries you do not often see; the Indonesia collection is strongest (and continues the longest), with better souvenir
sheets included; Laos, the Ryukyus, Vietnam, etc., are solid as well, worth viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600

Latin America
Country Collections
1061 )
Argentina, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1942-2012. Approximately 700 covers, in 11
small Lighthouse cover albums, a few signed by Commanding officers or expedition crews. Cancelled during
Expeditions or at one of their 13 stations, that are part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research in
the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This area has been a territory of great
contention with competing claims overlapping with Chile and British Antarctic Territory, the British exert their claim via
the Falkland and South Georgia Islands which caused Britain and Argentina to actually enter a brief war in 1982,
although hostilities have ceased, this area is contested, but peaceful diplomatic relations have prevailed. This area has
become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting
collection of one of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1062 HH/H/m Brazil, Bodacious Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1950. Presented in a Lighthouse stockbook, a one of a
kind collection, includes rare used 26 & 28 gutter pair, mint 90a, 171a block of four NH, 212 block of four NH, 442 imperf
between & imperf pairs, many imperf singles, pairs and blocks of four, 495a no watermark, 628-632 proofs and in folder
with inscription, 104, 104a, 104b, 104c, 625 imperf missing flagpole, 674-676 on first day cover signed by president
Dutro, 661b RARE!! C1a block of four, C2a, C4a, C6A, C7a, C8a, C28a, C28b, C47a, C53 varieties, C48 imperf and
double impression, C49 varieties, C57 & C59 double surcharge, J26a, O14-O29, many varieties are much scarcer than
Scott prices them, meticulous inspection will reveal this lot true worth, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1063 HH
Brazil, Mint NH Collection, 1967-2000. Mounted in five Lindner hingeless albums, includes Scott #1047a,
1048a, 1060a, 1062a, 1070a, 1145, 1147, 1191, 1874, 2449-52, 2484-94, 2540, 2547, 2556, with scores of mint
singles, sets and souvenir sheets, F.-V.F., stock up now, don’t miss out.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1064 H/m
Brazil, Substantial Mostly Mint Collection, 1843-1960. Attractive and nicely filled Ka-Be pages housed in
an Abria album, beginning with a nice variety of mostly used 19th-century issues, then onto good runs of mostly mint
sets and singles from the 1920s on, with Airs, Scott #342-55, 364-74, 446-49 and much more, F.-V.F., nice lot with a
good range of mint sets not often encountered; examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1065 H/m
Chile, Powerful, Specialized Souvenir Sheet & Very Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1953-93. Housed in
a pristine slip-cased 3-ring Scott Specialty series album comprising comprehensive footnote-listed souvenir sheets
from 1953’s BKO1 (depicting Scott #276 &B C168, of which only 1000 were printed) right on through 1993; this group
has issued quantities mostly in the 3000-20,000 each range, and a complete collection is very difficult to obtain; we also
note Acknowledgement of Receipt issues, Postage Dues, Officials, Postal Tax issues complete, Parcel Post Tax issue,
Local Post Tax stamps, Fiscals, IM1-9 complete, revenue stamped paper, vinyl record tax stamps, Telegraphs T1-21
complete, tobacco tax, etiquettes, wine tax issue, Social Security stamps, etc., F.-V.F. or better, inspection invited, a
unique one-of-a-kind collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1066 H/m
Chile, Magnificent Highly Specialized Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1884-1978. Superb, keenly
assembled and highly detailed, beautifully presented in a 3-ring Scott Specialty binder (with slip-case), representing
issues from the Airmails through the Postage Due issues, inclduing Razas, Semi-Postals, Officially Sealed stamps,
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Dues color varieties, errors, paper varieties, perf types, Classic errors, plate flaws, etc.; we also note splendid Postage
Due reference items, including Fornier types and Geneva cancels, an inverted center Dues, plus outstanding Airmails,
all identified by SOFICH (Chilean Specialized Catalogue) numbers, and more, F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful “labor of
love” collection that should be viewed to be fully appreciated; be sure to note the images on the web (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1067 H
Chile, Beautiful Specialized Regular Issues Collection, 1867-1965. A few thousand variations of Scott
catalogue #15//699, keenly assembled and annotated in a pristine slip-cased 3-ring Scott Specialty binder; included are
wonderful forgery/reference items, color varieties, paper types, Classic errors, inverts, imperfs, watermark variations,
unissued stamps, rare sheets, classification guides illustrated with actual examples, die varieties and much, much
more; beautifully presented and identified by both Scott and SOFICH (Chilean Philatelic Society catalogue) numbers,
etc. Fresh, F.-V.F. or better, a remarkable study and a highly unusual lot; be sure to view web images for full
appreciation (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1068 H
Chile, Wonderful Mostly Mint Collection, 1853-199. Lovely and neatly assembled in a pristine slip-cased
3-ring Scott Specialty album; complete 1853-1978 (Scott #1-532, less only #155A), then approximately 50% complete
from 1979-93; includes complete Semi-Postals, Airmails, etc. Fresh, mostly Very Fine, a splendid lot; examine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1069 H/m
Colombia, Collection, 1859-1978 (1//C662). Old-timer’s mint and used on Scott Specialty pages and green
binder, a pretty comprehensive collection, with a number of better tiems, including, mint: 1, 6a signed, 7a, 9, 14a with
1988 APS photo Cert, 17 with 1998 APS photo Cert, 21, 24, 26 signed, 41, 52, 57a tete-beche pair, C11, C34, C53-4,
C68-79, C50, F1-2, O1-13; also includes, used: 1, 2, 3, 12, 13 with 1987 PF Photo Cert, 14,16 signed Braun, 18, 19, 20
signed, 22, 30 pair, 42 signed, 51, 338, C12-16, C35, J3; this was built some decades ago and has a lot of nice and
hard-to-find material; later mint appears NH; very little duplication and large swathes of goodies; here is something that
will provide many hours of delight from an area that has historically been very popular, F.-V.F. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
1070 HH/H/m Colombia, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1978. A keen selection with many 19th century varieties of perfs,
papers, shades and a few counterfeits, Acknowledgment of Receipt stamps, Departments and States, F.-V.F., lots of
better material, mixed condition, inspection urged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1071 HH
Guatemala, Mint Full Sheet Collection, 1980-2000. Over 140 full sheets housed in a mint sheet file,
includes 434-444, C765-767 (2), C768-C769, C781 (2), C792-C796 (2), C833, a fabulous lot for the Latin America
dealer, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,900 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1072 H/m
Honduras, Fascinating & Exceptional Collection of the 1865 First Issue. Lovely and intriguing old-time
mounted collection of the 1865 2r issues, including several hundred mint examples as back-ups, plus scores more of
mounted, positioned and plated examples, etc.; the highlight. however, lies on the first pages, which include six genuine
hand-stamp cancelled examples, along with numerous pen-cancelled items, F.-V.F., an excellent study of these classic
issues; specialist’s delight (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1073 H/m
Mexico, Magnificent Mint & Used Collection, 1930-50. In a album mounted on Palo pages, better mint 26,
33-34, 98, 117-118, 122, 130, 143, 174-183, 310-320, 347-353, 414-419, 431-433, 517-527, 608-617, 632-633,
658-665, 667-674, 676-682, 684-687, 754-758, B1-B2, C26-C27, C40-C44, C51-C53, C54-C61, C74 with 1984 Royal
Philatelic Society certificate, C103-C107, E1, Porte De Mar Stamps, Officials, CO3-CO9 and other BOB, a holding with
many complete sets and many better stamps, some mixed condition on 19th century material, but overwhelmingly
F.-V.F., as nice a Mexico collection as you can find. Scott $20,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1074 HH/H/m Panama, Mint & Used Variety Collection, 1887-1950. Housed in two stockbooks, there are many Scott
unlisted varieties including imperfs, misperfed, shifted overprints, inverted overprints, Acknowledgement of Receipts,
but there is also many listed such as E2a, E2b, F8b, F29a block of four, H23b, H23c, specimens, a truly one of a kind
collection, be sure to set aside enough time to properly ascertain the lot’s true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1075 m
Venezuela, Collection to 1980 (with Worldwide Bonus). Mostly used in three binders: one housing
Venezuela, the other two including Central and South America, U.S. and Canada, British Colonies, Asia and Africa,
worthwhile lot for the general collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1076 HH/H/m Central America, Collection, 1863-1960s. Costa Rica, Columbia and Ecuador on Scott Specialty pages in
well-worn bulging large green binder, Old-Timer’s Collection from decades ago, most mint, most in crystal-style clear
mounts; Costa Rica is complete through 1940s (catalogs $2800+) except for a couple stamps, Certificate for #14,
hundreds and hundreds of others stamps from early 1940s through 1960s not counted; Ecuador is also jam-packed,
including beginnings of specialization by perfs and overprint varieties; only stamps up to mid-1940s counted (catalogs
$2700+); once again many hundreds of stamps (and hundreds of dollars catalogue value) not counted!! To top it all off,
hundreds of dollars of Colombia are included but not counted! This is a tremendous value with many complete sets,
some material is never hinged; don’t pass this by without looking at this great value! generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1077 H/m
Latin America, Predominantly Mint Holding with New Issues, 19th but Mainly 20th Century. What an
incredible holding of South America, containing many of the better issues produced over the past 50 + years. Countries
include: Argentina; Bolivia; Brazil; Chile;Colombia; Cuba; Dominican Republic; Ecuador; El Salvador; Guatemala;
Haiti; Honduras; Mexico; Nicaragua; Panama; Paraguay; Peru; Uruguay and Venezuela heavy in useful topicals and
items that were never purchased or stocked up on by dealers, which are now in short supply and sells very well, a careful
evaluation will keep you ahead of the other bidders as this is one lot that won’t duplicate your inventory, strong internet
sales and a bevy of topics included, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1078 m
Latin America and Caribbean, Sultry Used Collection, 1844-1931. Housed in an Yvert album with nearly
all countries well represented, including some British America and Caribbean; a solid collection of Classic-era
engraved issues seldom seen in such good condition; very colorful throughout, generally Very Fine throughout, an
outstanding collection put together over many years; come view. Scott $25,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate
$2,000 - 3,000
1079 H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1975. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in two Scott albums &
two stock books, with better mint Argentina, Bolivia, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba C2, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Haiti, Honduras 1-2, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, El Salvador, Uruguay 330-332, 388-390, Venezuela,
mostly modestly priced material, excellent for the internet, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1080 H/m
Latin America, Old-Time Mostly Mint & Fresh Collection. Sheets, blocks of four, pairs & singles housed in
a springback album with original stamps & reprints useful for comparison, including Ecuador 1874-1896 issues, plus
Telegraph stamps in pairs, Honduras 1878-94 issues, Nicaragua 1882-99 issues, plus Telegraph stamps in blocks of
four and Salvador 1867-99 issues, including sheets, F.-V.F., truly an unrepeatable lot that merits your attention (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1081 S
Latin America, Specimens, 1947-51. 42 perforated stamps printed by the Security Banknote Company and
mounted on two sides of a large card, each with security punch hole and “Specimen” overprint; comprising Bolivia
(344-46, 349, 356, C148-49, C150-52, plus Consular revenue stamp), El Salvador (605,C108-10), Haiti (UPU unissued
set of 4), Honduras (C129-30, C132, C136-38 & C140), Nicaragua (C254 & C256-57), Panama (C88-91), Paraguay
(451-52 & C184-86) & Iran (910-11, 914 & 935), Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide
Topical Collections
1082 H/m/)
Worldwide, Columbian Exhibition Topical Collection. A fabulous exhibit on 112 pages, containing an
impressive diversity of stamps, with various proofs, specimens, plate number strips, singles and covers of the U.S.
Columbian issue, plus many Latin and South American proofs plus many Worldwide Columbian topical issues
documenting the discovery of the America’s, the collection is a little scattered, so it can be a little difficult to find the better
pieces, but they are certainly there and consist of: 118 mint with PF certificate, 119 mint, 119 on small cover to France,
129 mint with PF certificate, 119P2 on Roosevelt album grayish card backing, 119P3 block of four, an apparently
complete card proof set 230P4//245P4, 230 plate number strip of 4, 231 plate number strip of 4, 232 on Columbian
Exposition cover, 232 plate number strip of four, 233 on cover to Austria, 233 plate number strip of 3, 233S, 233-E2a
large die sunk on reduced card, 234 plate number strip of 4 with PF certificate, 234 on cover, 234P2, 234S with PF
112
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certificate, 235 plate number strip of 4, 235S, 236 plate block of 8, 236 on registered cover, 237 on Groceries ad cover,
238, 238 on registered cover, 238 plate number strip of 4, 238P1 large die sunk on reduced card, 239 mint, 239 on
registered cover, 239S, 240 mint, 240 on cover, 240S, 241 mint, 241 on cover, 242 on cover, 242P1, 242S, 243 mint
with PF certificate, 243 on cover, 244 mint, 244 on registered cover to Paris and 245 mint, 245 on small cover. Some
mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, A very interesting collection with much value in this very popular area.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
1083 H/m
Worldwide, Fanatical for Fauna Collection, 1852-2016. Housed on stockpages in 6 binders (2 slip-cased);
U.S. and Canada predominate, but Mexico, Newfoundland, Québec, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Faroe Islands, Greenland
and Iceland make decent appearances as well; stamps, stationery, imperfs, hunting/conservation stamps, you name it
and it has an animal, bird or fish on it, and it’s almost certainly here; items snake back to two Canadian Beavers from
1852-53 (#4d and 12, both unused), two Newfoundland Seals from 1865 (#25-26), a 10¢ Eagle from the U.S. 1869
Pictorials (#116, unused!) with a proof of the same set’s 30¢ Eagle & Shield (#121P, a few minor thins) and Mexico’s
1899 Eagle with Snake series (#294 face-free.); going through the albums, you’ll also ferret out U.S. State Hunting and
Fishing stamps (including a 1971 California Duck Stamp, along with Pheasant and Trout & Salmon stamps), along with
Canadian Federal and Provincial Habitat Conservation stamps; the eagle-eyed will also spy BEP and ABNC
engravings (Philatelic and Numismatic Show cards, along with presentation cards showing various animal vignettes)
and SPM deluxe proofs; we won’t badger you with an overwhelming list—there’s just far too much in this collection to
ram into a short description; we do, however, suggest you click the lynx to take a gander at the photos on the web site, go
wild and add to you menagerie; this collection is well worth viewing (photo on web site). Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1084 H
Worldwide, Space Topicals, 20th & 21st Century, The “Final Frontier” Collection. Even Captain Kirk
would both shutter and blush from the vast expanse, scope and depth of this holding! Jam packed into several cartons
and containing a core collection in volumes plus additional collections purchased along-the-way, what is most
enchanting about this collection is that the owner made every effort to purchase and keep up with the plethora of singles,
sets, souvenir sheets, imperforates, deluxe sheets and every type of item format as it was issued for this topic, spanning
the four corners of the globe. By and far the finest topical space collection we recall having had the pleasure to offer,
definately worthy of careful inspection to unlock the universe of value to be found within, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1085 H/m/)
Worldwide, Olympics Topical Collection. In ten Scott specialty three-ring binders with sets, souvenir
sheets and some first day covers; eight Supersafe binders with covers, including interesting picture postcards,
maximum postcards, U.S. 1932 first day covers, plus nice Germany, Italy & Japan representations. We also noted a fair
number of Olympic pins. A super lot to explore, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1086 )
Worldwide, Astro/Space Topicals, 20th-21st Century Cover Compendium. Thousands of covers,
strictly relating to United States and includes a plethora of the various Gemini/Apollo/Space missions and the
recoveries of same, unchecked for better and we would think that this collector didn’t miss them, as it appears to be an
exhaustive run of covers, a handful of Antarctic/Arctic items have somehow leeched its way into the collection, one
should definately hit this one hard and the buyer will definately have a splashdown! Inspection invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1087 HH/H
Worldwide, Ships on Stamps Collection, 1893-2000. An amazing collection, with thirty three volumes of
ship topicals, mint with many complete sets, many hand drawn and annotated pages, a quick look revealed many better
sets, please explore this treasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1088 )
Worldwide, Astro/Space Topicals, 20th-21st Century Cover Compendium. A large holding of worldwide
issues on every sort of cover, many FDCs whose issue costs are provacative, but also one will find commercial usages
and the occasional stationery item, strong in the areas one might expect- Russia and others, high sales potential and a
breeze to inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1089 H/m
Worldwide, Polar Topic, Mainly 20th Century. In a specialized album “Expeditions Polaires et A.G.I”,
Édetions Lollini, well filled with many mint and used singles, sets and souvenir sheets, noted a used Chile 1956 souvenir
sheet, France Philatec sheet of 8, as well as the three animal blocks of 25, nice French Colonies, Scandinavia, Falkland
Islands, BAT, China, Eastern Europe including Russia, many in mounts so we would anticipate them being never
hinged, an overall breeze to review and a worthy lot to expand or trade upon, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1090 )
Worldwide, Rocket Mail Collection. Of stamps and covers, includes many better as purchased individually
at auction, mail sale or retail, many of the more interesting and valuable items found within and still residing on the
original cards/pages, worthy of a close inspection, seldom offered in such depth, and one of the nicer holdings we’ve
had the pleasure of offering of this area, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1091 )
Worldwide, Hindenburg Cover & Ephemera Collection, 1935-37. 90 covers and cards flown on the
historic air craft, besides U.S., Germany, Netherlands, Brazil, there are covers from El Salvador, Belgium, Greece,
Danzig & Italy, of special interest is a cover from Morocco to New York that was suspended service because of the
crash, also the ephemera includes American Airlines passenger receipt dated 5/6/37, piece of red fabric from the
airship, piece of silver fabric from the Hindenburg, passenger list from the 7/3/36 flight, schedule of flight for 1936,
lettersheet & envelope from the airship, 1937 lunch & dinner menu, 1937 U.S. schedule, a magnificent lot that would
please any collector or add inventory to any dealer’s stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1092 )
Worldwide, Postal History Abondanza, 1890-1960. A few thousand covers and cards, includes air mail,
advertising, registered, first flights, from Latin America, Europe, Africa, British Commonwealth, better with 1936
Belgium first flight, 1950 Sudan airmail to U.S., 1945 Iceland registered and censored to U.S., 1938 Switzerland first
flight, 1957 Pitcairn Islands first day cover 20-30, 1936 Madagascar around the island, 1937 Aero Club Royal de
Belgique, 1937 France first flight French Antilles, many oversized covers, some with US postage dues or official seals, a
true treasure trove, you never know what will appear next, mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
1093 )
Worldwide, Cover Avalanche, 1850-1960. A few thousand covers and cards in a large carton, includes
postal stationery, picture postcards, airmail, first flights, censored, registered, from Germany, Romania, Queensland,
Poland, Switzerland, Iran, Iceland, Columbia, Great Britain, Indo China, Viet Nam, Japan, Costa Rica, Austria,
Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Canada, a handful reveals 1940 first flight New Caledonia to San Francisco, 1937 first
flight French Africa to US, Nova Scotia four covers franked with #9, and who knows what else lurks within, for the
treasure hunter in all of you, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
1094 )
Worldwide, Air Etiquettes on Cover, 1941 Onward. Approximately 300 airmail covers, all collected for the
air etiquettes applied, a wide range of countries, frankings, etc., the demand for this type of cover is increasing, many
scarce labels, must be seen.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1095 )
Worldwide, Exhibit Quality Catapult Covers Collection, 1928-32. 55 covers, with covers from Germany
to U.S & U.S. to Germany via SS Bremen, 1932 catapult cover from Bremen connecting with Graf Zeppelin Flight to
South America, U.S. to Germany & Germany to U.S. via S.S. Europa, first catapult flight from S.S. Ile de France to Paris,
and a 1930 cover for the maiden voyage of the S.S. Europa that had no catapult service, professionally annotated, a
choice collection, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1096 )
Worldwide, Postal History Monstrosity, 1960-2000. Group of hundreds if not thousands of worldwide
covers and cards, includes first days, airmails, maximum cards, balloon flights and cacheted event covers, from British
Commonwealth, Europe and Latin America, a surprise at every corner, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1097 )
Worldwide, Postal History Kaleidoscope, 1850-1975. Approximately 270 cards & covers includes
expositions, air letters, first day covers, first flight covers, postal stationery, picture postcards, stampless, hotel,
advertising, censored, Japan, Senegal, China, Egypt, Uruguay, Russia, Nepal, Tonga, great value with many $25.00 to
$50.00 retail items, F.-V.F., ex-Cricket.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1098 )
Worldwide, Postal History Mayhem, 1906-2000. Hundreds of covers and picture postcards mostly
arranged by country, with many British Commonwealth, Latin America, Europe and Asia, a quick scan did not reveal
any major items, but a closer inspection should yield some surprises, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
1099 )
Worldwide, Ephemera Lot, 1818-1960. Group of items that includes documents with revenues, illustrated
checks with revenues, marriage certificates, revenue stamped paper, small group of Great Britain documents, and a
small binder with Duke tobacco cards of Postage Stamps, worth much more that our low estimate, examine thoroughly
to ascertain this lot’s true value, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1100 )
Worldwide, Postal History Mish Mash, 1870-1960. Several hundred foreign covers from the countries of
Czechoslovakia, Cuba, Canada, Mexico, India, Norway, Germany, Greece, Italy, Russia, Cyprus, Ethiopia, with
censored, catapult, picture postcards, mourning covers, first flights, illustrated ad covers, fieldpost, a great lot at a great
price, mixed condition, thoroughly recommended for a careful and patient viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1101 )
Worldwide, Interesting Cover Accumulation. Approximately 300 covers from a variety of usages,
containing a few early stampless covers, a small group of early 1851/1857/1861 early 3c covers, 73 (2 pairs and single)
on large piece to Nova Scotia, 45 early Airport dedication covers, a group of early unused Postal Stationary, 4
Confederate States covers and some Civil War soldiers mail covers, 50 Italian early Stampless covers, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1102 )
Worldwide, Cover Collection, 1860-1975. Over 200 covers in three albums, includes first flights, cacheted,
postal stationery, illustrated advertising, Canada Semi-Official stamped flights, WWII patriotics, and a whole lot more, a
few condition issues, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

General Collections
1103 H/m
Worldwide, Valuable “Heart of the Holding” Safety Box Lot, 19th & 20th Century. Hundreds upon
hundreds or more of individually purchased mail sale and some public auction lots, still on the original cards/pages and
ranging in value from $25 to $500 each and up, British Commonwealth, Western & Eastern Europe and their former
Colonies and Offices, some Asia, just about everything under-the-sun, we espied a £2 ‘Roo used, various airmail sets,
Memel, Germany, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Falkland Islands, Italy & Colonies, France and Colonies, Portugal and
Colonies, a really clean and valuable lot, the likes of which we seldom have the opporunity to offer, if you are bidding
omitted just one lot in the sale—-this should be the one! Loaded with valauble single items including vaieties that one
can easily bring to market on the internet, an eBay store in a box, should yield a pleasant return and will reward the
ardent viewer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
1104 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Collection. Comprising many, many hundreds housed in a massive, clean and very
serviceable 1897 edition Baumback album which is, for those of you unfamiliar with it, the most massive album
imaginable!: within the pages are scores of better items, far too numerous to create a wall of numbers, but also at the
same time includes a fair range of reprints, forgeries, facsimiles and the like; better areas or sections include Latin
America, with strong Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, Guatemala, Brazil, etc.; strong U.S. from Scott #1-2 (and a #1
cover) on; Denmark, Canada, Somaliland Protectorate, Cape of Good Hope, Germany and Colonies, France and
Colonies and much, much more; an interesting and valuable lot to be sure, but also a bit of an education in one volume,
inspection invited.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
1105 H/m
Worldwide, A Collection without Europe, 1851-1960. A wonderful Classics collection in 2 old Ka-Be
albums offered intact from estate; includes very good Asia with China 1878 1c mint and 3c used, 1885 set of 3 mint,
overprints, Shanghai with better values; Korea includes 1903 50c and 2w used; British Colonies, good classic Japan,
French offices in China, powerful South America, Canada with better Classics, USA with good Classics and
Back-of-the-Book, wonderful Australian States with many premium stamps; condition is sound on the whole, a great
unpicked collection with incredible catalogue value; view and bid—you won’t be disappointed.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1106 H/m/)
Worldwide, Sprawling Massive Collection, 19th - 20th Century. That starts with ten Supreme Globals so
fat and bulging you need two hands just to lift one, tens of thousands of stamps and sets, A through Z, lots of China! plus
just about every other Country spanning the globe. There are a few single volume Countries: Canada, Netherlands,
Switzerland, United States (2); more than meets the intial look here, as there are huge runs of issues from popular
countries, the collector just kept packing them in. Also includes numeroud stockbooks, albums and stocksheets for
further sorting pleasure, if you are looking for a great deal- this may be the lot you’ve been waiting for, generally F.-V.F.,
take this one out for a test-drive, you won’t be disappointed.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1107 H/m
Worldwide, Not Your Grandfather’s Collection, 1860-1962. A sprawling well filled collection housed in
five Supreme Global Stamp Albums, mint Bahamas 116-129, 132-147, 148-149, Bahrain 62-63, Basutoland 39-40,
Bechuanaland Protectorate 147-148, Bulgaria C19-C30, Canada F3, Cyprus 158-159, Egypt 105-107, E1, Ethiopia
N1-N7, Falkland Islands 94, FSAT C1-C2, Great Britain #1 used, 267-268, Hawaii mint & used, Hong Kong 147-150,
J6-J12, Italy 119-122, C42-C47, excellent mint & used Japan, extensive Russia, in fact most countries are well
represented, with an additional (10) volumes of duplicates, this is easily the buy of the sale, mixed condition as to be
expected with a lot of this size, careful examination will only whet your appetite, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1108 HH
Worldwide, Whirlwind of Souvenir Sheets. A whopping 55 stamp/block/sheet files filled with everything
imaginable: all mint (probably the oddball hinged in there, but none sighted in our spot check) from Afghanistan to (at
least) Viet Nam; minimal order to the arrangement, which just increases the fun—you never know what’s next; what you
do know is that there is no duplication; everything is one-of-a-kind and there’s scads of it; noted full sheets of Ethiopia
and Monaco’s FDR issues (Monaco’s triangles make for fun viewing); in addition, a sheet stockbook with 11 better items
identified and valued by Scott: Portugal 594a, Monaco 291b (perf and imperf) and B96-B99a, Yugoslavia B126-B127,
Poland 314, San Marino 304, C62a and C75, Brazil B1-B4, Ethiopia C21-C22 and a 1948 Lebanese UNESCO card,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine throughout, though expect the occasional hiccup, an extraordinary quality lot—well worth
viewing and a dealer’s/eBayer’s dream. Scott $28,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1109 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Cornucopia, 18880-1995. Massive lot with 57 albums and 48 glassine boxes, with
many thousands of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets, albums include seven Master Global albums, nineteen
Scott albums & sixteen Minkus albums, while most of the albums have scattered coverage, the box are generally full,
with material from France Colonies, Portugal Colonies, Spanish Colonies, Russia, Western Europe, with three boxes of
hundreds of mint worldwide souvenir sheets with values up to $10.00, light duplication, the buy of this sale, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1110

Worldwide, Extensive Old-Time Reference Collection. Comprising many, many hundreds in all, arranged
by country or area in 5 Scott binders and two 3-ring binders; includes excellent Germany & Area, including extensive
States, WWII Locals, Berlin overprints, WWII Occupations, Plebiscites, along with strong Saar; plus Latvia, Estonia,
Poland, Spain, France & Colonies, Greece & Area, Switzerland, Japan, Czechoslovakia, Italian States, Russia, Latin
America and others, generally F.-V.F., good lot with collateral material, etc.; some genuine items noted as well; worth a
thorough inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1111 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Grab Bag, 1890-2000. An exciting lot containing Guensey & Jersey Occupation
postcards and covers, group of Viet Nam covers, picture postcards of winter sports and sailing, nine German zeppelin
covers, $3,600.00 face United Nations stamps, and all manner to philatelic material, a tremendous lot to plow through,
mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1112 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Kaleidoscope, 1880-2000. Tens of thousands of stamps mounted in 15 Harris
Statesman albums, with hundreds of mint complete sets, excellent mint & used China & PRC, Falkland Islands,
Japan, Russia, British Commonwealth, French Colonies, a superior collection with many extras, set aside sufficient
time to properly evaluate this lot, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1113 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Blast Off, 1860-2000. Many thousands of stamps & souvenir sheets packed in 53
volumes, envelopes, boxes and sheets in eleven boxes, includes but not limited to Australia & States, three volumes
China & PRC, British Commonwealth, India, Persia, Iraq, France & Colonies, Mongolia, Bulgaria, New Zealand, Spain
& Colonies, Vatican, Liberia, Belgium Nepal, Tibet & Tannu Tuva, with singles mint & used, sets, blocks, & postal
history, the only limit is the time needed to break it all down, but the reward will be substantial, mixed condition as to be
expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1114 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Cache, 1865-2000. 24 volumes in three boxes, includes mint Burundi, Cameroun,
Central Africa Republic collections, mint Canada face, 2 volumes of mint modern Russia, mint Switzerland collection
with souvenir sheets, mint El Salvador collection, mint Iceland collection, mint & used Turkey, Centennial of the UPU
collection, mint & used France collection, and used Poland collection, thousands of stamps, many in mint complete
sets, come explore and reap the rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1115 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1841-1904. In a 1905 Schaubek album, organized by continent; most attention paid
to Europe, but stamps found throughout the album, with some China and Shanghai, Latin America, Canada, etc.;
strengths truly reside in Switzerland and the U.S.: Switzerland catalogues $14,000 and the U.S. $2300; Switzerland
includes particularly strong collections of Rayon issues, Seated and Standing Helvetias (pages of paper and shades
varieties) and Dues; U.S. issues begin with #10/11, a nice face-free canceled 76, Banknotes, early BEP issues,
Columbians (including 50¢ used), Trans-Mississippi used through 10¢, 1901 Pan-Americans complete (mix of mint and
used), Louisiana Purchase used complete, generally F.-V.F. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1116 HH
Worldwide, Philatelic Tsunami, 1900-2000. Housed in sixteen volumes in two boxes, with Austria, Cyprus
243a (4), 257-259 (6), Czechoslovakia, Germany, Greece 728-734, 868-875, 1005-1026, Greenland 46 (4), 102-105
(4), 112-118 (8), Japan, Latin America, Liechtenstein 277-280, 359-367, Norway 585a (8), Palau, San Marino, Spain
Switzerland 717-728a, B323 (6), Vatican City, you’ll be inundated with mint ready to sell material, please review, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1117 HH
Worldwide, Mint Philatelic Gallimaufry, 1890-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets on stock
pages, includes Egypt 655 (5), C144 (4), Ethiopia 369-374, 415-419 (4), Laos 128a (5), Lebanon 220-224, 287-295,
Liberia 341-346 (4), Libya 269-274 (2), Persia 686-695, B28-B30, Samoa 265-274 (3), Somalia 287-291 (6), Thailand
460-463, Turkey 986-989, with decent China, PRC & Japan, a bunch of Israel, you will be surprised how many mint NH
complete sets there are, please peruse, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1118 HH
Worldwide, Mint NH Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1950-2000. Thousands of souvenir sheets in five albums,
topicals includes royalty, space, Disney, dogs, autos, musicians, ships, dinosaurs, Olympics, cartoons, movie stars,
painters & painting, ocean liners, fish, art, zeppelins, a pristine collection, dig in!! Very Fine. Scott $22,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1119 HH/H/m Worldwide, Better Collection. Many hundreds of mint & used sets in glassines, and souvenir sheets from
the four corners of the globe, with emphasis on the countries of French Colonies, Russia, Italian Colonies, with better
items such as Monaco #159, Kuwait 583-590, Nicaragua 717-729 souvenir sheets, Romania 488A-488C souvenir
sheet set of six, B421-B424 sheets of four, C57 overprint, Russia 1325 used, a wealth of $15.00 to $50.00 items, close
inspection will reveal this lot’s true worth, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1120 H
Worldwide, Classics-Only Collection, 1850 Onward. A multi-generational collection housed in an Yvert
album; East and South Asia, Middle East and Australia headline, with British Africa, Belgian Congo, Egypt, Liberia,
Mozambique, etc., included as well; good China selection (including PRC issues from the 1950s and 1960s), Japan;
Korea thinner but still nice and including Falcons (short set); no independent countries, just a wealth of classic early
issues, definitely worth a look. Scott approximately $35,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1121 HH
Worldwide, Red Cross Collection, 1920-2000. Taking 3 stockbooks to hold this extensive, mostly MNH
collection; a wide range of material is present—not just stamps, but proofs, “Muster” and “Specimen” overprints,
imperfs, etc.; better singles and sets include Estonia B13a-14a n.h., Spain B14-18 & CB1-5 and B47-53 & B55-63 (all
n.h.), Switzerland B48 imperf n.h., Thailand B9 mint, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value, o.g., never hinged, a
must-see; you won’t find this much material all together again anytime soon.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1122 HH/H
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1928-65. A few hundred souvenir sheets housed in seven binders,
with better Hungary 486, 528, B97, Japan 564a, 572a, Mexico 896a, C234a, Monaco B94, Poland B31, Portugal 594a,
614a, 641a, 649a, 667a, 667a, 670a, Russia 1082a, 1360a, San Marino 239 perf & imperf, C62a, Timor 253a, Turkey
841, 933, and many more, some condition issues, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1123 H
Worldwide, Photo Stamps, 1880-1940. An extensive worldwide collection of stamp-like photos, personal,
business, promotional including uses on cover, card, business card, etc., a broad range with emphasis on earlier
material, a 15 year collection, must be seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1124 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850s-1902. Many hundreds of different stamps (mainly used) in hardbound edition
of the Imperial Postage Stamp Albums Vol. II-III (i.e., the whole world, less Britain and British Empire); some stamps
stuck down, but nice stamps throughout, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1125 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection of Collections, 1858-1975. Housed in 16 volumes, with Australia &
Australia Antarctic Territory covers, mint & used Hungary, Israel, Czechoslovakia with souvenir sheets, Germany &
States, stockbook of mint Canada, mint Monaco collection, a better than normally encountered collection, mixed
condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1126 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Menagerie, 1890-1990. 72 volumes in ten boxes, with Israel postal history, DDR
collection, Caspary Collection catalogues, Denmark mint & used, 1995 PRC year set, worldwide postal history, U.S.
covers and postal stationery, and much more too numerous to describe, take your time with this one, mixed condition,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1127 H/m
Worldwide, Large Collection including U.S., ca. 1845-1950. Neatly mounted in six blank albums; good
intermediate collection, with each album hosting better issues; note strong (much mint) France, with Semi-Postals and
#C1-2, Liechtenstein Zeppelins, Serbia Death Masks, pretty Swiss Helvetias, solid early issues—including several
#1s—throughout, often better than expected, a pleasing and underestimated set; viewing recommended (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1128 m
Worldwide, Useful and Attractive Collection, 1840-1960. 2 albums’ worth of mostly used; thousands in all,
including sets, cancels, etc.; best being early Great Britain, where we note an attractive Penny Black, a nice Queen Vic
5/ rose, etc.; worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1129 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Cache, 1900-2000. Many, many thousands of mint & used stamps, with some decent
French Colonies & British Commonwealth, but the bulk of the lot is used U.S., mostly identified and in glassines, there is
also many U.S. first day covers, you’ll need plenty of patience in unraveling this lot, but the payoff should be well worth it,
mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1130 H/m
Worldwide, Play Date Boxes, 1860-2000. Residing in six binders and two boxes, in one binder you will
unearth Australia mint C1, C2, C3, C4, M1-M7, used Great Britain Penny Black, New Zealand C1-C8, E1, Canada
51-54, 56, 66 block of nine NH, 104-122, 158, C1-C4, E1-E3, excellent Officials, Hong Kong 168-173, Vatican City
35-40 mint & used with three certificates, another binder holds Seychelles mint 1-21 less 19, two binders of world wide
postal history and two binders of more mint material, and then the two small boxes of mostly mint stamps, you’ll score
big on this one, some mixed condition, close inspection will reveal an enormous amount of valuable sale able stamps,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1131 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic “It’s Too Good To Be True” Collection. Old time collection that will please even the
most fastidious dealer, includes binder with 1864 U.S. Military Telegraph cover, CSA covers, Civil War official covers, a
scrap book holds stampless, locals on cover, express covers, CSA covers, patriotics, box of mint & used foreign, a
Minkus Master Global album with mint & used foreign, International Junior Edition with British Commonwealth mint
blocks of four, and a Scott album with many better stamps and cancels, a guaranteed pleasure, every time you examine
it you be surprised, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1132 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Typhoon, 1888-2000. Mounted in five volumes in a large carton, with Mexico full
sheet #1118a, 1135, 1372-1373, 1519, Belgium B605a, B662a, Germany B106, Iceland B5, British Omnibus sets 1937
Coronation and 1945 Peace, Canada revenues, Mexico 896a, C234a, Duke tobacco book “Costumes of All Nations, a
exceptional array of material, careful examination will prove this lot’s true worth, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1133 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850-1936. Several thousand stamps in a 1937 edition Stanley Gibbons hardbound
New Imperial album for Foreign Countries in two volumes, with built-in interleaving; spaces for all but Postage Dues and
Officials through 1936; many interesting items, generally Fine. Scott $20,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1134 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1920. Mounted in two well loved 1894 Scott International
albums, with better used U.S. 38, nice Officials, revenues, Brazil 1b, 2, mint U.S. PR3, PR5, with decent British
Commonwealth, France, German States, Latin America, much better than usually encountered, mixed condition,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1135 H/m
Worldwide, Collection Balance. Containing three stock books of U.S. and Canadian face value postage,
three Lighthouse commemorative hingeless albums with early stamps used and U.S. face value postage from 1940’s to
1991, with the following mint highlights: 658-69, 832-34. Some decent British including: Great Britain 1, 286-89, a stock
book of Machin heads, a few George V to George VI British Commonwealth sets, a stock book containing a ships topical
collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1136 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1980. In three large boxes, 35 volumes of stamps and souvenir
sheets, covers removed for shipping, loaded with sets and singles, great lot for the internet dealer, mixed condition,
please examine, F.-V.F., ex Cricket.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1137 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Conglomerate, 1920-2000. Hundreds of mint and used stamps, includes Niger
proofs, France B43, German rocket mail souvenir sheet, Canada revenues, Korea 977-980, Qatar 104-104A, Iceland
B5, Spain 585c, China 1269a, 1322a, 1360a, Liberia proofs, mint Saint Pierre & Miquelon large blocks, French
Polynesia #211 (10), C207 (9), Canal Zone #137 full sheet, excellent potential, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1138 H/m
Worldwide, Country Collections, 1850-1940. Good mix of issues on various pages; includes Austria,
Greenland, Iran, Monaco, Scandinavia, U.S. and various Central and South American states, a lovely mix worth
viewing.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1139 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Buffet, 1861-1970. An exciting lot of saleable material, includes used Brazil 2-3, mint
Falkland Islands Dependencies 2L1-5L8, Canada 162-177, Italy #26 no gum with certificate, Canadian revenues,
better U.S. plate blocks, C10a, White Plains sheet, Israel full sheets, a tasty morsel sure to satisfy any dealer or
collector, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1140 H/m
Worldwide, Local Posts, Private Issues, Revenues, On The Fringes Holding, 19th & 20th Century. An
interesting and useful holding of these issues from around the world and includes the usual assundry, but then
interesting and potentially valuable issues present, if you are into these oddballs, some are not even listed, then look no
further, a lot that “makes you smile” and worthy of inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1141 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Stockpile, 1850-1975. Filling two large boxes, mint & used Vatican collection in two
albums, France gutter pairs, Greenland collection with postal history, worldwide revenue collection, Great Britain
159-172 mint, British Asia collection with postal history, Balkan states collection, interesting Iran & Turkey postage dues
with unlisted proof, specialized French Levant, will take some research but with huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1142 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection, 1850-2000. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in a large box,
mint U.S. includes Washington Bicentennial in blocks of four, plate blocks 1295 (4), used parcel post set Q1-Q12, mint
Russia 603A souvenir sheet, mint Monaco 159 souvenir sheet, also Spain collection in a Scott album, Mexico collection
in a Scott album, box of U.S. & foreign booklets, tons of material to wade through, mixed condition, inspection will prove
worth while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1143 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1950. Mounted in five albums, besides the usual suspects of
Eastern Europe, Latin America, German & Italian States, there is good U.S. Officials, Match & Medicines, Canada, with
plenty of extras tucked between pages, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1144 H
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1929. Mounted in three Scott International albums, includes
mint Canada 51-53, 57, Korea, Latin America, used Penny Black, mint & used Hawaii, loads of worldwide revenues,
France Offices Abroad and Colonies, a nice collection with many extras, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1145 HH
Worldwide, Mint NH Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1960-2010. Hundreds of souvenir sheets, including
British Antarctic, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Kenya, South Georgia, Gambia, Gibraltar, Penrhyn, Turks & Caicos, and many
more, mostly modestly catalogued items, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., please examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1146 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In a small box you will discover Burundi medal stamps B15-B22 (20),
Falkland Island Dependencies, Djibouti proofs, Liberia proofs, British Commonwealth, Japan, PRC, Hong Kong, Niger
proofs, Russia 931-937, 959 French Antarctic & Southern Territories 45, Monaco 2105 (2), many sale able items to
uncover, mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F., ex-Cricket.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1147 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-2000. On pages and in albums, includes Laos mint animal
topical sets, Israel, United Nations, mint & used Korea collection, Austria mint & used collection, Ryukyus Christmas
Seal sheets, U.S. & Canal Zone face, Disney sets, Olympic collection, mint New Zealand collection, a nice mishmash
that needs some TLC, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1148 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1975. Thousands of mint & used stamps in display cards, with
British Commonwealth, France & Colonies, Portugal & Colonies, Latin America, Africa, Asia, Europe, with many
complee mint sets, a great lot with enormous retail value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1149 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1945. Several hundred mint & used stamps presented in four
Scott International albums, highlights include used China 13-14, Great Britain 96, 108, mint Canada C1-C4, Ethiopia
N1-N7, Italy 140-142, 188-191, Nyassa 106-125, Portugal 422-436, Russia 265-268, U.S. 670-679, QE1-QE4, sure to
be some surprises, mixed condition, great to break up or use as a foundation for a larger collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1150 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection, 1890-2000. In two boxes we have Guatemala, Honduras, Domimcan Republic
postal history, mint unless noted Belgium 251-253, Switzerland C3-C12, Bulgaria 57-69, a few hundred ham radio
cards, full sheets of United Nations, mint Japan postal stationery with high face value, and China postal cards, first day
covers and stamp presentation folders, plenty of useful sale able material, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1151 H
Worldwide, Zeppelin Issues Collection, 1930-35. A nice assortment brought together on a stockpage;
Argentina’s 1930 and 1932 overprints are here (two sets each), along with sets from Brazil, Paraguay (1933 n.h., with
1934 and 1935 mint), a 1931 duo from Hungary (n.h.), and Russia (including imperfs of the 1931 Polar Flight issue),
high catalogue value; well worth a look.
Estimate $600 - 800
1152 HH/H
Worldwide, Scott Unlisted Souvenir Sheets, 1938-45. 13 mint souvenir sheets, includes five different
colors and vignettes for the Legion of French Volunteers, four different colors & vignettes for the 1942 Prisoners of War,
SS 50f Feldpost Langemark sheet, and five different values for the air post Aerovias Puerto Rico Co., many Michel
listed, careful inspection needed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1153 H/m/)
Worldwide, Stamps and Covers Collection. Several hundred stamps and first day covers, the majority
being United Nations, with a mint collection of stamps and souvenir sheets, several albums of first day covers, also
includes mint stamps from the Middle East, Africa and Asia, easily worth our low estimate, review is encouraged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1154 H/m
Worldwide, Stamps and Currency Collection, 1880-1975. With album of mint & used Canada with used
158, dollar values and a ton of face value, an album of mint & used topicals including fish with Saint Pierre & Miquelon
351-355, Guinea 315-324, C54-C55, New Caledonia 307-310, reptiles, bugs, horses, dogs, cats, mammals with
Belgian Congo 187-206, 207-225, stock book of face value Canada, stock book of mint & used worldwide, and two
binders of worldwide currency, intriguing lot, mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1155 H/m/)
Worldwide, Stamp Playdate, 1900-2000. Filling a small box with Lithuania 309a, mint Switzerland airmails,
Falkland Islands 166-179, Canal Zone, mint France Colonies especially French Polynesia, with many sale able
desirable items, examination is urged, F.-V.F., ex-Cricket.
Estimate $500 - 750
1156 H/m/)
Worldwide, Poster Stamp & Seal Collection, 1890-2000. Many hundreds of seals, labels, and fantasies,
with philatelic exposition, U.S. & worldwide revenues, fantasies, Christmas seals, airline baggage stickers, Memorial
Day, children, revenues on documents, a world of discovery, mixed condition, F.-V.F., ex-Cricket.
Estimate $500 - 750
1157 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-98. Housed in eleven volumes, thousands of mint and used
stamps from the usual suspects Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa and beyond, should be a few gems waiting to be
discovered, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1158

Worldwide, Reference Sheets, 1880-1900. Over 20 reference full sheets, with Romania 2b, 3b, 4b, Turkey
1¼p, Italian States 25c, Braunschweig ¼p, Spain 50c, Venezuela 2r, over 500 stamps, an excellent lot of uncommon
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

1159 H
Worldwide, Packet Tour Collection. A collector’s purchase; couple thousand stamps, most still on #102
cards or in glassines; singles and sets, no duplication spotted (though a few might have slipped in) or recent material;
some singles/sets noted catalogue value to $165; excellent opprotunity for the collector or dealer. Scott $3,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600
1160 H/m
Worldwide, Wide-Ranging Accumulation. Comprising a worldwide International Junior Postage Stamp
Album through 1937, including Monaco #1 mint, nice selection of 1890s Japan, China Imperial Post issues, good Qajar
Iran with overprints, India and States, Egypt from the Sphinx & Pyramids series on, including a used Salt Department
Revenue and Sudan Large Camels with S.G. perfin and O.S.G.S. and Army Service overprints; two slip-cased White
Ace albums with mint U.N. for all three offices through 1982, includes Scott #38, MI blocks of 6-10 (not of every issue,
but a full 2- to 3-inch binder), plus mint New York stationery; a White Ace album with mint, mounted, foreign stamps
celebrating the U.S. Bicentennial (running from the Maldives (perf and imperf) through Upper Volta), plus a second
cover album with FDCs of the same topic; a stockbook of Israel used, a mint n.h. Galloping Horses souvenir sheet (with
wrinkles from prior handling) from China and more; no great rarities noted, but a solid selection on which to build, and
perfect for the internet/packet trader, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1161 HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Collection, 1940-2000. In seven volumes, mostly new issues, with a mint Pitcairn Islands
collection with 1-8, 11-12, 20-30, two of the volumes have U.S. face, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1162 m
Worldwide, Paquetboat and Port of Arrival Collection. Over 100 stamps and pieces, neatly arranged on
quadrille pages, mostly from 1910’s to 1930’s, roughly organized by type, stamps were chosen for their cancel rather
than condition, so condition may be mixed, make sure to view in person or online to properly evaluate, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1163 H/m/)
Worldwide, Hercules, Vulcan & Berlin Airlift Collection. Over 140 stamps, covers, picture postcards and
photos mounted and annotated on quadrille pages, some covers signed by the pilot, the Hercules-Vulcan items
includes material from Operation Icecube, the war over the Falkland Islands, and numerous antarctic flights, the Berlin
Airlift are all commemorative items, none the less an informative collection, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1164 H/m
Worldwide, Collection Balance. In six old albums and a stockbook. These albums and stockbook have
been sitting in a back room for many years, so who knows what you might find here. Worth a quick look, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations
1165 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Master Blaster, 1890-2000. Ten of thousands of mint & used stamps in
approximately (200) volumes, while most albums contain flotsam & jetsam there are many better volumes of Canada,
Space, China, Japan & Russia, also loads of British Commonwealth, the only negative is the time you’ll need to sort it all
out, enormous catalog value, mixed condition as to be expected in a lot of this size, happy hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1166 H/m
Worldwide, Three Boxes of Foreign Better. From Albania to Yugoslavia (but no British Empire), better
items in chipboard file boxes on 104/105 cards arranged by Scott number by country; used, mint, n.h., singles, sets,
booklets—you’ll find it all here; particularly good France, Germany and States, Japan and Switzerland holdings; almost
all items list $20 or above, making this a great source from which to add to your collection or to sell, generally F.-V.F. or
better. Scott $80,169 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1167 H/m/)
Worldwide, Massive Treasure Hunt Accumulation. This lot is sloppy, unorganized and packed full of
value. It is a strange lot because here you will find many $50, $100 and higher stamps mixed with piles of common
stamps. This is a true gold mine lot that should, with a fair amount of work, yield high profits because there is no way you
will be able to figure everything here. As we look through here, we see Union Patriotics, three albums of Germany and
one album of Scandinavia, a huge amount of loose postage ($100’s of dollars), a group of better Revenues and Private
Die Proprietaries, C18 on cover, blocks of Great Britain Castle stamps from the 1990’s, a group of Farley Park plate
blocks, an old time approval booklet packed with value of 19th century foreign, some coins including some silver, a
bunch of loose Newspaper card proofs and a set of 1875 Newspaper card proofs, some mint 1894/1895 Bureau issues,
airmail plate blocks, mint Washington Franklins, used classics, 630 White Plains sheet, a dealer stock book filled with
State Duck stamps, a stock pages with many mint Columbians up to 15c and so much more. Condition and centering
will of course be mixed, with many faulty stamps and a great many sound and valuable stamps, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, the key to viewing lot will be not to rush, we found many great pockets of value that seem to be hidden in the
most unlikely places. If you spend time viewing the entire lot, you will not be disappointed (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1168 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Many hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets,
countries include Guinea, Falkland Islands, Iran, British Commonwealth, U.S. Pacific Territories, Bosnia, Saar, Costa
Rica, Afghanistan, Russia, and more, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, Scott catalog value over $68,000.00 per
owner, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1169 H/m/)
Worldwide, The Good, The Bad & The Ugly, 1880-2000. In our never ending quest to serve up the biggest
lots available we offer this monstrosity, nineteen large cartons over flowing with all thing philatelic, with souvenir cards,
U.S. used, worldwide used, U.S. first day covers, cacheted event covers, commercial mail, worldwide postal history
including first days, mint Germany blocks of four, and who knows what else is lurking about, hours of entertainment for
little money, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1170 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Gumbo, 1860-2000. Intriguing lot with mint & used Austria collection, United Nations,
Bhutan 3D space, autographs, Ivory Coast airmail imperf pair, U.S., PRC #1983-87; Viet Nam #235-38, 244-46,
272-75; Canada #112 LH; first flight, Albania #232 full sheet, Liechtenstein sheet of four #159, Russia full sheets CTO
#938, 938A,1002, 1021, 1022; Italy full sheet #439; Angola full sheet #243; Reagan inaugural covers, everything &
anything philatelic, mixed condition, F.-V.F., please enjoy, ex-Cricket.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1171 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Stockpile, 1860-2000. Filling four large boxes, includes but not limited to mint
Liechentstein collection, worldwide postal history, Hong Kong souvenir sheets 438a (7), mint United Nations collection,
U.S. 3¢ to 4¢ full sheets, space covers, ephemera, souvenir cards, year sets, mint U.S. collection 1930-1940, U.S. face,
easily well worth our low estimate, careful viewing required to properly evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1172 H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Goulash, 1900-2000. Contained in four boxes, you will see worldwide postal history,
China 1269a (2), worldwide souvenir sheets, mint worldwide, U.S. first day and cacheted event covers, JFK Trucial
States collection, postal stationery, Thailand 1917a, and loads more, please inspect, a little TLC will go a long ways,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1173 H/m
Worldwide, Amalgamation of Many Albums, 19th & 20th Century. As far as the eye can see, stamps in
various stockbooks, albums and homemade binders, as aquired by a legitimate hoarder, British Commonwealth,
United States, Europe and former Colonies, South America, Africa, just about every country espied within, travel the
world and never leave the stamp room! arranged in no apprarent order, these were purchased by the collector to fill in
his collection— its not apparent if he ever got a chance to strip them for the collection, readily worth our estimate and
then some, viewing not necessary in the estimate range, when it goes beyond that we suggest having a peak, either way
you can’t go wrong, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1174 m
Worldwide, Premium Schmere, 19th & 20th Century. A genuine old-time holding, better than your
average packet stuff, things like Great Britain Penny reds and such ilk, surrounded by everything around the world, best
of best for this, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1175 H/m/)
Worldwide, Better Accumulation. On auction lot cards and loose with the following interesting items:
Ceylon small stock book of Chalon heads with 2008 Scott value of $890+, Eduador Revenues 1910-20’s 23 different
American Bank Note Co. Specimens, Great Britian 22 different cut squares with Stanley Gibbons collars, Greece stock
pages of Hermes heads, Liberia 1952 Ashman & 1958 Tubman Tour imperf and intert sets of sheets of 20, 1957 362-63,
C107-10 set of progressive color proofs imperf sheets of 25, Newfoundland C8/C11? on registered cover with red St.
John’s postmark to Switzerland, Prince Edward Islands 11-16, small group of Russia with a few premium items and
some year sets, Tasmania S.G. 18 cleaned with Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria certificate, Western Australia S.G.
#27 with forged postmark, Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria certificate, some albums pages of Mexico, San Marino
and Suriname from 1960’s and 1970’s, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1176 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Monstrosity, 1860-2000. Housed in five boxes, U.S includes covers, locals,
back-of-the-book, postal stationery, Christmas seals, mint & used Japan, Great Britain omnibus issues, worldwide mint
& used singles, souvenir sheets and covers, United Nations, Iran, and everything else imaginable, mixed condition,
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1177 HH/H
Worldwide, Poster Stamp Accumulation, 1897-1985. Hundreds, with many in blocks of four; includes
WWII patriotic, airmail, philatelic, vacation; with examples of “Remember Warsaw”, “Society of Israel Philatelists”, “Via
Condor Zeppelin”, “Foire Internationale Metz”, “Pax/Veritas Libertas Justitia”, “1935 Australia Rocket Firings”, “Vote for
Hoover”, “American Merchant Marines”, “See Alaska, America’s Last Frontier”, F.-V.F., some uncommon material
present, please review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1178 H/m
Worldwide, the Caboose That De-Railed the Train! 19th & 20th Century. Housed in many cartons and
contains the “bones” of the lifetime hoarders holding, you will find tens-of-thousands of stamps, organized in no fashion
whatsoever, the previous owner bought and bought and bought and there is no-telling whats to be found here, prolific in
many ways, but none of which you would be proud to admit to, many older issues present, so not the common day
rubbish, a packet-makers paradise, just weigh, list and collect!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1179 H/m
Worldwide, A Plethora of Pages, 19th & 20th Century. Consisting of mint and used collections or partial
collections spanning the globe and that were purchased over the years, some meaningful and useful and some not so,
fills a carton or thereabouts and is worthy of a thorugh but quick view as this one was put together quickly at the bell,
lovely and friendly none the less, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1180 H/m/)
Worldwide, Hodge Podge, 1860-2010. Housed in 1 box, thousands of mint & used singles and blocks, with
much used U.S., and a collection & assorted stamps of South America with emphasis on Peru, sheet file of worldwide
sheets, lots of interesting material, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1181 H/m/)
Worldwide, Not Your Father’s Balance, 1860-1950. Thousands of stamps and covers filling two large
boxes, hidden amongst the weeds are blooms such as Netherlands B144a, B145a, Canada 268-273, U.S. plate blocks,
mint British Commonwealth, U.S. better singles with mint 240, 260, used 311, 312, mint & used Saar collection, Norway
B24 mint NH, and loads of U.S. & worldwide postal history, be prepared for some serious mining, all sorts of hidden
gems abound, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1182 H/m/)
Worldwide, Large Balance of Consignment, 1890-2000. Includes mint & used in glassines, worldwide
postal history, US FDC, and much more, some condition issues, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1183 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance of Consignment, 1930-2000. Two cartons filled with worldwide first day covers,
cacheted special event covers, air letter sheets, U.S. souvenir cards, U.S. mint postal stationery, picture postcards,
postal history, maximum cards, plus full sheets of foreign stamps including French Southern & Antarctic Territories, the
U.S. postal stationery catalog value is huge, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1184 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Fandangle, 1860-1975. Many hundreds of mint & used stamps, souvenir sheets &
postal history, with mint Germany B104, B105, Liberia 1054 (150), 1081 (150), 1087-1090 (75), 1118 (150), 1129 (150),
1130 (150), mint & used Germany singles, the Liberia alone should be worth our low estimate, please evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1185 H/m
Worldwide, On Paper Mixture, 1940-2000. Tens of thousands of stamps on paper in fifteen boxes, besides
a plethora of Canada & British Commonwealth there are Greece, Norway, Spain, U.S., estimate is 300 pounds, great lot
for the packet maker, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1186 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection Remains from a Veteran Collector, 19th & 20th Century. No telling what one may
find, theres USA, Switzerland, covers, stamps, this one came in after the buzzer on the deadline so no time to review
and image, floor bidders deligt in this one a true bargain.
Estimate $500 - 750
1187 H/m/)
Worldwide, Pockets of Value, Mainly 20th Century. In four bins, we noticed two small boxes of US postage
which will add up quickly, some covers, revenues, a little bit of everything, another floor bidders delight, do view and
count this carefully as our estimate is conservative.
Estimate $500 - 750
1188 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collectors Closet Close-out, 19th & 20th Century. 9 humungous cartons can barely restrain
what is conatined within: dealer pages with individual items/sets, used on-paper, used off-paper, covers, souvenir
sheets, mint year sets, every Country imaginable with every type of issued item, booklets, FDCs, post cards, this lot was
dropped off by the estate and they don’t want it back, now its up to you —- if you dare and aren’t faint of heart, to have a
peak and set the price, our estimate is a fraction of its re-sale value, have-at-it!
Estimate $500 - 750
1189 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1880-2000. A solid lot made up of mint British Commonwealth
with Falkland Islands 260-274 (2), Great Britain 831-834a (22), Germany mint B90, B102, B106, foreign covers, mint &
used collection “S to Z” in Harris album, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1190 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Mish Mash, 1860-1945. Many thousands of used & mint stamps, loose and mounted
in a International Junior album with a few better U.S. revenues, Eastern Europe, Latin America, a lot that needs a lot of
TLC, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1191 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Stock, 1850-1964. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in nine counterbooks, with
material from Paraguay, Hungary, Romania, Congo, Belgium, U.S., some decent material for your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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New Issue Accumulations
1192 H
Worldwide, New Issue Subscription Holding, 20th & 21st Century. Several decades worth of material,
still in original shipment packaging, many with the packing lists for ease of sale or integration into your inventory,
thousands upon thousands of dollars worth as purchased, you can add them up — they are substantial and includes
Coutries spanning the globe and missed by most, very desirable range of singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets and
every imageinable format, the topical range included is fantastic and rounds out this holding, have a look-see, you won’t
be disappointed, especially useful for the internet trader.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1193 HH
Worldwide, Mint New Issue Accumulation, 1940-2000. Many thousands of mint NH material, includes
Andorra French, Aland, Channel Islands, Faroe Islands 207, France, French Southern & Antarctic Territories 211,
Liechtenstein, Monaco, New Caledonia C234, Sweden, Yugoslavia, a massive lot that you missed the first time, don’t
let it happen again, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1194 HH
Worldwide, New Issue Accumulation, 1940-2000. In four volumes, includes Wallis & Fortuna, French
Antarctic & Southern Territories, French Polynesia, New Herbrides, New Calidonia, Saint Pierre & Miquelon,
Madagascar, Solomon Islands, Tristan da Cuhna, Christmas Island, Australian AntarcticTerritory, British Indian Ocean
Territory, South Georgia, here’s your chance to catch up on all the good stuff you missed, don’t miss again, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1195 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1940-2000. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include North Korea, British Commonwealth & French Colonies, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, what was
checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $9,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1196 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1940-2000. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Korea, British Commonwealth & French Colonies, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1197 HH
Worldwide, Mint NH Accumulation, 1950-2000. Packed in a binder, with mint NH French Colonies, British
Commonwealth, Korea & Russia, fresh & clean lot, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1198 HH
Worldwide, Mint NH Accumulation, 1950-2000. Packed in a binder, with mint NH French Colonies, British
Commonwealth, Korea & Russia, fresh & clean lot, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1199 HH
Worldwide, Mint NH Accumulation, 1950-2000. Packed in a binder, with mint NH French Colonies, British
Commonwealth, Korea & Russia, fresh & clean lot, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1200 HH
Worldwide, Mint NH Accumulation, 1950-2000. Packed in a binder, with mint NH French Colonies, British
Commonwealth, Korea & Russia, fresh & clean lot, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1201 HH
Worldwide, Mint NH Accumulation, 1950-2000. Packed in a binder, with mint NH French Colonies, British
Commonwealth, Korea & Russia, fresh & clean lot, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1202 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1940-2000. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Korea, British Commonwealth & French Colonies, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
1203 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1940-2000. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Korea, British Commonwealth & French Colonies, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
1204 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1940-2000. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Korea, British Commonwealth & French Colonies, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
1205 HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Newer Issues, mostly 1980’s and 1990’s. Three volumes of various Worldwide new
issues on stock pages. The first book is mostly Israel 16, a few 1940’s stamps with tabs, one book with strong British,
mostly includes Canada, Great Britain and Ireland and one book of worldwide, containing: Republic of China, Hong
Kong, Macau, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Scandinavia and other worldwide countries. Condition is mostly sound,
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Philatelic Literature
1206

Man, A Tub o’ Canada! . Celebrate our northern neighbor’s sesquicentennial with this “classics” collection of
Canadian philately; 26 titles are included, the highlight of which is an autographed 1946 Christmas gift copy of The
Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada (both volumes inscribed; volume 2 retains its jacket, though chipped) by
Winthrop Boggs; other titles include Alberta First Issue Law Stamps (Bileski); British Columbia Law Stamp (Martin &
Keane); The Admiral Issue of Canada (Marler), along with four other pamphlets, including a color guide, on the issue;
along with books on perfins, errors, stationery, RPOs…the entire confederation at your fingertips; all titles gently used
but clean and tight, add to your own collection, or give a natural high to your favorite budding Canadist.
Estimate $150 - 200
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www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully
searchable.
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